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ABSTRACT

From the early 1970s, extreme right-wing groups began to
proliferate jn New Zealand and to contribute to public debate. These
groups represent one response to the growing pol iticisation of racjal
and gender jssues, d discontent at the trends in modern capitalism and
a nostalgia for the unity and certainty that is seen as epitom.ising
the immediate post-war period. Poulantzas identifies these groups as
primarily petty-bourgeois in origin and thjs class link constitutes a

central focus of thi s thesi s.

It js argued that the old or traditional petty-bourgeoisie are
a declining class fraction who exhibit reactionary tendencies. Thejr
form of petty-commodity production, both rural and urban, is
threatened by the development of the corporate economy, exemplified by
the interventionjst state and the growing size and centralisation of
monopoly capital. The resulting decrease in petty-bourgeois posjtjons
produces a crisjs of confidence as the reproduction of small-scale
product'ion is no longer guaranteed. The marginal position of the old
petty-bourgeo'isie is further confirmed by the absence of po'litica'l
influence. They feel unabre to halt the growing ,moral decadence, of
recent decades because they'lack the political power of capital or
labour, or that of expanding class fractions such as the new petty-
bourgeoisie. Radical right-w'ing groups are an expression of these
cl ass concerns.

The old petty-bourgeoisie have not always identified with
reactionary political organisations. Their support was an important
factor in the election of the Labour Government in 1935. But during
the 1930s, they articulated an ideology that perceived speculat ive
capital, and Jews,as an important cause in financial decline. This
world-view was reproduced intact into the 19l0s. At this point, a

general economic recession emphasised the prob lems faced by petty-
cornmodity production and the conLribution of thc'o1d petty-bourgeoisie
to moral debates on 'race', gender and peace issues was increasingly
superseded by post-war generations and movements. Also, the
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traditional party of this fraction, Soc'i al Credi t, experienced a

change in leadership in 1972 that marked a rejectjon of '1930s

arguments. Extreme right-wing groups were establ ished to articulate
petty-bourgeois concerns and to counter weak representational links
wi th conservati ve pol i t'ica1 part'ies.

The ideology and poljt'ical style of these groups is described

in detail. Case studies of the League of Rights, the Country Party

and Tax Reduction Integrity Movement/lenith Applied Philosophy are

provided, along with profiles of key activ'ists. The class base cf
these organisations is confirmed by the contrast with working class

neo-fascism and forms of conservatism such as the New Zealand Party.

An international comparison involving the United Kingdom, Austral ia

and Canada identjfies the spec'ific tendenc'ies of the New Zealand

situation.

The final section djscusses the prognosis for extreme right-
wing groups jn a situatjon of crisis. The analysis centres on three
questions: (1) in order to widen jts const'ituency, are alliances with
other classes or fractions possible; (2)'is mass fasc'ism a

possibility; (3) are the old petty-bourgeoisie a significant or

authentic socia'l force. The thesis concludes that extreme right-wing
groups are an expression of petty-bourgeois revo'lt and they constitute
one of the most important examples of reactionary politics with an

impact on contemporary socjal relations and debates.
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PREFACE

Some brief preparatory comments need to be made before proceeding

to the body of the text. The first concerns the generat'ion of a data

base. Throughout the thes'is, there are extensive references to

secondary sources such as newspaper items or articles. It may not be

'immediately obvious that a considerable amount of the data came from

primary sources, especially contact with members of the extreme right,
intervjews with them and attendance at meet'ings. Material from these

sources has been woven into the analysis and the origin is often not

identjfied or clear. Secondly, although this thesis addresses the
questjon of the class bases of extremism in New Zealand, class'is taken

as read. There is no'intentjon of exploring class in'its own right.
That was beyond the scope of this project. And finally, my personal

attitude towards the subject matter, right-wing extremism, may be

gauged indirectly from the analysis but'it'is very seldom explicit. The

extreme ri ght represents a trad'iti on that di verges j n 'its val ues and

bel'iefs from social democratjc culture, and from the liberal values of
sociology. The opposed pos'it'ions of sociologist and extreme right has

often meant that the latter have been carjcatured in socjology. By

that I mean that the complex'ity and commitment of extreme right-wing
politics has been inaccurately portrayed. The ajm here was to convey

something of the jntricacies and rjchness of this tradition, and to

acknowledge the integrity of the people jnvolved. Ihis integrity is
acknowledged by simply being accurate and not misrepresenting

ind'ividuals or events. But'tout comprendre, c'est tout pardonner' is
not my attitude. I reject total'ly the valjdity of extreme right-wing
interpellations and believe them to constitute an impediment to the
practice of a liberal democratic system. Equally, however, I do not

share the'bleak pessimism' (Bottomore, 1984:37) that characterised
the Frankfurt School on this same subject, and if soc'iology can add

anything it is to create positive options through competent analysis.
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CHAPTER ONE:

If historg has a meaning, it is as a lesson
for the present. To be wrong now, and to
faiT to see ttre reaTitg of a tuture rise of
fascism, wouTd not be excusabLe howevet much

it night have been in the Past.

Poul antzas ( 1979: 358)

[There is a tendencg to see/...fascism as a
kind of bacteriaT disease, now provablg
curabTe but hrith the regrettable tendenca to
flare up again, in ninor epidenics, in the
Tess wholesome quarters of the bodg politic.

Edgar (1981: 20)
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It is the possibility of fascism, and the presence of extremt

right-wing ideologies and groups, which constitute the centrai concerri

of this thesis. To begin by talking about fascism in the context of

New Zealand politics might be vjewed as starting on an hysterrcal and

exaggerated note. But deve'lopments of the 1970s and 1980s justify
such a focus. Hannah Arendt (see Eeiner, 1982:14) described

politjcs as the disclosure,'in a public space of appearances, of wh.lL

we are and what we are capable of. In the first instance, the bL;lk ot

the thesis is given over to an examinatjon of those groups that
constitute the reactionary pole of the pol itical spectrum and to
locate their class base, the 'what we are'. This then provides a

bas'is for an analysjs of the collective tendencjes and possibiljtjes,
the'what we are capabie of', or specifically the prognosjs for
extreme right-wing and fascist movements in New Zealand's pol jtjcal
and ideological struggles. These tasks are only possjble wjilr arr

adequate theori sation.

The theoretical framework which wi I I inform the empirical
analysis is significantly influenced by Poulantzas (1979) and Laclau
(1979). Poulantzas offers a problematjc wh'ich directs attentjon to
the petty-bourgeois character and origins of fasc'ism. This ljne of
analysis js developed here in an effort to establish more precisely
the nature of the relationship between the groupings that constitute
fascist and extreme right-wing politics and their class base. The

thesis is that the domjnant expression of reactionary politics in New

Zealand, extreme right-wing organisatjons, represent the'regressive
d'ispositions' (cf. Bourdieu, 1984: 346) of the old petty-bourgeoisie.
The latter, a declining fraction in terms of their materjal position
as well as politjcally and ideologically, are profoundly crrtjcai of
pol itical el ites, dominant hegemony and trends in contemporary

capitaljsm. It is argued here that the articulation of this pol itjcal
fundamentalism and the mobilisation of petty-bourgeois discontent.
especially in a period of crisis, provides the class base for'

ext.r'ernisnt. In order to sustain such a thesis, Poulantzran unrJt.r'starr-

drnq needs to be extended and modif ied.



A particular issue concerns the need to explicate the nature of
ideology and especially to offer a theoretically adequate account of
interpel latjons that construct people as a 'race'. Poulantzas acknow-

ledges the effect of ideology in terms of its relative autonomy but he

is reluctant to accept that there are any struggles in a capitalist
society other than class struggles (see Urry, 1981: 16). Laclau

(1979) is more will jng to acknowledge the sign'ificance of these alter-
native struggles and to theorise accordingly. He argues that the

position of the old petty-bourgeoisje outside the dominant relatjons
of production results in a concern with the relations of domination

and a struggle that is expressed in ideological and poljt'ical terms.

The political representatives of reactionary sectors of the petty-
bourgeoisie, extreme right-wing organisations, proffer an interpella-
tion based on notions of a popular-democratic reaction invo'lving 'the
people' rather than classes. This jnterpel lation and the revolt t't
represents is termed petty-bourgeois Jacobinism.

what is pettg-bourgeois - and here Lies tie
essence of Jacobinism - is t/te conviction
that the struggJe against the doninant bloc
can be carried out as an excfusivelg
denocratic sttuggl-e, apart from c-Iasses
(Lacl au, 1979: 1 16) .

In this way, the reaction of the petty-bourgeoisie to their dec'lining
class pos'ition 'is expressed in support for right-wing interpel lations
and organisations and a struggle that centres on jdeological and

political concerns. The analysis offered here argues that these

concerns illustrate the importance of ideology in understanding the

ethos of the petty-bourgeoisie and extremist pol itics. Their
epistemology relies on the reification of ideological elements,

notably 'race' and gender. Thus 'race' and gender as non-economic

factors (although articulated jn materjal relations of production) can

be shown to have, it will be argued, an independent influence on

social relatjons and struggles.

AnoLher departure from the Poul anLz i an approach are the

arguments concerning the relationship betweerr the new and old petty-
bourgeoisie. Poulantzas distinguishes between the old petty-
bourgeoisie or those involved with petty-commodity production, and the
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new petty-bourgeoisie, which includes non-productive salaried

emp.loyees in the civi I service or those involved jn the c'ircu'lation of

capital. Nevertheless, his argument that these two fractions are

relatively unifjed on ideological and pol.i tjcal planes is contradicted

by the present study. The old petty-bourgeois'ie are the class

fraction that provides the base for right-wing extremism. The.ir

opposjtion to monopoly capital, the 'interventionist state and social

democrat.ic collect.ivism combine with their decline in material and

political relations to provide the preconditions for this representa-

tive l.ink. In contrast, the positions of the new petty-bourgeoisie

have expanded under the patronage of monopo'ly capital and the state.
In pol itjcal and ideological struggles, they represent a moral 1y

progressive fract'ion that differs markedly in its orientation from the

secular and religious fundamentalism of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

It Ithe new pettg-bourgeoisie] is opposed on
afmost everg point to the reptessive noralitg
of the declining Iold1 petite bourgeoisie
whose religious and politicaf conservatism
often centres on moraL indignation at motaf
disorder and especialTg the disorder of
sexual, mores (8ourd'ieu, 1984 : 367 ) .

A third key element of this thesjs is the now well-rehearsed

debate of agency versus structure. In the analysis of fascism,

Marxi sts I i ke Poulantzas have ei ther been rel uctant to address i ssues

such as charismatic poljtical leadership orindividual motivations and

goals, or djsm'issed these'issues as insignificant. Abrams (1982: xiv)
notes that insofar as the'dilemma of agency is a practjcal dilemma of
ind.ivjduals in society we should not expect it to be resolved by the

human sciences'. In spite of this admonition, Abrams does in fact
attempt a solution by insisting upon an historical dimensjon and the

incorporation of research into'small-scale social settings' (Abrams,

1982:2). He contends that the history of a particular group and t.he

ool itical career of an individual locates oatterns of freedom and

constraint and helps achieve a balance between the relative importrlnC€

of agency and structure. This.rpproach is adopled here jn order to
explore answers to key questions: for example, how do extreme righb-
wing groups continLie to maintain group membership and reproduce a

critical interpel latjon when the chance of gaining effect.ive power mdy
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be minimal; or what organj sational structures and procedures sustai n

this form of politjcal act'ivity? The emphasis on agency and an

historical dimension is designed to redress certajn weaknesses in the

study of extremism (Bi1lig, 1978:94). Firstly, if an hjstorical
dimension is ignored then often an i l lusjon of permanence is created.

The careers of indi vjduals and groups change dramatical ly amongst the

extreme right and these trajectories need to be recorded. But also,
petty-bourgeois Jacobinism is not something that was suddenly

triggered by the antagonisms and crises of the 19/0s and 19tlL)s. Irr

fact, the present research will argue that rts orlgins lie in

struggles of the 1880s and 1930s jn New Zealand. The historrcal
location and evolution of this interpellation'is an important aspecr

of the present work. second'ly, Billig (1978:94) notes the tendency

to study movements in isolation to the negiect of any ccmparative
dimens'ion. This element is addressed here in several ways. t^Jithirr

the New Zealand context, comparisons are drawn between the varrous
man'ifestations of old petty-bourgeois extremi sm, and w jth other.
political expressions. Thus, there are comparisons wrth working class
neo-fascism, new forms of conservative mobi lisation, both secular ancJ

religious, and with the new petty-bourgeoisie. Internationa'lly, New

Zealand struggles and examples of right-wing extremism are compared

wi th those of Bri tai n, canada and Austral i a. These compari sons
provide a basis for establishing what commonalities exrst, notably in
terms of over'laps in ideological discourse and organisational
structures and ambitions, as well as critical differences.

Finally, the research would be incomplete without assessing the
potential for fascism in New Zealand. The presence and proliferatron
of sectarian groups on the extreme right reflecLs nol only ilre terr-
stotrs of their cIass base, but also raises the questjon of the exrremc
rtqltt's potential and their abi lity to represent the corrcerns of ilrt-
old petLy-bourgeoisie and to strerrgthen existing representatjve l rnks.
But- the extreme right a'lso needs to estatrlish alliances wi1 olrer
political and class groupings rn ordo'tr, gain any substantial jrrrptr.rr,,

crr influence. Clearly, there are historical precedents for.such.r
dt'vcloprrrent, at least in othr.r capitalist countries, and ilrese
concrcte examples, as Poulantzas (1979: 1l) renrinds us, provrrle a
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powerful tool for assessing the potential of fascism. Thjs understan-

ding needs to be applied to the New Zealand situation'in order to

evaluate whether the small numbers .involved in local extreme right-
wing and neo-fascist groups real ly do have any pol itical significance,

now and in the future.

The academ.ic literature available for a study of this sort is
sparse. In terms of contemporary right-wing extremism in New Zealand,

the major work has been an MA thesis on the League of Rights (see

Buchman, 1983). It is a competent examjnation of the ideological

concerns of the League and its political connections with both simi'lar
Australian organjsations and the New Zealand Social Credit Pol'itical
League. But no substantial publ ications have resulted from thjs
analysis. Other material of some relevance jncludes a thesis on the

tensions inside Social Credit between reactionary and I iberal
fractions (Beetham, 1972) and research on working class

authoritarianism in New Zealand (Bedggood, 1976). 8ut analyses which

deal wjth the extreme right and racist organjsations are noticeably
absent. Non-academ'ic sources, notably certain sectjons of the media

and anti-racist groups, have contributed a lot more materjal (see, for
example, Stratford, 1980) although it is inevitably descrjptive rather
than expl jcitly ana'lytical or theoretjcal. This is not meant as a

criticjsm but s'imp1y an observation on the likely contribution of such

material to an academic study. In the end, this material was used

extensively as a source base. There is rather more material available
from academ.ic sources on anti-feminist and morality issues (see, for
example, 0penshaw, n.d.; Ryan, 1984; Vodanovich, 1985) but it 'is far
from complete in its coverage. Therefore, what fol lows is intended to
try and redress some of these'silences'. No doubt, it will be

foIlowed by further research which wilI inr:rease tlre urrderst-arrdirtrl of il
part of the hitherto ignored pole of the pol itical spectrum.



THE POLITICS 0F THE PETTY-BOURGEOISIE :

A THEORETISAL ARGUMENT

Ihe people conguered hin in time, but fet
no one rejoice too eatlE at hjs fa77 -
The wonb is fruitf,ul still fton whieh he ctept-

B. Brecht (1941 )
The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui

As for fascjsm's 'irtacionaTitg' it is,
in realitg, not so much a revolt against
reason as a tevolt against Tibetalisn
which Tiberafs have found unreasonable.

(t'leiss,1967:10)



Th.is chapter sets out the theoretjcal argument that informs

the subsequent empirical analysis. The argument draws initial ly on

the analysis offered by Poulantzas (1979) but necessarily extends it.
poulantzas devoted considerable t'ime to the mass fascist party and

the fascist state. Neither are immed.iate concerns here although the

poss.ibil ity of either .in the context. of New Zea'land pol itics is a

ouestion that needs to be assessed and will be in the latter part of

the thesi s. Rather the substanti ve i ssue i s the si tuation and

character of extreme right-wing organisations as fragmented sectarian

groups. Thus the focus 'is different from the issues which preoccupied

Poul antzas. But h.is argument that there i s a representational t.ie

between fascist parties in the early stages of development and a

specific class base, the petty-bourgeoisie,'is tested here. It is

argued that this t'ie is expl.ic"it and that the polit'ical experiences

of the petty-bourgeoisie prov.ides the basis for the establishment of

extreme right-wing po'l itical organisations in New Zealand.

Apart from the fact that he concentrated on issues that are

different from those covered by this thesis, there are other limitations
to the understanding offered by Poulantzas. The concentration on

structural factors proves a problem in the present context because

there is insufficjent attention given to agency, and specifical ly the

organisational (leadership) aspects of the extreme right and the

personal experiences which result in pol'i tical activism. Abrams'

(1982) essentially methodological response is to extend analysis to

cover small-scale socjal settings and to consider jndividual

rnotjvations and goa1s, and to invest these wilh an historjcal dimension.

Poulantzas has, of course, contrjbuted subst-antial ly to an historical
understanding of fascism but the effect of including the approaclt

suggested by Abrams is bo produce a very different artalysis. It
considers t,he recruitment of individrtals Lo an exLretne right.-wirrt;

organisation ,1nd the wa.y jn which poliLical careers are frtrmetJ by

sirnilar political experiences. Ont: resrtlI is that. tn,rtters rlf
()rganisatiorr anrl ideology receive sornewltat tnore t:tnphas is in t.ltr: prr:settt.

wr-lr'k than would be the' case in ,i tradi Iional strrtr.tural analysis.
Thus ideology is seen as a defining fe,rture of r:xlrerne right.-wirrq groups
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and it is argued that there is a close association between the

experiences of the petty-bourgeois'ie and thejr articulation of
particular world views. It is insuffic.ienL to argue that these v'iews

are simply the result of hegemonic processes and that they essentially
reveal the views of domjnant class fractions imposed upon a dependent

stratum. Elements are undoubtedly reproduced in this way but extreme

right-wing interpel lat'ions also represent a profoundly critical vjew

of the activj ties of these dominant fractions. And in this sense,

they occupy a radical position albeit constrained jn other ways and

areas. hJith regard to organisationa.l sty1e, the experiences of the
petty-bourgeois'ie also lead to a partjcular forrn that represents their
po'l itical and re1 igious fundamental ism. At this stage of their
development, extreme right-wing organ'isations can be described as

political sects, a character that they share at a fundamental level
with other groupings. fhis factor has impl ications for their pol itical
future and speci f ical 1y i n thei r abi'li ty to establ.ish al l.iances wi th
other classes. This style combjnes with ideology and structural
factors to produce a very particular form that contrasts with the
political organjsations that represent other classes in the New Zealand
political spectrum, and correspondingly, their contribution to the
political agenda and struggles is unique. It is a form that has

received little attentjon in analyses of the New Zealand social
structure.

Fascism and the Extreme Riqht: A Definition

The problems of terminology are wel l-documented wi th regard
to fascism or the extreme right. The charge of psiftacism (MiIler,
198l:12) is frequent as is t.he acknowledgement thaL it is cJifficrrlt
to use rnany of the labels/concepts without also employing their
pejorative meanings. The dilenuna is not easily solved as

phenornenological ly, t,erms sur:h as lef t and right, or fascisrn, (tre

ernbecJrJed in western poli tic,rl culLure, and as such they represenL
genet'ally accepted distincl ions. New terrrts add to the congestion 9f
sociology and represent a barrier irr Lhe conrrnunication of an argurnenl

to a wider audiertce. The traditional terrns will be employerl here af ter
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spec'ifying what is meant. It does, however, need to be acknowledged

that the political spectrum implied jn labels such as left and right
may be c i rcu l ar rather than I i near wi th extremes 'occupyi ng

simultaneously adjacent and djstant posit.ions' (Rees, 1979:B). The

other caveat relates to the tendency to import concepts which have

an expl jcit h.istorica'l meaning in one context but may indeed be a

problem when appl jed in another social context. Traditional European

pol itical signifiers which condense congruences of class and ideology

may be m'isleading in the South Pacific (cf. Davjs, 1981:32).

Fascism 'is descriptive of movements that seek mass support and

the establjshment of a particular form of the state. Typically these

movements expand during social and economic crises when ind'ividuals
are prepared to adopt a po'l.itical ly active pos jt jon and are more I ikely
to see the state as incapable of resolving the crises. The ideology

of fascism js dominated by reactionary and usually we'll-establ'ished

themes, al though they al so tend to encompass popul i st and soci al j st
arguments in an attempt to broaden appeal and to sustain a unity amongst

the disparate groups who provide thejr base.

As counter- revo lutionaries, Fascists
denounce liberaTism and democracg,' as
populists, theg pronaunce themsel,ves
anti-pTutocrat and pronise national
unitg and class cooperacion under the
aegis of a state aspi ring to be more
or .less Cotal. All Fascists asscrt
the principal of Authoritg and the
notion of hierarchg as nc'cessarg to Ehc.

sociat orrter (Aron, 1980:35 ) .

In these matters, fascism differs little from the other groups within
the spectrum of the extreme right. The irnportant distinction is the

fascist conception of the state and its commitment Lo the corporate

state. In this sense, fascism will be used here to refer Lo specific
groups wi th in the broader generic category of the extreme right. The

extensive literature and use 0f the terrn fascism ref lects Lhe develop-

ment of specif ic state forrns, especially in Europe. The fasr;isL st,tt.r:

g(rve Lhe concept new meaning ior both lef,t ,rnd right. The excessos

of fascisL governrnents providcd an ernpirical basis for Lhe pejorat.ive

use of the t,erm and everl extreme rir;hl.-wirrg groups have soriqhb to

distance ttremselves frorn the term to avoirl contarrrinatiorr. In It,rly,
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for exampie, the extreme right does not extol fascism partly because

it lost the war. but also because it failed to create the true fascist
state (De Fe1 ice, 1976:55).

The presence of fascist states has meant that explanations have

stressed the difference between twentieth century extreme right-wing
groups and those of previous centuries. Fascjsm has been related
directly to the development of modern national ism and mass pol itics.
Mosse (1981) describes fascism as an attempt to integrate the masses

and the state. Wejss (1967) argues that fascism js the twentieth century
response of conservative groups to the rapid ljberalisation of the

soc'ial system jn which they had previously enjoyed a privileged place.

From d'ifferent perspectives, Gregor (1969) and Arendt (1951) emphasise

the alienating inf'luences of modernity and the development of
total i tari an'i sm of both I eft and ri ght. Thj s rai ses the conceptual

prob'lem of whether it is possible to talk of left and right-wing fascism

as a sing'le phenomenon.

It was noted earlier that radical positjons on the right and

left can be considered sjmi lar with regard to specific defining
characterjstics. As Robbins (1981:33) has noted, the smal I sectarjan
groups of the left that are comm'itted to a programme of violence have

'liberated themse'lves from coherent class politics and systematic

social theory and seem to ex'ist for the ecstacy of confrontation'.
In this, left and right, or elements of both, are similar. The hyper-

national church of Marx'ism and the irrational church of National

Socjalism, as Aron (1980:32) calls them, can produce activity aimed

at a unity either based on 'race'/nat'ion or class which is justif ied,
however vjo'lent, in these terms. For these reasons, Gregor (1969:57)

suggests that I abel s such as 'progressi ve' and 'reactionary' or ' left-
wing' and'right-wing' are irrelevant given the significance ancl

commonality that both operate as totalitarian mass movements. A more

provocative analysis is provided by Horowit.z (1981) who conterrds bhat.

left-wing politics have changed in recent decades to the point where

the term left-wing f.rscistl is applicable. Left-winq fascisnr is
ident jf ied by its revolutionary nrysticism, nationalisrn, an elitist

A lerrn that i s borrowed f rorn Len i n.
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v'ision of the world and anti-Semitism. Horowitz (1981: 20) notes that
the or.igina'l Frankfurt School was corrupted by Adorno and has provided

a point of departure for the 'avant-garde of left-wing fasc'ism'.

The unitarg character of anti-,Sem-rtrsrn
draws fascrsf and communist e-lement.s
together in a new social- cLimate- Anti-
Sem:.tism is the essentia-l motor of Teft-
wing fascrsrn (Horowitz, 1981: 22).

He concludes by arguing that it will be as left-w.ing fascism that
f asci sm w.i I I arrive i n the Uni ted States.

The nature of left and right-wing extremjst movements, however,

deny thi s simpl jstic reduction'i sm. The left has traditional 1y, and

continues to be,identified as a contentious dissenting sect, a role that
has been internalised,while the right is not consigned to a marginal
political position (Robbins, 1981: 35). The extreme right benefit from

a degree of complicity with the state and a juxtaposition with various
forms of dominant ideo'logy. The ideological heritage of the extreme rigf
.is based on not'ions of individualism and nationalism,and opposition js

defined as originating in the ideology and practice of communism, a point
noted by Horowitz (1981). Political.ly then, the left and right do not

share a common pos'it'ion and the possjbilities are quite different.

Ideological ly, there are further differences. The activjties
of the right focus on national issues and sentiments whi'le the left,
wi th some exceptions, has developed an ideology and a po'l i tical
programme that is international ist and materialist. Equal ly, to
attribute a qualitatively simj lar anti-Semitism to both left and right
is misleading. The anti-Semitism of fascist parties in power is a

matter for historical record. The thrust of anti-Jewish feeling of
the left is more accurately recorded as anti-Zionism and is a reflectton
of the post-war establ i shment of the stale of Israel . Antj -Z ioni srn

does not cement left-wing groups in the way that it does for the riqht.
Anti-Zionism is not crj tical to the class ideology of the left whereas

it is for the natjonalistic and racist ideologies of the right. care
needs to be taken, especially as it is easy to condemn fascisnr (ilre
'extreme right') for the wicked things it Slos: while excusing conrmurrisrn
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(tfre 'extreme left') for the wonderful things it aspires to (Joes,

1981:32). But the attempt in some quarters to equate left and right-
wing extremism is dismissed and a clear distinct'ion is made between

the two traditions. To help underl ine these points and to include

a number of extreme right-wing groups thaL are not fascist, the

preferred generic label used here is 'extreme rt'ght'.

The use of the term'extreme'encompasses elements of both style

and ideology. Lipset and Raab (1978:4-6) identify two characteristjcs.
Ihe first rel ies upon their particular conception of democracy:

extremism is defined by the tendency to go to the poles of the ideologica

scale, to go beyond the'limits of normative procedures which define

the democratic process'. Thjs concept'ion does not make much sense

un'less the ideological scale is specified and even then it still relies
on a rather naive and pluralist'ic conception of the democratjc process,

i.e. that democratic institutions embody a certain level of po'litical
participation and that v'iews can be recorded on some uniljnear scale.

The second character.istic is more appropriate. Monism is defined as

the tendency to treat cleavage and ambivalence as illegitimate. The

effect, in most cases, is a profound djsillusionment with the normal

processes of a democracy and subsequently,a commitment to a programme

to rep'lace the institutions of the l'iberal democratic state. The

contrast between groups that espouse this sort of pol itical positjon

and the bulk of the population in a country like New Zealand js that

the latter show remarkable loyalty to the traditional forms of
poljtical representation even when djrect experience does not endorse

that support. The intent of radical groups in the pol itical arena

is to restrjct the possjbiljty of political cleavage and argument by

jnvoking absolut isL doctrines and procedures which are noL subject

to debate. Thrrs the t.erm extreme becornes descriptive of absoluL isnt

and intransigence. This is noL Lo argrre that the rigtrt has any tnonopoly

on radicalism nor thal all right-wing qroups dre necessarily extretnist.

. . . it. tloc:; rtrsl, l-rtl lttw rl<-xltt<:t ivr:l11 t.lr,tt.
l,ltct:;<,, wlto rtr:<,-ttt-tr1 t,ltt,, t:xl. t t:trtt,,:; ttl ,l
I i rtaa l. mxlt'I . . . ntt:;t [,tc: t'! o r'<-'t- bt:
()xtr(tni.:;t:; itr t-ltc lst-' j<tr,tt.ivt: :;t:rt:;t:, tt()t'
tl<t<::; it. t'ol lrtw tlt;tt t.ltrt:;<: wlxt ()(:(:It[)tl
t-ltc c<:ttf-t:r ()t' ,)tttJ 1t<t I i t it:,t I spe-'<:t- r'ttnr

.tr.e tltt.;rcttrl itt<:.tp,.tl:Ic ttt- t-lu,' kitttl ttt
brttt.t I , rep rt;ss ivt:, (lest I'uct ivL',
i rrt t',ttt:; itlt:nt. ,tt:t- itttrs t.t.sti.r I I 17 a.';.sr.rt-' i ar.ttl
w ir.lr l'.,t:;t:isl- e xt rerrrri.st.s ( P.rren t i , 1972:6, B) .
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i tics, lhe extreme right i s 'identi f ied

and New Zealand groups adopt the social
extreme right that are traditional
1981:100). The exact content of that
below and only the essenti al elements

A primary and enduring characteristjc of the ideology of the

extreme right is the comm'itment to nationalist and racist arguments.

D'if ferent groups g'ive vary'ing wei ght to these arguments but al I use

similar elements as the basic unjt of their particular world view in
contrast to left-wing groups that employ materialist ana'lyses which

revolve around the concept of class. The left relies on this
materialist analysis while the right expresses a view that sees'race'
or nation as a natural (cf. biological) basis for division and an analo93
'is drawn with animal species to emphasise that such divisions are

inviolate.

A second characteristic of the ideology of the right is that
they are elitist in contrast with the left which assumes or aims for
egalitarianism (Bennet, King and Nugent, 1977:8-9). The conservatism

of the right results jn the defence of certain traditional va'lues againsl
what are perceived as the anomjc forces of modern industrial society
and the l'iberal democrat.ic state. Ihe extreme right differs from other
conservatjves in that the former distrust traditjonal elites believing
that they are committed to established patterns of wealth and power.

It js the promotion of a new eljte and the critique of the instjtutions
of the democratic liberal state that gives the extreme right a

revolutionary thrust to its ideology and pol icy. The other elemenls

of both ideology and style that identify the extreme right follow frorn

analysis, and the next section examines the major analyses lhat havt:

been advanced. Many of these, for obvious reasons, con(-enLrate on

fascism. Thus while the airn is to use the term extreme right as

circumscribing the field of study, in any discussion there are necessari
go i ng to be ex tens i ve ref erences f.o f asc i sm s imp ly becausc. i t. has

attracted so rnuch attention.
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Analyses 0f The Extreme Riqht And Fascism

( i ) The Authori tarian Personal i ty
0ne of the most influential arguments concerning the membership

of the extreme right originated wjth members of the Frankfurt School,

notably Adorno and Horkhejmer. In response to the question as to why

some individuals have fascist leanings whi le others do not, 'it was

argued that the presence of a personality syndrome that included an

ego weakness and was characterised by rigid, dogmatjc and prejudiced
thinking, was a crjtical factor. The approach rel jes on the assumpt.ion

that there is a definite character structure amongst supporters of
fascism, and the search for mean'ing and security produces an identifi-
cation with strong external authorities. This argument is set out
jn the Authoritarian Personality (1950). Later Horkhejmer and Adorno

(1972) adopted a very different approach in their analysis of anti-
semitism. Here they advanced a materjal ist explanation arguing that
the concealment of domination in production and the difficulty of under-
standing how structural inequality is generated, leads to the
identification of scapegoats:

;, ;;:' i77:i:" Z ":,:",2!i ;;1,' 7,:" ;: ":;ii;'character of t,he economic sgsten (Horkheimer
and Adorno, 1972:174).

Despite the promise of these later arguments, the dominance of the

earlier conception based on a particular personality structure remains

along with its attendant problems. Aside from their fai lure to
investigate the actual as opposed to the potential fascjst, they also
neglected to combine the studies of individual psychology and

conscjousness with their understandjng of the pol itical econorny,

although the later work on anti-Semitism does begin this task. Without
this sorl of synthesis, Lhe Authori tarian Personal i ty rernains

reductionist and narrow. It is also misleading. Apart frorn the
methodological problems (e.g.the response bias jn the qrresl-ionnaire

and the fact that Lhe F-scale is not necessarily correlated with
ethnocentr ism), the personal iLy syndrorne t.haL Adorno and the oLlre'r's

identified as the basis for supprtrt for fasr:isrrt is also found arrrongst

supporters of other groups. Authoritari.rn personalities rndy support
groups 0r solutions other than those offered by the extreme right (see
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correlation of a specific personal ity with
political spectrum is simply not sustained.

be made of others in the same traditjon, notably

latter, who focused on the authoritarian and

the petty-bourgeoisie in the Mass Psycholoqy

the reductionjsm to extremes by drawing on

develop an explanation based on genital sexua'l i ty.

It appears. . . that one of the Frankfurt
SchooT 's bases for explaining
authoritarianism is problematic: the
reach of societg into the ind.ividual maq
not depend directlg on the socio-economic
position of the father and partic-ufar
parentaT practices (He1d, 1980 :372) .

Simi lar crit'icisms can

Fromm and Reich. The

fascist tendencies of
of Fascism (1933) took

Freudian arguments to

The nind boggTes at the project of measuring
the mental heal-th of an entire people or
c-Zass bt1 its rates of suicide, aTcoholism or
motor accidents. To compare patriot-ic
feeling to a form of neurosis prc.supposes,
to sag the 7east, a quite narrow concept of
psgchologicaf notmalitg. . . .The whoTe historg
of states and of warfare is converted into
the work of the mcntallg derangerl (ArOn,
1 980:39 ) .

( i 'i ) Al i enat i on and Modern Soc i ety
Another traditjon has jdentified the nature of modern society

as a critjcal factor in the growth and support for extreme right-wing
groups. The fragmentation of society wjth a corresponding isolation
of the individual from previous forms of association and the disruption
of status configurat'ions is seen as generating a status defence and

the promotion of groups that champion tradj tjonal social values and

structures. A variant on this is LipseL's (1959) thesis that the

presence of the extreme right represents extremism of the centre.
He uses a simplistic tripartite system to link upper class political
act ivi ty with authori tarianism, lhe rniddle c lass wit-h f asc isrn anrl the

working class with conrrnunism. According t-o Lipset,, the rniddle cl,lss
js committed to Lhe democratic system so long as it furthers its
specif ic class inlerests but the rniddle class trrrns to popul ist.

2. See Lac lau (1979:84,86)
psycho I og i cal theor i es
fascist char.rcter.

for a discussion orr
colrcern inq f asc isnr,

rerluctionist
or nrore preciseIy, Lht:
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extremism when it is threatened by an econom'ic crjsis. Apart from

the unnatural symmetry and exclusjvity of Lipset's model, there is
l'ittle in his analysjs to suggest why extreme right-wing groups occur

in one'industrial country while they do not appear jn another.

Lipset and Raab (1978) alter the argument in later formulations
and identify status frustrations and discrepancies as the basjs of
support for the extreme right. The discrepancy between personal

aspirations and the 'individual's own sense of worth compared with the
actual achjevement level and social esteem produces a dispossessed

and frustrated group (Lipset and Raab, 1978:306-307). The presence

of a Quondam complex (i.e. they have more at stake in the past than
in the present) provides the basis for support for extreme groups.

There are still elements of Lipset's original thesis in that the group

most likely to be affected js the 'old' middle class.

Apart from the problems already identified with regard to this
argument, there are a series of other prob'lems. The argument is very
difficult to test, particular'ly the notion that those who support the
extreme right are more prone to status threat or crises than non-

supporters. As Wallis (1979:4-5) points out, those who experience
some form of relative deprivation exceeds in size those who join
extremist groups, or indeed, those who join social and religious move-

ments generally. !'lal'ljs's (1976) own research into the church of
Scientology indicates that membership is not drawn from the traditionally
dispossessed and while members may feel aljenated and anxious, they
tend to come from the more privileged and socially secure groups.

Another issue in the Lipset and Raab thesis is the notjon of unreason

explicit jn thejr arguments. Support for the extreme right is
referred to as 'unreason' and yet the world vjew and arguments offered
by the extreme right may be perfectly reasonable given the cjrcumstances
of their potential and actual audience. The most deprived may not
be the most radica'|, and the relatjonship is confounded by the approach

of social science research to the issue. Relative deprivation
relies extens'ive1y on the actor's interpretation and yet most research
concentrates ln a posltivlstlc way on factors externd to the actor
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(l^la11is, 1979:4). Perception and experience are both critical.3 Wall'is
(1979:5) also points out that'it is assumed that the appeal of the

extreme right (or other groups) acts on all the deprived in the same

way. Indjviduals are capable of interpreting the same soc'ial sjtuation
and the same socia'l movement in very different v{ays.

In spite of these crit'icisms, 'it would be misplaced to djsmiss

as unimportant the relationship between status and support for the

extreme right. The threat 'is the product of social and econom'ic change

and it is necessary to specify why change threatens particular groups

and why this is then translated jnto support for a certain type of
politica'l activity or ideology.

The changes which accompany modernisation have been identjfjed
as a critjcal faitor by writers such as Arendt (see Bluhm, 1974:265-267)

who see industrialisation and the accompanying migration as destroying

a particular system of social relations. Dahrendorf and Shoenbaum

talk of the status revolution that accompanjes modernisatjon. The

development of capitalism and new state forms is clearly going to
threaten groups who will try to reta'in or restore their status. The

pre-capitalist and conservative groups will be like'ly to reject
modernity in most forms, especially if mass participation in political
decision-making, however minor, is likely. This bypasses older forms

of consultation and reduces the'level of integration or the effective
influence of specific aroups. An important argument of this thesis
is that an obvious group that conforms to this description is the'old'
petty-bourgeoisie, both rural and urban. Their ambivalent position

under new forms of capitalism and their willingness to embrace and

articu'late utopian and antj-modernist arguments provide essential
preconditions for the support of extreme right-wing groups.

The petty-bourgeoisie feel threatened by the participation of
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie jn liberal forms of the democratic

state. The petty-bourgeo'isie lack unity and as a result their pol itical

3. The acknowledgement that both obJect'lve deprivatjon and consciousness
are important js obvjously not confined to authors such as l'lall'is;
such considerations have attracted Marxist and non-Marxist a'like.
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representation is marginal and jneffectual. They have shown a marked

rel uctance to al 'ign wi th other pol 'iti cal or economi c groupi ngs. The

petty-bourgeoisie are acutely aware of the'ir loss of moral hegemony

and po'litical representation, especially as the transformatjon has

taken place during adverse economjc c'ircumstances, most recently in
the 1970s and 1980s. For the petty- commodity producer, the cost of
living, 'inflation and the decl'ine of fixed incomes have reduced marginal
profit levels and they lack adequate means of collective bargaining
to alter thjs decljne. The 'increase in the non-productive spheres

(e.g. unemployed, state adminjstrat'ion) js vjewed as a drajn on capital
and the traditional suspic'ion of fjnance capital adds to the feeling
of powerlessness for the petty-bourgeoisie. In this situation, single
issue politics (e.g. anti-abortion, anti-tax) can act as a catalyst
to encourage participation in extreme right-wing politics of a more

enduring kind. And the nature of this type of poljtical activjty,
that is its intimate and exclusjve nature, reflect the character of
petty-bourgeois politics in contrast to the larger mass political
parties which characterise the anonymity that threatens them. In

circumstances which undercut their pos'ition, the extreme right provides

the petty-bourgeoisje with a means of moral entrepreneurialism that
seeks a public reaffirmation of particular values and social hierarchy
(Wal'lis and Bland, 1979:189).

(iii) Marxist Explanations

The various Marxist explanations tend to focus on fascism and

its appearance in state form. Although this is not a critical aspect

of this thesis, it does not make sense to djscuss Marxist analysis
without also talking about this exceptional state form.

An early and pioneering analysis of fascism was provided by

the Frankfurt School. They were primari ly concerned to exp'lore

hypotheses relating to the authoritarian personality in the context
of bourgeois morality (see above) anO the transformation of competitive
capitalism to monopoly capitalism. The general conclusjon on the second

argument was that the fascjst state represented an inevitable and

culminating phase of capitalism although there are different versions
of this proposal (see Held, 1980:52-53). Firstly, there were those

such as Marcuse, Kirchheimer, Neumann and Gurlund, who majntained that
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authoritarianism and the fascist state represented a politjcal structure
that was compati bl e with the cond j t'ions created by advanced capi tal i sm.

Secondly, ther.e were those who accepted that sjnce the trans'ition from

competitive into monopoly capitalism was crjtical for the development

of the authoritarian state, the social order cou'ld not simply be

referred to as monopoly capita'lism. Adorno referred to post-competitive

cap'italism and Pollock to state-capitalism. The essentjal feature

was that in a situation where crjses and uneven development occurred,

state intervention was one of the few measures open to the bourgeoisie

to guarantee capitalism, and subsequent state intervention took one

of two forms, democratic or totaljtarjan. Pollock (1941) identified
the total'itarian form by the merger of business, the state bureaucrats

and the leadjng members of the party organisations. This occurred

within a situation of state interventionism which had restricted market

competition.

One of the most impressjve products of the Frankfurt tradition
is F. Neumann's Behemoth: The Structqre qf llAtlgrtrllp!_l!I!m (1942),

Neumann's argument was that Nazism constituted a reaction by monopoly

capitalists against democracy and social progress. The National

Socialists were committed to imperial conquest as a means of extending

monopoly capitalism. The problems of production that occurred in a

situatjon of expanding capitaljsm could be solved by the exceptional

state but not wjthin the framework of capitalist society. The prob'lem

with Neumann as with many others within the Frankfurt School is to
I discover why some countries that could be classed as having made the
'transition to monopoly capitalism should find it necessary to seek

the solut'ion via the fascist state whi le others d'id not consider this
alternative. Thalheimer (1930) questjoned why fascism took p'lace in

the less advanced capital'ist countrjes such as Italy and Spain. He

concluded that fascism rigidly corresponded to a specific stage of
economic development, an analysis that was to be proved wrong by the
quite different circumstances of Nazi Germany. Later writers such

as Poulantzas offer a more convjnc'ing analysis as to why fascism appears

i n part i cu'l ar countries.

Poulantzas draws on the ideas advanced by Gramsci although the

latter's discuss'ion of fascism tends to be fragmentary and at times
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contradictory. Gramsci4 only indirectly djscusses the way in whjch

fascism as a party and as a state provided a mode of organisat'ion for
the Ital ian masses (Sassoon, 1980:56). He identified fascjsm as an

organjsatjonal product of the petty-bourgeo'isie that succeeds through

a pass'ive revolution and then proceeds to promote the interests of
finance capital. Poulantzas is critical of many of these arguments

and yet much of his work builds on and responds to Gramsci's concep-

tual isation of fasc'ism.

Poulantzas's djscussion of the fascist form of the exceptional
state (Etat d'exception) takes place primarily in the context of an

assessment of the Comjntern's analysjs of events in Italy and Germany

prior to the establishment of the fascist state. He acknowledges that
he is responding to Gramsci's arguments (Poulantzas,1979:61) and he

especially takes issue with the Frankfurt School's interpretation (see

Poulantzas, 1979:52) that fascism was the necessary realjsation of
the essence of capita'lism. Poulantzas also wants to warn the PCF (French

Communist Party) against working for an al'liance between the working
class and petty-bourgeoisie. Poulantzas (1979:57) characterises fascism
as a form of state which is at the extreme limits of the capita'list
state. It is seen as resulting from the particu'lar conjuncture of
the class struggle and a crisis. This is not the specific politjcal
crisis (hegemonic crisis or the crisis of catastrophic equillbrium)
that Gramsci discusses but a crisis that is apparent in a number of
arenas. Poulantzas (1979:76) identifies these as contradictlons between

domjnant classes and dominant fractions of classes; a crisis in
hegemony to the extent that no dominant c]ass or fraction is ab'le to
impose'leadership'; modifications in hegemony and specifically the
hegemony of finance capital; the break-up of representational ties
and political parties with a resulting po1 itical disorientation; an

ideological crjsis both in the dominant and general jdeologies; and

an offensive by big capital and the power bloc. The crises occur because

of a lack of national unity (both jn terms of enclaves in the social
format'ion and uneven econom'lc development); the systematlc intervention

4. It is somewhat ironlc that Gramsci should use the term'fordism'
to identify the ideology that prevailed in the advanced sectors of
American industry in the early decades of the twentieth century as
Ford wrote an anti-Semitlc book, The International Jew, which was
and 'is used by fascists, includjn@me right.
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of the state; an unevenness between rural and urban sectors (a lack of
agrarian reform retards primitive capital accumulation); the weakness

of the bourgeoisie, especially the'irinability to majntain a fragile
unity; and the transition to monopoly capitalism. These are

characteristics that Poulantzas'identifies'in both Italy and Germany

although there are differences between the two. In brief, the main

contradict'ion'in Germany occurred because there was an absence of a

politically powerful bourgeoisje so that while there was strength in

economjc terms, 'it was not paralleled by equal strength in poljtical
or ideological terms. In Ita1y, the crisis was associated with
contradictions between classes and fractions of capital.

Pou I antzas (1979:83 ) i s cri ti cal of the Comi ntern' s ana'lys'is

because it allows the state no relative autonomy from the power bloc

and its hegemonjc fraction. He also dismisses the idea that fascism

is the result of an equi'librium (cf. Gramsci) because he argues that
the working class had been thoroughly defeated in both Italy and Germany

and the bourgeoisie did not have to pay for defeat with a'catastrophic
equilibrium'. Equally, he does not accept that fascism js the politjcal
dictatorship of the petty-bourgeoisie although he does acknowledge

the close relationship between fascism and this c'lass.

Poulantzas's concern is with the development of the exceptiona'l
state and less with the origin of fascist movements. However, he

identifies the basic characteristics of fascist movements and this
will be explored in some detail. A central lesson from Poulantzas's

analysis'is the relationship between fascism and class, and that it
makes fittle sense to abstract ideologies from their class base. The

class that 'is most important is the petty-bourgeoisie. Poulantzas
(1979:244) argues that whjle the petty-bourgeoisje does not have a

class position of its own, this does not prevent jt from'constituting
and playing the part of an authentic social force...'especially as

a distinctive pos'ition jn the relations of production produces a

common effect for the petty-bourgeois je on the pol itical and 'ideo'logical

p1ane. Gramscj (1971), and Poulantzas and Laclau, discuss the way

in which tradjtional allegiances between class and political party
are disrupted under conditions of hegemonlc crjs'ls. At this point,
new poljtical parties may evolve to represent the new partyless classes
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or fractions (see Gramsci, 1971:211),5 tnis provides the basis for
a representational tie between the petty-bourgeoisie and the fascist
party, and jnitially, the programme of the party represents a catalogue
of petty-bourgeois grievances (Poulantzas, 1979:249-250). Later, the
fascist party becomes representatjve of and linked to quite d'ifferent
forces and fractions. But it is the'in'itial class base of fascist
movements that requires further elaboration.

The Petty-Bourgeoj sje

A cons'istent theme in the l'iterature is the relatjonshjp between

the petty-bourgeoisie and extreme right-wing movements. The reactionary
elements of the petty-bourgeo'isie have provided the basjc membership

of the extreme right while the ideology and programme of extreme right-
wing groups has been seen as a reflection of the specific class interests
of the petty-bourgeoisie, at least while the extreme right is still
at the stage of bejng a movement.

Wright and Perrone (1977233) define the petty-bourgeoisie as

those who do not sell their own labour power or purchase, except in
a very limited way, the labour of others but they do 'own' their own

production unit. The small-scale production of goods and the provision
of services characterises petty-bourgeois enterprises and is an important
aspect of capital accumulation. It provides a channel of mobility
for those unable to gain entry to salaried middle class occcupations,

5. Both Abercromb'ie et al (1976) and Johnson (1977) criticise Poulantzas
for not showing how classes are represented politically. Thjs
criticism does not seem justified in the context of Poulantzas's
discussion of the petty-bourgeoisie and its political organisatjons.
Urry (1981:16) makes a different and perhaps va1id critjiism:

...classes are not preciseTg theorised
since no explanatTon ls provlded of whg
and how the po77tlca7 and tdeoTogical
mag 7n eertaln cases produce class
posltlons whlch diverge from thelr
structural class determinatTon.

Abercrombie and Urry (1983) discuss the matter further although they
seem to accept the Poulantzlan reasons for djstinctive places-wr'thin
the economic, political and ideo'logical structures whjch are non-
proletarian and non-bourgeols.
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and'is located in those sectors of the economy where sub-contracting
is important or where the production process is relatively small and

labour jntensive (cf. Scase, 1982:157-159). Wright and Perrone go

on to point out that the petty-bourgeoisie employ the labour of others
so that the criterion, 'employs labour', is limjted'in 'its

discretionary power, especially'in differentiat'ing between the
bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie. Techn'ically correct, in practice
the size of the workforce employed by the petty-bourgeoisie, where

labour is emp'loyed, is very different from that emp'loyed by the
R

bourgeoisie." The petty-bourgeoisie typical ]y employ non-contractual
labour that works part-time, is either poorly unionised or does not
belong to any union, is poorly pa'id, often comes from the family and

constitutes a minor form of employment (albeit important jn certa'in
sectors) in the overall economy. Although the petty-bourgeoisie is
often described according to its technica'lly defined functions, it
also constitutes a class position in the means of production. It is
a class posjtion that l,lright (1978:97) describes as contradictory
because of its intermediate role in the social relations of production.T

A problem with the term petty-bourgeoisie lies in its occas'ional
past use as a residual category in theoretical explanation that has

been invoked to account for counter-revolutionary elements in society.
As Maier (1976:517) comments, both Marx and Engels developed the concept
to explain the setbacks of 1848 and it has retained this role as deus

ex machjna to identify counter-revolutionary forces. The contribution
of Poulantzas has been to regard the class as something more substantia'l
with a serious potential in ideologica'l and politjcal relations, although

6. The scale of the business actjvity is obvjously important. If the
Owner cannot perform the functions of supervjsion and control andjt becomes necessary to delegate and sub-divjde various tasks, the
creation of admjnistrative structures means that they are then part
of the bourgeo'isie rather than the petty-bourgeoisie (Scase, 1982:160).

7. Bechhofer and Elliot (1981) define the petty-bourgeoisje in terms
of jts dependent position but the notion of dependence js a complex
one and it is questionable whether dependence'is a sufficient basis
on which to elaborate a theory of the petty-bourgeoisie as a dist'inct
stratum ( l,Ji nter , 1982: 1 43 ) .
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str'll minor g'iven the djchotomous class structure of capital'ism. The

petty-bourgeoisje are not politically impotent nor economically trjvial
and outmoded (Bechhofer and Elljot, 1981:1B4) but do play a part in
the econom'ic, jdeological and political relations of contemporary

capitalism. Indeed, some authors (see Scase, 19BZ) suggest that the

scale of monopoly capitalism may encourage the growth of petty-bourgeois

enterprises because the latter offer autonomy and satisfaction.

Poulantzas (1979 :237-239) argues that the petty-bourgeoisie

occupy two distinct places in the relations of production although

there is a unity on political and ideo'logical planes. The first group

in the petty-bourgeoisje are those who are jnvolved in small-scale
production, that is artisan work or small family businesses in wh'ich

the same person is both ourner and controller of the means of production,

and small-scale ownership mainly involved with the cjrculation of
capital. This traditional petty-bourgeois group can be contrasted

with a newer group, the non-productive salaried employees who are

involved with the circulation of capital or who work as civil servants.
The growth of the latter group is directly linked to the expansion

in the use of technology. Both groups, it is argued by Poulantzas,

exhjbit similar politica'l and ideolog'ical tendencies.

This theorisation of fractions within the petty-bourgeoisie

emphasises the importance Poulantzas places on the djvision between

mental and manual labour. The new petty-bourgeoisie are defined in
terms of the monopolisation of knowledge and by the processes of
exclusion and inclus'ion that control access to that knowledge (see

Abercrombie and Urry, 1983:71). Thus the differences between menta]

and manual labour are used to djfferentjate waged labour from the petty-
bourgeoisie, and to djstinguish the two major fractjons in the petty-
bourgeoisie.

But while the Poulantzjan distinction between new and old petty-
bourgeoisie js retained here, the argument that they share political
and ideological tendencies is contested. He acknowledges certain
d jfferences (e.9. the new petty-bourgeo'is je's cormitment to the cult
of efficiency and technological neutral'lty) but these can be extended

with quite different politica'l implications. This thesis is primarily
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concerned with the tradit'ional petty-bourgeoisie, and the principal
argument centres on the representational t'ie between th'is fract jon

and the extreme right. In contrast, the new petty-bourgeoisie, or
non-productive salaried employees, do not share the economic circum-
stances of the small commodjty producer, or the same political and

ideologica'l conscjousness and struggles, especial ly with regard to
the intervent'ionist state. As Abercrombie and Urry (1983:72) point
out, the new petty-bourgeoisie are d'irectly involved with the expansion

of the state and the growth of monopoly capital while the traditional
petty-bourgeoisje are concerned with the contractjon of both. In
caplan's (1977) words, there'is a tension between service and status,
between the c'ivil service who serve the state and the status of {hose
petty-bourgeois'ie whose interests are seen as contradictory to the .

state. This tension is represented in Poulantzas's'failure to consider
the contrad'ictory tendencies i n petty-bourgeoi s ideo'logy towards both
statolatry and violent jndjvjdualism' (Caplan, 1977:93),

fn concrete terms, the eonmon ideoTogg
of the civiT seryjce wi77 encompass
statoJ,atrg (idolisation of the state)
and, more speclficaTTg, a tendencg to
see the state as the necessarJJg
powerful but stj-l-l neutral, executant
of ,the conanon good, (Caplan, 1977:92).

Thus, there is an important distinction between those members of the
new petty-bourgeoisie who are involved wjth the state, and the o'ld
petty-bourgeoisie whose commitment to property ownership and the market
produces a suspicion of the motives and activitjes of the state. Those

members of the new petty-bourgeoisie who are not part of the state
share some of this commitment to a conception of the market and owner-
ship and an opposition to the power of the state and the bureaucratic
mode it operates with. Here there is rather more potentjal for a

unified ideologica'l and pol itical position although it tends to be

limjted for two principal reasons. The first, and most important,
is the involvement of these members of the new petty-bourgeoisie'in
monopoly capital so that they do not necessarily share the opposition
of the old petty-bourgeoisie to monopolies. This 'is emphasised by

their growing unionisatjon which, while not always producing alliances wi

the working class, certajn'ly moderates the anti-proletarianism of the
old petty-bourgeoisie. The second difference arises from the location
of the new petty-bourgeoisie in large urban centres and the exposure
to a variety of liberating influences. As will be shown below, the
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new petty-bourgeoisie are not'iceably more liberal on political and

social .issues than the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. These differences have

obvious.implications for the subsequent articu.lation of material
interests in pol itical and ideological relations. Leav'ing asjde these
differences between petty-bourgeois fractjons for the moment,

Poul antzas's conceptual i sation of the petty-bourgeoi s requires further
e I aborat i on .

Laclau (1979) offers a theorisation that elucidates certajn
aspects of Poulantzas's analysis. Laclau (1979:114) notes that the
petty-bourgeoisie are separated from the dominant relat'ions of
productjon in society, and thus the contradictjons between them and

the dominant bloc are posed not at the level of the relat.ions of
production but at the level of ideological and pol itical re'lations
which constitute the system of domination. He argues that these contra-
dictions are not class contradictions, although every contradjction
is over-determ'ined by the class struggle, but reflect an interpellation
that derives from popul ar-democratic struggles.B A contradjction at
the level of the mode of production 'is expressed at an ideological
level in the interpellation of the agents as a class while a contra-
diction expressed in terms of domination, and specifjcal ly as the
'underdog', is expressed through the interpelration of the agents as

the people (Laclau, 1979:107).

The first contradictjon is the spherc
of class struggle; thc second, that
of popular-democ ratic st ruqcLle
(Laclau, 1979:107).

The effect for the petty-bourgeoisie of Lhejr particular interpel lation
is a concenlration on ideologica.l concerns. The rlorninanL contracJiction
is one'whose intelligibility depends on Lhe ensemble of polilical
and ideological relations of donrination anrl not just relations of
production' (Laclau, 19/9:108). The uni Ly of bhe petLy-borrrqeoisie
does not reflect a class orientaLion buL an itleological unity baserJ

B. Laclau (19/9:109) drgues that every class sLrrrqgles,rt the
ideological level as both class arrrl people sirnriitaneously. The
petty-borrrgeoisie however differs to thc extent. that the rnajor
interpel lation is that de'rived frorn popu lar-rjemocratic struggleto the exclusion of a class interpell,rtion.
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on popular-democrat.ic struggles. The latter struggle only takes place

at an ideological and pol jtical level. Thus Poulantzas is correct
in asserting that the petty-bourgeojsie display special po'litical and

ideological tendencies but he does not 'identjfy the source of this
CI

determination. - Lacl au identifies thi s as the pos'i tion of the petty-
bourgeoisie outside the domjnant relations of production, the'ir
subsequent concern w'ith relatjons of domination and an interpel lation
based on a popular-democratic strugg.le. Their struggie is so1e1y at

a pol it'ica'l and ideological level as the nature of this struggle explajns
the particular concerns expressed in petty-bourgeois ideology.

The elements of petty-bourgeois ideology include power fetishism,
aggressive nat'ional jsm, corporatism and authoritarjanism (Poulantzas,

1979:252). Poulantzas does identify certajn differences between the

old and new petty-bourgeoisie: the latter because of their proximity
to technology are responsive to the cult of efficiency and technological
neutrality. Similaritjes tend also to be refracted by the dispersed

nature of the petty-bourgeoisie and the concern with regional issues.
Poulantzas (1979:254-256) lists the ideological elements that characterisr
the petty-bourgeoisie as a whole as:

(i) anti-capitalist, especially those fractions (loan capital,
banking fraction of big capital ) whose jnterests are harmful

to the petty-bourgeoi sie;

(ii) statolatry or the cult of the state;

(iii) anti-juridjcjal aspect embodied jn the themes of honour and

duty and the cult of the leader;

(iv) elitjst aspect that derives from coveting the position of the

bourgeoisje;

9. l\bercrornbie and Urry (19B3:73) comrnent that whatever the stated
jntentions of Poulantzas's analysis, t,he focus is alrnost enLirely
on determinaLion within the sphere of production while the political
dirnension is hardly seen as relevanl and Lhe ideological is redriced
to the difference between mental and manu(rl labour to the neglect
of other ideological dc.terrninations (of nationality, racisrn and
sexisrn). This ignores Poulanlz.ts's inlenIions (althouqtr the encl
product rnay be open to the above criticism) and the cornplexity of
the theorisation and empirical material. Poulanlzas's case is
certainly not helped by his formal ism.
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(v) anti-semitic, racist appeal whjch Poulantzas argues is an important
part of the myst'ifjed anti-capitalist side of petty-bourgeois
j deo I ogy;

(vi) a natjonaljst aspect or the cult of the mystical entity of the

nation;

(vii) militarism which combines nationaljsm with the leader-cult
aspect;

(viii)
(ix)

(x)

anti -cl eri ca1 i sm;

the role of the'family'characterised by a search for a socjal
unitimmune to the class struggle;

the particular role given to educatjon as a means of social
mobi I i ty;

(xi ) obscuratism and anti-intellectualism; and

(xii) corporatism which is based on the utopia of the guild era and

relies on the petty-bourgeoise as a medjator of every socjal
construction under the state.

Po'litically, Poulantzas argues that while the petty-bourgeoisie does

not have an explicit long term position of its own, it is nevertheless
capable of acting as a social force (Pou'lantzas, 1979:244). The petty-
bourgeoisie, because of its nature, has difficu'lty in organising into
a specific party organisation but instead tends to support those state
forms that oppose the bourgeoisie while agreeing with the ideological
position of the petty-bourgeo'isie. The petty-bourgeois'ie'...aspires
to "participate" in the "distribution" of poljtica'l power, without
wantjng a radical transformatjon of it'' (Poulantzas, 1979l.241). One

expression of this political desire js the fascist party which in member-

ship and jdeology is initially based on the petty-bourgeoisje.l0 Not

all the petty-bourgeoisie are drawn to this particular politjcal form

however, and Poulantzas points out that the rura'l petty-bourgeoisie
were deeply divided over fasc'ism jn the 1930s and 1940s and that the

10. One argument (see Bjllig, 1978:98) holds that fascist and Nazi
groups have poljticised the ideologies of earlier and forgotten
trad'itions, and that these have been reproduced withjn isolated
and generally neglected coteries. This may be true of elements
of twentleth century fascist and extreme right-wing viewllTffi-
contemporary interpellations Juxtapose these traditional elements
with more recent imagery and arguments, and these interpel'lations
are necessari'ly based upon the material and jdeologica'l struggles
of modern capitalism.
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petty-bourgeois'ie as a whole can be both drawn to democrat'ic rad'icalism

and to 'Bonapartist forms of the state' (Poulantzas, 19792281).

In contemporary terms, the polit'ica1 and ideological character-

istics of the petty-bourgeoisie ref'lect the changes in the capitalist
mode of production and the state. The expansion of free-enterprise
capitalism and the l'iberal state serjously challenge the position of

the old petty-bourgeoisie and modernisatjon has placed a great deal

of pressure on the small producer to adapt, particularly in the use

of techno'logy and of labour. The tradjtional use of non-contractual

labour, often family labour, djffers markedly from the dominant form

of social organisation where fami'ly and work are separated. The

expansion of the free market adds to the feeling of siege by reducing

the profits of the petty-bourgeois enterprise. As Scase (1982:158,

160) notes, the old petty-bourgeoisje stress the importance of market

forces, of property ownership and petty<ommodity production as a means

of ratjonally distributing societal resources. But the nature of modern

capitalism with increasingly large-scale corporate domjnance and the

interventionist state set the parameters within which smal'l-scale capita'l

accumulation occurs. Financial institutjons and monopo'ly capital are

seen as curtailing the control of pettycorunodity producers over their
investments and resources (Scase, 1982:153), and of undermining 'market
forces'. The old petty-bourgeoisie have felt that they are in a situation
which has:

....a77 the vtces of a 'free natket' -
insecurttg, prtce fluctuatTons, high
productton costs, specuTatTon - and none
of the vlrtues - wlndfaTT profits, high
reward fot the entrepreneurtal functlon,
good return on Lnvestments (COnway,
1981 :4).

The result is a crisis of confidence in the'natural'or'automatic'
reproduction of the system, and thjs crjsis of ideology js necessarily
transformed into an identity crisis for the petty-bourgeoisje (see

Laclau, 1979:103). One response js to seek support for their position
from the state. Thejr position in the forces of production, however,

means that they fall outside the major axjs which inevitably results
in ineffectual alliances or a lack of concessions when the petty-
bourgeoisie do align themselves wjth the state. They are rarely
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represented 'in the major pol'itical forms of state practice or pol itics
and the state itselfjs the cause for suspicion because of its promotion

of interests opposed to those of the petty-bourgeoisie, notably those

of finance capital and the proletariat. There js a strong sense of
injustice at the profits made by finance capjtal while the'real
producers of the wealth, who...proceed to do the work and to take the
risks for marginal and insecure profits' (Conway, 1981:29), are felt
to be inadequately rewarded. The expans'ion of monopoly capital places
pressures on the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. In order to retain a suffjcjent
profit margin, they need to expand. The alternative may be to become

wage labourers (see Conway, 1981:1). Thus, while they support those

elements of capitalism that are consjdered fundamental for petty-
commodity productjon, the petty-bourgeois'ie retain a profound suspicion
of monopoly capital and production. Thjs, combined with their position
outside the politics of the dichotomous class struggle of capitalism,
means that the traditional petty-bourgeois je are s'imu'ltaneously hosti le
to and supporti ve of aspects of cap'ita1 i sm, and thi s exp'la j ns thei r
tendency to vacillate between political positions that are respectively
progressive and reactionary (cf. Conway, 1981:5).

From below, the petty-bourgeoisie feel threatened by the power

guaranteed to the proletariat and its organjsations by the state and

the possibility, however djstant, that production may be socialised.
Thus the petty-bourgeoisie generally does not feel incljned to affiliate
with the major power groupings of poljtics, and as a result their access

to eljte structures and central instjtutions is circumscribed by th'is
reluctance. Their majn contribution to the political agenda comes

jn the form of a moral ideology and advocacy that is fiercely committed

to private property and petty-cornmodity production. Their separation
from the dominant relations of productjon and the diffuse 'objective'
interests of the petty-bourgeoisie, means that the resolutjon of the
crises they face will be'interpellated not in terms of class but as

a popular-democratic struggle on an ideological level (Laclau, 1979:

104). Their pos'ition on questions such as state power and jts operations,
natjon or'race' is capable of generating support and the tradjtional
stance of the petty-bourgeoisie on these issues has gained new sponsor-
ship from incongruous sources. The criticism of finance and monopo'ly

capital has attracted some support as a 'way of "remoralising capitalism"
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and what the petit-bourgeois organ j sat jons are beginning to offeris
a visjon of capitalism as a moral system wh'ich they fcap'ital'ists] can

use' (Bechhofer and Ell'iot, 1981:192). This support, by the very nature

of capita1jsm, would appear to be transient. One aspect that may

sustain the petty-bourgeois attack on the state and ensure some degree

of support would be the effect of state intervention itself wh'ich has

resulted'in the transfer of power from parliaments and parties to the

executive and adminjstration. The growing concentratjon and centrali-
sation of power and the exclus'ion of many groups from the elaboration

of state policy (Jessop, 1980:114) does provide a degree of djscourse

overlap between the petty-bourgeoisie and other fractions and classes.

I deo I ogy

Although r{e have referred to Poulantzas's description of the

majn elements of petty-bourgeois ideology, h'is discussion is generally

disappointing. The major crjticism is a standard one: that Marxist

analyses of ideology are inevitab'ly reduction'ist. Laclau (see above)

has pointed out that petty-bourgeois ideo'logy is a reflection of their
specific position and jt does not represent a class strugg'le as such.

Urry contributes a similar comment in that there is a presupposition

that:

....there is onlg one k!.nd of struggle
in capitafist societles, naneJg cfass
struggTe. . ..It ts therefore reductLonlst,
treating gender, racial and genetationaT
struggTes as derivative ftom c-lass
struggTe. The fact that someone who is
a member of one particular grouping of
gender, race or generation has aTso a
patticular class membership, does not
mean that the struggles of that grouping
are entireiy structured bg class
strugsTe (Urry, 1981 : 16).

Urry's (1981) discussjon on the reductionjst and autonomjst conceptual-
'isations of ideology is interesting although hjs own theorjsation'is
inadequate. Firstly, he argues that ideology is an effect which seeks

to conceal the causes and consequences of practjce (Urry, 1981:7).

Thus ideology is:
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(i)...embodied within such a practice
is a concealment of the causes, nature
and consequences of that practice or of
some other practice; and (ii) that
this conceaLment is in the interests of
one or more of the doninant social
forces in society (Urry, 1981:45).

Laclau (1979:101) criticjses Althusser for describing jdeology as self-
subiection to the dominance of the system because it means that all
ideology is therefore dominant 'ideology. urry can be crjticjsed for
exactly the same reason. His definitjon would apply to hegemonic
jdeology but by defin'ition it excludes deviant and revolutionary
ideologjes. secondly, urry (1981:72) argues that the interpellations
of ethnicity, class, religion and politics can only be understood in
terms of two primary interpe'llations, spatjo-temporal location and

gender. This in its own way seems as reductjonist as the analys'is
offered by Poulantzas and which Urry has criticised. But it equally
seems di f f i cul t to susta'in an argument that suggests domi nant 'inter-
pellations but then excludes class from be'ing one of these. In the
present context, an interpellation based on 'race' wou'ld seem to be

as important as either of the primary characteristics identified by

Urry. This, when combined with gender, is crjtical. Interpellations
that centre on 'race' are linked through a unified discourse with views

about the family, about the respective positions and roles of women

and men (e.g. male dominance, and women's ro]e as allies and breeders
of 'race') and to issues such as contraception and 'lesbianism/homo-

sexuality. Racial determinism invokes gender determinism, and vice
versa.

Laclau (1979:93 ff) is also crit'ical of the Poulantzian definjtion
of ideology but offers more in response than urry. Laclau argues that
Poulantzas has an ambjguous and limjted conception of ideology.

PouTantzas has the tendencg to
dissoTve fascjst ideoTogical dLscourse
lnto Jts component eTements to such
extremes as to simpTg denq tts unitg:
fascjsm then has a distinct po7Ltical
discourse for each soclal sectot
(Laclau, 1979:95).

If these elements are separated out, then'it becomes impossible to
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identify the 'ideological elements as characterjstic of a partjcular
class. Specjfjc elements can be attached to a number of classes, and

something l ike nat'ional ism, racism or sex'ism can be representat'ive

of part of the jdeology of quite disparate classes. Therefore it is
clearly important to ident'ify the unity of an ideological discourse

(cf. Laclau, 1979:100), and particularly the relationship of elements

and the way in which the ideology is'interpellated. In Laclau's (1979:

101) terminology, the unjty of ideology comes from a specific inter-
pellatjon which is governed by certain organising principles. The

unity does not imply a logica'l consjstency but rather the way in whjch

an interpellation evokes others to produce a package.

...what cortstjtutes the unifging
principle of an ideoTogica-l discourse
js the 'subject' interpeTTated and
thus constjtuted through thjs djscourse
(Laclau, 1979:101).

This Althusserian conceptualisation avoids the problems inherent in
Poulantzas's approach and allows the interpellatjon as constitutive
of ideology to operate in the same way for the ideo'logy of dominant

fractions and for revolutionany ideologies equally (see Lac]au, 1979:

101). It also helps overcome the reduction'ism of many Marxist analyses

which are reluctant to attribute ideology a central .0.|..11 As Laclau

(1979) has argued, the petty-bourgeoisie are separated from the dom'inant

relations of production and thus the'ir concerns are expressed at the

level of pol itical and ideologica'l re'lations and ref lect the relations
of dominance. Popular-democratic interpellations are much more

important than class interpe'llations and an ideological struggle
dominates the existence of the petty-bourgeo'isie.

Ideology is defjned as a totality of soc'ial and moral ideas

that encapsulate poljtjcal goals. Rootes (1981:440) identjfjes three
'levels of jdeological crysta'llization:

1. . , . the Tevef of more or fess sgstematic
coherent and we7L-articuTated worTd
views...

11. It should be acknowledged that there are obv'ious exceptions to
this sweeping statement. In the present context, Habermas (see
Held, 1980) has played an important role and Poulantzas defers
to Habermas on certain questions concerning ideology.
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...the Tevel- of 'para-ideoToggt at
which a varietg of ideofogicaT eTements,
components of, for exampTe, possessiye
individuaTism or, in Tate capitaTism,
technicaL rationaTitg, are articuTated
or respected in practice but rarelg
sgstematicaTTg or fu77g conscjousTg. . .

...a TeveL of ideoTogg directTg relevant
to practice, directTg influenced bg
experience and unrefLectiveTg uttered
as 'common-sense t.

Rootes points out that further down the rank, the more inconsistent
the 'ideology becomes because it is not constrained by conscious

art'iculation and it is more inclined to reflect the contradictions
of practical experience. In the case of the groups analysed here,
a great deal of the.'ideology which js examined falls jnto the first
category because it is prepared for public consumption and to confirm
the world-views of existing members. Thus we will deal mainly w'ith
ideologies that are:

;;;i" i:"71227' ;.1,#21"1:1 ::"::: :'^:.i1, 
" ",sinpTifg polltical and social envlron-

nents, and are Tegltinlsed through
ult,imate sources of causatlon and ordet.
IdeoTogles not onlg represent faTse
conscjousness and .gtoup lnterests; theg
involve particular deftnlttons of
realtts (Kinloch, 1981 :9).

Ideologies both represent and influence the economic and po'litical
positjon of the group in question as they attempt to maintain or
reassert a particular social order or reflect 'bases and dimensions
of resistance' (urry, 1981:64). The jnherent political nature of the
'ideology impfies action, even jf there is inconsistency between

elaborated principles and social action. Indeed inconsistency may

be an advantage as jt allows for flexibility and greater coverage.
As Therborn (1980:46) notes, logical consistency is very often of
secondary significance compared wjth soc'ial efficacy.

For Gramscj (cf. Rootes, 1981:441), the problem was to get the
workjng class to think systemat'ically against a background of imposed

ideas that originate ln the mass media and the ideological apparatus
of the state, and whlch encourage a certain form of ideologicar
reproduction. There are groups within the workjng class who are capable

2.

3.
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of articulatjng a'lternative'ideologies with varying degrees of success,

and in a similar way, the extreme rjght offer a competing theory of
socjal reality, helped by their suspicion of the motives and message

of both the proletariat and the bourgeo'isje. The petty-bourgeois'ie

deny a1l other interpellat'ions and present thejr own ideology as a

critique of the system and at the same time, as a bas'is for reconstructjo
of the ent jre 'ideological doma'in (Lac1au, 1979:103). Typical of this
suspic'ion and central to the ideologies of the extreme right are

conspiracy theories.

The conspiracy theory is a conven'ient method of endowing

competing ideologies wjth a threatening or negative status. It makes

the world immediate'ly self-evident without contradictions (Coward and

Ellis,1977:27). It equates alternatjve ideologies with oppositjon,
a device which is common. Lipset and Raab (1978:17) argue that a

conspiracy theory is an extension of 'historical mora'lism' which defines

compet'ing ideologies as illegal. By definition, these ideologies are

classified as deviant and, given their i1'legitimacy and the threat
that they offer, it is permissible to seek thejr destruction. This

millenial perspective provides for the possibility of correcting social

and economic problems through the simple remova'l of those said to be

the cause of the trouble.

The thenes of a cataclgsmic battle
between the forces of good and evtL,
despatr precedtng utoptan redemptlon
and the compTete triunph of goodness

. through vtoTence are the halTnarks of
nlTTeniaL thinklng. . .the deslre to
transcend the ptesent sequence of
historicaT tlne bg a conpTete rupture
wlth present actualjtjes (Bi l'lig,
1978:327 ) .

The personification of evil in racial terms means that the cleansing

is genociOe (Bi'll ig, "1978:343), or jts equivalent, for example,

repatriation.

The ma1n and endurjng elements of the conspiracy theory include

its global nature and the power of a small group (cf. Lipset and Raab,

1978:15). A fear is generated that the forces of evil are not conflned
to a particular perjod or locatjon but are global and endurlng. The
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second element is based on the view that thjs power resides wjth a

small group of people who through thejr economic and political control
are able to influence most people jn many societies. It js the

exercise of this power whjch explajns why good does not prevail.

;; ::iZ'":::;":,2:X:2,' i::," iZ^
identifg a corps of conspirators
who are esoteric and mgsterious
enough to make their comprehensive
power credible and get concrete
enough to make their existence
visible to a mass audience (L'ipset
and Raab, 19782251-252).

There are three broad groups who provide the bulk of conspirators.
The first and major group are those who control capital, nationally
and internationally. From the perspective of the tradjtional petty-
bourgeoisie, capital is divided into good (productive) and bad (financial,
speculative) capjtal (see Edgar, 1977:113, 117). The petty-bourgeoisie
directly 'link their jnterests and identjty wjth productive capital
while the conspirators are identified with finance capital. Thus

finance capital is seen in an endless variety of areas and is personifjed
in po'litical groups (e.g. Il'luminati), Jewish groups (e.g.The Protoco'ls
q| the Learned Elders of Zion), po'litical forums (e.9. United Nations)
and jnternational organisatjons (e.g. Bjlderburgers). The second group,

rather 'less specifjc, are inte'llectuals. The petty-bourgeoisie have

an historical mistrust of inte'llectuals because of their 'esoteric'
interests and privileged pos'ition. The extreme right reflect this
hostility and their programmes inevjtably refer to policies that are

designed to remove the intellectuals lodged in unjversities and in
the institutions of finance capital. The third group are constituted
of those who oppose the two important characteristics of society, its
Christian and capitalist nature. In the undermining of these elements

the jdeological oppositjon comes from Jews and the communists, both

of whom are seen as anti -Chri sti an and antj -capi tal i st.

Another important e'lement in the ideology of the extreme right
that follows on from their conspiracy view of power and finance capital
is a profound distrust of democracy. The susplcion generated by the
belief 'ln a consplracy is llnked in a contradlctory way w'ith a polltical
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fundamental'ism that centres on elitist conceptions of government.

For the o1d petty-bourgeoisie, the modern state is required to majntain
a unity of contrad'ictory class and regional interests and'in this task,
it fails. The apparent unity of earljer socjal systems is lacking
and the modern state resorts to rational-legal means with the result
that it is seen as impersonal, it denies common-sense solutjons and

it rel jes on extensjve state machinery to promote particularinterests.
The extreme right looks to earl'ier forms of government, premodern,

as a model for social organisatjon.

fn a societg in which pubTic sel,ves are
highTg ditferentiated from private
jdentitjes, there is a premium on movements
and mgstiques which offer holistic se-lf-
conceptions which enabTe participants to
view themsei,yes as conscious goaT-oriented
beings whose various specific involvements
and relationships are integrated into a
meaningfui overaLl pattenn (Robbins, 1981:
35).

The goal of a high'ly integrated society is seen as possible
in extra-parliamentary changes and is partially based on a nosta'lgia
for a past tradition that firmly anchors groups to a particular socia'l
status and reduces change to acceptab'le leve'ls. The usually non-

specific past alluded to by the extreme right is characterised by the
position of the petty-bourgeoisie in intermediary and often inf1uential
positions. The radicalism comes from the implementation of this
structure in the future, and especially the instal'lation of sharply
differentiated hierarchies based on class and'race'. The Just'ification
for this restructuring is by reference to exclusjonary ideologies.

The monism (cf. Lipset and Raab, 1978) that would be put jn
place by a pre-emptive minority derives from a line of argument that
is based on the acceptance of elites as a counter to the ega'litarianism
of njneteenth and twentieth century European systems. This tradition
has combined the individualism of private property ownershjp with
a belief in the rights and exclusivjty of certain groups. The most

apparent expression of thjs is to be found in nationalism and racjsm.
Another element of this exclusjveness is the glorification of aggression

and competition and the llnking of these to 'man1y' virtues. smjth
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(1979:53) has referred to this as 'darwinian vitalism'. To sustain
the purity of ejther nat'ion or'race', the role of women is to produce

sujtable off-spring and to follow an ordained role in the system of
production, notably in domestic productjon. The emp'loyment of women

in pa'id production js seen as djvertjng them from their,natural'
roles in biological reproduction, socialjsation and domest'ic care,
and thjs represents a threat to traditjonal v'irtues concern'ing the
respective roles of male and female. This perception of the female
role automatically excludes them from leading pos'itions jn the movements

of the extreme right or eventually from positjons in the state. Thus

there is an important sexual exclus'ivjsm in the ideology.

The expressjon of their ideology is marked by a characteristic
fundamentalism of both a poljtical and religious sort. The search
for fundamental and external truths of a biblical or secular nature
marks a great deal of the arguments and expressions of the ideology
of the petty-bourgeoisie in general and the extreme right ln particular,
and there is a be]ief that the extreme right has an exclusive'hold
on morality and the historical task of showing western man to the
path of redemption (0'Toole, 1977:67). The challenge to this position
comes from those who comprise the consp'iracy discussed earlier, and

in particu'lar finance capital. Al'lied to this economic threat of
Zinsknechtsschaft (usurious enslavement) is a re'ligious threat
(principally from the ideologies of communism and Judaism). The response
is to reassert a fundamental and often med'ieval form of Christianity
that encompasses the ideals of small commodity production with racial
and sexual exclusivism.

Raci sm Nationalism and Sexism

The poljtics of racism, and particularly its ideologicar rore,
have been inadequately explained in Marxist analysis. Explanations
of racjsm have been weak and most Marxjst analyses can be crjticjsed
for their reductionism and instrumentalism on this issue. The

reductionism derives from the reluctance to consider rac'lal arguments
and structures except as a product of class relations, despite the
autonomy granted to ideology by authors such as Poulantzas. The
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instrumentalism reflects the wjI1ingness to attribute the production
and reproduction of racism to the state or ruljng fract'ions.12 The

following is typical of thjs form of instrumentalism:

fts fivatjonaL Frontl function, and that
of siniTar groups, ls to organize and
vocalize tlte fears of the most racist
efements of the Jower niddie and
working c.lass, and thus maintain and
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srare (MacDonald, 1914-75:303).

Leaving aside the guestion of its jn'itial production (which may involve
the rul'ing fraction to a considerable extent), the reproduction of
racism to the point where it is accepted as a central element of
ideological relations does not rely on the active intervention of
the ruling fraction or the state. The ideology has its own autonomy
w1th a very real effect on materia'l relations. It can mod.i f y or displace
class relations by establishing cleavages across class lines. These

cleavages become articulated with sectjonal class interests and are
transparently constructed to reflect specific interests. Agencies
outside the group, including those of the state, do contribute to the
process but the racial structuring of relationships is not dependent
on direct intervention or manipulation.

In the case of the petty-bourgeois'ie, the tradit'ion of rac'ist
ideology is both djfferent from and more exp'licit than most other
contemporary forms of racism. In a society 'like New Zealand,s, the
dominant classes are able to express their positjon on various matters
in a way that avoids their complicity in racist structures or arguments.
The working class differ: racism, in a fairly crude 'ideological form,
is apparent amongst the working class and 'race' provides a means

of radicalising them, for example, support for the Natjonal Front
in Britain. But the working c'lass expression of racism falls principally
in the third level of Rootes'categorisatjon ('direcily relevant to

12. As Laclau (1979:96-97) notes, Poulantzas has a very narrow
definition of nationalism. It 'is described as an erement of
bourgeois ideology and there is little acknowledgement that
nationalism is susceptible to transformation in a socialist
di rect i on.
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pract'ice, directly influenced by experience, and unref'lective'ly
uttered as common-sense'), located within a partjcular social and

economic environment and seldom constrained by the need to express
the arguments in a form suitable for mass pubf ic consumption. The

petty-bourgeoisie, on the other hand, have developed explicjt and

coherent forms of racist ideology for polit'ical consumption more in
the form of level one of Rootes' categorisat'ion. Thejr ideology
reflects both their distrust of mjnority groups and the operations of
thestate. Their interpellation incorporates a varjety of spheres
and is based on a logic internal to the ideology and capable of
explaining most events.

The arguments of the petty-bourgeoisie and specifical'ly the
extreme right come from a tradition that'is some centuries old.
without this resource, it would be difficult for the extreme right
to have developed such an extensive ideology on th'is question and

certain]y could not have provided a 'scientific explanation' for their
arguments. The origins of thjs tradition are well-documented (see

Banton, 1977; Po]iakov, 1974). As Poliakov (1974:2) notes, many

of the arguments come from an episode in the history of anthropology
wh'ich was badly warped by European ethnical egotism. writers.such
as Gobineau helped popu'larjse arguments concerning racial difference
and their inherited base with the aid of the knowledge created by

the new biological sciences. This was built onto an earlier tradjtion
that can be traced to the Middle Ages and racial views that were

associated with Jews.13 This element of the racist ideology of the
extreme right is still very important and gives their ideology a

part i cu I ar character.

The medieval conception of the Jew was based on the twin beliefs
of the Jew as a sorcerer and the Jew as usurer (Thurlow, 1980:44).

13. Racism is a critjcal characteristic of the extreme right but notall fascist groups are anti-semitjc. One example is [tre ltalianfficist party. This has led to a debate on the differences between
Nazism (which is by defjn'itjon antj-semitjc) and Fascism (whichjs not necessarily anti-semitic). Authors such as Nolte and
Kitchen minimjse any djfference while Mosse, Ledeen, de Felize
and Thurlow maxjmjse the differences (see Thurlow, 19S0).
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Typical is the use of the forgery, The Protocols of the Learned Elders

of Zjon, first pub'lished jn 1903'in Russia. The Protocols are a good

jllustratjon of the ethnocentric and conspiratorial medjeval view

of the Jew. They are offered as proof that there js a world wjde

conspiracy by Jews to undermine the racjal and Chrjstjan purity of

western socjet'ies and to develop a new world order. The Protocols

provide evidence for the evjl of Jewish 'intentions.

Anti-Semitism is thus seen to be at
bottom a form of Manichaeism- ft expTains
the course of the world bg the struggTe of
the ptincipTe of Good with the principle
of Evi7. Between these two principles no
reconciTiation is conceivabTe; one of
tllem must triumPh and the other be
annihiTatea (Sartre, 1948:4-41 ).

For a group like the petty-bourgeojsie who feel their economic and

socjal position threatened, anti-semitism forms part of the racjst

ideology that explains why they shou'ld be so vulnerable. The medieval

imagery concern'ing the Jew is combjned with nineteenth century racism

to provi de an i deo'log'ical f ramework and the i denti f j cati on of an enemy.

A funther layer or e'lement has been the twentieth century labe'l1ing

of communism as another enemy, and the threat of communism and Jewish

financial power have been combined to provide a single powerful image'

especially as both e'lements are viewed as antj-Christian and to an

only sl ightly lesser extent, anti-capita'list. The internationa'l

presence of the Jew and their role in'bad'finance contributes to

the interpretation that they are in an ideal position to promote their
particular interests on a wor'ld scene. This internatjonaljsm identifjes
them with the parallel internatjonal threat of communism and is repeated

when both groups are seen as a similar threat w'ithin a natjonal context.

The suspicjon towards unproductive capital was noted above, and the

belief is common that Jews control such spheres...

. . . in representing the
thetl put themselves 7n
posttion of peopTe who
(Sartre, 1948:25),

Jews as robber,
the envlabTe
could be robbed

The Holocaust had the effect of reducing the credjbility of

anti-Semjt'ic arguments for a period but the effect has not been

permanent (Bel of f , 1979) . Hobsbawm (1980:503-504 ) 'ident'if i es four

factors jn the resurgence of antj-semitism in the 1970s. Firstly'
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the recoil effect of the Holocaust has been lost particu'lar'ly for

the post-war generations who have not been sympathetic to the position

of Jews during the war. Secondly, the existence of Israel has g'iven

antj-semites new arguments. Thirdly, there has been a new target

group for racism jn many western countries in the post-warcontext

thus d'ivert'ing attention away from Jews for a period. And f ina11y'

the prosperity assoc'iated wjth economic expansion after the war blunted

the resentment that normally underlies ant'i-Semitism.

Qne res'idual effect of the post-war retreat from ant'i-Sem1t'ism

was to force the extreme light to alter the expression of their
traditional ideological arguments, at least in the way they identjfjed
Jews. Thus Jews might be referred to obliquely as 'International
Finance' or the arguments m'ight be couched in 'anti-Zjonist' terms

to avoid the more damning'label of antj-Semjtic. To ajd in this
deflection as well as to couch the public expression of arguments

in populist terms, there is an identifjcation of Jewjsh interests

with those of communist countries. The threat of communism which

is an important part of the political agenda in most western countries

is imbued with anti-semitic arguments to gain wider currency for the

latter. The problem for extreme right-wing groups in New Zea'land

is to create an audience for these anti-Semitic beliefs. The loca'l

Jewish population is smal'l and has tended to underplay its ethnic

identity. This lack of a popu'lar base for anti-Semitism is ref'lected
jn the public comments and imagery of many extreme right-wing groups

in New Zealand who tend to stress other aspects of their Volkisch

i nterpel I at'ion.

Natjonalism is often an accompaniment to racism. It js a

development of the njneteenth and twentieth centuries as part of the

evolutjon of the natjon-state and based on notjons of autonomy' unity

and h'istoricaJ identjty (cf. Smjth, 1979:48). It typically identifies
natjonal boundaries with racial boundarjes or wjth specific'rac'ial
jnterests'so that nationalism and racjsm become part of the same

argument. The appea'l to national jnterests is synonymous with racial

concerns. It can also be adapted to counter the jnternationa'lism

of class analys'ls. The notlon of an international eljte of 'blood'
and'race'can be seen as an attempt to establjsh an equivalent for
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the rhetorjc and appeal of internatjonal working class solidarity
(Rogger quoted in B'iddiss, 1968-69:253). This is paralleled at a

natjonal level. An interpellat'ion that centres on 'the people',

constituted as ejther a'race'or a'nation', eliminates the possibility
of the class struggle (see Laclau, 1979:120). Class jnterpellatjons

are rejected or subordinated to an interpellatjon that focusses on

'race', or 'nation', and a conception of society as a whole (Laclau,

1979:1 36 ) .

Finally, wh'ile racism may be a central identifying element

in djscussing the extreme right, it necessarily invokes a constellation
of para11e1 elements. One crit'ical element are perceptions of gender.

This has been an important omission, especia'l1y the consideration

of the position of women and sexual po'litics in fascism and extreme

right-wing politics (see Women and Fascism Study Group, n.d.;
Stephenson, 1981). The focus on material relations and the re'lation-
ship of c'lass to po'litical group has meant that the '...specif ic
relation of women to fascjsm - as potential supporters or opponents -

is not simply forgotten: it is exc'luded by the way the argument is
posed' (l.lomen and Fascism Study Group, n.d.:3). In fact, a centra'l

tenet is the assumption of male superiority and supremacy, and beliefs
about gender-specific roles confirm the confinement of women to caring
and breeding functions. Deviation from these latter functions, even

to joining fascist parties (see Stephenson, 1981), is seen as weakening

the organisational and bjological principles of western society.
Further, it is held to seriously weaken the breeding programme that
is critical to fascist beljefs; 'race' and 'sex' provide the basjs

for the centrality of 'racjally pure breeding' in fascist theory
(Women and Fascism Study Group, r.d.:13). Motherhood is, therefore,
granted a high status to encourage positive att'itudes, and anything

that I imits ferti I ity (e.9. contraception, abortion, lesbianism/

homosexuality) js held to be a threat to purity and'racjal vital'ity'.

Ideology: A Reformul ation

The starting point for the above djscussion on ideology was

the analysjs offered by Poulantzas. But his analysis has been
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criticised on certajn points, and to reflect these departures, a

typology is offered which reflects these addjtions or alterations.
Therefore, aspects of Poul antzas 's j nventory of key e'lelllgnt-5 9! nefty-
bourgeois ideology are reta'ined. 0thers are new in recognit'ion of
the importance placed on ideology, of the ideological and political
differences between old and new petty-bourgeoisie and to reflect the

importance given to elements such as racism and sexism. The typology
represents a minimum listing of elements of petty-bourgeois jdeological

concerns. It'is djvided into positjve elements, that is issues that
the petty-bourgeois would seek to assert and encourage, and negations.

Commentators inevitably refer to the negative elements of fascist and

extreme right-wing beliefs, and these are based on the opposition of the
petty-bourgeoisie to the progressive and liberal tendenc'ies of modern

democracies, or to the threat seen to be posed by collectjvist (both

monopoly capital and socialist) groups and racial groups.

Key Elements of Petty-Bourgeois Ideology: A Typology

(a)

(i)
Posi ti ve:

in favour of petty-commodity production and property

ownership; this is usually associated with a strong
sympathy for individual ism and vo'luntarism;

pro-market as an efficient mechanism for production

and distributlon (ttris almost inevitably refers to a

'free marketplace' which is devoid of monopoly capital,
of an interventionist state and of representative
bargaining organisations such as trade unions);

a restricted state with only ljmited functions, one of
which would be to ensure a political and economic

environment that would protect the interests of petty-
commodity production;

the corporate reorgan'isat'ion of political power that
would enable the petty-bourgeoisie to be a key

parti ci pant and medi atorin the production of dom j nant

hegemony;

(ii1

(iii)

(iv)
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an e'litjst orientatjon that derives from coveting the
position of the bourgeoisie and an acceptance of the

competit'ive ethic that governs the marketplace, and

which grants status and rewards as an acknow'ledgement

of success;

racjsm wh'ich combines with nationalism to provide the

basis for the ideological construct'ion of 'the people'

and wh'ich denjes the valjdjty of class interpellat'ions;

nationalism, or the belief in the mystical entity of
the nation which comb'ines raci al ped'igree with
geopol itical boundaries;

a commitment to 'the family' which combines beliefs
about the importance of the nuclear family to social
organisation with assumptions about the role of women;

'the family' is held to represent a socjal unit immune

to the cl ass strugg'le;

the institution of education as an avenue of social
mobility although this is accompanied by opposition
to a libera'l syllabus and an insistence that education

be governed by market requirements;

militarism which combines beliefs about the need for
strong leadership with a chauvinistic nationalism, and

encompasses remnants of the belief in. Empire;

Negat i ve:

anti-cap'italist, specifically those elements of monopoly

capita1 that are seen as Iimitjng the profitabi1ity
and influence of small-commodjty production;

anti-interventjonist state which the petty-bourgeoisie

regard as granting leg'itimacy and resources to monopoly

groups, both capita'l and labour, in the marketplace;

anti-Semitjsm, as a critical element of the conspiracy

theory, which exp'lains socjal and economic events;

Jews are Volksschadling (enemy of 'the people');

(vi )

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(b)

(j)

(il1

(iii)
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sexism, or the reaffirmat'ion of ,tradjtjonal' views
of the role of women, and the denial of sexual
equality; the stress on male dominance with prior
po'litical and economic rights;

anti-clerical ism, or suspicion of the establ ished
churches (fundamentalist religious groups are viewed
different'ly) and clergy for their liberalism, political
activity and power;

anti-intellectualism, as intellectuals are seen as
pursuing irrelevant (i.e. non-productive) concerns or
as involved with the conspiracy;

anti-liberal, or petty-bourgeois opposition to
progressive political and economic policies or to the
granting of political power to ,undeserving' minority
groups; opposition to wealth redistribution; and

opposition to democratic forms of government or aspects
of democracy;

anti-communism because communism ls seen to represent
a maJor ideological threat, and this element is combined
wlth anti-semltlc beliefs and an anti-sociallst position.

(v)

(vi )

(vii)

(vili)

This typology encapsulates the principal ldeologlcal concerns
of the petty-bourgeolsie, and the polltical representatives of thls
class, notably extreme rlght-wing groups, who advance an lnterpellation
that parallels these elements and concerns. But certain disilnctions
need to be acknowledged. The flrst is the different emphases of fascist
interpellations. I'rhereas the petty-bourgeolsie, in a general sense,
look to the state in reasserting the political importance of their
form of production and moral poslilon, fasclsm, as a speclflc lnter-
pellation, regards the state as the embodiment of ,the people,, an
expression of popular will that has a mandate to transform social
relations and to whlch all sector lnterests would be subservient. The
state ls portrayed as part of a corporate authorltarian form of soclal
organlsatlon that would regu'late an lntegrated nailonal system. The
style would also dlfferentiate traditlonal fasclsm from petty-bourgeois
extreme rlght-wlng groups. Alllances with the worklng class are
actlvely sought by fasclst groups and the public expresslon of ldeology
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would self-conscious'ly util'ise soc'ialist arguments and'images, albeit

w'ithin a framework that centres on 'race', natjon and gender' The

command structure would be authoritarian and the commitment to

violence readjly apparent. These aspects are present jn both the

group or mass party stages of fascism. In short, fascjsm is the most

rad'ical form of petty-bourgeo'is pol it'ical act jvity, comm'itted to

corporatism and dictatorshiP.

The second distinct'ion is that between the ideological and

political concerns of the old and new petty-bourgeoisie' The typology

lists jdeolog'ica'l concerns common to both fractjons but the emphasis

on property ownership and small-scale capital clearly reflects the

material positjon of the old petty-bourgeoisje. They seek support

for those aspects of capjta1ism which provide an environment for petty-

commodjty productjon. In opposition are monopolies whether they

arise from the state, trade un'ions or large capita1, and these material

concerns are reflected at the political and ideological leve'l by the

threat seen as represented in collectjvism, socjal democratic or

economic (cf. Scase, 1982:160). The new petty-bourgeoisje' invo'lved

as they are jn the state or in large capitaljst enterprises' diverge

from the o1d petty-bourgeo'isje on these matters, and as wj'll be shown

later in the thesis, these result in djfferent representatjonal ties.

Thus, the typology, with regard to certain items, reflects the specifjc

ideolog'ica1 position of the old petty-bourgeoisje'

Pol i ti cs

In this section, the poljt'ical style of the petty-bourgeo'isie

and extreme right-wing groups are djscussed, but prior to this' the

'issue of agency versus structure requires some comment. A principal

djffjculty of the structuralist position of Poulantzas and others

is the emphasjs on the determination of behaviour by structural processes

The effect js the den'ial of the jnfluence of agency and the product

is a ' ...world of determinism, which el im'inates the conscious activities

of rea'l life individuals and socjal groups from the scheme of

exploratjon...' (Femia, 1981:251). The jssue of why indivjduals act

in the way they do, and why they choose to act in a partjcular way,
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needsto be incorporated'into analysis although a voluntarist posit'ion
wh'ich accepts and emphasi ses the intent'ional ity of a free subject
'is too s'implistic.

Analys'is which asserts the priority of structure over thought
undervalues the Hegelian conception of ideality' or of Marx's

'revolut'ionising practice'. Both Marx and Hegel acknowledged that
external conditions can be transformed by conscjous human thought
and action. Poulantzas al lows for this possibi I ity in hj s theorisation,
but in practice, his analysis views classes not jn terms of the
individual agents of which they are composed but as objective places

in a social div'ision (Abercromb'ie and Urry, 1983:i0).

....in our view, Poulantzas is incorrect
in seeing the characterjstjcs of persons
as being irrelevant to the analgsis of
c-l,asses. Thus, although c-Lasses are
being constituted as places, class
practices are partlg determined bg the
character of persons who flIT those
pTaces (Abercrombie and Urry, 1983:109).

Abrams (1982) adds a p]ea for the examination of smal'l-scale social
settings so that the meanjngs and actions of individuals are accorded

attention although within the context of the constraining env'ironment

of society. Thus both agency and structure become part of the same

analysis; if the analysis '...aI'lows us to understand them collectively
(it) will also allow us to understand them sing1y...' (Abrams,1982:281).

And'...the analysis of any career...js at root an analysis of the
conditions governing recruitment to jt, exclusion from it and especially
success or failure within it' (Abrams, 1982:281-282), In the case

of the petty-bourgeoisie, Scase (1982:148) has criticised the tendency

to concentrate on positions because it has meant the neg'lect of the
way in which actors create opportunitjes for small-scale production

and, hence, sustain the reproduction of positions. There js a 'neglect
of the empirical dynamics whereby the petty-bourgeo'isie are reproduced

under the condjtjons of monopo'ly capitalism' (Scase, 1982:154).

The structuralist approach does not allow a consideration of
factors such as these and as a result jt poses problems for the ana'lysis
of extreme right-wing groups and fasc'ism. One important area is the
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analysis of the leadership, and jn particular, charjsmatjc political
leadership. In both italy and Germany, the fascjst parties in the
1930s were jnfluenced by a part'icular form of leadersh'ip that became

even more important with the formatjon of the fascist state, and yet
Poulantzas (1979) largely ignores this issue. Structural analysts
are correct when they assert that fractions of monopoly capital were

able to influence state policy through Hjtler.

But there were mang other critical
occasions when there h/as no evidence
that the politics of personaT
dictatorship worked in this manner
(Mason, 1981 :206).

The power of an jndividual or collective leadership to direct policy,
to create an 'image, to establ ish po'litical al I iances and to majntain
an effective party organ'isation al'l play a role and need to be

incorporated into analysis. Poulantzas (1979) prov'ides an i llustratjon
of the way in which structural factors and processes can be included
but does ljttle to develop an approach that addresses the question

of agency.

A re1ated area that is also dealt with jnadequately by

structural analysis is the motivation of the rank and fi'le of the
organisation. As Mason (1981:208) points out, membership invo'lves
a sustained and substantial commjtment of time and energy which has

a variety of risks attached. Therefore the factors that produce

commitment and activism are critical to understanding any organisatjonal
attachment. Abrams (1982:7) suggests that an examination of jndivjdual

ljfe-hjstories will locate patterns of freedom and constra'int. In
the case of a sociological generat'ion (see Abrams, 1982:256), politically
relevant experiences transl ate vj a structural consjderatjons 'into

specific allegiances. The socjologica'l generation is in a posjtjon
to negotiate new images and identities with attendant politjcal and

social arrangements. The analysis should begin w'ith a focus on the

careers and mot'ivation of involved individuals. These have received
attention from conservative and liberal historians but they are seldom

considered in materjalist critiques (Mason, 1981:209).
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Poljtical Style and Social 0rganisation

Apart from jdeology, the style of the extreme right is one

of jts defjning features. The political style of the extreme right
is in part a reflection of the beliefs held. Thus the reduct'ionism

of their arguments, notably the jdentificatjon of specific aroups
as a cause of prob)ems, and the bel'ief in a conspiracy theory,
'influences the way in which the group operates. In other respects,
the organisation of the extreme right'is very sjmilar to the type

of organjsation found amongst a variety of political and religious
f undamental 'i st groups.

Impf icit in the establ ishment of an organisat'ion 'is the 'intent

to effect change and to cornmunicate ideas to a wjder audience with
the ajm of convincing that audjence of the truth and accuracy of the

clajms made. Most groups possess an enrolment economy, a strategy
to market their ideas and to gain finance and adherents (ideologues).

In the case of groups that are particular'ly radical whose arguments

compete with practjcally every commonly accepted view, the enro'lment

economy may be underplayed. But even here the group is engaged in
a particular moral enterprise (Wa'l'lis, 1976:210). A'll of the groups

can be best categorised as political sects jn this respect.

The poTltjca-l sect is deflned as a
sma77, dtstinct, excluslve political
group in confTict wlth the wlder
socletg and composed of men and utomen
who, entering its ranks on a
voluntarg basjs, have been seTectlveTg
chosen as guatdians or earriers of
some specific varlant of BqliticaI
truth i0'Tool e, 1977 :1 1 ) .1 4

The sect is djfferent from a political party or a cult by the

exclusivity of the first compared w1th the inclusivity of both the
party and the cult. Wallis (tgZ0:14-15) identjfies the cult by its

14. One criticjsm made of 0'Toole's approach is that he is theorising
by analogy, and an argument that links political to religious
activity is basically an exerc'ise in labelling (Barrett, pers.
comm., 1984). In part, thjs is true, although the concept of
political sect is used here to describe the organisational style
of the extreme right'in the midst of other theoretical arguments.
It is both a conceptual and methodological tool.
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'epistemological indiv'idualism', the fact that there 'is no clear locus

of fjnal authority with the result that doctrjnally, the group is
precarious and boundaries tend to be difficult to establjsh and

ma'intain. By contrast, the sect js'epistemologically authoritarian'
(Wall'is, 1976:17) in that they clajm unique and privi'leged access

to the truth or salvat'ion. Other explanations are suspect and alter-
native 'ideologies are denigrated. To maintajn purity, the sect may

prefer to lose membership rather than compromise its posjtjon or beliefs.
To do this, the sect can isolate itself from society completely or

withdraw from that interact'ion which threatens the sect's purity,

especially as the sect can not 'tolerate reservations or hes'itations

from within its own ranks' (0'Toole, 1977:9). A cult may become a

sect by a'prior process of expropriation of authority' (Wa'|1is,1975:

43), just as a sect may become a political party by compromising the

exclusivity of doctrine and membership and relaxing its authority

structure. Despjte the exclusivity of sects, the ultimate ajm is
invariably to install a single ideological standard that governs the

behaviour of everyone in the diffuse areas of modern society, a

'corporat'ist reorganjsation' as Robbins (1981:35) calls jt. In the

case of the petty-bourgeoisie, there js a reiectjon of c]ass inter-
pe1'lations and the promotion of an interpellation based on 'race'
or natjonaljsm reflecting the commitment to popular-democratic

politics.

The idea of a non-religious sect would appear to be a contra-

dictjon in terms but it aptly describes the organisational structure
and the approach to moral and political 'issues adopted by the extreme

right. In the case of groups that are formed to operate on single-
'issue politics, it 'is very difficult to maintain a structure and central

belief system without expanding the ideological framework and

encompassing new issues. Many of these groups are less likely to

be a sect in approach or structure, part'icularly as they are highly
unstable and have to appea'l to as wide an audience as possible during

the period the'issue on which they are founded has the greatest impact.

The group which seeks moral clarjfication on a range of issues and

arenas tends to be more stable and is much more likely to exhibit
the traditional qual jties of a sect.
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The problem for dny political sect is to majntain cotnmitment

'in the face of the conventional world which either does not accept

the sect's beliefs as valid or may seriously challenge them. The

dominant relations of society are not organised on the principles

derived from the sect's belief system and so society always presents

a potential challenge (|,lallis, 1976:326).

Thc. member naq thereforc. minimi.zc .lItl)
challertge- to the validitrl <tf ltis 1.>^ici
unconventional be-lref^s br-1 simpIg not
exposing them in conventional dom.rin-s.
lle Isicl compartmentaTizes .tnd segrt:grtes
hi-s 1-src I belief s "tnd beh.tviour (Wa I I i s,
1976:277).

Outside agencies compete with those of the sect as sources of infor-
mation and issue-interpretatjon. In these cases, an important

alternatjve for the sect js to reject the values of the surrounding

society to reduce the challenge to its authority, that is, a worid-

rejecting sect. In contrast are those sects that attempt to offer
an understandjng of the world and wjthdrawal is not an acknowledged

strategy. Wa.ll j s (1978:6-B) describes these sects as wor.ld-aff irming.

Membership is a means of obtajning better understanding and mastery.

This type of sect may seek to legitimise certa'in central social
institutions rather than to see them as a threat, principally because

these institut'ions share and affirm values of Lhe sect. In both cases,

there is an attempt to monopolise the loyallies of followers and to

develop a total commitment to the world view of the sect with the

effect in some cases of an jntroverted view of the relationship between

the sect and the surrounding socieEy. This can resull in a range

of behaviours designed to preserve the group's purity rather than

to produce new mernbers.

0'Toole (19/5) exarnined two Marxist qroups ds ex(rtrtples of sr:r;Lr

thab were more c()ncerned w i Ltr prrr i ty t.han wi Lh prose lyl is,tt it)rt. Thc

groups wcre con(;erned to err srrrr: exclrrsivi[y,lrtr.l r-.ven,tt:t.ivities t,h,tl:

were ostensibly designed Lo ,rlIr',rr:t. rrr]w nternlle'r";, ,ltltu,rlly rrrirrirnisetl

this possibilit.y. For ex,lnple, 0'loolr-. (19//) talks,tbt)ttb pseudo-

pr'oselytis.rlitlrr in the cast-. r)f m,l.;s-leaf lett.irtq in sitrratitlrts thal.

were likely lo be unproduct.ive. Ihr:se groul)s ;tt'ovided art ,tlLern,ttive
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to the world rather than a means of changing it. But this is not

the v'iew of the group,nor of its efficacy,held by group members.

As 0'Toole (1977) noted, the groups described everything as going

according to p'lan and prophecies, rather than being proved wrong because

of their lack of accuracy, were seen as having'renewable appljcation'.
The group presents

o,;ioo::;:iI"*Z!^o'"',:" 
j:"":':":':i1;'::1,

systemaCicaTlq engaged in a ful-1
scheduTe of tasks (0'Too1e, 1975:173).

And the predictions involve an imminent collapse that is always

potential, a crisis that never occurs. The activities are imbued

with a sense of urgency and of impatjence. Equally, the smallness

of the group js not viewed as an indication of the irrelevance of

its views, but as a reflection of its elite status and the dedication

to doctrinal purity (0'Toole, 1977:62). It is also seen as the result
of persecution by agencies of the state or other powerful groups,

thereby confirming the conspiratorial nature of its ideology.

The epi stemological authoritarianjsm of the pol i tica'l sect

is underlined by the authority structure of the group. l.lallis (1979)

hypothesises that the more centralised the group, the less likely
it is that there will be challenges to the basis of legitimation and

thus the propensity to schism is reduced. The challenge mdy come

from those who seek alternative sources of legitjmation to those held

by group members or Lhey might employ the same sources to challenge

the authori ty structure. Thus local pract i tjoners can establ i sh a

reputation for a new inlerpretaLion of existing ideology. The corrnter

i s l-o cent.ral i s€ rluLhor ity so th,ll, on ly a smal I number of people c,ln

clairn arrthorily derived frorn the ideologic,rl basis of'legitimation.
Nyomark ey (196/) adrls ,rnoLher rlirnens ion t-o l-h is undersLand ing when

he argrrcs that schisrn is rnorc' likely t,o ocr:ur irr an ideological rnove-

ment as opposerl to a ch,rrisnt,rt.ic tnove'ntelrl. In lhe case of rnost M,trxisl.

tflovernent.s, tfre focus of group t.ohesion is ideological and schisttts

const.(rntly or:crrr as this ideology is redefinerl anrl reirrlc.r'preted.

Nyornarkey ( 196/) conrp,rres these grorrps wibh those In0vL)rnenIs such as

fascisrrr which .rre'based on r:harisrn,rLic leqitirltacy. fhe source of
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authority is the leadershjp and they are not constrained by ideology.
More importantly, factions compete for and attain leg"itimacy by

identifying themselves with the source of authority, the leadership.

The exclusive nature of the political sect, while it may mainta.in

purity, nevertheless inhjbits communication of the sect's message

to a wider audience. For those political sects who do seek to have

an impact jn this way, a common strategy is to reserve ideological'ly
pure comment for the membership whjle promot'ing its concerns to a

wider audience by using a language and style that will appeal. Thus

the rhetoric of science or religion js used and appropriate authors

and commentators employed, albeit unknowingly or unwillingly, to
legitimate their arguments. To undermjne the challenges of cnitjcs
and to acquire a more acceptable image, the sect will employ the

termjnology of science to give it validjty. The appeal to respecta-

biIity has problems: the fact that a scjentific el'ite so completely
determines the 'nature of the orthodox consensus that the possibility
of jnst'itut'ional jsed devjate el jte scjence is almost a conceptual

contradiction' (00'lby, 1979:14) is a major obstacle. The rejection
of the sect's claims by this elite may s'imply confirm their dev'iant

status. Again, thjs merely serves to convince the sect members that
there is a conspiracy. The problem that remains is how far should

a sect accommodate to accepted views. If the polit'ical sect js
concerned to promote an alternat'ive perspective on a problem, then

accommodation simply weakens the testable empirjcal content of their
claims. It may also undermjne the fajth of supporters. The hjstoric
moral task of showing society that its analysis in certajn areas is
wrong begins to dissipate. Thus jdeological accommodation presents

major djfficultjes for sects.

The origin of the alternative world views held by the sects

have been djscussed earlier. The extreme right sustains an ideological
tradition that challenges orthodoxy in many fields and this provides

a means to evaluate interpretatjons of various phenomena that are

offered through agencies such as the media or which circulate as

part of'commonsense' Campbell (see l.lallis, 1976:13) refers to
a cultic miljeu which embodies the jdea of a pool of alternative belief
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systems and pract'i..r.15

we mag regard jt as a repositorg of
rejected knowledge in which al-ternatives
to current orthodoxv are kept a7ive,
perhaps to re-emerge when the demands
of orthodoxg have changed (Do1by, 1979:
26).

Poulantzas (1979:76) talks of ideological sub-group'ings which may

be construed in a similar way. Poulantzas argues that these sub-

groupings 'exist by virtue of the domjnance wjthjn them of jdeologies

belong'ing to classes other than the dominant class'. To use the phrase

suggested by Campbell, the cultic milieu reproduces many of the

ideologies that we have djscussed here and these jdeologies are kept

alive and'practjsed' jn the political sects of the extreme right
jn a form of politjcal or cultural underground. A major hypothesis

is that thjs cultic milieu is mostly (although not only) assocjated

with the petty-bourgeois'ie.16 Tf,. pol itical sects that draw upon

this cult'ic milieu require a commitment and level of act'ivism from

its members that suggests that outcast or apathetic sections of the

population are not go'ing to be attracted to these groups, especjally
when they operate as small movements. The commjtment needs to be

high because of the very obstacles faced by such groups and their
limited resources. It also requires a willingness to suspend or treat
critically otherwjse commonly held views. The petty-bourgeo'isie,

through their relationship to the bourgeoisie and working c'lass, are

already suspicjous of the v'iews expressed by other major groupings
jn society and therefore constitute the cultic miljeu for extreme

ri ght-w'i ng i nterpe I I at i ons .

The following list summarises the key characteristics of the

sty'le and organjsational aspects of extreme right-wing groups as

pol itical representatives of the old petty-bourgeoisie:

15. These alternative bel ief systems and practices might be described
as non-hegemonic interpellations that can include elements from
the ideology of dominant fractions but as a unity they are critjcal
of other interpellations and indeed dismiss them and seek to
institute a new ideological discourse.

16. As Urry (1981:64) points out, jt'is difficult to demonstrate that
a particular class structure is in fact completely discrete and
tightly bound.
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epistemo'logical authoritarianism, that is the claim

that the group has a unique and privileged access to
the truth and salvatjon;

exclusjveness, or the restriction of membership to
those commjtted to thejr interpellat'ion, and a

rejection of any attempt to be inclusive in lerms of
group membership;

a suspicion of outsjde/dom'inant agencies and their
beljefs and the use of a conspiracy theory to create
disbelief about alternative sources of information and

interpretation;

the group is organ'isatjonal ly highly centraljsed and

the authority structure js based on an identifjed
leadershjp (often chari smatic);

the use of a symbolic code that employs jts own sources,

symbols and logic, and which suppresses or res'ists
alternative readings of a text; thjs code typica'l1y
utilises its own mystical elements and is derived from

specif ic ideolog'ica1 tradjtjons;

the group derjves 'its ideology and membersh'ip from a

cult jc mi'lieu, here based principal ly within the petty-
bourgeo'isie, and this cultic mi l'ieu js respons'ible for
reproducing this ideological tradjtjon.

(r'ttl

(iv)

(v)

(v'i)

The Potential For Fascism In New Zealand

The development of a mass fascist movement and a fascist or
exceptional state are matters for speculation in the New Zealand context
because there is no historical precedent for such a situatjon. However,

it js possible to ident'ify objective historical categories and

congruences in the development of fascism elsewhere and to apply this
understanding to New Zealand. This assumes that fascism is not an

aberration but a possibi I ity in any context where specific events

occur and that New Zealand society, like any capitalist society, embodjes

the potential for mass fascism and the fascist state.

(i)
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Fol lowing Laclau (1979) and Poulantzas (1979), the progress.ion

to a fascist state js the product of a dual cr.isis. One side to this
crisis is a'crisjs of the power bloc which was Iis] unable to absorb

and neutralize'its contradictions wjth the popular sectors through

traditjonal channels' (Lac1au, 1979:115). There is an accumulat'ion

of contradictions and the dominant fract'ion or class is unable to
deny the intrus'ion of alternative interpel lations, and most notably

the interpellation offered by the petty-bourgeois'ie.17 Porlantzas

(1979:-76) identjfies these contrad'ictions precisely as: the contradictio
between dominant classes and fractions; a crjsis to the extent that
no dominant class or fractjon is able to impose leadership; modifi-
cations to hegemony and espec'ia11y the hegemony of finance capital;
the breakup of representational t'ies and a subsequent pol'itical
disorientation; an'ideological crisis'in domjnant and general
jdeologies; and an offensive by big capital and the power bloc.
These crises derive from a lack of national unity; the systematic

interventjon of the state; an unevenness between rural and urban

areas; the weakness of the bourgeoisie; and the transjtion to monopoly

capital i sm. Clearly d'ifferent combinat jons or congruences w'il I be

influential in particular cjrcumstances. The critjcal factor jn the

growth of fascism is the accumulatjon of these contradictjons.

The other aspect of the dual cris'is is the failure of the working

class and its representative organisatjons to respond to the sjtuation.
Laclau (1979:115) describes the working class as being unable to

'hegemonise popular struggles and fuse popular-democratjc ideology

and its revolutionary class objectjves 'into a coherent political and

ideological practice'. Workjng class organisations, especia'l1y those

that are revolutionary in some sense, experience an ideological crisis
that parallels the more general jdeological crisis. Like other
representational ties which are broken in the crises, those between

the working class and its pol itjcal representatives are severed.

The working class in both its revolutionary and reformist sectors

17. These arguments can
on the breakdown of
Such a crisis sees
political passivity

be traced to Gramsc j ' s (1971) theor.i sat i on
representational ties between class and party.

the transformation of groups from a state of
to activity (Gramsci, 1971:210).
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abandons the arena of popular-democratic struggles (Lac1au, 1979:l24)
and thus presents an opportunity for other interpellations to attract
working class support.

The vacuum created by these crises leaves the way crear for
alternative poljtical organisat'ions, and the gap is filled by the
petty-bourgeoisie and the 'interpel lations offered by extreme right-
wing groups. The extreme right is acceptable to the domjnant fraction
or class because (i) it'is radical and therefore does offer a real
alternatjve in a period of crisis; and (jj) the extreme right offers
an interpellat'ion which excludes any possjbility of an alliance between
radical popular objectives and socialist object'ives (Lac'lau, 1979:119).
An autonomous political grouping that centres on an interpellat.ion
of 'the people' and which constitutes an organjsed alternative to
the existing system is labelled Jacob'inism by Laclau (1979:116) and

Pou I antzas ( 1 979 :32) ,

what is pettg-bourgeoisie - and here
J,ies ttte essence of jacobinjsm - js
the convietion that the struggle
against the doninant bloc can be
carried out as an excluslvelg democratic
struggle, apatt tron classes (Laclau,
1979:116).

The deve'lopment of a mass fascist movement which necessarily
involves al I iances with other classes inevitably alters the petty-
bourgeois concerns of the existjng ideology. Poulantzas (1979:252-253)
notes that there is a bourgeois aspect that is basically imperialist.
Thjs element may correspond to petty-bourgeois ideorogy, but as

Poulantzas (19/9:253) argues, the internal contradictions of fascist
ideology stem from the contradictions between the interests of big
capital and those of the petty-bourgeoisie. The establishment of
the exceptional state extends the adaptation of fascism and of fascist
ideology, and further alters the petty-bourgeois content unti'l the
point is reached where it is difficult to identify fascism (in
government) as petty-bourgeois. But this does not deny the petty-
bourgeois origins of fascism. Even during stable periods when the
dominant fractions neutralise the contradictions of society (cf. Laclau,
1979:117), the petty-bourgeoisie provide a curtic milieu in which
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interpellatjons based on the not'ion of 'the people' and wh'ich reject
dominant interpel I ations, are reproduced. During hegemonic crises,
support for these alternative jnterpellatjons is mobil'ised and they
represent powerful alternatjves that may become attractive to both

capital and labour.

The Theoretical Framework: A Formal Statement

(a) The Politics of the Old Petty-Bourgeoi sie

(1) The petty-bourgeoisie, and notably the old petty-
bourgeo'isie, provide the base (vanguard) for a form

of political organisation that can be generically
jdentjfied as extreme right and which contajns explicitly
fascist elements or possibil'ities. These pol'itical
groupings are representat'ive of significant elements

of the petty-bourgeoisje and it is through these

organisatjons that the petty-bourgeoisie can act as

an authenti c soc'ial force.

(2) The petty-bourgeoisie are defjned by their contradictory
class position and therefore do not identify completely
wjth either the bourgeoisje and its inst'itutjons or
the working c1ass. The petty-bourgeois'ie occupy two

d'istjnct places'in the relatjons of production:
'i. smal I scale production

ij. non-productive salaried employees.

(3) Because of their position outsjde the major or dominant

relations of production, the concerns of the old petty-
bourgeoi sie are more c'losely rel ated to the rel ations
of domination and an interpel lation that corresponds

to popular-democratic struggles (as opposed to class
struggles). The development of new state forms and

the accompanying alljances are seen as a major threat
while the petty-bourgeoisie are especially aware of
a loss of moral hegemony. Thus their politjcal interests
are most apparent in the spheres of politics and ideology
and this class interest is reflected jn the representatjve
pol'itical organisations of the extreme right.
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(b) The Ideology of the Extreme Right

The ideology of the extreme right shares certain elements
with the ideology of dominant fractions but is character-
jstical ly critical of othelideologies, including those
that originate with hegemonic interests. In the sense

that this interpellation would seek to deny the va'lid.ity
of other interpel lations and to reconstitute ideological
relations according to its own interpellation, jt js
revo I ut i on ary.

The ideology of extreme right-wing pol itical groups

corresponds to the interests of the petty-bourgeoisie.
The principal elements include:

(i) monism, or the treatment of cleavage as

il'legitimate because of the petty-bourgeois

concern to establ'ish moral absolutes;

(ii1 anti-democracy because democracyjmplies

an alliance between dominant fractions and

other cl asses to the excl us'ion of the petty-
bourgeoisie or a reduction jn their influence;

(iii; nationalism, rac'ism and sexjsm as these

elements indicate who constitutes an el ite
and provides a biologica'l (cf. scjentjfic)
justification for this world vjew;

(i v) and a conspiracy theory that extends racial
and national arguments to encompass communism,

rejnforces monjsm and provides an explanation
of why thjs interpellation is not supreme.

The ideology is couched'in terms of a political and

rel igious fundamental ism.

Even in periods of stability when the dominant fraction
js able to contain major societal contradictions, the
petty-bourgeoisie is capable of sustaining a radical
and critical ideological position. Thjs is the basis
for a cultic milieu which provides the reproductive
base for extreme right-wing organisations and ensures
a continuity in ideological tradition and activist support.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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(4) A critjcal part of this tradition is thejr nationalistic
and rac'ist arguments, jncluding anti-Semitism, which

marks the extreme right from most other interpellations,
parti c ular1y from those of the extreme left.

The Organ'isat'ional Structure and Style of the Extreme Rjght

(1) The class base and jdeological commitment of the petty-
bourgeoisie produce a specific organisat'ional structure
and style jn extreme right-wing organ'isations. In

organisatjonal terms, they are a form of political sect

which is characterised by epistemological authorjtarianism.

(2) The extreme right practise a moral entrepreneurial'ism
that seeks a public reaffirmat'ion of the tenets of petty-
bourgeois ideology. The strategies to attain this
reaffirmation are drawn from the history of struggle
of the petty-bourgeoisie.

(3) The concern with majntainjng a purity of ideological
argument and of preserving a reactionary wor'ld vjew

require strategies that circumscrjbe any contact that
may contaminate the traditions of the extreme right.

(4) Internally, the strength of the political sect depends

on the centralisatjon of the group (the more centralised,
the fewer challenges to the unity of the group), the
reliance on ideology as opposed to charismat'ic leader-
ship (an emphasis on ideology provides more opportunity
for challenges to the leadership) and whether the group

is concerned with a single issue or a variety of matters
(the former means'it is more difficult to sustain
commi tment ) .

The Potential for Fascism in New Zealand

(1) A mass fascist movement and a fascist state only become

a possibjlity with the development of a crisis that
takes a specific form. This includes the ideological
defeat and the wi thdrawal from popu I ar-democrat i c

(c)

(d)

struggle of the working class and its representative
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political organisations, and the lack of hegemonic control
by the dominant fractjon.

(2) Thjs crjsis results from an accumulatjon of contradictjons.
These contradict'ions jnclude: a crisis among the dominant

fractions and dominant classes; a crjsis in hegemony

because no class'is able to impose'its leadersh'ip;

modifjcations in hegemony and espec'ial1y the hegemony

of finance capital; a breakdown of the representational
ties and pol'itical parties; an'ideological crisis in
both dom'inant and general ideologies; and an offensive
by big capital and the power bloc.

(3) These contradictions are produced by a lack of national
unity; the systematjc intervention of the state; an

unevenness between rural and urban areas; the weakness

of the bourgeoisie; and the transition to monopo'ly

capita'lism.

(4) The crisis provides the opportun'ity for the petty-bourgeoise
(or fractions of it) and the extreme right-wing political
organisations that represent its interests to be co-opted
into the power bloc. Alliances are created with the
dominant fractions on one hand and the working c'lass

on the other and this provides the basis for a mass

fascist party and ultimate'ly the fascist state.

This framework provides the basis for an examinat'ion of petty-bourgeois

struggl es and the arti cul at'ion of extreme ri ght-wing i nterpel I at'ions j n
New Zealand.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS OF

PETTY-BOURGEOIS INTERPELLATIONS

IN NE['l ZEALAND. 1890-1972

The Jewish question js the most important
question in the world todag...it js the
root of mang other probTens. A77 economic
Titerature, for exampTe, which ignores the
Jewishness of internationaL finance and
the Jewisiness of Sociaiism and Communism
is a mere beating of the air.

A.N. Field (1938)
Today's Greatest Problem

The Douglas crusade ls fundamentallg a
Crusade of ChristLan Ldealjsts agajnst the
crime of usurg.

Dominion (12/2/34)

Theg said mg countrg had been sold
To faceless rjch men far awaq
Theg said ng people were in want
WhiTe a few grew richer everg dag.

Social Credjt campaign song (1981)
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Th'is chapter sketches the h'istorical development of Jacobinism
and of parallel struggles 'in New Zealand. In particular, the latter
part of the chapter identifies the origins of petty-bourgeois inter-
pe'llations, locating these origins in the economic, political and
ideological struggles of the 1890s'initial'ly but much more profoundly
in the 1930s. A characteristic of these periods is the struggle of
the petty-bourgeoisie against the dominant b1oc, a struggle wh.ich Laclau
(1979) terms Jacobinism. It can be both progressive and reactionary
although fundamentally it involves a rejection of the ideological
discourse of the dominant classes. Jacobinism, in advancing an alter-
native, strives for change but does so within the instjtutions of the
democratic state. This a]ternative is articulated as the struggle
of'the people' and thus the interpellation expliciily excludes a class
analysis. Neverthe'less, Jacobinism reflects the class concerns of
the petty-bourgeoisie, and in New Zealand, specifically the 'old, petty-
bourgeoisie.

The old petty-bourgeoisie in nineteenth and early twentieth
century New Zealand were located prlmarily in the rural sector.
Refrigeration had improved the profitabillty of sma'll farms and the
establishment of dairy farming ln large areas of the North Island
provided a critical core for the old petty-bourgeoisie. Unlts were
typica]]y smal I (16 hectares/40 acres), and capital or labour
intensive. If labour was required, it was provided by members of the
family so in 1926,60 percent of New Zealand farms hired no outside
labour. In contrast, the large farmers in areas such as Hawkes Bay
and Canterbury hired labour on both a seasonal and permanent bas.ls and
were involved in meat and wool production. They were politically
dominant and had established a number of elite institutions such as
schools based on the Brjtish public school tradition. As a result,
the interests of the landowning oligarchy and the rural petty-
bourgeoisie were opposed. The material position of the latter,
especially their low profit marg'ins and high level of debt, produced a

deep and abiding suspicion of financial inst.itutions. In periods of
crisis, the petty-bourgeoisie obJected to what they saw as the unfair
appropriatjon of surplus value from the'ir production. They opposed
collectivism, as their role ln the ,smashing,of the Federation of
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Labour in 1912-13 'indicated (Martin, 1981 : 28) , and v.iewed petty-
commodity product'ion as the core of productive cap'italjsm.

IThe] . . .heavifg mortgaged snaTL hol,der
dairg farmers...sar{/ themselves as geomen
and pioneers conquering the wiTderness.
Their struggTes were certainlg heroic
(and so were those of their wives and
chiLdren used as cheap Tabour) but theg
were often isoTated fron cities and
resented the civiLized wags of urban
peopte (G'ibbons, 1981 : 314) .

It is this material position and the resu'lting'ideological and

poljtical concerns which constjtutes the base for the revolt of the

old petty-bourgeoi sie.

Petty-bourgeoi si e Jacob'in'i sm has been most f orcef u1 1y

articulated during major perjods of crisis'in the New Zealand soc'ial

formation. The cond'itions of the late 1880s and early 1930s were

perceived as a threat to the material and ideological reproductjon of
this fraction, and the response created a political generation that
suppljed activists and supporters. In the nature of Jacob'inism, they
mobi'lised'in order to contest the politica'l and ideological terrain in
opposition to the hegemony of the dominant b'loc. But the response'in
both cases was mediated by alliances with other classes and their
political representatives. The alliance in the 1880s included the

work'ing class and manufacturers, and the political representatjve was

the Ljberal Party. In the 1930s, Jacobinism was seen by the old
petty-bourgeoisie as being contained within the programme of the
Labour Party. In contrast with formations such as Britain, Canada and

Australia, the ideological crisis and major economic contradictions of
the 1930s failed to produce a fascist movement in New Zealand. In

this absence, the reactionary elements of petty-bourgeois Jacobinism

were diverted by a tenuous alliance with the working class and a

representatjonal tie wjth a liberal poljtical organisation, the Labour

Party. Thus, for the 1930s, petty-bourgeois'ie revolt was channe'lled

into support for a progressive option unl ike sjmi lar rebel I ions
against the domjnant bloc in some other countries.

However, this alljance and representational link rapidly
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weakened as key petty-bourgeoisie concerns were not addressed by the

1935 Labour Government. The peripheral position of the petty-

bourgeoisie to the dominant relationshjp between capital and 
.labour

was again obvious, and the anti-proletarjan tendencies of this
fract'ion were re-asserted. But equa'l ly, the Jacobi ni sm of the petty-

bourgeoisie had retreated during the i940s in a period of relative
acquiescence. The disquiet was stt'1.| present although muted by the

war and the affluence of the post-war period. It was manifested again

in the establishment of Social Credit in 1953, thus finally ending the

alliances and tjes of the 1930s. Throughout the 1950s and i960s,

Soc'ial Credit as the political representative of the o1d petty-

bourgeoisie continued to articulate the concerns of petty-commodity

production without a great deal of impact. 8y the late 1960s,

tensions had developed between the pol'itical generation created 'in the

1930s, or those sympathetic to the ideo'logy offered by th'is

generation, and those who sought to update the imagery and arguments

of Soc'ial Credit. This tens'ion produced major sch'isms, reflecting the

d'ifferent modes of ideolog'ica1 authority. So from the 1930s, when the

petty-bourgeoisie had ties with the Labour Party, this fraction
developed its own representative party in the 1950s only to experience

fragmentation as reactionary ('purist') and'liberal' ('pragmatist' )

struggled over what constituted the appropriate orthodoxy.

DIAGRAM 1: Schematic Development of Petty-Bourqeois Interpe'llations
anai Representati
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This trajectory represents the major focus of the chapter but
there are two further aspects covered. One of these js the
contrjbutjon of A.N. Fjeld to petty-bourgeois interpellatjons. Thjs
is jncluded for two particular reasons. One is to indicate how

crit'ical texts, in this case written by Fie1d, accompl ish ideological
work through construction of the subject. He jnvests the concerns of
petty-commodity producers w'ith a racial causality, specificarly to
suggest that Jews are synonymous with speculative or unproductive
capital. Th'is volkisch interpretation of material and po'litical
relations has provided an indigenous tradition w'ith one of its most

important ideologists. The second reason for analysing a specific
agent js a methodological one: it locates, albeit descript'ive1y,
act'iv'ism and leadershjp in identjfjable individuals. If a key issue
is the reproduction of the petty-bourgeoisie within a capitalist
formation, then evidence needs to be derived from actors as well as

relations and positions (cf. scase, 1982: i54) if the product is to
avoid being excessively abstract.

The other aspect referred to is the politicisation of'race'in
the last decades of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth
century. Ideological, political and economic relations were

racialised, and certain 'races', notab'ly the Chinese, yugos'lavs and

Indjans, were portrayed as a'threat'. This was an important.issue in
national political institutions and relations, and one that was

episodically at the centre of political debate. In this respect, it
was different from petty-bourgeois interpellations whjch were mostly
marginal in terms of dominant politjcal and ideological relations, and

the links between the two were tenuous. But both share the
characteristic of articulating 'the people, as a 'race,.1 The

1. There is an obvious'gap' in comments made here and subsequenily:
there is no reference to ideological and pol itical relations between
Pakeha and Maori historically. It needs to be acknowledged that
Pakeha colonj sers uti I i sed raci sm in the economic, po1 i tical and
ideological domjnat'ion of the Maori, and therefore relatjons wereexplicitly conceived of as being between two 'races,, one superior,
one inferior. 8ut the historjcal development of thjs domjnant
ideology and of relations between the two groups followed a djfferent
trajectory from the relations djscussed heie. Between the Land Wars
and Wor'ld War II, the Maori were seldom perce'ived as a direct ,threat,
(see Miles and spoonley, 1985) and thus ihere were no equlvalent
organisations to the Anti-Ch'inese League which were concerned with
the Maori. It is not unti I the 1960s-that organisations and
ideologie.s appear which are directly predicated on the assumption
that the Maori represents a ,threat,.
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racialisation of particular relations provjdes a contextual cletai I
for petty-bourgeois strugg'les, and in the absence of an identif.iable
tradition of 1930s fascism, the anti-Asian and ant'i-yugoslav
campaigns provide an important historical antecedent for contemporary
fasci st and extreme right-w'ing act'ivities.

Between the 1890s and the 1930s, there were a number of polit.ical
groupings that articulated populist Volkjsch ideologies. The domjnance
of British colonia] 'links, along with the moral order that this was
seen to entail, reproduced explicit ideologies concerning ruler and
ru'led in the New Zealand context. Interpellations which focussed on

'the people' constituted as a ,race, were dominant. Typically, they
encompassed notions about the suitabitity of the British to rule over
others, of the inherent superiority of British customs and inst.itutions
and of the necessity of preserving these advantages by mainta.lning
'racial purity'. The struggle was primari'ly conducted at an ideological
level although it did reflect certajn material concerns. one included
the deslre of New Zealand governments from the 1890s to create their
own version of a co'lonial empire in the Pacific. The second derived
from the competition for resources internally. chinese, yugoslav and
Indian migrants were variously seen to be competing unfair]y in the
areas of gold, gum and market garden product.ion respectively. The

'competjtion'was confined to a few geographical areas and the numbers
of migrants from the three groups were small in number. But the issue
of entry to New Zealand and the subsequent 'threat' posed were sufficjent
to generate and reinforce interpellations which centred on notions
of 'race'. Effectively, such interpellations were critical parts of
the political agenda from the 1870s (see sedgwick, 19g4, on the chinese
experience in New Zealand) through to the Second World 14ar. proponents
for such views covered the broad spectrum of political opinion, from
liberal politiclans such as Reeves and trade unions through to
conservatives like Massey. The involvement of elites ensured the support
of the state and resulted ln harsh political measures against the Chinese
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(see sedgwick, 1984), the Yugoslavs (see Tr1in, igTg) and the samoans
(see Fie.ld, 1984). These v.iews were clearly not conf ined to the petty-
bourgeoisie but were articulated and reproduced by most Pakeha groups
from working class to el jtes. They mark the migration of certain
jdeological tradjtions to the New Zealand context, and their reproduction
in local struggles.

As one example, the ant'i-Asian sentiments of the Pakeha community
provided the base for a variety of political groupings in the Iate
nineteenth and the early twentieth century. Such organ.isations as

the Wht'te Race League and the Palmerston North-based Anti-As'iatic League,
together wjth polit'icians and the media (see Fajr play,1/j0/94), were
instrumental in producing a series of discrjminatory parliamentary
acts. In one case, an anti-Ch'inese alliance between the Returned
Serviceman's Assocjation and the Antj-Chinese League led to the jntro-
duction of an Act in 1920 that requ'ired all immigrants not of Br.itish
parentage or b'irth to obtajn a permit from the Minister of customs
before enterjng New Zealand (sedgw'ick, 1984:sz), This was jn addition
to other measures which heav'ily taxed the chjnese on entry. The
popularity of such views and poljcies is exempljf.ied by public support
for the white New Zealand League. In May 1926, the white New Zealand
League sent a statement to local bodies throughout New Zealand deploring
the continued jnmigration of Chinese and Indians. In April 1926, another
pamphlet was publ'ished that referred to the ,low moral posjtjon' of
Asians and this r,,,as followed by a further pamphlet in March 1927 urging
that New Zealand be kept a'white man,s [sic] country'. This position
reflected popular beliefs. Massey and coates were supportive, and

others such as Fuller (djrector of Fuller's Theatres) made their support
public (see Herald, 11/6/24). The White New Zealand League contacted
200 local bodies and asked them to pass a resolution supporting the
objectjves of the League and to forward the outcome to the Prime Minister.
They were then invited to approach the local Member of Par'liament for
support in presenting their case. The League received positive repl ies
from 160 local bodies representing 620,000 people, and al'l endorsed
the concept of a 'white New Zealand' (see Tiwari, 1gg0). Editorial
opinion was positive (see Hera'ld, ZZ/12/25. Auckland Star, 23/1/26:
Franklin Times, 1B/'l/26). These activit'ies unif ied and legitimated
Pakeha attitudes towards Asians. and the effect was seen in the attitudes
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and behaviour towards both Chinese and Indian residents.2 There was

explic'it discrimjnation both at the local level (see Spoonley, 1982:

272) and by the state.

Thjs concern with racjal purity djd not embrace anti-Semit'ism

nor did it seek a rad'ical solutjon to other aspects of the pof itical
system. Such initjatives were left to groups l'ike the New Zealand Legion.
The racism of the 1920s, however, d'id have a paralle1 in the 1930s. For

example, the Sunlight League along with agencies such as Plunket were

predicated on certain vjews of racial superiority and purity, in part
generated by the fears aroused by Asian 'imm'igrat'ion but more importantly,
inspired by the decl'ine 'in Pakeha fertility (see 0lssen, 1981: 258-259).

The founder of the Sun'light League, Cora W'i1d'ing, was impressed with
Mussolini's arguments and others in the League were attracted to Hitler's
programme (see Fleming, 1981). Both the Sunlight League and Plunket

adopted various arguments and assumptions from the eugenics position, and

there was influential support for this approach (e.g. Chancellor of the

Univers'ity of New Zealand, Professor John Macmjllan Brown). In the pre-

war years, the League quietly fo'lded and Plunket moved away from'its more

racjst assumptions. An interesting point is that both organjsations were

part of that tradition of benevolence and charity that characterised the

'good works' of the upper and middle classes. There was very'little over-

lap in personnel or ideology between the popular-democratic 'interpellatior

of the petty-bourgeo'isie and the middle class attempts at 'public health'.
For a while, the'latter were attracted to some elements of European fasc'i:
but that was the extent of any common interest. The Jacobinism of the olc
petty-bourgeoisie arose from very different material conditions and strugg

Social Credit amTiffi-
In the 1890s, when the politics of class were beginning to coalescr

in New Zealand, the petty-bourgeoisie, principa'lly comprising small

Iron'ically, one of the justifications gjven for the'race purity'
campaign in the late 1920s was the 'supposed Chinese exploitatjon
of and intermarriage with female Maorj labour on the market gardens'
(Sedgwick, 1984: 52). This produced an alliance between anti-Asian
and Maori groups and a Commission of Inquiry that provides ample
evidence of the racism of the period.

z.
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farmers, were involved jn a'loose coalition of interests'with the

working class (Martin, 1981:9). The increased profitability of small

commodity production in the rural areas 'caused this group (temporarjly)
to become a progressive force against the entrenched jnterests of large
landowners' (Martin, 1981:10). The political beneficiaries of this
coalition were the Liberal Party in the election of 1890. Petty-bourgeois
rural support was rewarded by land reform between 1891 and i893, notably
the new leaseho'ld tenure introduced by J. MacKenzie, the Minister of
Lands. It effectjve'ly gave those leasing land the same rights as free-
hold, and was therefore well-received by the small farmer (see Richardson,

1981:200-202). This and other land-related measures encouraged rural
support for the L'iberals and they doubled their rural MPs in the 1893

general election. In the late 1890s, the subdivison of land and

refrigeration was 'responsible for the transformat'ion of large parts

of the North Island into dairy farms' (R'ichardson, 1981:204). But

petty-bourgeois support for the Liberals began to dissipate at the
turn of the century. Demands were made for an improved rural infra-
structure and for freehold 'land. The f irst ind'ications of the di sen-

chantment with the L'iberals came in 1899 when the New Zealand Farmer's

Union was formed from dairy farmers from Taranaki and North Auckland.

An important element of th'is new po'litical alignment u,as the explicit
conservatism, previously held in abeyance by the commitment to progressive

land reform. Thjs conservatism was characterised by the increasing
advocacy of property ownership and capitalism, and the opposition to
trade unions and socialism. The Farmer's Union was influential in
red'irecting rural political support, especially that of the petty-
bourgeoisie, from the Liberals to the Reform Party. The 1911 elect'ion
of Massey and the Reform Party marked the final stage in this shift.

The politjcal support of the petty-bourgeoisie again changed

in the 1920s. The small farmers in the early 1920s were seeking more

liberal lending pol icies to bring land into dairy production. As

Richardson (1981:216-?17) notes, North Auckland and Auckland dairy
farmers provided the base for a growing agrarian radicalism, and although
farmers were seriously divided along a number of cleavages (regionalism,

small farmers versus large landowners, dajry farmers versus others),
thjs dissatisfaction produced the Country Party. The economic insecurity
of the late 1920s (export prices fell by 40?', between 1928 and 1931,
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Martin, 1981:36) encouraged rural groups to consider poljtjcal alter-
natives, and the Labour Party responded from 1927 onwards by moderating

its policies on land ownership and promot'ing the concept of state
assistance to farmers (Richardson, 1981:218). But the response was

not sufficient to produce a Labour Government, and jn fact, the Un'ited

Government that followed the 1928 election, because of the distribution
of seats among three parties (Liberal/United,34 seats Iincluding
independents]; Reform, 25 seats; Labour, 19 seats), exacerbated the

cris'is in political representation. fhe links between class and

pol i t'ica1 party were conf used, and j t was th'i s cri si s that I ed to the

establ'ishment of Social Credit'in New Zealand.

The 'inheritor of petty-bourgeois support for the Ljberal and

Reform parties, and the political grouping that most resembled an

indigenous form of Jacobjnism, was the Social Credit movement. The

economjc and'ideologica'l crisis that characterjsed the late 1920s and

1930s produced a petty-bourgeois polit'ical platform that sought to
oppose the dominant bloc. Soc'ial Credit grew rapidly: in 1931, it
had s'ix branches; by 1935, it had two hundred and twenty fjve. Social

Credit was not the only expression of this developing ideological and

po'litical expression. There were groups such as the New Zealand Legion

along with a number of monetary reform organisations including the

Stable Money League, the Single Taxers and the New Zealand Polit'ical
Federation but none continued for more than a year or two.3 The Social

Cred'it movement was the only enduring organisation to direct'ly reflect
the ideological and econom'ic hopes of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. Its
'initjal base was w'ith'in the Auckland Farmers'Unjon and the two groups

began their joint natjonal pol it'ica1 career by campaign ing against
the Government's Reserve Bank Bill in 1932-33. It received further
impetus from an extensive tour by Major C.H. Douglas jn January-March

1934. And then links established with the Labour Party confirmed the

legitimacy and the future of Social Credit. The Labour Party expressed

support for Social Credjt in 1933 (see Clifton, 1961)4 anO Cljfton

3. Six former mcmbers of the New Zealand Legion stood for the reactionary
Democratic Party in the 1935 electjon, but all they did was help
boost the Labour vote (Richardson, 1981:221).

4. This was no doubt prompted in part by the adoption of Douglas Credit
as the official policy of the Farmers Union in 1932 (see Richardson,
1981 :222) .
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corments that about half of the parl.iamentary Labour party supported
(or tolerated) Social Credit monetary reform prior to the 1935 election.
However, voting in 1933 jndicated that something over half of the Labour
Party aff iliates ('i.e. those assoc'iated with the Labour party but
outside the parliamentary wing) rejected socjar credjt (crifton, 1961:
219)' 8ut for their part, the rural petty-bourgeois'ie were committed to
Labour. Reminiscent of the coaljtion between the working class and the
petty-bourgeoisie which supported the Liberals in the 1gg0s, the 1g30s
saw much the same alliance as the base for Labour. The rural petty_
bourgeois'ie suspended their tradjtional opposition to labour organisatjons
and were prepared to endorse certain progressive programmes. The result
was the 1935 Labour Government.

The contLnued crucial importance of rural.
votes Ln New Zealand polit!.cs was
demonstrated bg the fact that Labour,s
sweeping victorg rested upon jts novel.rural support, largelg from North fsland
dairg tarning (Martin, 19g1;54).

Labour based its appeal on a mixture of class and popular_
democratic interpel'lations, and the latter, whjch included a rhetorjc
that placed'the people'in an antagonistic relationship to the dominant
classes, paral le'led the ideo'logical position of the petty-bourgeoi sie.
Further, Labour were seeking change, in a reformist way, in the politjca.l
institutions of the democratic state and this too was in accordance
with petty-bourgeois and Social credit aspirations. But the rea.rity
of the Labour party in power did not match the promise. The petty-
bourgeoisie became disillusioned, and this was sea'led by Savage,s death
ln 1940. He had epitomised the political commitment of Labour to
monetary reform. But prior to this, the Labour party had variously
reiected Social Credit support. The affiliates (see above) had .indicated
as much in 1933, and by september 1936, the Labour party had served
notice that the unofficiar alliance was at an end (see clifton, 1961),
although individuar Labour parriamentarians jncruding Lee, Langstone,
Jordan and Nash were ail supportive of social credit policy to varying
degrees. Langstone went from bejng a Labour cabinet Minister (Lands,
state Forests, 1935-40; Lands, Forests, Externar Affairs, Native
Affairs, 1940-42) to a social credit candidate in i957. For its part,
social credit began to contemprate arternatives. There was obvious
disqulet with Labour by the rate 1940s and ,erectorar contracts,were
used to bring pressure to bear on candidates. For example, the l,langanui
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Electors Assocjatjon (see New Zealand Social Creditor, 31/7/45: 31/1/a6)

sought to get a formal undertaking from the parliamentary candidates
that they would respect the will of electors. The'lack of success

of such options encouraged Social Credjt to consider becom'ing more

directly involved'in electoral contests despite Major Douglas's admonition

that Social Credit would lose its effectiveness because it would become

co-opted jnto the very political and economic institutions it was opposed

to. The Social Credit Annual Conference in 1952 took the fjnal step

and supported a motion that direct action should be taken to elect
a Social Credit government. The Social Credit Associatjon formed a

political party in 1953 and the New Zealand Social Credit Political
League fought its first election jn 1954. The alljance of the working

class and the petty-bourgeoisie was finally dismantled and the petty-
bourgeoisie were now committed to their own poljtical organisation.

Commentators and researchers from the 1930s through to the 1980s,

have consjstently identified the petty-bourgeois'ie as the class base

for Soc'ial Credit (see Strachey, 1936; Cl ifton, 1961; D'ickson, 1969;

Zavos, 1981; Bryant, 1981; Sheppard, 1981 ). But this representat'ional
tje was particularly apparent between the old petty-bourgeois'ie,

notab'ly the rural sector, and Social Credit. Support for Social Credjt
from the 1930s onwards was strongest in those areas that contained
significant numbers of smal'l landowners. These'included North Auckland,

Auckland, Wajkato, Rotorua, Morrinsvil'le, Manawatu, Taranaki and

Christchurch. Clifton notes that:

Maps showing the distribution of
Douglas Credit branches to tfie
pattern of dairg-fat Tanb farming
show a striking correTat.ion between
the two (Cl i fton , 1961:102) .

Small farmers comprised a critical base for Social Credit. A second

group included those involved in simple commodity production, especially
in provjncial towns in the areas mentioned above. Proprietors of small

bus.inesses and tradespeople working on their own account provided urban

provincial support for Social Cred'it. Both groups were economically
vulnerable, and were very suspjcious of financial institutions. This
was a critical factor jn Social Credit's appeal: a popular-democratic

interpe'llation that perceived capital as having interests that were

injurious to 'the people'.
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Douglas Credit offered an exceffent
rationafe to tap the tutaf mortgagors
hatred of financiaf institutions and
particularlq the bank (Clifton, 1961:
138).

Although production was high in the 1930s, finance was either hard

to obtain, orif finance was obtajned, the surplus value was seen as

being appropriated by the banks. Conspiracy theories were one ideo-

logical response to this struggle.

The readiness to attribute economic and social difficulties
to the activities of a small coterie of faceless financiers was not

confined to Social Creditors and the petty-bourgeoisie. Many in the

working class and the Labour Party were also prepared to support such

an analysis,as John A. Lee's d'iscussjon of'gangster finance' (see

Socialism in New Zealand) indicated. But there were differences.
Firstly, petty-bourgeois interpellations centred on 'the people' to
the exclusion of a class ana'lysis. Secondly, for the petty-bourgeoisie,

the concern wjth financial control was paramount and constituted the

principal site of ideo'logical and po'lit'ical struggle. The working

class was interested in a variety of different issues such as the

conditions of waged emp'loyment and the provis'ion of health and welfare

services. And fjna11y, petty-bourgeois and Socia'l Credit interpellatjons
centred on Volkisch arguments, notably in the form of antj-Semitism,

in a way that was largely absent from working class interpellations.

Examples of Social Credit's anti-Semjtism from 1933 to 1984

are given jn Appendix 1. The various Socjal Credjt organisations and

their respective publications5 published anti-semitic material during

the i930s and 1940s, and it was c'learly part of a general perception

5. The New Zealand Social Credit Assoc'iation, and then the New Zealand
Social Credit Political League after 1953, are the main organjsations
in Social Credit history in New Zealand although the New Zealand
Douglas Credit Movement was influential through its c'lose relation-
ships with both the Farmers' Union and the Labour Party. The early
publ ications included the New Zealand Social Credjto[ (publ ished
by the NZ Socjal Credit As (1941-
1949). More recent'ly, the publications have included the New Zealand
Guardian (NZ Social Credit Political League, 1959-), Colcepl lTucR-ianO
ffiTaTion of Young Social Creditors, 1968-71) and tEe liew lea'land
Soci al Cred'it News (t'tZ Soci al Credi t Pol i ti cal League, 19t4:Ef-we).
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that fi nanci al control , or specul ati ve capi tal , was primari ly associ ated
with Jews. There are continual references to the 'Jewish prob'lem'

and to material such as The Protocols that encourages a conspiracy
view of financial and political links. Not all commentators, however,

were prepared to acknowledge the importance of ant'i-Semit jsm to th'is
i nterpel I at i on.

LittLe open reference was made to
Jews. -..Whg t17/5/351 once pubTished
an articl-e on 'Hit 7er bg ' pro-Nazi , 

,

but this did not mention Jews at all-.
Publ-ic dispTags of anti-semit.ism were
frowned upon, and Farming First t10/3/331
had occasion to rebuke another New
Zealand DougTas Credit paper plain TaLk
for a brief lapse into anti-semitjsm.
The existence of a 'Jewish p7ot, was
nevertheless r,yjdeJ,g discussed jn thjs
period. .. (C1ifton, 1901:58).

clifton'is'incorrect on varjous matters. For instance, pla'in Talk
has already been referred to as one of the most jmportant publishers
and djstributors of anti-semitjc material in New Zealand. They were

responsible for tracts such as Is There a Jewish Perjl? The Hidden

Hand [evealed and many others on The Protocols. Further evidence on

Soc'ial Credit's willingness to advance anti-Semjtjc views is contained
in Append'ix 1, although 'it has been a contested element.

The presence of anti-Semitic beliefs within the Social Credit
movement has been a subject of debate with the constant possibility
of schism. The primary divis'ion has been between the orthodox
Douglasites who,'in varying degrees, hold that Jews are the principal
group in a fjnancial, and racial, conspiracy and those more liberal
members who see anti-Semitic arguments as a barrier to political acceptan<

from groups other than the petty-bourgeoisie. The tension was reflected
in events during the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. The fjrst issue was the
contraction of Socjal credit's political base amongst the old petty-
bourgeoisie. The traditional areas of support were decl ining. Dairy
farmers, for example, numbered 40,000 in 1950 but this had dropped

to 17,000 in 1976. This was the result of accelerating prices for
rural land (a doubling in the 1950s, and then again in the 1960s) and

the increasing size of agricultural unjts to ensure profitability
(Dunsta'll, 1981 :409). A second group, smal'l proprietors, experienced
a long term decline between 1951 and 1971 of 8,000, although there
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were st'il I 140,000 in 1971. But in the latter part of th.is period
(j.e.between 1968 and 1973), dairy-grocerjes feil by 107( (s57) and

between 1964 and 1968, building contractors decrined by a fifth
(Dunsta11, 1981:411).6 Th. old petty-bourgeoisie was contracting in
s'ize. But jt was paralleled by a second issue: the rapid expansion
of the new petty-bourgeoisie. The 1935 Labour Government was respons-
ible for the growth of the state sector. Between 1935 and 1949, state
spending expanded by 400%, and the public servants who in 1935 numbered

B'000, inc'luded 34,000 by 1954 (Martin, 1981:49). This expansion
continued unti 1 by 1971, Frankl in (1glB:79-g0) estimates that 213,000
people were employed in bureaucracjes (or one in five of the labour
force), and another 202,000 were employed in private sector bureaucracies
giv'ing an overall total ot 37% of the labour force. Many of
the new petty-bourgeoisje owed thejr existence to the Labour Government,
to the expansion of state power or to the concentratfon of economic
power in the private sector. The traditional antagonisms of the old
petty-bourgeoisie to state and financial power, to bureaucracies and

to trade unjons were not shared by the new fraction. The final factor
for Social Credit was the relative affluence of the 1950s and 1960s.
The economjc stability of these decades, and the high return for
agricultural exports, produced a subdued politjcal climate with few
political crises or major ideolog'ica1 struggles. Throughout these
decades, support for social credit remained below 10 percent of the
popu'lar vote with the exceptions provided by the 1954 and 1966 electjons.
The 1954 electjon was the first contested by Social Credit. The 1966

election contained a high protest vote against both National and Labour,
either through abstentjons (up 3.5%) or via support for Social Credjt
(up 5.31%) (see chapman, 1981:366). But these were exceptions, and

by 1972, social credjt had fal'len to its lowest level in percentage
support. Thjs high'lighted the changing class base of social credit
and prompted attempts within the organisation to accommodate to these
changes. An internal ideological struggle ensued.

6. The decline was confined to the latter part of the period and d-id
not extend to the majn centres. Between 1953 and 1913, the numberof retail stores in the four main centres gref{ by two-thirds, andin the bui lding industry, the number of woiking proprietors ilmost
doubled in the ten years to 1964 (Dunstall, 1981:411).
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TABLE 1: Politjcal Support for Social Credit, 1954-1972

Year of
E I ect'i on

No. of Votes Cast for
Soci al Credi t Candi dates

% of Total
Vote

1 954

1957

1 960

1 963

1 966

1 969

1972

122,068

83,498

1 00,905

95,176

17 4 ,515
121,576

93,231

1i.13

7 .21

8.62

7 .94

14.48

9.07

6.65

i

 vv
' j/r \

\

Source: Lambert and Palenski, 1982:106

The old petty-bourgeoisie with the'ir commjtment to Douglasjte
theories of financial conspjracy were still well represented in the
party'in the late 1960s but they were jncreasingly opposed by another
group who saw the need to encompass the political concerns of urban

groups, and the new petty-bourgeoisie. Beetham (1972) has labelled
the two groups the 'purists' and the 'pragmatists'. While he denjes

that he is a member of either (see Beetham, 1981:2), he clearly falls
into the pragmatist'camp', and Bryant (1981:23) records his attempts
to'injtiate progressive changes within Social Credit from 1970.

;;:.::ilT::::iIz"::"ni:"i",:*
tulfiTl its pronise as a progressive
force (Bryant, 1981 :23).

In effect, Beetham sought to reduce the jnfluence of the Douglasjte
arguments, especially where they invoked conspiracy and antj-Semitic
sentiments. The purists were defined by Davjdson (see Beetham, 1972)

as committed to the original teachings of Douglas while the pragmatists

reinterpreted Douglas and incorporated arguments from such diverse
sources as Abraham Ljncoln and M. Frjedman. Beetham defines the purists
as opposed to the'ballot box democracy'although he does concede that
both groups share a beljef in the influence of'jnternational finance
interests' (Beetham, 1972:67), There is also reference to 'minor
schismatic sects' including Utopians, Owenites, John Birchers,
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socialjsts, anti-Jewish elements (see Beetham, 1972:61),

The divjsjon between pragmatist and purist was apparent 'in the
struggle for the leadership in the early 1970s, a struggle that is
recorded jn Beetham's (1972) thesis. The outcome of the struggle
ins'ide Soc'ial Credit was that Cracknell, Beetham and Hunter gained
prominence, whjle 0'Brjen, T.K. weal and a th'ird of the 1972 conference
left to form the New Democrat Party. The latter began 1ega1 action
against Socjal Credjt who retal.iated with their own legal proceedings

and matters were not settled until.November 1983. An ind'ication of
the respectjve ideological position of the two groups is the way in
which they were each perceived by the other group. Beetham saw the
New Democrats as reactionary and extremist while 0'Brien saw Beetham

as a socialist and Social Credit as infjltrated by left-wingers (Bryant,
1981:42). In fact, the description of Beetham is inaccurate. He has

expressed some sympathy for the first Labour Government and SavageZ

(Auckland Star,16/9/80) but he aJso advances arguments that are not
too far removed from traditional purist beliefs. He has, for instance,
strongly attacked the apparent intrusion of left-wing politjcs 'into

the New Zealand social studies currjculum and'in part'icular the promot'ion

of 'one-worldism' (concerned Parents Association Newsletter, August-
september 1978). social credit's manifesto for the 1966 e]ection
descrjbed the then monetary system as un-christian, dishonest and

unjust. The 1978 ('Beetham') manifesto updates the expression but
not the sentiment:

...peopLe are beTng hurt bg an unjust
sgstern which promotes profiteering
ahead of the qualitg of Tndividual
Tiving.

The departure of purists to form the New Democratic party in
1972 did not, however, remove the tension within the organisation.
There were still many purists left inside Social Credit. One of Eeetham's

7, This orientation is very much a part of social credit mythology.
savage was to implement social credit monetary policy and there
was a sense of bejng let down when this development failed to eventuate.
In announcing that Social Credit would contest the 1954 election,
the President, Marks, commented:

Many people beljeve that if Savage had lived longer,
Social Credit principles u,ould have been introducedjnto New Zealand's economy (The New Zealand Social
Creditor, 5/10/54).
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maior opponents, for example, was w.A. Ross, and he stayed on in social
Credit although he lost his former powerful position (see the material
below on the League of Rights and the dlscussjon of Ross). The struggle
has contjnued in other ways and it was seen in the conflict jn the
Bay of Islands electorate prior to the 1981 general elect'ion. An

independent social credit candidate (w. Holt) stood in oppositjon to
Social Credit's L. Hunter because of the latter's dismjssal of Douglas,s
arguments (Auckland Star,5/9/81). This ongo'ing battle for ideological
supremacy and textual accuracy is also revealed jn the struggle between

Social Credit, the political party, and the League of Rights, the inheritor
of the purist traditjon of the old petty-bourgeois politics and a

critical pressure group (see Appendix 1).

A.N. Fie'ld

As a productive writer and publicist in the 1930s, A.N. Field,s
material provides a comprehensive introductjon to the ideo'logical
concerns of the petty-bourgeoisie in this period. As an important
Jacobin theorist, he assembles a remarkably complete ideological
package which inc'ludes key elements, such as anti-semitism, applied to
New Zealand context. It is the presence of this 1930s interpe'l'lation
which continues to reflect a tension inside Socia] Credit between the
early and more recent political generations.

Fi el d came from an 'o'ld Nel son' f amj ly, and he was an author
and activist who was particularly interested in monetary reform, and
through this, with the'Jewish problem,. The result can be seen in
his many publications on the subJect and in a very comprehensive
collection of fascist reactionary material (see Appendix 2 for detailsa
of both)." F'leld began his publishing career with the citizen when

he was 28 (1906). He used the cjtizen to promote'Motherhood,and
to attack 'Maori obstructionists', but his main interest was in the

8. The literature collection which Field bequeathed to
Turnbull Llbrary conta'ins 650 items dating from the
1960s, although the bulk of the material comes from
and the 1930s.

the Alexander
1890s to the
the late 1920s
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promotion of arguments concerning monetary reform and the creation
of a conspiracy theory. In the Truth About the slump (1931, reprinted
jn 1936 and in 1963, the last under the tit'le All These Things), he
referred ob'lique'ly to 'Jewi sh control ' over New Zeal and and more openly
recommended material from The Fascjst, The Patriot, Le Fascjste Canadjen

9and The Britons.' By 1934 when The World's Conundrum was printed,
Field was not so circumspect and he directed attention to the establish-
ment of a'...universal Jew'ish despotism over the entjre world' (p.11).
He referred to The Protocors and supported the analysis offered by
interpreters of their importance. His 193g book, Today,s Greatest
Problem, was almost totally concerned with the 'Jewjsh question, and

advocated a similar position to that contained in h'is earlier subm.issjon
to the Government Monetary Conmittee in 1934. The 'importance of Field
lies'in the fact that he was responsible for the articulation, jn a

systematic fashion, of a world view that was to provide part of the
base for petty-bourgeois interpellations in New Zealand. His appli-
cation of fascist and anti-Semitic arguments to a New Zealand context
means that he fulfilled the role of pioneer jn the establ.ishment of
an indigenous tradition. 10

9. The Bri.tons, or more correctly, the Britons patriotic socjety, were
founded in July 1919 by captain Henry Hamilton Beamish with lhe
object of erad'icating 'Alien influences from our poritjcs and
Industries' and to 'assist white patriotic organisations al'l over
the world with information on the Conrnunists,-l'lorld Government and
Multi-Racial conspiracy...'. They were anti-semitjc and have been
the main publishers of The Protocols in English in Western countries.

10' This role is acknowledged both within Australasia and internationally.
A.N. Field is fjrst referred to ln l{ew Times in 1935 (see-New Times,-1.2/7/35). Butter reviewed The Trutfi- AfrirFr[ew Zealuno-in Tg!ff'(lew Iimes; 17/11/39) anO t i to-Field
elsewhere (for example, see E.J. Jones, Hitler, The Jews and the
Comlnyni lts, 1933 ) . Al l these ear'ly ref e

.'authority' on 'Jewish control'. Internationally, Field's books
have been circulated widely. I,thy Col leqes Breed-iommunlsts (igqt Ihas been lgpyPlished by two Rm tgZr
and Tan, 1971 ) for worldwrde distrlbutjon. In New zealano, these
books are currently available through the Conservative Book Shop(League of Righ!s), Auckland, and I'ristern Destiny publications,
Christchurch. In the United States, organisatioirs such as the Newchristian crusade church promote the maIeria] extensiveri.
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Field was not the only propagandist for these arguments. There

were a series of minor groups such as the Loyalty League (established
'in Wellington in 1925) and publishing companies such as Plain Talk

which produced pamphlets like M.F. Coty's !s There a Jewish Peril?

The H'idden Hand Revealed and The Jewish Peril. Protocols of the Learned

Elders of Zion jn the early 1930s. Indeed, Plain Talk was one of the

few New Zealand groups that was openly supportive of the poljcies of
Hitler and the German Nazis. Less extreme were authors such as

H.J. Kelliher who produced the M'irro!] in Auckland durjng the 1930s.

Although the Mirror and Kelliher were sympathet'ic to the Labour Party
(see Cljfton, 1961:122-123; New Zealand at the Crossroads; M'irror,

June 1936), there was also a primary concern wlth monetary reform and

with 'a deliberate and unplanned conspiracy' (Kell'iher, Mirror, June

1936:86). Kelliher's other publications (New Zealand at the Crossroads;

Despotic Money Control. Man's Greatest Inhuman'ity to Man) repeat thjs
interest. All represent a popular-democratic percept'ion of political
relations which was focussed on the machinat'ions of 'b'ig capital' and

was fundamentally anti-capitalist at'least to the extent that the prob'lem

was perceived in terms of the concentration of economic power. This

ideo'logical discourse was represented ln the Labour Party but it was

particular'ly characteristic of the Socia'l Credjt movement. Here

Jacob'inism found its most coherent express'lon.

Conclusion

The origins of contemporary petty-bourgeois lnterpellations, and

especially thejr Jacobinist content, can be located in the materia'l
cond'itions of the'late nineteenth century and the first three decades

of the twentieth century. Petty-commodity production prov'ided an

important element in the rural sector, and was typified by the small
dairy farms of Taranaki, Wanganui, l,'|a'ikato and Northland. They

characterised the petty-bourgeois enterprise: smal I productive unjts
with labour provided by the fam'ily; low profit margins and yet requiring
sign'ificant debt levels to maintain production. An economic crisis
jnevitably threatened the reproductjon of petty-commodity production,

and given the self-deflned importance of this sector in sustaining
capitalism, material uncertainty was paralleled by an ideological crisis.
In this way, the crises of the late 1880s and the 1920s/1930s were
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critical in creating polit'ical generat'ions who articulated petty-
bourgeois concerns in the pol itical arena.

The 1880s crjsjs resu'lted in alliances, a strategy that was

to be repeated in the 1930s. Petty-bourgeois support was an important
factor in the electjon of the L'iberal Government'in 1890, and jn the
election of the 1935 Labour Government. But it is the latter situation
which'is the more important of the two jn terms of art'iculating an

independent petty-bourgeois interpellat'ion for a number of reasons.
Firstly, the nature of the 1930s crisjs encouraged a much more elaborate
articulat'ion of petty-bourgeois ideological concerns. Forinstance, it
soljd'ified the anti-monopoly capital elements of the interpellation.
Political institutions such as parliament were vjewed as dominated by

the concerns of big capita]. The aim was, therefore, to 'ritually
cleanse'these institutions of those who were sajd to oppose the
interests of 'the people'. Thus the interpellation u,as expressed as

the strugg'le of 'the people' against financial (unproductive/monopoly)

capital. In addition, a degree of racial mystic'ism was included in this
world view. A key element was the belief that Jews were synonymous w'ith
financia'l capital, and theorists such as A.N. Field constructed a

coherent ideological package which incorporated these elements. For
this reason, the 1930s represented a signifjcant stage in the development
of a djstinctive petty-bourgeois interpellation.

secondly, the impact of petty-bourgeois revolt was contained by

key class alliances. The Labour Party in the 1930s appeared to the
petty-bourgeoisie to offer a political programme that would protect the
'interests of the small commodity producer, especially those in rural
product i on, and rhetori c that was antagon'i st'i c to the domi nant b I oc .

As in the 1880s/1890s, the reactionary concerns of the old petty-
bourgeoisie, notably'its anti-proletarian sentiments, were superseded
by an alliance with the working class and support for a ljberal political
party. The expression of petty-bourgeois Jacobinism was undoubtedly
'compromised' by these alliances, but these periods represented
influential moments for the petty-bourgeoisie as they became briefly
involved with pol jtical el ites. But the al I iance was fragi le and the
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influence minor, and the 1930s were important in a third sense: they

confirmed the necessity for establishing an autonomous polit'ical
representative for the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

The Labour Government was perceived as failing to fulfilf its
'contract' wjth the petty-bourgeoisie. Monetary reform policies were

abandoned and jnstead, the Government began to systematically establish

a corporate state with a majolinvestment jn welfare programmes. The

representat'ional tie between the Labour Party and the petty-bourgeo'isie

dissolved, and a new polit'ical party, Soc'ial Credit, was formed as a

replacement. Soc'ial Credjt had been an expression of petty-bourgeois

concerns since the 1930s, but as a pressure group. From 1953, it
represented the attempt to gain political power independent of alliances.
It formalised the ideological orthodoxy that had developed during the

1930s and deified the arguments of C.H. Douglas. It was the end point

in a realisation that the political partjes of labour or capital were

unlikely to reflect the material and poljt'ical concerns of the petty-

bourgeoi s i e.

However, the cycles of protest and acquiescence had created an

'important tension amongst the petty-bourgeois'ie, and this was apparent

inside Soc'ial Credit in the late 1960s/early 1970s. The 1930s resulted

in a political generation that was committed to the orthodoxy of
Douglas, including its conspiratorjal and anti-Semitic components. The

contraction of the o1d petty-bourgeo'isie during the 1950s and 1960s

convjnced a new generatjon to expand the politjcal appeal of Social

Cred'it by I i beral i s'ing certa'in arguments and di scardi ng others. The

tradj tional i sts (or 'puri sts' ) resented the accommodation, and the

result was apparent jn the ideological schisms and internal struggles

which marked the 19/0s. It was epitomised in 1972 when Beetham was

elected, and many'left to form the New Democrat Party. Later chapters

explore the importance of this tension. This, in brief, is the

historical expression of Jacobinism in New Zealand. Even when the

crisis has dissipated and major contradictions have been neutralised,
there is still a 'marginal sector' amongst the old petty-bourgeoisie

who will attempt to maintajn the'integrity of a Jacobinist programme
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despite the dominance of a bourgeois hegemony. The next chapter
identjfies and descrjbes jn some depth the way in which such

i nterpel I at i ons are current ly reproduced and art i cu I ated.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONTEMPORARY PETTY.BOURGEOIS INTERPELLATIONS:

EXTREME RIGHT.hllNG GROUPS A5 AN EXPRESSION OF

POLITICAL REVOLT

fhe [Counxrg] Partg Das no contidence Ln present
[NationaT] Government policies. fhese put too
much power into union and monopoTg hands.

1972 Country Party electjon
pamph I et

?lre crjsjs conslsts preciselg ln the fact that
the o7d ls dglng and the new cannot be born;
ln thjs tntetregnum a great vattetg of norbld
sgmpcoms aPpeat.

Gramsci (lgll:zl0l

The unLons are the blggest and nost glarlng
example of an tndtvtduaT's tLghts belng taken
awav. . .

The Individual's Fiqht for
Freedom, Tribune (2i /10/79 )
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This chapter describes the development of extreme right-wing
po'litical organisatjons and thejrideologies in the post-war period.

Immedjately after World War II and up until the early 1960s, these
'interpellat'ions were not systematical'ly or prominently articulated.
They were confined to very spec'ific cultic milieux and reproduced via
a cultural underground. That is, they were articulated within a

private sphere by key activists and did not exist as part of the

public struggles surrounding'ideology and po'litics. But the events of
the 1960s and 1970s encouraged the petty-bourgeo'isie, and others, to
contest the pof itical and ideologica'l terrajn. The affluent hour of
the 1950s which was marked by a hegemonic unity and economic well-
being was displaced by the different conditions of the next two

decades and a growing sense of crisis amongst both urban and rural
fractions of the old petty-bourgeo'isie.

A genera'l cris j s in the New Zealand socia'l format jon dates from

the early 1970s, but the crisis for the old petty-bourgeoisie predated

this general crisis and was associated wlth the decline of petty-
commodity production in New Zea'land. The most profound decline
occurred in the rural sector. By the mid-1950s, the farming sector
had begun to shrink. Dairy farmers fell from 40,000 in 1950 to 17,000

in 1976 (Dunstall, 1981: 409) and the contrjbution of this form of
production to the overall economy fell correspondingly (see Perry,
1985). In the urban sector, the old petty-bourgeoisie such as sma'll

proprietors grew'in number for periods jn the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s,

but overall experienced a long-term decline of 8000 between 1951 and

1971 (Dunstall, 1981: 411). The census category, 'self-employed, not

employing labour', provides a crude measure of the decline. In 1911,

14.6 percent of all those actively engaged'in the labour force fell
jnto this category. By 1951, the figure was 10.6 percent falling to a

low of 6.5 percent jn 1971. (lt had increased to 7.0 percent in the

1 981 Census; Department of Stat i sti cs ) . The greatest dec I j ne

occurred between 1951 and 1961 when the category contracted by 3.1

percent. (Uslng this census material, Steven [1978] concludes that
6.58 percent of the labour force are petty-bourgeois although Wilkes

et al [1985] g'ive a higher figure of 9 percent). In comparison,

professional groups, those employed in bureaucracies, both state and
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private, and the new petty-bourgeoisie, grew substantially. Th'is

accompanied the development of New Zealand capitalism, notab'ly the

concentrat'ion and central'isat jon of capi tal (see Perry, 19BZ). For

the old petty-bourgeoisie, the reproduction of petty-commodity produc-

tjon was seriously threatened and this was transformed into an

ideological and politjcal crisis.

The post-war hegemony, which the old petty-bourgeois'ie

ident'ified as embodying their values, was replaced by the domjnance of
new values articulated by new political groups. The bureaucrat'ic mode

and the ideology of corporatism const'ituted part of the orthodoxy

agreed to by both liberal and conservative pol'itical representat'ives.

The petty-bourgeoisie were caught between the ideologies of large

capital and the state enterprise on the one hand and those of the

organisatjons of a mass wage-earning pro'letariat on the other, and

their irrelevance was confirmed by the growing strength of the new

petty-bourgeoisie. The new petty-bourgeois'ie are characterised by an

investment in cultural cap'ita1 derjved from the education system, and

are represented in relatively new occupatjons, both within the purview

of the state and outside (see Bourdieu,1984, for examples). This new

petty-bourgeoisie has played a key role in struggles over morality in

the 1960s and after, especially with regard to gender relations and

biological reproduct'ion, and the l'iberalism of this fraction is
directly opposed to the ideological pos'ition adopted by the o1d petty-

bourgeoisie (Bourdieu, 1984: 366-367). It was incumbent, therefore,
on the o1d petty-bourgeoisie to go on the political and jdeological

offens'ive if it was to oppose the devaluation of its jdeological and

materjal position.

The manjfestations of that offensive are deta'iled here (see

Appendices 4 and 5). The early examples from the 1960s included two

different sorts of groups. The first group had as their focus the

threat of communism. The second group was concerned at the g'lobal

decljne of Anglo-Saxon culture and the need to support white supremacy

in places such as southern Africa. The moral indignation of the old
petty-bourgeoisie, fuelled by the conditions faced by petty-commodity

production, encouraged the establjshment of a variety of new political
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representat'ives. The mj I lenial 'ideologies of the reactionary elements

gained support and a veritable flood of organisat'ions followed on from

the vanguard groups of the 1960s (see Appendix 4). Most were

political sects that sought to appropriate certain symbols of
legitimacy ('the fami'ly','productive capitalism','Christianity,,
'patriotism') in order to restore an jdeological authority to o1d

petty-bourgeois discourse. It is not possjble to exam'ine more than a

few examples, so this chapter focusses on two groups, Zenith Applied
Philosophy and Tax Reduction Integrity Movement, as examples of urban
petty-bourgeois concerns, and a thjrd group, the Country Party, as a

representative of the rural fraction. In the next chapter, a further
group, the League of Rights,'is examined.

The distinction between rura'l and urban interests needs to be

made expl'icit. It should be prefaced by an acknowledgement that there
are substant'ia'l commona'lit jes between the jdeo'logical and polit'ical
concerns of the urban and rura'l fractions of the old petty-
bourgeois'le. These inc'lude opposition to a strong state, socialism,
pro'letarian orga4isations, monopoly and speculative capital and the
glorificat'ion of private property ownership, competition, the market-
place and certain moral virtues. But there are differences of emphasis

and of matters of irrnediate concern. The interests of the rural fract'ion,
represented by the Country Party, are particularly concerned with the
decline in the profitability and centrality of rura'l production. This
is combined with a moral outlook that is djstinctly anti-urban'in jts
assumptions and assertions. It reflects an intuitlve be]ief in the
simplicity and purlty of rural life'in contrast with the decadence and

pollution of industrialised urban areas. The section on Emeny provides
a methodo'logical device for looking at the trajectory of an activist in
this tradition, and the attempt to offer an alternative to dominant
hegemony.

The urban groups, Zenith Applied Philosophy and Tax Reduction
Integrity Movement, emphasise different issues. They are equally committr
to'free enterprise'and private ownership, but in an urban setting, they
confront three particular issues: taxation, the state and the un'lons.
All are seen as contrary to the operations of a particular concept'ion of
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cap'italism, and both groups have contested the necessity of all three in
New Zealand in a direct and provocative way. The Tax Reduction Integrity
Movement has operated as a participant in the national political arena

while Zen'ith Applied Philosophy has established a network of petty-

bourgeois enterprises that apply the group's'ideological beliefs. The

latteris somewhat unusual in New Zealand because of the wealth generated

by the network and a charismat'ic leadership. It also combines

Scientology methods and mysticism with the techniques of ind'iv'idua'l

motivation and self-improvement in a very idiosyncrat'ic sty'le. Al I

three groups, representing urban and rural fractions, constitute some

of the more successfu'l expressions of old petty-bourgeois extreme right-
wing groups. They have attracted significant numbers to thejr
respective organisatjons and they have contributed to public debates.

They best represent the role of the old petty-bourgeoisie'in political
and ideological struggles in New Zealand from the late 1960s.

The Post-War Deve'lopment of Extreme Right-Wing Groups

In the 1950s and 1960s, extreme right-wing interpe'llations were

confined to the cultural underground. The economic expansion of the
period meant high returns for the rural economy and the certainty that
rural production was the key to New Zealand's well-being conferred an

authority on the views of the rural population and jts political
representatjves. There were few material reasons for the o'ld petty-
bourgeoisie to challenge the dominant bloc. The war against fascjsm
had also undercut the legitimacy of some of the key elements of petty-
bourgeois thought in the 1930s. The ant'i-Sem'it'ism of Douglasjte

interpretations was djsp'laced by the 'recoil effect' of the Holocaust.

In this social cl'imate, extreme right-wing groups, whether based within
the fascist tradition or representing, in a more general sense, the

reactionary concerns of the old petty-bourgeoi sle, found 'it d'if f icult
to establish any sort of politica'l base. There was still an oppositional
sub-culture, or cultjc milieu, based wjthin the petty-bourgeoisie but

it was fragmented and its ideology was not systematically or completely

articulated. 0f the examples that did ex'ist, most tended to trade
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on the war mentality and jingoism to create a moral enterprise that
would attract support. They were also often simply outposts of
Brit'ish groups. Hence the League of Empire Loyalists] who were

moderately active in Auckland and Christchurch, encouraged its British
leader, A.K. Chesterton, to tour and promote views about the need for
Britain and its 'racial' satellites, such as New Zealand, to re-
establish polit'ical and economic supremacy. In agreement were groups

such as the White Army Foundation (1950) whose aims included the

promotion of a white Commonwealth and the use of the Christian faith
to combat the 'financial hierarchy'. A publjsher in New Plymouth,

G.P.S. Smjth, produced an antj-semjtic publication (K. Goff, This Is
My Story, New Plymouth, G.P.S. Smith, 1948) and there was a

politician or two who were prepared to support these interpretations
of econom'ic and social events. One example was C.J. Carrington, a

member of the Legislative Counc'il from 1926 to 1940, and a borough and

city councillor in Tauranga. His booklet New Zealand's Qreatest Need

(1957 ), expresses views very s'imi lar to A.N. F'ield. He acknowledges a

debt to Field a'long with C.H. Douglas and fascists such as

A.K. Chesterton, Colin Jordan, George-Henri Levesque, Fr Denis Fahey

and the Duke of Bedford. The on'ly other organisation that
incorporated the reactionary elements of petty-bourgeois ideology was

Social Cred'it which by 1953 was a polltical party. By and large,
these groups wjth the exception of Soc'ial Credit were minor and had

very little impact on poljtical and ideo'logical debate. There were

few material, political or ideo'logical threats to those involved in
petty-commodi ty production.

The late 1950s began to mark a change from the post-war boom

period, a change reflected in the 1958'Black Budget'. The 1957

Labour Government was required to respond to a downturn in the terms

of trade, the worst since the Depress'ion (see Chapman, 1981:363-364).

The deficit was to be offset by increased prices and taxation. The

austerity was not well-recejved. There were also changes

jnternationally. Any sympathy for communism that had continued in the

The League in'its world-wide career has alternated between being
explicitly fascist and moderat'ing its views to appeal to broader
petty-bourgeois concerns. In New Zealand during the period
discussed here, jt is more accurately portrayed as being extreme
right-wing rather than expl'icitly fascist, although it would be
difficult to sustain such a classjfication jn the United Kingdom.
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post-war years in recognition of the alliances during the War rapidly
diss'ipated wjth the onset of the cold war. Global communjsm was

increasingly portrayed as a major threat to western capital.ism, and

the shift of power was endorsed by the entry of the newly independent
states, notably in Africa and Asia, into international forums such as

the Unjted Nations. The number of independent countries in Africa and

Asja went from 12 in 1945 to 57'rn 1964. By 1960, it was obv'ious that
the balance of power had changed, and speeches such as Harold
Macmillan's to the south African Parl'iament on the'winds of change,

in that year recognised the decline of British influence and the need

to acknowledge the interests of the new nations, most of whom were

non-white and highly critical of the'ir former colonial masters.

These developments produced quite spec'ific political
init'iatives in New Zealand. The concern with communism and the threat
jt was held to present produced the Antj-communist League (19d1), the
Democratic society (1965) and western Destiny Publications (.l965).
The last-named reproduced the arguments of American anti-communism and

it was the vehic'le for material from groups such as the John Birch
Society. The others were particu'larly concerned with the internal
threat of communist infiltration and the ,domino theory, of
international communist expansion, especially'in South East Asia.
Their activists tended to include many from mainstream conservative
political groupings who maintained thejr participation'in both areas.
There was nothing incongruous with th'is as the expression of anti-
communism, even in its extreme forms, was perfectly acceptable given
the public debates and the legitimacy of anti-communist arguments.

A second group of organisations was formed in response to the
global decljne of British influence. A crjtjcal part of the ideology
of these groups was the beljef that the British were rac'ially
'superior' and therefore British colonial control was 'natural, and a

force for good in world politics. The intentjon was to preserve what

was left of British dom'inance, especially in southern Africa, and to
encourage Ijnks between members of the 'white' corrnonwealth. The

first in this tradit'ion ln New Zealand after world l.lar Two was the
League of Empire Loyalists, but the formation of the New Zealand-
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Rhodesia Socjety (1962) marks the beginning of a growth period for
such organisations. 0thers included the A'id Rhodesia Movement, the

Friends of South Africa, the Southern Africa Friends Association as

well as organisations such as the League of Rights (see Appendices 4

and 5 ).

In this same period, d QUjte djfferent tradition developed

although there were extensive areas of ideological overlap with the

above. For the first time in the history of twentieth century
New Zealand, explicitly fascist groupings were establ'ished. The National
Socialist Party of New Zealand was formed in 1964, followed by a more

substantial version in 1967, and the National Front in the same year.
They were joined by groups such as White Lightning Ideology (1965).

In the case of both sorts of groups, that js neo-fascist and'pro-
British', there were expl'icit factors that produced their appearance.

The first is the decl'ine of Britain and what was seen as the correspon-
ding growth of communism and the influence of third world (non-white)

countries. The second factor is the arrival 'in New Zealand of migrants
from Britain or other parts of the Brjtish Empire who were seeking

a refuge from 'racial problems', usually political equa'lity in the

new nations or the 'intrusion' of b'lack migrants jn the case of Britain.
The so-cal led 'Notting Hi I I Riots' in 1958 mark the beg'inning of domest'ic

violence in Brita'in wh'i'le the 1950s and 1960s see growing calls for
majority government and the reJection of white minority control in
former colonies. Thus groups such as the Nat'ional Front and the
New Zealand-Rhodesia Society were influenced by these recent arrivals
to New Zealand (see below for further material) and international
events. The third factor was the political maturation of New Zealanders

who were scarcely touched by the'recoil effect'of the lessons of
the Second l,/orld tJar. A young group (born since Wor'ld l'Jar Two) had

little understanding of the issues of Nazism and their perceptjon of

Jews was largely influenced by the actions of Israel, resulting in a

view of Jews as aggressors rather than as victims. A small number in

this younger generation proved to be sympathetic to the ideology of
fascism, and they were active in the neo-fascist groups that were

established in the late 1960s (see the chapter on'racial revolution-

aries'). There were different ideological and political traditjons
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depending on the class origin of their membership. This is explored
in some depth below but for the moment, it js important to acknowledge
the mean'ing sh'ifts which were taking p'lace and the increasing
politicisation of rac'ist jdeologies. A variety of discourses were
'invested with a raci st content in an important departure f rom previous
post-war po'litical and ideological struggles.

The 1960s mark the beginning of an ideological crisjs that was

influentjal in the formation of extreme right-wing poljt'ical groupings
and interpellations. This crjsis paralleled the developing economic

recession which had major implications for the econom'ic viability of
petty-commodity production. But the 1960s were not a major growth
period for extreme rjght-wing groups; that came 'in the 1970s (see

Appendix 4). Rather, events in the 1960s, especially jdeorogical
struggles, laid the foundation for the 'later proliferatjon of
organisations. The tensions encouraged the petty-bourgeoisie, and

sections of the working class, to contemplate support for
interpellations that were antagonistic to the dominant bloc to a

degree rem'iniscent of similar circumstances in the 1930s. In
particular, the failure of a conservative government to reflect petty-
bourgeois concerns was a major factor. In terms of the old petty-
bourgeoisie's anti-conmunism, the expectation was that New Zealand
would commit itself to solid opposition to communism, however it was

mariifested. In relation to beliefs about 'race', the hope was that
New Zealand would support British (wh'ite) rule, notably in countries
such as Rhodesia and south Africa. 0n both issues, the National
Government was less than fully committed.2 Th. fact that the major

2. The National Government d'id commit troops to Vietnam to fulfill its
treaty obligations but as Chapman (1981: 366) comments:

Characteristjcal ly the Prime Minister
[K. Holyoake] kept the commjtment small
and avoided the conscription undertaken
in Australia.

Chapman also notes that Holyoake in responding to calls for an end
to compulsory unionism, managed to change the formal requirement
for unqualified preference while retaining it in practice. 0n
matters of 'race', the fact that Holyoake did litile was itself
cause for complaint and the decade ended with the New Zealand
Government do'ing little to try and dissuade Britain from joining
the EEC, a step seen as exemplifying Britain's racial decline.
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conservative organisatjon failed to endorse what the o1d petty-
bourgeois'ie would consjder as the central canons of conservat'ism was

compounded by other developments, most notably new forms of protest
po'litics. The post-war baby boom produced a generation of critjcal
and seemingly radical actjvists who had begun to dominate many

political debates by the late 1960s (see Stone,1977; Levine, 1979;

Greenland, 1984). Young people increas'ingly 'ident'ified with various
sub-cultures that expressed different values. The crit'ical nature of
some of these beliefs and the will'ingness of this generation to
initiate public demonstrations constjtuted an important departure in
political relations. Th'is contribution, and the accompanying changes

in sexual morality, confirmed the petty-bourgeois belief that New

Zealand was experiencing a moral decline. This fraction felt that
their v'iewpoint was not represented or listened to, and petty-
bourgeois indignation was transformed 'into political actjon. The

rapid growth of extreme right-wing groups from the early 1970s was a
manjfestation of petty-bourgeois reaction to the events of the 1960s

and later.

The period from 1966 to 1975 is critical in the growing

'revolt' of the petty-bourgeoisie in New Zealand. The existing major
political groupings of National and Labour were seen as advocating
policies that were contrary to the interests of the petty-bourgeois'ie;
National was held to represent the interests of large capital, urban

and rural, while Labour was v'iewed as liberal, urban-based and union-
aligned. For groups such as the Country Party, Natjonal, Labour and

Soc'ial Credit were all defjned as 'socialjst'. The ideological crisis
characterised by the growing lack of hegemonic controJ by the domjnant

bloc and the accompanying confusion of links between class and

pol itical representat'ives, encouraged the prol iferation of ideological
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sub-groupings representing petty-bourgeois interests, many of whom

exhib'it the traditional concerns of Jacobinism. From 1970, there

was a steady growth in the number of groupings and they took part

in many public debates. At the beginning of the 1970s, the groups

ulere primari'ly concerned in supporting the cause of anti-communi sm

and'involvement'in the Vietnam war. In the mjd-1970s, there was a

resurgence of interest (similar to the mid-1960s) in the preservation

of the Brjtjsh Empire and the maintenance of whjte rule jn southern

Africa. As the decade drew to a close, the focus was much more on

the fjnancial system and specifically 'issues such as 'state inter-
vention', the relationshjp between taxation and communist initiat'ives
and the power of centralised monopolies, both of organised labour

and large business. Thus in the early i970s, groups such as the League

of Rights, Friends of South Africa and the Assocjat'ion Defendjng South

African Tours were established. At the end of the decade, the new

groupings were the Tax Reductjon Integrity Movement, The Individual's
Fight for Freedom and the Association for the Survjval of Free Enter-
prise. The sheer number of groupings grows as does the rate of thejr
appearance. Between 1960 and 1963, two new extreme right-wing groups

appeared. For the same period at the beginning of the 1970s, 11 groups

appeared and 28 in the same period in the 1980s (see Appendix 4 for
full details). At the end of the 1970s, these groupings encompassed

a broad range of po'l'itical issues and they'involved many more people

than 10 years before. Thejr style ranged from the tactics of imported

neo-fasc'ism to traditional conservative pressure group politics.
They attracted different generations and depending on the groups in
question, they had different class bases. The next three chapters

seek to categorise and analyse these groupings and to describe their
representational ties. The critjcal concern is with those that articu'late
the concerns of the petty-bourgeois'ie, but for the purposes of comparison

and demarcation, it is also important to discuss those groups that
represent other classes.

The Rural Petty-Bourgeoisie and an Extreme Right-Wing Group:#Ine rountry rarry

New

has

The rura'l petty-bourgeoi sie have p'layed a cri t jcal role in
Zeal and pol i ti cs, notably on those occas i ons when an al I i ance

been forged wjth the work'ing c1ass. The chapter on historical
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developments traverses thjs role. S'ince world war Two, the rural
petty-bourgeoisie's strongest polit'ica1 tie has been wjth socjal
Cred'it although from the late 1960s, there have been tensions in this
relat'ionshjp as the conflict between pragmatist and purist insjde
Social Credit ind'icates. This struggle over ideology has also produced

other political organisations that have competed directly with Social
credit for rural petty-bourgeois support. These alternatives have

included the League of Rights and the country party. The latter is
the focus of attention here.

There was a Country Party in New Zealand in the 19ZOs. It
was formed in Auckland in 1924 and it stood five cand'idates in the
1925 elections. It did poorly but one of its members, captain
H.M. Rushworth,was elected to the Bay of Islands seat in 1928. He

held the seat for the next 10 years, initia'lly jn an jnformal alliance
wjth the Liberals and then as a pro-Labour independent. Rushworth

is generally claimed to be the first Social Credit parliamentarjan
and his stance and po]icies are v'iewed by many ideologues amongst

the contemporary extreme-right as someth'ing of a model. The country
Party was based on a strong antagonism towards trade unionism and

large cap'ita'lism and was representative of the trad'it'ional ideological
concerns of the old petty-bourgeoisie.

The more recent version of the Country Party revjved these same

ideological concerns in the late 1960s. The party was formed after
a meet'ing in 1968 called under the auspices of the New Zealand Free

Enterprise Party and its president, cliff Emeny. An early statement
indicated the concerns of the group.

;;Zi: l7!,Irl"Z" 
"1' 

",,1i" Zl,Zi o',1", "1 
"

studies that have so far not peneEratecl
the hidc:-bound socialist rescarches,
teachings and actions of the Ncw Zealand
bureaucracq and poTitical leadcrship
(Dominion, 14/12/68).

The suspicion of trade unionism and capitalism of the earlier Country
Party is repeated. Eoth are jncluded within the label of socialism,
and the first'is opposed folits rhetoric and solidarity and the Iatter
because of its power and increasing centralisation. The label of
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socialist is justified because of the power wielded by 1arge,

centralised enterprises that have extensjve economjc resources. The

other element that is found'in both 1920s and 1960s versions of the
Country Party is a millenial philosophy that predicts dire results
for the rural community from current economic trends.

We are against concentration and
centralisation of power bg Government
or big busjness. It wi7l Lead to
either fascism or communism (T.F. TaylOr,
Country Party President, Herald, 15/6/70).

The Country Party quickly reached a peak jn 1969 and then began to
di sintegrate when jt fai led to establ'i sh a si zeable constituency.
The product was factionaljsm wjthin the organistaion and the principal
actjvist and theoretjcian, Cliff Emeny (see below), failed to restore
un'ity.

The Country Party held jts first national conventjon jn mid-
1969 in Hamilton. The recurring theme was the need for a'free enterprise
party' for the rural sector and the Country Party was seen as the

'only anti-social'ist force in New Zealand polit'ics'. Emeny made the
cl a'im that:

The newlg forned Countrg Partg wouTd
inevitabTg attract the attention of
the securitg services in its attempts
to combat the soclallst policies of
the NationaT and Labour Parties and
the SociaT Credit League (Herald,
30/6/6e).

The intention at this first meeting was to make arrangements for
contesting 25 rural constituencies in the 1969 election, 16 in the

North Island and nine in the South Island. In the event, they failed
to achieve this goal despite the fact that Emeny stood in four
electorates. The Country Party managed to obtajn a lot of publicity
for its activitjes, especially as it offered a view on moral issues

that was forcefully expressed. In particular, it had as one of its
major platforms support for white rule in Rhodesia. It opposed

sanctions against the whjte minority government and sought to gain

official recognition for them. In comparing the situation with
New Zealand's involvement in Vietnam, Emeny argued:

MASSEY tJI.IIVERIITY

LII}RARY
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For here IRhodesia] our kinsmen...
are desperateTg defending their liyes
and nation against the sane communist
terrorism and infiTtration /as jn
vietnaml (Heral d, 22/1 /69) .

in expressing these sentjments and policies, the Country Party became

the recipient of extreme right-wing support. Alliances developed

in this period between groups that held sim'ilar jdeologies, at least
with regard to racial matters. Thus, the Country Party held a public
meeting in Christchurch to express jts views and the guest speaker

was Erjc Butler. The chairperson was the president of the Party and

he failed to maintain order. Interjections began as soon as Emeny

started to speak and in the end the police had to be called (see Herald,
11 /3/69; Austral ian 0n Target , 21/3/69) .

In the 1969 election, five candidates stood in eight electorates:
Stratford, Waimarino, New Plymouth, Egmont, Hamilton West, Waikato,

Rodney and Ashburton. Most of the candidates were farmers and the

candidate for Waikato was a typica'l representat'ive. He was a ret'ired
farmer, a returned serviceman and a former official of the National

Party. In terms of election material, the emphasjs was on the'forgotter
sectors of the New Zealand economy, or as Emeny stated (four times)
during his television address prior to the elect'ion, they sought to
represent the rforgotten people' who were not politically represented

by any of the other politica] parties. They advocated tax reductions,
appealed for an upper house, they opposed centralised government,

bureaucracies and un'ions. But above all, they sought to argue that
the small rural producer was ignored and that:

),1"21"1,"r:;'i:".::"I',ro-#i::,;7,:Zi1::,
out the freedom of smal-L efficient
businessmen to compete for consumer
support (1969 electjon speech broadcast
on televi sion).

The electjon was not a success. Most candidates recejved only
a few hundred votes. Emeny top-polled with 1'100 votes in Stratford.
The Party's response was to try and alter their image. At the second

national convention in 1970, dgdjn in Ham'ilton, they argued that the
image of the Party, espec'ially its association with rural interests
and extreme right-wing arguments, had to be squashed (Herald, 15/6/70).
The group was renamed the New Zealand Liberal Reform Party by the
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30 people present with its first objective being to restore the

'swift'ly-declining profitabil'ity of farming' and then to deal with
the 'dictatorial power of un.ionism, freedom of competitive enterprise

Iand the] replacement of graduated income tax...' (Auckland Star,
15/6/70). Then in 1970, a split occurred between North and South

Island members ostensibly over finance accompanied by an attempt to
wrest the leadership from the north, a d'ispute that Emeny denied took
place (see Auckland Star, 25/1/71). But Emeny effectively ran the
Party from this point as it began to decline quite rapidly. The 1972

convention was in New Plymouth and the stated aim was to contest 40

seats, although only a small number stood for the Party in the election.
The media did not take the Party serious'ly and one newspaper dismissed

them as a 'poor white's party' (Sunday Times,18/6/72). Its poficies
during this election concentrated on law and order (e.g. they advocated

the withdrawal of civil and political rights from the crimjnal), un'ion

act1vity (e.g. 10% of union funds were to go into a special fund for
the payment of fines), abortion (e.g. against l'iberal abortion laws

and they argued for the need to'preserve the structure of family
life'), South Africa (e.g. support for continued sporting contact
between South Africa and New Zealand) and television (e.g. they saw

a need to control television because of the 'uninformed distorted
versions' broadcast). There was also condemnation of party polit'ics.
But the polit'ica1 presence of the Party was minor by this tjme and

support for Emeny and Liberal Reform had virtually disappeared.

The Country Party represents a misplaced attempt by the rural
petty-bourgeoisie to establjsh a political organisatjon. It was

premature because there had been little to threaten and hence displace
the tradjt'ional politjcal tjes of rural interests and the'ir political
groupings. Certain moral issues, notably the'threat'of communism

and the liberalism of the modern democratic state, had been seen as

a threat to petty-bourgeois concerns. The debates over the Vietnam

War and sporting contacts with South Africa provided issues for a

political organisat'ion such as the Country Party to exploit. But

they were not sufficjent jn themselves. The rural petty-bourgeoisie,
or sections of it, certainly felt threatened by some ideological
debates but they were hardly of the intensity or magnitude to warrant
an a'lternative form of polit'ical expression. Also, the economic

contradictions that were to characterjse the 1970s, and had been present
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in the 1930s, were not apparent jn the late 1960s. The ideological
position advanced by the Country Party was to be repeated by petty-
bourgeois groups ten years later but they were offered in material
conditions, and pol itical and 'ideolog'ica1 struggles, that had very

djfferent implications for the petty-bourgeoisie. In 1968, these

were not as evocatjve. As a result, the Country Party failed to

establ'ish a constituency. It was a forerunner of the Jacobjnist
activjties to follow but it lacked the discontent, the petty-bourgeoisie

in revolt, that would provide a political base.

Cliff Emeny: A Profile

The career of the Country Party's leading activist and'ideologist
provides an example of the background, political amb'itions and

affiliatjons of thjs organisation's leadership. It concludes the

sectjon on the Country Party by tracing the career trajectory of one

of its key members, and offers a profile of a custodian of the cultural
underground of petty-bourgeois Jacobjnism. He is typical of those

responsible for the reproduction of this partjcular opposit'ional sub-

culture, and indeed, imparted a particular orientation to the tradition
of extreme right-wing interpellations jn New Zealand. It should also

be acknowledged that while he was crjtical to the maintenance of an

ideological tradition and mounted an interesting political and moral

campa'ign, he failed to unify the reactionary elements of the rural
petty-bourgeo'is'ie or to appeal to other classes, even in the rural
sector.

Emeny was born in 1920 and spent a depression childhood on a

Taranakj farm. After the Second World War, he operated a market

garden/orchard. Since then, he has been an agricul tural contractor,
a representative for an insurance company (Emeny was dismissed by

what he cal ls 'subtle po1 itical pressure' , Herald, 23/4/69), a

distributor for a company and finally a director of a busjness. He

has been involved in a variety of political organisations. One of the

fjrst groups was the Free Enterprise Society in Hamilton. He then
joined the National Party and became active on their behalf in the

1949 election. He left in 1954 because of his opposition to the Town

and Country Planning Act. He joined the Constitutional Soc'iety whi le
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in Whangarei and was one of the first people to join. He was on the

executjve of the Soc'iety and from 1959, became a lecturer and organiser
for them. But he also had other ambitions. In 1959, he held a

political meeting 'in R'iverton (Southland) to form a 'liberal' political
movement. The meet'ing was significant for the proposal that Stewart

Island should be made the national home for Jews, a variation on the

argument popular in the 1930s that Madagascar should become the home-

land for Jews (see the discussion on Eric Butler in the next chapter).
In 1963, Emeny formed the Southland-based Ljberal Party and he made

an opening speech'in Invercargill. He stood in Hauraki for the Party
and rece'ived 500 votes. He moved to Stratford in 1964 and became

jnvolved in the Free Enterprise Party. He was Pres'ident and jt was

under the auspices of the Free Enterprise Party that the Country Party
was launched in 1968. As Emeny says:

The free enterprise movement declded
taat it would have to get tnto pol.ttics
again. we declded to become a counttg
partg spectficaTlg to pinpol.nt the
growtng agrLcuLturat crtsl.s (New Zea'land
Weekly News , 31/5/71) .

He stood'in four electorates for the Country Party in 1969. He was

then instrumental in getting the name changed to Liberal Reform and

he stood for the Party in a 1970 by-election for Marlborough. As the
Party receded from attention, so did Emeny. Since then, his invo'lve-
ment in petty-bourgeois politics has been minimal, and 'ls largely
confined to issues such as opposing the name change of Mount Taranaki.

Emeny represents the 'old' petty-bourgeoisie of Pou'lantzian

soc'iology. He has been involved in small-scale production and owner-

ship and his interests have reflected the issues of the rural areas

or the small provincial towns where he has resided. His political
involvement has been unstable in terms of the political parties and

groupings with which he has been active. But the vjews of those
groupings, with few exceptions, illustrate the ideological elements
of petty-bourgeois interpellations: their strongly anti-capital'ist
and anti-socialist nature, the attempt to impose a moral viewpoint
on issues, the attempt to reduce crit'ical debate and the advocacy

of small-scale rural ownership and petty capitalism. His activlsm
js critical to the historical traJectory of petty-bourgeois ideology.
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Even during periods of relatjve stability, he has sought to establish
a pol itical expression of th'is ideologica'l di scourse, and he

represents, in Laclau's (1979) terms, part of the marginal sector
who try to maintain the integrity of the Jacobin programme. He has

been cornmitted to an ideological struggle with most other political
positions within New Zealand but he has continued to pursue this
struggle via democratic institutions despite his m1strust of these

institutions and the existing politjcal parties.

The Urban Petty-Bourgeoisie and Extreme Right-Wing Groups

The urban petty-bourgeoisie, during the 1970s, began to exert

a major influence on certa'in debates by developing political
organisations and advanc'ing an ideological posit'ion. Th'is was epitomised

by the concern with taxation and the role of government. The economic

position of the urban petty-bourgeoisie, and spec'ifically the 'old'
petty-bourgeoisie of Poulantzas's definit'ion, was affected by the

economic recession of the 1970s. For the petty-bourgeoisie, it was

obvious that the'loss of profitabi'lity was not shared equal'ly by the

business community and that certain types of enterprise, notably those

that were larger, expanded and retained profit margins as the recess'ion

proceeded. They were seen as being aided in this by centra'l and'local
government and by the vested interests that were part of the major

pol'itica'l parties. The state and'large capitallsts restricted the

control that the sma'll cornmodity producer was able to exert over their
own resources and investment (cf. Scase, 1982:153). The modern state,
a'long wjth monopoly capitaljsts, was believed to be fundamentally

altering the basjs of petty-corrnodity capitalism. The economic contra-

dictions translated into an ideo'logica'l crisjs. The conservative
parties, both National and Socjal Cred'it, were held to have abrogated

their responsibiljty in defending the interests of the o1d petty-

bourgeoisie, specifjcally in not preserv'ing the old petty-bourgeoisie's

role as custod'ians of the core values of cap'italism. This was art'iculate
as the defence of free enterprise and the preservation of the rights
of the'businessman' to maintain autonomy both within the sphere of
ownership, that is in terms of the speclfic enterprise, and within
the marketplace. In the latter, the major issues were the role of
government in'undue'regulation and the suspicion that the developments
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that took place during the 1970s were moving New Zealand towards some

form of communism/socialism, albeit under the guise of conservative
capitalism that was encouraging the development of large-scale,
centralised enterprises. These concerns and their articulation wjthin
the polity was not the sole prerogative of the old petty-bourgeoisie
as major ideological debates within both Social Credit and the National
Party indicated. The growth of the New Zealand Party (not to be confused
with an extreme right-wing group of the same name) in the 1980s js
further testimony to the willjngness of conservative sections of the
community to align themselves w'ith new politica'l organisations although
the specific concerns and policies of the New Zealand party differ
from those of petty-bourgeois groups in many ways. The New Zealand
Party offers a relatively liberal platform on moral issues (e.g. defence,
relations wjth communist countries, abortion, education) that departs
significantly from the petty-bourgeois aim of imposing a rigid and

anti-libertarian programme in these areas. There is also less reJiance
on conspiracy theories in explaining economic and political events
in New Zealand and on a world basis. However, the New Zealand party
would obviously appeal to certain sectors of the urban petty-bourgeoisie
as jt para1le1s aspects of their ideological .on..rn.3 although Social

3. The new petty-bourgeoisie, especially those involved in the circulatjon
of capital and/or employed in bureaucrac'ies in the private sector,
are an important group in the New Zealand Party. wel'l-educated,
urban-based, relatively l'iberal and yet still committed to a notion
of capitalism and meritocracy, their position has been reflected
in the Party's image and policies. The fact that the New Zealand
Party, prior to the 1984 election, attracted the new petty-
bourgeois'ie, and other groups, from the National and soc'ill credit
parties is reflected in a po11 (New Zealand Herald-NRB) in Aorjl
(14-18) 1984. The allegiances o@ supporters
for the 1981 election were 24% Labour, 24% National and 28% Socialcredjt. In terms of the overall shift in support, the table below
indicates a loss from Social Credit and National to the New Zealand
Party and to Labour.

New Zealand Party
Soci al Cred i t
National
L abour

September 1983

6y"

11%
4s%
37%

(New Zealand Herald-NRB

Apri I 1984

14%
6%

3B%

417{

poll, April 1984)
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Credit competes for this support in the provincial towns and rural areas.

The growth of organisations that represented old urban petty-
bourgeois concerns was most apparent jn the late 1970s. The early
expressions were anti-un'ion groups, jnclud'ing the League of Rights,
Strike Free and The Indivjdual's Fight for Freedom (TIFF). These

were followed by others that sought to contradict the analysis offered
by the National Government, and instead,to interpret their act'ions

as a major cause of the problem. Mr I.R. Sampson and the Assocjation
for the Survjval of Free Enterprise defined the Nat'ional Party and

its policies as a form of invidious soc'ialism. The New Zealand Ruralist
Party, despite its name, was an urban-based (Auckland) group that
was formed 'in 1983 to campaign against 'massive state intervention'
because it represented socjaljsm and produced 'dependence'. Another

variatjon on this theme is provided by those groups that have a religious
base. The Unification Church was involved 'in the formation and the

funding of the Freedom Leadership Foundation, an organjsation that
campaigned in the late 1970s against the 'jnfiltration' of communjsm

into New Zealand and especially against communist influences in the
trade union movement. These were accompanied by groups that expressed

concern about communism internationally. The World Anti-Communist

League, based in Seoul, had supporters in New Zealand including
some parliamentariun14 brt lacked an effective crganisation.
The target was international cornmunism and the way in which'Marxjsm/
Lenjnism' was advanced in various forums and spheres. Prior to WACL,

there were a number of similar groupings including the Ant'i-
Communist League. Fina11y, there were groups that concentrated on

taxation, and by extension, opposed the 'right' of government to
appropriate the returns to the indjvidual wage earner or businessperson.

These groups tended to be heavily influenced by American arguments

and rjght-wing groups. The Tax Revolt Assocjation of New Zealand
(1980) was modelled on the Californian tax revo'lt although its impact

in New Zealand was minimal.

4. Members of Parliament who have attended WACL meetings as either
_spe.qkels or participants include J. Elliot (speaker, 1980);
B. MacDcnnell (speaker, 1983); p. Hunt (1994, tggs, after leaving
Parliament); R.L. Bailey (signatory to wACL advertisement,
New York Times , 10/22/71).
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Two organisat'ions that art'iculate the concerns of the urban
fraction of the o'ld petty-bourgeoisie are the Tax Reduction Integrity
Movement and Zenith Applied Philosophy. The latter offers an exampie
of an authoritarian sect that is committed to the defence of urban
petty-commodity production but does so in an unusual way by incorpora-
t'ing an idiosyncratic mysticism into its complex symboljc code.

(a) Zenith Applied Philosophy

Zenith Applied Philosophy (ZAP) was the inventjon of
John Dahloff (born in 1944).5 He was'injtially attracted to the Church

of scientology while he was at Massey Univers'ity during the i960s,
and in 1965 he went to Saint Hill Manor Sc'ientology Centre'in Britain
and returned to New Zealand as a fulltime Scientology worker. He

was expelled from the Church of Scjentology in 1972 for a 'fajlure
to comply with the ethical codes of the church of scientology' (letter
from Church of Scientology, Auckland, 19/2/77). In August 1974, he

declared that he had reached the 'u]t'imate State' and on 7 September,

he announced publicly that he was 'John Ultimate' and that his address
in clyde Road was the'centre of the universe'. ZAP members rang

world leaders to te'l'l them of the fact and to invite them to New Zealand.
Dah'loff and another member of ZAP, A. Hunt,6 sought to tel'l passersby

and were charged with obstructing a roadway. The defence included
a claim that they'did not drink or use drugs as they practised mental
discipline and applied philosophy' (christchurch press, 8/10/74;
Herald, 8/10/74). Since then, Dahloff has been instrumental in building

5. The focus on an individual is deliberate. In this context, the
person not only imparts a distinctive'flavour'to ZAp, v.ia his
Scientology background, but hjs charismatic leadership js
responsible for the energy and direction of the organjsation
(see New Zealand Times, 16/12/84;23/12/84; 30/12/84).

6. L.A. Hunt died on 30 December 1980 while undergoing a ZAp
'decontamination prograrme' (based on a simi lar scientology pro-
gramme). He, along with five other ZAP members, had been-ordered
to undertake the programme by Dahloff. He was 32 when he died,
and the circumstances of his death were the subject of concern
in an extensive newspaper article (!!ew Zealand Times, 16/12/84).
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up an extensive commercial operation that extends and is an expression
of the philosophy of ZAP and the Tax Reduction Integrity Movement

(see Diagram 2 for commercjal and ideological links wjth other
bus'inesses). The income is generated in the first instance by course
fees (see Appendix 6 ) and by 'donations'. Dahloff recejves income

from the various ZAP bus'inesses, and ZAP people pay a percentage of
the'ir wages. Hunt paid over 60% of his wages and when another ZAp

member died in 1984, he was in credit to ZAP for $25,000.00
(New Zealand rimes, 16/12/84). Dahloff also receives jncome from
penalties imposed on ZAP members. A bounced cheque means that Dahloff
will receive two-thirds the value of the cheque as a ,fine,while
the contravention of rules produces ethic points which have attached
to them a financial penalty or work at a ZAP-operated farm. One

newspaper estimates that these sources of income have led to Dahloff
enjoying some $5 million in personal wealth (New Zealand r'imes,
16/12/84), Dahloff bases his operat'ion at his home in c'ryde Road,

christchurch, and a number of those who are members of ZAp ljve in
close proximity (see Diagram 2 ). Twelve ZAP households lived within
800 metres in 1984 (New Zealand Times, 23/12/84). He identifjes
himse'lf as 'John Ultimate':

I am above nothing or beLow nothtng.
I am not god, and I have no wtsh to
go down to that stare (Hera'ld, 14/1/B?),

In the meantime, the Church of Scientology has placed ZAP out of bounds

to its members.

The business base of ZAP is extensive (see Diagram 2) and there
is an overlap with the Tax Reduction Integrity Movement (TRIM). For
example, one of the most successful enterprises was a franchise chajn
called sandwjch Factories. (lt went into receivership owing $70,000).
These began in 1976 and they were fastfood concerns. There were,
by the early 1980s, a number of sandwich Factories jn christchurch,
and they were to be found ln other centres (e.g. lJellington, Ounedin).
Some were owned by the parent organisation whlle a number had been sold
through the franchising system. The directors of the Sandwich Factory,
a husband and wife team, the Hendersons, lived in the same street as

Dahloff and have undertaken lAP courses. Mr Henderson was also a founder
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lhis rl i,rrp',rril inrlic,rt.L's sornc rtf tht: lirtks bttl rtrlt. ,tll b.y arry rrrt,ln'i.
Nt)r' tlotts it rel'lect- the trrrrtrrver itt pet'srltttteI ()r' (:()urp,lrtics. Srrrne

:;upp()rIcrs h,rvr-. br)rlrt'(lerc(lisl.ere'tl' b.y lJnhltlff. They irtr:lttrlrt
D. Sl().lnrl (irtvrllvr-'rl wiLh Dtlqhrlrtse Brtt'ger Blr), G. Russell
(0.N. Rrrsstrll l-t.t.l. ) ,rrrl ll. ll.yrttlnt,ttt (Gr',trut.y's lle,llLlt Frtrttl Lttl.,
Doghouse Lhrl., ll,lrrrl Foorl:; l-trl., Qu,lliLy Pizz,ts LLd). ()lher' (:()rnp.rlries
I inkcrJ to Z/\P h,,lvc gr)rttr ilt t.() r'ecc i versh ip. The.y ittc lude
S,rrrdwich Fat:t.orics, R.rrrrl FtlrlrJs Llrl., K.tnz CloLltirtg,trtd Lirniterl Idit
P. HtrLchirrsorr (New Ze;lartrl Iirrres 23/12/tl4) nrlted thal l9 ZAP (:()rnp(ln

had gone irrlo receiversltip belween l9/9 and 1984. Brrl they listed
r-rfher ZAP-l irrked cornp(lrics tltll are nrlL irrcluded in tlte diagr',irn:

Arner i c.ln Bur'ger Bar ( S . J. Dawe )

Zorro's Mcxicart Takeawdys (S.J. Dawe)
Farmer Johns
Super' Sober Marr (t Kerr)
Nutrimetics (N. & B. Lyons, P. Nicholsorr)
5th Avenue Furnishings (8. tJi lsort)
'The Bag Shop' (8. l,/ilson)
London Markets
Paddy's Food Market
Daytona Park Speedway
Sunday Miracle (D. Henderson)
W i zards
Copenhagen Cones (J. & D. Henderson)

It is suggested that in 1984, there were some 30 companies associated
with ZAP (New Zealand Times, 23/12/84).

Ir)llS.
it-.s
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of TRIM. When the Sandwich Factory was taken to court by the
Canterbury Hotel, Restaurant and Related Trades Unjons over award

breaches, a critical fact in the case was the influence of zAp

philosophy on the way'in whjch the business was run. The complaints
were that award rates were not paid or that award conditions were

noL adhered to and that staff were pressured into takinq ZAP courses
(Christchurch Press, lB/4/80). Eventually (jn 1981) claims of
$21,152 were made against the Sandw.ich Factory by the unjon on behalf
of six employees ($11,500 in penalties and $4205 in arrears). The

Arbitration court ruled that the company had committed 15 breaches

of the award and imposed a pena'lty of $930 and ordered it to pay $4205

to the employees. The Court commented in relat'ion to Henderson's

beliefs about 'coercive unions'that 'this is apparently part of the
phi losophy of an organi sation known as Zeni th Appl ied Phi losophy
(Z.A.P. ) but with such metaphysical concepts we are nor concerned,
(Christchq"t Press, 4/11/81). The dispute continued because of the
failure of the company to abide by the court's decision, specifical.ly
to pay the union a fine and to subsequently supply the names of employees.

Similar complaints were made against Luigi's Pizzas, Dog House,

Farmer John's Chicken House, American Burger Bar and Roasters
Restaurant (see christchurch Press, 18/4/80). The Director of Dog

House, R.F. Hyndman, acknowledged his involvement with ZAP and it
was part of the un'ion's case against F.R. Sloane (Farmyard Restaurant)
that his failure to'observe the terms of the award was due to h'is

connections wi th the Zenith Appl ied Phi Iosophy (Z.A.P. ) organisation' .

Soon after this (May 1980), a number of food bars and restaurants
were sprdypa i nted wi th the s I ogan , 'ZAP po i son ' .

The disputes arjse from the ZAP bel ief t.hat unionism is based

on coercion and that il constitutes a basic violat.ion of individual
Freerlom. The employer shoulcl 'enjoy' the right to deter.nine and

negoliaLe with his/her employees the condiLions of ernploynenL that
pr€Vrlil within his or her business. [Jtrt lhere are furthc.r elernerrts

in this ideological prtsition, arrcl Lhese are indic,rted by the qrrest.ions

ptil to custorners at ZAP businesses. They are also asked by Z/\p people

who operate on the streets in chrjstchrrrch by approaching the public.
The questiorrs irrclude:
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Are you interested in wor.ld affairs?
Are you worried about creeping communism/socialism?

A positive reply is followed by an invitation to buy material, most

commonly John Birch society publications such as None Dare Call It
conspiracy. The person might then be invited to vjsit the Dahloff
house to take a personality test. They are also encouraged to read
'appropriate material' (e.g. from TRIM) or to support the activjtjes
of groups with similar aims (e.g. in i9B0 the anti-union petjtion
from TIFF was being circulated by zAP people 'in christchurch). The

open soliciting in Cathedral Square attracted the attention of the
christchurch city council and began a debate in the christchurch
newspapers (see letters in the christchurch newspapers in May 1gB0).

The above indicates a willingness to engage'in public debate,
to put into pract'ice the philosophies of the organisation and to
proselytise. For these reasons, ZAP has attracted a 'lot of publicity
in christchurch and has gained a degree of support that belies jts
s'ize. Its views are expressed in an idiosyncratic style that both
articulates many petty-bourgeois concerns and at the same tjme,
expresses them in a novel and very different way. The world view
'is a comb'ination of mysticism, mainly Eastern, church of scientology
and John Bjrch Soc'iety arguments. The mysticism, typically expressed
by Dah'loff , comes in passages such as the following:

...Jesus talked about being the son ot
God but no-one has talked about attaining
the ultinatc. state. This has bc'cn
obtained here at the centrc of the
univcrse...I am tha UlEimatc nctw. -I hava
talked to mang peopla rccantlq in ot,har
places through dif fcrcnt,??caan.s (r:.r1 . in
tlt<:ir drcams, on their tclaphorta:;). Mattq
paop Ic, l'rom <;tltc- r p l..t<:<::; a rc n()w ttrt Lh<: i r
rat.lt1 to tlta cc,ntL'c, of tha ttnivt-'rst:.. -

(General Letter, November 19/B).

Ihr: ter:hn iques

corne fronr the

pr/rpose of the

ori l. I i nes are s

males who are

and i nv i ted to

used and many of the lerrns enrp loyed in Lhe coL/rses

Church of Scientology. The Church has agreed that the

courses, the sel I ing rnethods used and Ihe cotrr.se

irni lar (Chri stchurch Press , 14/5/80) . Yorrng l)akeh,r

seen as 'achievers' or 'high-tone' people are approar:hed

take persona I i ly tes t-s. The person mily be then inv i ted
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and/or encouraged to take other courses costjng from $160 to $680 (1979)

(see Appendjx 6). There is a particular vocabulary ( low tone, low

awareness, fast flow, training routine, toughness formul a, present

time) and the emphasis is on self-control and self-improvement, although

it is done in a particular style that owes as much to psychological

mot.ivation techniques as to mysticism. Thus the aim of one course

is given as taking the student from 'where they are now' to the 'u.ltimate'
or 'anywhere that they want to be'. If the emotions are not controlled,
then the state is described as 'mis-emot,ion'. To overcome this, a

'toughness formula'allows a person to handle situations, the'cycle
of control' encourages mastery of a situation and 'fast flow' refers
to doing something that you want to as fast as you can. Success js

described as being ab'le to be what you want to be and happiness is
seen as a by-product of success. Then there are various laws and

'dynamics'. The 'Expansion Law' states that if you are not part of
the solutjon then you are part of the problem, and the'Third Party

Law' sees a third party in any conflict, a'behind-the-scenes stirrer'.
The media are cited as a good example of 'third-partying'. Indicat'ions
are that about 30 people will attend a course (see Christchurch Star,a

s2/11/77 ) and that there are as many

Press , 14/5/80) .7

4000-5000 ZAP students (Christchurch

John Birch Society material and arguments also penetrate ZAP

course material and they are comb'ined with other 'free enterprise' and

consp'iracy arguments. Ihe courses are designed to impart an aggression

to the pursuit of material success but wjthjn the environs of a

particular type of free market economy. For exampie, one of the
principal texts of ZAP courses is F. Bastiat's book, The Law, which

advocates that government should be reslricted to the operation of
law and order in society, and thab the redistribrrtion of wealth should

not be conLernplated. Further, only males should have suffrage. Ihey

also believe that:

/. Ihe New Zealand Tirnes
ffi
( i.e. 1e/4-19s4).

('16 / 12/84) es b irnates
the first l0 years of

that Lhttre werL'
ZAP's operations
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... those who are not 'achieyc'rs' tct be

i""nl" !'. r',1":"i::7,' rZiortnl" i!",Jrn", I':;; '

expToitation bg the achieyers. ZAp
be:Iieves that 'f he m.ls.r-es' shoul rl rtot

i;"|i:",:?"i1i i rlif ii" i'iti'5i I'Le 
c I ass

From thjs posjtion, ZAP then goes on to assert that Christianity panders

to the poor and is a religion for the weak and liberal. All these
elements conform to the tradjtional components that go to defining
a particular ideolog'ical position as extreme right-wing. There is
a strong suspicion of government, especially as the state is seen as

the repository of communism even though the government referred to
i s conservati ve. The level of taxation and the degree of central i sation
and power are seen as the important criteria in defining the intention
as socialist. ZAP also contends that the current operation of the
market economy in New Zealand js contrary to the best interests of
the 'people', effectively the businessperson. The goal is to see a

major reduction in the power of the unions and the right to decide

conditions of work within the individual enterprise. Also, elements

of the ZAP style are rac'ist, at least in an implicit sense (e.g. pakehas

are typical'ly seen as 'high tone'), whjle the sexism of the organisa-
tion's be'liefs and practices are readily apparent. political rights
and privi leges are assigned to males but not females. This ideology
is garnered with a terminology and style that is particular to ZAp.

There is no intention of conforming to normal political niceties in
terms of the operation of the organisation, and instead, acolytes must

learn a new terminology that substantially departs from most other
expressions, even of extreme right-wing ideology, in New Zeal and.

It is complex and the logic must be learnt along with a new set of
concepts. A commiLment to ZAP may result in an extensive fjnancial
comrniLment and stress (see New Zealand Times_,30/12/Bq). And yeL,
ZAP has been reasonably successf ul. I t encourages strrdenls artrl over
the years has rnanaged to ,rt,bract many people t.o its courses rlesp ite
ddverse publici ly from tirne Lo time and scepticisrn from the rnerlia anrl

publir: fiqures. llut basic to ils success is the facl Ihat il has been

inst,rutnental in establishing an irnportant cornmercial basis for i ts
0perations. This produces money, even if Lhere is quit.e a rapid turnover
(because of dismissal from ZAP or bankruptcies by ZAP firrns or inrlividual
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and provides something of a role model for its philosophy. It is an

important point of contact with the public; it allows access to people

who are not members of ZAP and it presents a practical example of the

ideology at work. The fact that'it has attracted the opposition of
politicians, the unjons and the media reinforces some of the basjc
tenets of its worldvjew; that is, there is an intention to put jnto

place a communist/socialist order and that anything which opposes this
development will face public condemnation.

(b) Tax Reduction Integrity Movement

The Tax Reduction Integrity Movement (TRIM) was formed in 1979.

Eric Butler spoke at a League of Rights meeting in Christchurch of
a'tax revolt'and this produced a subsequent meetjng which establjshed
TRIM. The founders were J. Kel.ly, D.L. Henderson, G.N. Russel l,
B. Smith and three ZAP students. About 40 people attended this inaugural
meet'ing. It was initial'ly called the Tax Reduction Movement and it
only became known as TRIM in July 1981. A visit from an activist from

the John Birch Society, Alan Stang, was used to launch the new nu*..8
In fact, the imagery and the ideology js largely based upon a similar
campaign, Tax Reform Immediately (also TRIM) run by the John Birch
Society in the Unjted States. The groups share a slogan, 'Lower Taxes

Through Less Government', and most of TRIM's supportive publications
come from the John Birch Society's American 0pinion Press.

B. Typical of Stang's viewpoint, of the John Birch Society's and TRIM's,
are the following comments that were part of hjs New Zealand speeches:

Communism is an internaLional conspiracy and one
of its instruments is the United Nations....
Communism...uses the most bestial. ruthless methods
lo arrive at i ts goal whjch is the complete and
utler subjugation of every naljon and every
individual on Earth by rneans of a total world
government....The New Inlernatjonal Economic 0rder
Iis] further proof of t.he comnunist involvement in
the tJnited Nations....The idea had it.s origins in
the writings of Karl Marx....Sensible government
funded by reasonable Laxation would provide a

mi li tary force to protect the country frorn foreign
invasjon and to protect the people from insurrection.
0ther services such as education arrd health shorild be
comp IeteIy pri vate. . . (Stdng, !lftL:._tL_lrg1lfl"'$s, 1 /10/81) .

These excerpts rreaLly encapsulate the cenLral argument.s and the
logic of lhe ideology of both Arnerican and New Zealand rtrganisations.
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The fundamental concern is with the advancement of their
conception of free enterprise and the advocacy of a world view that
'explains' social events and economic developments. TRIM members have

expressed interest 'in Social Credit views, especial ly on financial
matters (see the christchurch star,15/7/81), and they have voiced
thejr disappointment that the Nat'iona1 Party does not adhere to what

is deemed to be its philosophical base and traditjons. Russel'l has

said: 'somewhere between the National Party supporter in the street,
and wellington, the Party's philosophy takes a great veer to the left,
(Christchurch Star, 7/11/81). Instead, the activjsts who const.itute
the core of TRIM have invested their pol itical activity in pressure
group polit'ics and those organisations which best express their world
view. Russell and Henderson have been involved with both TRIM and

ZAP, and in 1982, Russe)l commented that there are'strong connections'
between TRIM and the League of Rights and ZAP, and that rRIM's publjc
campaigns were influenced by the ideas of these groups (Christchurch
Press, 18/2/82). The common link was seen as the commitment to'freedom
and free enterprise'. Russell has described the League of Rights as

'like a voice in the wilderness making a lot of sense in a lot of areas'
and that TRIM was ab'le to'draw support from a large number of people

who do ZAP courses' (Straiqht Furrow, 18/12/81). Thus there are strong
links, at least amongst the activists, between TRIM, ZAp and the League

of Rights, especially in christchurch. They seek support from each

other for their world view, despite the fact that there are jdeological
differences between them, and the recruitment of supporters occurs
through a)1 three groups but is'shared'jn the sense that there is
a flow from one organisation to another without major tensions occurring

The activists put their ideology into pracLice within the sphere
of peLLy<ommodity capiLalism, mainly in the retail ancj service areas.
Alan Stang provided his own view of them (see Under soc jalisrn It. i!_

qIUl_]_ A] I t.he Way. New Zea lan4, n . d. ) . ltenderson is rtescr ibr:d as

a 'young bl.rsinessrnan' who has been faced by ,union goons' who have

'been trying to take over his labour force without success'. I. Kerr.
wlto owns Warners Htltel, h,ts '.ln excellent version ol ,lrr Arnerican 0pinion
Bookstr)re'. Kerr, who wds secrelary of TlllM in 19t11, owns d nurnber

of businesses in Christ.chrrrch, including West.ern Destirry Publications
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which is in Warners Hotel. Western Destiny Publ ications which began

in 1965 in Hamilton was principal'ly a mail order bookshop that
specialised in John Bjrch Society material, although a variety of
literature, including British National Front publications,was also sold.
In 1980, it moved to Christchurch where it retained a sim'ilar emphasis

but added a subtitle, 'The Ayn Rand Bookshop', to its claims. In .1980,

the bookshop was the subject of a complaint that it was selljng copies
of The Protocols.

To promote its views, TRIM has adopted a high profile througn
various campaigns. It has, a'long with the League of Rights, held public
meetings to try and establish public pressure for tax reform. when

stang spoke throughout New Zealand, it was claimed that relatively
1 arge numbers attended hi s meeti ngs. stang ( see Under soci al i sm. . . )
says that 200 attended his Invercargill meeting and 600 attended in
christchurch '...includ'ing three National Party candidates'. They

have also sought to put their policies into practice wjthin TRIt{/ZAP

businesses with the result that some employees have become jnvolved

in TRIM and ZAP polit'ica1 activities, wh'ile other employees have, via
union action, sought to oppose such involvement. These have been

discussed above in the section on ZAP, but further cases require mention.
In 1983, court action was taken against a IRIM/ZAP concern, D.N. Russell
and co., for wrongful dismissal. During the .case, the employee stated
that:

I had not endeared mgself to him
[C. Russe]] I as f was reluctanC to
get involve<l wich hjs pct projccts,
namcTg ZAP, TRIM, SPLR ancl all his
South African propaganda- I,aIso
rcfused to add mg signatures tr> tttt:,
telagram ht: scnt- to thc Springb<tks
(Christchurch Press, 17 /11 /83).

Although Russell denied the above, he did say that he spoke to hjs
employees about TRIM. After the Arbitration Court had rrrled against
D.N. Russell and Co., Russell djsmissed the Court as a'kangaroo court'
arguing that employers had a right to hire and fire whorn t.hey wished
(l-.r_!!, 20///83). These activities gain TRIM regular publir:ity, but-

bhey have also conducled (r more 'positjve' campaign to gain publ ic
suppor [ .
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Prior to the 1981 election, TRIM invested a lot of time and

money into a campaign to try and get parliamentary candidates to sign
'integrity pledges' . In 0ctober 1981, a1 I candidates received a letter
ind.icating that they would be getting material from TRIM. Then a few

days later, they received a two page letter and material concerning
the integrity pledge. Russe.ll described these p'ledges as an example

of zAP (straiqht Furrow, lB/12/81) although they are very sim'ilar to
the p'ledges sought by the League of Rights jn Australia from political
candidates (see the material on the League of Rights). This method

of pressure group pof it'ics originates with social credit (see the
previous chapter and reference to Socjal Credjt tactics in the 1940s

in New Zealand). In essence the pledges sought to obtain an agreement

from the candidates that they would consult their e.lectorate on major
political 'issues and that they would seek to reduce centra'l government

control and taxation levels. Some 292 candidates received the material
but only 20 candidates signed any of the pledges (there were five pledges

and only one candidate, a social credit candidate who subsequently
left the Party because of his association with the League of Rights,
signed all five pledges). The figure of 20 comes from a full page

advert.isement (Christchurch Star, 27/11/81) by IRIM although figures
presented elsewhere differ. The christchurch Press (18/z/Bz) puts

the figure at 22 candidates while Straiqht Furrow (18/12/81) says that
21 candidates signed and that three signed all five pledges. fhe latter
estimates that these candidates polled'less than 3% of the total vote.
The three major part'ies urged their cand'idates not to sign and only
a few exceptions, almost all of whom were social credit candidates,
signed.

As a follow up to the above, literature explai.ninq the airns

of TR IM along with detai ls about the inteqri ty pleclges wrts scflt to
mosl hornes in New Zealand. 0ne rnillion copies were printed ancl of
these,260,000 were distributed in Auckland. One inlention was to repor.t.

back to individrral electorates on how their Member of Parl iarnent votecl

on various issues before the House. This would be provirled by a

newslebter'lhat would appear at regrrlar inLervals. Irr f,rct., this part
of the proqrdtnrne never eventuated afLer the election. Tlrc'literature
was supported by e.xtensive ,ldvert ising in the media (see the whole
p,rge advertisernent in the christchurch Press, l()/11/tli, 'A Deman<J lor
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Integrity'). In al l, Russel I claimed that TRIM spent $140,000 on this
campaign in 1981 (Truth, 24/11/81). Some $i00,000 was spent on newspaper

advertis'ing, postage and pubijshing the newsletter. The expenditure

does not stop in 1981 however. In 1983, most voters throughout New

Zealand rece'ived further material from TRIM whi le the media advertisinq
has continued. Ful I page advert'isements regularly appear jn the

New Zealand L'istener (for example, every issue in January 1983 carried
one of these ads). And 'in 1983-84, TRIM again mounted a campaign urg'ing

voters to support an 'Integrity pledged candidate'. It was claimed

that one million cards were sent to voters in this period, and the
results of this'survey' (the actual numbers who responded to TRIM's
'invitation to indicate their att.itude on each of the five pledges js

not provided) were published in .large 
advertisements in several news-

papers (see the two page ad in the New Zealand Times,24/6/84). The

finance for these operations comes from a variety of sources. The

membership consists of six committee members, about 100 active financial
supporters and some 2000 other supporters (see Christchurch Star, 15/7/81

Christchurch Press, 21/4/80). The ljnks with ZAP are very important
in this context. The abil.ity of ZAP, and Dahloff in particular, to
generate jncome play an important role in providing financial resources
for IRIM operations. Many of the business people are in fact ZAP

members. A number of these are bus'iness people who have financial
resources at their disposal. TRIM also generates some income from the

sale of material, principally through solic'iting on Christchurch streets.
People are asked to support the campaign by buying books, posters or
bumper stickers. Ihe'latter sell for $1 and iL is claimed that 20,000

have been sold. Stang also claims that TRIM, and others, have sold
20,000 copies of None Dare Call It Conspiracy.

Finally, TRIM has been part of a campaign that uses the letters
columns of the newsp(tpers to try and encourage supporL for their
posi lion. The Christchurch newspapers were jnundat.ed wi th letters
durlng late 1981 and early 1982, and the situation reached a poinl
in 1982 Lhat the Chrjstchurch Press issued Lhe followinq warning:

Re'<-'r-.fl t I r1 wr; lt,lvt: t'otttttl r.tt,tt. ,t ttttnlx. r' ts I
le.ttc'r'.s rtn the sub it-'<,-t <tt t.tx.tt i<ttr, n():;t

<t t tlu:n suppo L't in<1 tu r-n<tve L. t.tx , tt,tvt-,
bec--tt wr ittt.'rr ()vclr t'i<:t it i<trts ttanu,,s .ttttl
,xldresses. We do rt<tt wish t<-t otter to
reatlt;r's su<:h lett.-'r's t rrtn writet's wh()
exh ib it "r Lt<:k ttt ittt.)(J t i t.11 (Chr i S tChurch
Press, '10/3/82).
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TRIM was one of the major groups invo'lved in the campaign for turnover
tax although not the only oner nor the on'ly group to use this style
of trying to jnfluence public opinion. 0ne other organisation that
was involved in a very sjmilar campaign was the League of Rights, and

the style may well have been borrowed from this source.

The various advertisements paid for by TRIM centre on promoting

the rights of employers and the political rights that accompany the

ownership of property. And a critical part of the campaigns

that TRIM has been involved in focus on taxation. 0n one level. taxation
is seen as undercutting petty-commodity capital ism because the state
unfairly takes profits from petty-bourgeois enterprises. Thus, via
the reduct'ion of taxation, the power of the state is effective.ly reduced

and the autonomy and 'freedom' of the businessperson substantially
increased. The originaf intention was to reduce tax levels by 10 percent

along the same lines as the Californian'tax revolt'. They have also

argued for turnover tax to alter the tax base. In their view, such

an alteration would mean that 'high unemployment, h'igh inflation and

economic problems' would be alleviated because the fundamental cause

lies jn the level of taxation and the power of central government.

The petty-bourgeois conviction that the market, private ownership and

profit are the best means for rat'ionally distributing resources are

reflected in this world v'iew. It is accompanied by an opposition to
'large centralised organisations (anti-state, anti-'large capitalism)
and co I I ect i ve organ i sat i ons, espec i al 1y those that represent any form

of proletarian ambition or intervention. But there js another leve1,
or aspect to their world view. The tax system is held to be a critical
strategy in the advancement of social ism/communism. The current levels
of tax have been described as part of a'marxist progressive tax system'

and that opposition to turnover tax reflected a loyalty to international
poliLics and Marxjsm (Slraight Furrow,lB/1?-/81). As an adjuncL to
this argurnent, a major part of the pub.lic campaign irrunediately prirlr
to the 1981 election, and subsequently, has focussed on the'danger
ot party po litics' . The burnper st ickers read 'I pledgr: lo vote for
dn jnleqrity pledged candidate' and 'Lower Taxes Throuqh Less Governmenl'

wttile the newspaper advertisements in lhe major daily pdpers or in

the New Zealan_d LisLenef or Tirne had tiLles such as 'Liberty or Slavery?',
'Tax Plrrnder', 'The Parable of the Modern Little Red Hen' and
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'Abraham Linco'ln and Property'. All seek to establ.ish a logical
contjnuity between taxation, a dominant and centralised state, party
po1 i tics and the advancement of a new 'soc.i al i st order' . The 'DeoDle'
and specifically those who are responsible for the economic prosperity
of the community and who operate for the common good, are den'ied what

is'naturally' theirs. This'right' derives from the competitiveness
of the marketplace and is responsible for its own moral order and equity.
The marketplace is the arbiter and is seen to reoresent the most

progressive factor.in the establishment of a better community. Thus

the campaigns conducted by TRIM have been interpreted as an obvious
expression (and marshalling) of common feel ing, as djstinct from the
intent.ions of big business, the state and pol iticians.

This ideology'is somewhat different from others in the o'ld petty-
bourgeois tradition in New Zealand because conceptions of 'race' are
not a prominent feature. Individuals such as Russell have publicly
expressed their aversion to anti-Semitic arguments.

I don't have anq hangups about
Jews. I don,t go along with ang
ta.les of Jewish consoiracies.

And concerning 'race' :

ug decisions are not notivated bg
race. I don't think mang of the
peopte in TRIM are eiEher (Christchurch
Star, 7/11/81; see also StlG-ilIT-
Ei?Fow, 18/12/81).

There is certainly a commitment to a conspiracy theory, and this at
times comes close to incorporating arguments about 'race', especial ly
with the use of the often-used shorthand for Jews, 'international
finance' . Stang, admi ttedly an outsjder, concentrated on 'internat.ional
finance' during his 1981 speaking tour, and he subsequently wrote:

'I'ha I;abian pu rpesa t'L'om tlll.) bc,r1 inn i.nt1
h.t:; b<:c,,rt to imp<>:;t, r.lll.) prin<:ipIt::; rtl
ttn: Cr>nmun i:;t Man i l.c,sto <stt Lht_, pt,:oJt l.es
<.tf tht-' tintl Iistt-speaki11t1 worId. . . it-
IN<:w Z<,:,tL:tndl wil] ttet:omt: tlnt pr()pt,,rt tJ

of intcrn,tti<>rt.tI bankt:rs... (Stang, n.d.)

He goes on Lo argue:
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Even more danqerous to New Zealand than

;i,:,' 1:ii:::: i::i; 13:::,:""x"",[1"" o
endorse the Tri lateraT Commis-s.ion 's
scheme to redistribute the worLd's weaLth
it',touqn the pro-C<rmmun-rsL uN...the Itig
Kiwi is trging to keep them in the dark

|Xio"', nl;n 
"r.:" ::72',:"i r:::T z: ":Z:::" ;',: ", .

Truth is the onlg substantiaL element of
rfte mass media that wilL touch it (Stang,
n.d.)

The material that TRIM and ZAP, along with the Western Destiny Bookshop,

promote is primari ly intended to substantiate this conspiracy view
of the world. Gary Allen's book, None Dare Call it Conspiracy, examjnes

the 'nexus between communism and world financiers'. It has been the
basis for a John B.irch Society campaign in the United States ('0peration
Counterattack') and in Australia in 1973 by the League of Rights
('Operation Exposure') to expose 'the conspiracy'. Al len also wrote
Kissjnger. The secret Side of the secretary of state, another book

promoted by rRIM. This book argues that Kissinger helped the Soviet
Union to achieve military superiority over the United States as well
as aiding the'Rockefellers and their allies' to make billions on a

'fake oil shortage'. The basic contention is that Kissinger was an

espionage agent for the Sov'iet Union in a classic example of the
tri angul ation of Jewi sh-Capi ta'l i st-Communi st.

All of this literature is imported and it could be argued that it
represents a non-indigenous ideo'logy that bears little relation to
the activi ties of the New Zealand petty-bourgeoisie. Certainly, a

number of the leading activists in TRIM have distanced themselves from
any commitment to the anti-Semitic and racist elemenLs of the imported
conspiracy theory. Nevertheless, there is an acceptance of the broad

details of the conspiracy theory and raIher than arLiculate the racist
conlent, there js simply greater ernphasis placed on other aspects,
noLably taxation, the state and parly politics. The racist content
is not discarded altogether; it is sirnply not as explicit as is the

case in other ideologies in the petty-bourgeois lradi tiorr. The other
point to be m,rde about [he re] iance on imported malerial, speakers

and ideology is lhat the Cal ifornian tax revolt provides the strategies
f or TR tM wh i le the economic tnode I that rnany TR IM members asp ire to
is represented in certain states and sectors of the Aurerican ec-onorny.
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The goal is represented by the supposed economic freedom of California
and the power and activities of a group such as the John Birch Society.
The fact that the terminology and the content of some of the arguments

is incongruous in a New Zealand settjng is irrelevant. The goal is
felt to be the same.

TRIM are not only different in their explicit use of American

models and ideology (most other groups use Britjsh arguments and

symbols), but they also differ in that they have a definite financial
base (see Diagram 2). Thejr location in urban petty-bourgeois enter-
prises in Christchurch provides them with the funds to conduct major
public campaigns, a po.licy that would not otherwise be possible because

their numbers are not much larger than other major extreme right-wing
groupings. Thjs source of finance has enabled them to'buy'a relatively
high profile. Thejr success, however, has been limited. The attempt
to reduce tax levels and to gain greater'freedom'for petty-commodity
production is a platform that has a significant degree of support.
But they also over-anticipated the degree of crisis in poljtical
representation. The activi ties in 1981 , and si nce, assumed that there
would be public support for a move to break party loyalties, and more

inaccurately, that parliamentary candidates would be prepared to
acknowledge the diminution of such loyalties. support for groups such

as TRIM in this period indicated that there was some sympathy for such

a strategy, but this was probably confined to a relatjvely small part
of the electorate, notab'ly the old petty-bourgeoisie that was involved
in petty-commodity capitalism. The'new petty-bourgeoisie' or those
invo.lved in the cjrculation of capital and the state sector, were not
attracted by the attack on the state and party politics. Nor were

other classes who were quite prepared to stick wjth traditional political
loyalties and democratic conventjons, albeit wi th major support going
to Social Credit. Thus the old and new petty-bougeojsie dicl not coalesce
and the 'revoll' of the new petly-bourgeoisie, represented by the
New Zealand Party in particular, did noL share the ideological .lssurnptions

and arguments of pol i tical organjsaLions such as TRIM. TRIM correctly
anlicipated a crisis in political representation brrt the success of their
polit-ical r-atnpaigrt forrndered on Lhe assunrpl.irtn thaI the crisjs, cornbined

with Lhe 'appeal' of their rhetoric, would be sufficient to unjte old
and new petty-borrrgeoi sie. In spi te of considerable pub | 1ci ty and
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'investment', TRIM sti I I only represents the old petty-bourgeoisje,

and then only a section of this class. It has not transcended this
narrow base, nor has.it successfully operated beyond the confines of

Christchurch. Its impact"is cjrcumscribed by geography and class.

Conclusion

This chapter has recorded, albeit in a ci rcumscri bed way,

the growth of extreme right-wing interpel lations from the mid-1960s

onwards. The sheer number of groups who fall into this generic

category by the mid-1980s means that only a brief survey is possible.
But it would also bemisleading to analyse many of the groups separately

and in depth simply because most are pol itical ly insignificant and

transitory. Schisms and coal jtions occur constantly and whi le the

groups have proliferated in the 1970s and 1980s, these pof itical
organisat'ions just as rapidly die more often than not. It is easy

enough to record their foundat'ion but their demise normally goes

unannounced and so attempts to record the lifespan of many groups are

unlikely to succeed. Thus Appendjx 5 notes their geographical location
and year of formation. In this way, the growth of the extreme right
can be acknowledged, and from this base, this chapter has sought to

analyse a se'lect group of the more substantial extreme right-wing groups,

and to 'identify the mater jal conditions and the pol itical and 'ideological

struggles which produced them. A key argument here is that these groups,

with some notable exceptions (see the chapter on 'racjal revolutionaries')
reflect petty-bourgeois Jacobinjsm. They share, as the examples chosen

show, certain basic ideological elements. They have a strong commi tment

to an indjvidual istic/voluntarist mode, boLh persondl ly and as a

foundation of society, which'is focussed on an advocacy of privale
property, the primacy of the market in social relations and pet.Ly-

commodity capitalism, both rural and urban. There is unequivocal opposit'
to the organisations of labour and large capital, and to any tendenc.y

towards central i sation or monopo ly status. These centra I elements

are accompanied by Ihe beIief in Lhe rreed to preserve'the (nuclear')

farnily', partly because jt is a social institution that is deerned to

encapsulate the values of capitalism (e.9. individualisrn, self-sacrifice,
independence) but also because it serves to reinforce the traditional



(cf. 'natural') roles of male and female. The Coun.try Party especial ly
characterises this constellation of value orientatjons. And finally,
these extreme right-wing groups offer an interpel lation that consti tutes
'the people' in an antagonistic relat'ionship to the dominant bloc.
There are differences amongst the groups as to who is included in the
dominant bloc but universal 1y, the agreed features include speculative
capital, an interventionist state and some form of all.iance between

the state, large capital and the collective organisations of labour.
There are also differences in the way that'the people'are conceived.
The 1960s and beyond mark the growing tendency to politicise racism,
and hence for interpellations to expljcitly identify,the people,as
a'race'. The nature of ideologicai struggles in the 1970s and 1980s

has encouraged many extreme right-wing groups to invest a variety of
djscourses wjth a racist content. The country Party and the League

of Rights exemplify this development. A minority of organisations,
including TRIM and ZAP, employ an interpel lation that is popular-
democratic in nature but which does not utilise'race'to the same

extent. Adm'itted1y, recruitment of members is princ'ipal ly directed
at Pakehas, they refer to'international finance' (part of the symbolic
code used universally amongst the extreme right to refer to Jews),

they support the state racism of south Africa and members such as

Ian Kerr (Western Dest'iny Bookshop) sell rac'ist and anti-semilic material
But they are still less likely to employ notions of'race' in the public
expressions of thejr ideology. In this, TRIM and ZAP are an exception.
Other extreme right-wing groups articulate their views through an

interpretation of social and economic relations that centres on 'race'.

Despite the above qualification, TRIM and ZAp are still an

important aspect of devel0pments among the exLreme right in the 19/0s.
They share an extensive financial base, unlike most oLher groups, and

they have a high profile in pressure group politics. Ttre two organi-
sations have close I inks and for analytical purposes, can be seLtrn as

part of a confederation. IAP is lhe found ing orgarr isat ion and i t
conforms closely to the definition of a pol itical secL. It is
episLerno logical ly authoritarian wi th a highly central ised leaclersh ip

structure and exclusive rnernbership. It is charismatically led by

John Dahloff in an autocratic rnanner. IAP offers a vef'y indivicJual-
istic urrderstanding of Lhe world, largely der ived frorn D.rhloff, and

metnbers are required to learn a cornplex synrbolic code th,rt has little
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value outside of the organisation's activities. Because of the sectalian
nature of this code and the authority structure, ZAP tends to draw

its membership almost solely from chri stchurch. In olher centres,
few have heard of ZAP.

TRIM was founded by ZAP students and it has links with groups

such as the League of Rights. If ZAP offers a unique world view and

shares this only in an exclusive organisat'ion, then TRIM is the political
arm that involves itself in public debate and scrutiny and in so doing,
communicates some aspects of zAP philosophy to a wider audjence.
It has a high profi le in certain ideological struggles, specifical 1y

those concerning the state and taxation. The intent is to creare more

'favourable' opportunities for smal l-scale capita'l accumulation in
order to sustain the reproduction of petty-bourgeois positions (cf. Scase,

19BZ). TRIM argues for a less interventionist state and for rewards

to be distributed through the marketplace rather than to be redistributed
by taxation. In arguing these, TRIM could be representative of the
petty-bourgeoisie as a whole. 8ut the differences between old ano

new petty-bourgeoisie are seen in a comparison between TRIM and the
New Zealand Party. The latter is liberal on a variety of mora.l and

pol itical issues; the former is reactionary. The New Zealand party,

while critical of the state in certa'in aspects, would also seek to
expand its operat'ions or expenditure jn areas such as educat'ion. TRIM

believes that the state should be l'imited in its functions to areas

such as defence and law and order. The New Zealand Party does not
share the suspjcion and opposition of TRIM to modern corporate capitalism
or trade unions. And fundamentally, they do not share fRIM's reljance
on consp'iracy theories and devout anti-communism. The divergence in
ideology paral lels lhe fundamenlal divisions between Lhe old and new

petLy-bourgeoisie. tdeologically and politically, they do not act
in a unified way.

The other case sbudy w,ls provided by lhe Counlry party. This
political organisation has ber-'n one of few rnajor conternporary expressions
of rural pc'tty-borrrgeois feelinq. It sought. Lo unify t.he rear:ticlnary
elernenls in the rural sector irr the lale 1960s buL the alternpt was

ultirnately tinsuccessful for several redsons. The first was noterJ in
an earlic.r chapter. From the mid-1950s, the farrning sector began to
shrink in Lttrms of the numbers involved as the econrtrnies of scale required
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larger and larger productjve units. 0ne of the most spectacular
decreases was amongst the rural petty-bourgeoi si e; the core of th.i s

group, the dairy farmers, decl ined substantial 1y (57 .5 percent) between
1950 and 19/6 (Dunstall, 1981:409). The decline placed a very obvious
constraint on the potential of a party which intended to reflect the
views of th'is stratum. The second factor in their failure was the
formation of the Country Party at the beginning of the political and

ideological struggles that were to cause so much distress to the mora'l

sensibi I ities of the petty-bourgeoisje in the 1970s. Debates on racism,
sexism, militarism, state intervention, po11tica1 rights, and to a lesser
extent, communism,gathered jn intensity during the 1920s, after the
Country Party ceased to have any political impact. It anticipated many

of these debates but failed to explojt them. Further, the Country Party
predated the econom'ic recession that became apparent from the mid-1910s.'
The Country Party had to manufacture a cris'is before it really occurred
and its apocalyptic imagery and m'illenial arguments only attracted a

limited audience. Its message, that the rural petty-bourgeoisie were
the custodians of all that was good in capita'lism, was powerful
but premature. Their interpretation of a corrupted past and present had
yet to accord with the material, political and ideological struggles of
the rural petty-bourgeoisie. The third factor was their attempt to be a

relat'ively inclusive pol itical party. rhe country party, unl ike
practically every other example of extreme right-wing activity, was not
a political sect except perhaps jn the sense that it claimed unique
access to the truth. The appeal of the party's ideology had to attract
supporters, but it also had to cement the organisation internally. It
did not seek to be exclusive nor could it ever be epistemologically
authoritarjan, whatever the intention, because it lacked an appropriate
authori ly structure and/or charismatic leadership. As Nyomarkey ( 196l)
noted, the reljance on an emergent jdeology anci its interpretatjon and

application leads to schisms, and the Country Party fragmented within.t
few years of its formation. But others took over its mantle, albeit as
pressure groups and political sects, and the next chapter examines one
of the rnost irnportant of these, Lhe League of R ights.
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CHAPIER FIVE: CONTEMPORARY PETIY-BOURGEOIS JACOBINISM:
THE NEhI ZEALAND LEAGUE OF RIGHTS

. - . there is an "undecTared war" against
South Africa, with the forces ot
InteEnationaL Communism, Internat.ional
Finance and Western governnents a77 aLlied
against that countrg. South Africa js in
the front line against tfte Communist
totalitarian advance. . .

0n rarget (29/10/84)

. . . Ehe earlg developnent of Communism,
including most of thosc' who scizc'd powar
in Ru.ssja and inposctl it upon thc peoplcs
of Russja, hterc distinctlg Jcwish. Anothar
littIc,-kn<.twn tacc,t <tt Comnuni.snr i..; if..;
rclat ir>rt:;lt ip with tlu-' / i<tt i:;t Mov<:n<:nt .

0n Tarqet (5/12/83)
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This chapter examines the New Zealand League of Rights as an

exampl e of petty-bourgeoi s Jacobi ni sm. The economi c dj ffi cu I ti es

faced by the o1d petty-bourgeoisie durjng the 1970s and i9B0s has been

accompanied by ideological and pol jtical struggles. The petty-
bourgeoisie feared that thejr form of production would continue to

decline and that petty-bourgeois posjtions would not be automatically
reproduced. Sections of the petty-bourgeoisie sought to articulate
and communicate these concerns, some through tradit'ional
representational ties with organisations such as Social Credit, but

also'increasingly, by participating in new political organisations

such as the League of Rights. In this fashion, they have sought to

convince others of the nature of the crisis, and to mount a'moral
enterprise' (Wallis, 1976:210) that would unify and mobilise the old
petty-bourgeoi sie.

The struggle, while determ'ined by economic conditions and

relations, has been perceived essential ly in pol jtical and jdeological

terms. In accordance w'ith the definition of Jacobinism, the impetus

for their pos'ition comes from an antagonistic relationship to the

domjnant bloc, endorsed by their marginal ity to the capital/labour
relat'ion. The old petty-bourgeois'ie are fundamentally opposed to many

aspects of a liberal democracy and monopoly capitalism, and they

identify financial and political el ites as culpable. In this regard,

they can be contrasted wjth the new petty-bourgeoisie who have

increasingly played a vanguard role in ljberal developments

surrounding such issues as gender relatjons and whose .interests are

often directly linked to the corporate economy. The conflict between

the two fractions, old and new petty-bourgeoisje, consti tutes an

important antagonjsm in contemporary New Zealand soc'iety, and the

League of Rights exempl ifies the reactionary position of the old
petty-bourgeoisie. The organisation offers a systematic and coherent

interpel lation that attempts to advance the interests of this class

fraction in opposition to the dom'inant bloc, the proletarjat and the

new pe t. t.y- bourgeo i s i e.

The League's ideology expresses the traditional concerns of the

old petty-bourgeoi sje: a determined defence of petty-conmodi ty
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production, both rural and urban, and a rejection of expressions of
collectivjsm or corporatism. The content and structure of the
ideology owes substantially to petty-bourgeois struggles and

interpellatjons of the 1930s, and the League reproduces early Social
credit arguments and continues to deify c.H. Douglas and hjs views.
It is elements from this tradition that confirm the Jacobinist stance
of the League and 'impart a distinctive character. Three elements in
particular are worth mentjoning. As befits a popular-democratic
interpellatjon, the subject is addressed as 'the people,, but this.is, in
turn, constructed as a 'race'. Racism is a central organising concept
that determines the League's v'iews and pol icies on pract.ical'ly every
matter, although it is often mediated by sectarjan signs that have a

racist meaning for an'insider, but are relatively devo'id of such
meaning to an outsider. The role of 'race' jn this interpel lation
eljminates the very possibility of class struggle or the appropriate-
ness of the concept 'class'. The second characteristic element is the
use of a conspiracy theory in explaining the social world. Economic
and social events are immediately explainable by the machinations of
this conspiracy, and hegemony.is majntained by the influence of the
conspirators. And thirdly, a key aspect is the role of Jews in the
conspiracy. The devout commitment to anti-semjtic arguments is
unmatched in New Zealand politics, with the exception of the working
class neo-fascist groups (see Chapter Five). The uniqueness of these
particular elements, and of the ideology as a whole, can be credjted
to the reactionary tendencies of a declining class fraction and to the
role of the pof itical generation who gained their political understan-
ding in the 1930s. To illustrate the second point, two of the three
people profiled, Eric Eutler and w.A. Ross, span the petty-bourgeois
activism of the 1930s and i9l0s/1990s. They are key agents in the
transference of 1930s interpellations to the present, Ross in a

relatively passive way whjle Builer has been responsible in both
periods for the production of important ideological texts. They a1 so

represent the I inks with Social Credi t organisations.

The League of Rights and social credjt share a class base and

dn ideological heri tage. But the rel ationship between the two

organisat.ions is a tense one and they compete over various issues.
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Ideolog'ica1'ly, the League of Rights claims the mant'le of Soc jal Cred jt
because the group adheres to the Douglasite arguments of the i930s.
Soc'ial Credit rejects aspects of this'interpellation as inappropriate
to the situation of the 19/0s and 1980s. The question of strategy
reveals another important antagonism. The League of Rights endorses
Douglas's view that participation in electoral pol itjcs diverts a

group from its role and amb'itions. Alternatively, Social Credit as a

political party reflects a realjsation amongst sections of the old
petty-bourgeoisie that representat'ive organisat'ions are an effective
means of articu'lating central concerns. This then leaves a third area
of tension, and a fundamental antagonism, concerning agency: which
organisation has the strongest representational ties wjth the old
petty-bourgeoisie, and therefore, more accurately represents their
interests? The degree of intersection between the two organisations
is outlined in this chapter, and the profiles of Ross and clapham
provide specific examples of the relationship. Both transferred their
'loyalt.ies in the i970s from Socjal credjt to the League of Rights, as

did others (How'ie, Stewart-Menzies, Moody), and illustrate the
competition for members. Ross represents the pol'itjcal generation cf
the 1930s and he was part of the Social Credit leadership until 1972.
Clapham comes from the political generatjon mobiljsed in the 1970s.

She combines pol'itical with religious fundamentalism, and was prompted

to become active in reactionary pol itics by l'iberal developments in
the 19/0s. These actors illustrate the political careers of key
activists amongst the old petty-bourgeoisie, and their trajectory
towards more extreme pol'itical forms.

0rgan'i sational ly, the League operates as a po1 i tical sect. The

group is epistemo'logical ly authorjtarian wj th 1 ittle opportunity for
negotiation on ideological interpretation and organisationa'l power

is highly centralised. Initial circulation of the group's ideology,
and key group activities, are confined to an intimate core of
insiders, although the interpellation is effjciently distributed to a

larger group of supporters numbering dpproximately one thousand. The

central ised power structure and the way in which key texts and

drgumenIs are constructed and communicated greaily reduce the
possibllity of schism. The leadership has yet to be challenged on its
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ideo'logical authority. For their part, aco.lytes must learn a complex

system of logic and signs which gives them unique access to the
'truth' jn contrast with most people who, because of complicity or
naivety, are seen as misled. League members are thus:

;;;:i'::"::"i:7;""i::?,':7"::,,":i":z:::;,
effort to defeat the enemies of human
dignitg and freedom (League of Rights'
pamphlet, 1985).

These custodjans convey their message via a range of covert and overt
means. A favoured covert strategy is to organise action groups who

then attempt to influence public opinion through such channels as the
letter columns of the newspapers, without'identifying their League

membership. Publ ic campaigns include lecture tours and petitjons.
The League's use of such strategies and its art'iculation of a complete
and systemat'ic ideology means that it provides an excellent model of
the reactionary Jacobinism of the old petty-bourgeoisje jn New Zealand
in the 1970s and 1980s.

The Establishment of the League of Rjghts

The impetus for the formation of the League of Rights was to be

found jn the politics of the Social Credit organisatjon in the Austra-
lian state of vjctoria. The League was based in the social credit
movement and specifically around the publjcation, New Tjmes (founded
in Melbourne in 1935). The poljtical initiatjve came from the ,vote

No Campa'ign' which was conducted in Australia agajnst referendums in
1944 and 1946. The opposition was directed at'Dr Evatt,s proposal to
centra'l ise power' ( Intel I igence survey, Apri I lglz). rhe claim was

that the proposals to levy taxes were illegal. Evatt had also been

responsjble for instigating an inqulry against activists. Builer, wh0

had been a director of New Times since 1938 (with a gap of four years
during the war), founded the League of Rights around the above

cdmpdigns. The victoria League began in 1946, and was fol lowed by

Queensland jn 1949, ['/estern Australia jn 1951. The national body, the
Austral ian League of Rights, was formed in 1960.
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The first reports that a New Zealand group was contemplated
came in 1968 (Austral ian 0n Target , 5/7 /68), although an earl ier
article actual'ly claimed that the League was already established here
(Australian 0n Target,30/6/67). The latter was contradicted by

Butler's report on League activities to a conference of the League's

Action Groups held in Melbourne, 1968, when there was no mention of a

New Zeal and League ( Intel I igence survey, 0ctober 1968). There was

simply a local coordjnator, Ern Moss of Kaikohe (Intelligence Survey,
April 1967) but no organisation as such. The announcement that a

League had been formed came after an address by Butler in Tauranga in
1

February 1970. ' sidney wood reported the formation of an ad hoc

commjttee of the New Zealand League of Rights (Australian 0n Target,
27/2/70). In fact, Butler had toured New Zea'land since 1967 with the
intention of establishing the League organisatjonally here (see

Intel I igence survey, Apri 1 1967), although ostensib'ly the aim of
the visits was to seek support for the Smith Government in Rhodesia.

The Canadian League of Rights was established in 1964 while the
British League was formed in 1967. The Crown Commonwealth League of
Rights, the coord'inating organisat'ion at an international level, came

into being in 1972 but its role has been strictly ljmited. The

Leagues in the varjous countries, while'in close touch, tend to
operate quite'independently. The Crown Cornmonwealth League has simply
provided a forum for activ'ists from the Leagues to come together, so

far only occasionally. The first Crown Commonwealth Conference was

held in Melbourne in 1979, the second jn Auckland in 1981, the third
in canada in 19B3, and the fourth in London jn 1985. The principal
and original reason for the establishment of the Crown Commonwealth

League of Rights was that the League was offered membership of the
tnlorld Anti-communist League but they required a representative and

international organi sation.

Between 1970 and 1979, the New Zealand League of Rights
maintained a low profile and was essentially a small pressure group

1. League of Rights'material usually cltes 19/1 as the year of formation.
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that achieved l'ittle outside those communities (e.g. Tauranga) where

activists were.located (see Appendix 7). One of the few events of any

note was the use of a League meet'ing in Tauranga tn 1972 by the then
M'inister of Energy, Mr G. Gair, to attack anti-springbok protestors,
an attack that led to a successful libel case against the M'injster.
However, the situat'ion began to change with the arrival in i979 of an

Australian League member, David rhompson, who was appointed Natjonal
Djrector of the League. He was 23 and he prompt.ly injected a new

vitality into the ageing leadership. He moved the centre of
operat'ions from Tauranga to Auckland, and by 1981, he claimed an
.increased membership of 550 (Christchurch Press, 20/3/81), two full-
time employees, a bookshop in Queen street and a printing firm. The

bookshop is conservatjve Eooks and it shares an address with the
League. Thompson also establjshed 0n Target, a fortnightly
publication that communicated matters of concern from the Auckland
office to supporters throughout New Zealand. conservative Books

reinforced the League's message by supplying tapes and mail order
books and pamphlets (220 on the 198i booklist, 166 on the 1983 ljst;
see Buchman, 1983: 8, and Appendix 8). Thompson also encouraged a

more enterprising and aggressive publicity campaign that presented the
League and its vjews to a w'ider publ'ic. As'if to confirm the success
of this revitalisation, the medja took a greaterinterest jn the
League and its activjties. The organjsation was the subject of a

current affairs programme (Eyewitness) in t979 and an extensive
Li stener article in 1980 (see Stratford) .

The New Zea'land Leaque of Rights and Social Credit

One of the reasons for this medja inLerest was the relationship
between the League and Social cred'it. In Australia, the League of
Rights had attempted to inf'luence political pol icy by getting members

involved in major political parties. In the mid-1960s, a move was

made to infiltrate the Liberal and country parties, and when this was

discovered, the parties reacted with a publlc campaign to discredit
the League of Rights. By 1980, the Australian League of Rjghts was
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largely irrelevant as a political force in that country with the
possible exception of parts of Queensland and New south wales.

In New Zealand, the obv'ious political party for the League to
align itself with was, and is,social credit. Both organjsations claim
Major c.H. Douglas as part of their ideolog.ical heritage. But the
relationship has been a vexed one (see Appendix 2). sometimes, the
links have been open and valued. For instance, New Zealand socjal
Credit sent the fol lowing message to the New Tjmes Annual Dinnerin
1962:

Eest rishes to New Times and
appreciation of spLendid effort

I in England [refers to Butler's tour].

8ut four years later, New Times (0ctober 1966) was openly critical
of socjal Credit and 'its MP, vern Cracknell. The specific crjticism
was that Social Credit failed to provide a lead on the Rhodesian c'ivj I

war, and more generally that Socjal Cred'it had perverted 'social Credit'
philosophy. During the 1981 election year, the League of Rights

commented that:

DougTas js tlte author of Social
Credit and if gou are t,aking his
name theg [Socia]. Creditl shouLd
be content to adhere to his policA,
not rejecting it aLtogether as they
have done (Thompson, Personal Interview,
30/7 /81).

New Tjmes (May 1981) repeated the criticism'in Australia when they
said that Soc'ial Credit have'studiously ignored'social Credit
principles of financial management. Butler (Eveninq Standard, j7 /4/BZ)
accused Socjal Credit of be'ing 'soc'ialist' and Thompson (Evenjnq Post,3/B/E
said they were dishonest 'in using the name of social credit. To

this end, the League brought Gost'ick from the Canadian League of Rights
to New Zealand on a speaking tour in 1981 as a'service to voters who

are thinking of voting social credit' (Evening standard, ?9/4/Bi).
But there was dlso support. Thompson said Social credit had made

the'right noises about small businesses and small farmers'(Christchurch
Press, 16/3/81) and there was approval for aspects of 50cial credit's
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fiscal reform (see B 0'Clock, 9/5/81).

The Social_ Credit League, desplte
our critjcjsrns at times, is the onlq
political partg to come forward with
positive suggestions rn th:.s criticaj
fietd IinfJation] (0n Tarqet, Z/S/80).

Thus in terms of policies that would reproduce and strengthen small-
scale commodity production, there is a measure of agreement between the
League and social credit, at least from the League's viewpoint. They

share aspects of the Jacobinjst tradition that connotes petty-commodity
producers as the custodians of the'core'values of capitalism. But
the League argues that involvement in party politics compromises the
advocacy of this posit'ion. Thus:

The League of Rights }las aTwaqs
maintained that genuine economic
answers woul-d not be provided bg
the political parties (0n Target,
12/11 /84) .

This necessari'ly includes Social Credit (see'The Continual Eetrayal
of Social Credit in New Zealand', New Times, September 1994).

The degree of overlap between the discourses, the common interest
in articulating the concerns of the old petty-bourgeo'isie and the claims
of ideological authority are reflected in the migration of actjvjsts
between the two organisations. The tendency 'is for the political
generation, created in the 1930s and concerned to maintain the ideo'logical
purity of Douglasite arguments, to transfer from Social Credjt to the
League of Rights. For example, W.A. Ross, d Glaswegian-educated bui'lder,
who has been a secretary for the League of Rights'in Auckland, was a

nationa'l office holder in Social Credit. In 1972, he was Vice-President
of Socjal Credit and a chairperson of the technical committee. He had

contested six elections and one by-election (in Grey Lynn.rnd ponsonby)

for Social Credit. Conflict between Ross and Beetham is documented in the
latter's thesis (Beetham, 1972). After this, he was quite active on behalf
of the League of Rights. Press releases or letters over his name appeared
regularly, and he was usua'l ly descr jbecl as 'acting-secretdfy, , even af Ler
Thompson arrived in New Zealand in 1919 (see Herald,26/5/80; there is
further discussion of Ross 'in the HeralrJ, 21/8/78 and National Business
Review, 2/3/81). Also involved in the struggle between Ross and Beetham

wjthin Social Credit was Howie (aligned with Ross) antJ he subsequently
went on to become President of the League of Rights.
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0ther I inks also became apparent 'in the late ,l970s. In 1979,

Michael Sheppard, a Social Credit candidate and the national spokes-

person on regional development, resigned because of al leged anti-Sernitjsm
amongst some 0tago members of Social Credit (Sheppard, 1982). The

Nat'ional Council of Social Credit declared in August 1979 that League

of Rjghts members were not we.lcome in Soc'ial Credit and they could
not be members of both organisations. Joy Clapham, a Social Credit
candidate for Dunedin North (1972) and St. Kilda (1975,1978) was expelled
for this reason. Social Credit advised its members not to have an.ything

to do with League activities and Beetham, in the aftermath of the

expulsion, claimed that the League was fjnanced by an important financial
institution and had infiltrated the National Party (0tago Daily Times,

13/11/79). Neither c.laim was supported by any further evidence. In
i980, the media discovered that a supply address for Social Cred'it
material was the Institute for Economic Democracy, a Queensland-based
front for the League of Rights and run in New Zealand by the League

of Rights' President from Tauranga (see 4!4l1rtd Star, 2B/B/80). These

and other matters encouraged the Labour Party to use the links for
electioneering purposes. Anderton, in his first Labour Party
Presidential address, referred to the links and a pamphlet was c'irculated
to homes during the East Coast Bays by-election (September 1980).

The successful Social Credit candidate laid a complajnt with the Race

Relations Conciliator who subsequently ruled that the complaint was

beyond the jurisdiction of the Act. In 1981, some Social Creditors
were asked to indicate whether they supported the League of Rights
as they renewed their membership in Social Credit. But the problem

was not easjly so'lved. The Social Credjt candidate for Clutha in 1981

and a Domjnion Councillor, S. Moody, was djsowned by the Party's leadershil
when it was publicly reported that he had attended a League meeting

and h.rd said lhat Leagrie pol ic jes were s jrnilar to those of Soc ia I Credit
(Herald, 30/4/82). Also as the election campaign proceerJed, the Voters

Association sent out quesLiorrnaires and lhese were predonrinantly

answered by Social Credit candidates (31 Social Credit, B Labour,3
National) and the results were reporteri in Lhe Leagrre of Riqhls
publication, ttls! Zealand First. Beetham promplly called the Voters

AssociaLion a 'front' for the League of Rights which was designed to
embarrass Social Credit (Herald, 21/ll/81). The next year, he also
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successfu'l1y argued for the word 'League' to be dropped from the

Party's title because of the 'l inks some pol itical opponents attempt

to draw between Social Credit and the extreme rjght-wing League of
Rights' (Even'ing Post,30/B/BZ). After losing a significant
percentage vote in the 1984 election, the Social Cred'it conference

devoted attention to its image. Again, the asscciation with the

League was referred to by the leadership (Knapp, Beetham; see

Evening Post,27/B/84) and it was made clear that they did not share

the anti-Semjtic assumptions of either the League or C.H. Douglas. In

confirmation of th'is, the title'Social Credit'was dropped altogether
in 1985 and the organisatjon became known as the New Zealand

Democratic Party. These associations and the result.ing tensions, both

with'in Social Credit and between the two organisations, reflect the
struggle over who best represents the interests of the o1d petty-
bourgeo i s'i e.

The struggles occur over a number of matters. As some of the
above incidents have jnd'icated, the matter of agency had evolved into
a crit'ical issue by the late 1970s. There was direct competjtion for
membership and Social Credit responded by ruling that dual membership

was unacceptable despite the fact that some prominent members and

candjdates (Ross, Clapham, How'ie, Moody) were also involved jn the

League of Rights. Contrad'ictory messages emanated from Social
Credit's leadership over the effect and'intentions of the League

presence. The League was described as trying to undermine 'confidence
'in the Socred movement' (see Evening Post, 16/11/81), but Beetham^argued

that 'inf i ltration' had not taken place (Evening Post , 21/11/U).1
There is also a major difference over what is considered to be the
appropri ate strategy for achieving pol itical power or ideological
dominance. The League of Rights, in accordance with Douglasite
arguments, is sceptical of pluraljst party politics and argues that a

political party is inevitably compromised by involvement in
parl iamentary democracy. Ihis has been confirmed for this fraction by the

2. The League of Rights had sought to 'infiltrate' the Country and Liberal
parties 'in Austral ia, and the screening of anEyewitness televjsion
programme was justified on the grounds that Social Credjt was being
'infi ltrated' in New Zealand (see Letter from the Executive Producer,
Listener, 1s/12/19). But there is litLle evidence to support the latter
conTETTon. Rather, the overlap in membership derives irom the presence
of those commjtted to the interpellation that dates from the'1930s, and
this overlap has diminished as members of this political generatjon die
or as they have been expelled from Social Credit.
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relative ljberalism of the Social Cred'it leadership since 1972, and

the ongoing attempts by the Party to expand its class base to include
the new petty-bourgeoisie. Given the opposing material, poljtical and

ideological interests of the two fractions, the old and new petty-
bourgeoisie, the League has argued that the attempt to establjsh
representational ties with the new petty-bourgeoisje jnevjtably means

the abandonment of the interests of the old petty-bourgeoisie. This
provides the League with evjdence for its views on the way political
programmes are diverted by an jnvolvement in electoral pol itics. It
also provjdes the League with the opportunity to claim that it has

remajned faithful to the original Douglasite traditions, and its
ccmmitment to Soc'ial Credit philoscphy means that jt best represents
the concerns of the old petty-bourgeoisie. This provides a third area
of tension: what const'itutes the most appropriate pol'itical paradigm

and whether jdeological purity with the traditions of the 1930s is
important.

Soc'ial credit, in appealing to the new petty-bcurgeoisie, has

sought to distance the party from the more problematic aspects of the
Douglasite position. The League of Rights fajthfully reproduces and

articulates an interpel lat'ion that has direct links with the 1930s.
The struggle over ideology can be illustrated by the differing
attitudes to a popular-democratic interpellation that constructs ,the

people' as a 'race'. The League of Rights has contjnually sought to
invest overlapping d'iscourses with racist interpretations, and has

complained that soc'ial Credjt's leaders'do not want their members

hearing our views on race' (Christchurch press , 1g/11/19). The social
Credit leadership responded by repeatedly attackjng the racism of the
League and of Doug'las: 'New Zealand social cred'it has never Isic]
accepted the racial views that the early socred doctrinist Major
Douglas developed' (Evening Post, ZZ/B/80). But this does not alter
the dilemma for the relatively liberal leadership. In adopting this
ideological position, they face the possibi I i ty of al ienating the o1d

petty-botrrgeoisie by dismissing some of their key jdeological
assumptions whi 1e sti I I not appeal ing to other fractions and classes,
notably the new petty-bourgeoi sie. The forrnatjon of new pol 1 tical
representatjves, the weakening of ties wi th t.radi tional constituencies
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and the distribution of votes in the 1984 election (see Chapter Eight)

illustrate the prob'lems for Social Credit.

Thus, Social Credjt and the League of Rights cont'inue to

compete as to who most successfully represents the mater.ial and

ideological interests of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. The League of
Rights articulates the grievances of those rural areas and provincial
towns that have a tradition of politjcal conservatism. Thompson, when

he was National Director cf the League, claimed that the League

represented the spectrum of political views but then contradicted this
by stressing their concern for 'small business anC small farmers'
(Christchurch Press, 16/3/81). The League combines th.is with a world

view that centres on 'race' as a central explanatory variable. For

their part, many Social Crediters sympathise with this interpretation
even'if the pub'lic expressjon of support is contained by the political
liabjlity of such a move. in a dated research project, Higgens (1967:

98) found'in a survey of Social Credit supporters that 78.8% agreed

w'ith the statement that'There'is a conspiracy of international
financiers to control the world.' It is also apparent that the League

of Rights gains its support from those areas that have traditionally
been the strongest Social Credit electorates. These 'include towns

(leav'ing aside Auckland) such as Tauranga, Matamata, Rotorua,

Ashburton, Timaru, Wanganui and parts of We1'lington and Dunedin, and

rural support comes from the Bay of Plenty/tlajkato, South Taranak'i,

South Canterbury/North 0tago and North Auckland with additional
pockets in Southland and the Wajrarapa.

Supporters of the League of Riqhts

The League of Rights provides a good example of a political
sect: jt js an exclusive group focussed around an intimate core of
activists. Ideological orthodoxy emanates from a central authori ty,
i s concerned wi th doctri na I puri ty and confl i cts wi th domi nant

ideologies. 0rganisational power resides wi th the National Director,
although it is constrained by the authority that lies with Butler and
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by the noticeably weaker leadership provided by Daly in contrast with
his predecessor, Thompson. fhe sectarian message is communicated vja
meetings and publications such as 0n Target to local activists and

action groups, contrary to the perception of itself as a'grass-roots'
movement gu'ided by the 'wj l.l of the people' (cf . Samuel , lglz: 249).
As wallis (1979) indicates, the centralised nature of the group
greatly reduces the propensity to schism. There have been no major
attacks from w'ith'in the organisation. The exclusivity is maintained
by restr.icting ful I membersh'ip to somewhere between 20 and 35 people.
The reason given'is the fear of jnfiltration (christchurch Star,
7/11/81) although it js also obvjously part of a strategy to enable
those who regularly recejve League material and perhaps take part in
its activities to distance themselves from 'official' involvement with
the group. They are not members according to the definition used by

the League. The size of the core membership of the League has varied
according to the spokesperson. Thompson has stated that there are 35

full members (Radio Pacific, 1981) with nine on the formal executive.
Nearly al1 in recent years have been from Auckland or Tauranga, and

the first President, and co-founder of the League'in New Zealand, was

Sidney Wood who was replaced in 1982 by R.W. Howie. But the Executive
meeting (28/8/81) prior to the Crown Commonwealth League Conference in
Auckland involved only seven people, including the president and the
National Director. The figures of 20 (christchurch star, r/11/81) and

40 (MacGregor, National Secretary, Hera'ld, 1/Z/BZ) have also been

ment i oned.

In terms of the wider support base, which effectivery means

those who pay a yearly subscription and who recejve material from the
League, the figure has varied enormously. The original figure was

g'iven as 200 in 1972. In 1980, stratford gave the figure of 150-200
(also given in the christchurch Press, 19/11/lg), although membership

lists of the period actually name 550 people. It appears that a

number of these (approximately 130-150) withdrew their subscription
and support fol lowing the adverse publ icity of the Listener (1980) and

Eyewi tness progrdmme (1979). But the League also regained this
membership in the years that followed with the result that by the
early 1980s, there was reasonably unjversal dgreernent that the League
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numbered about 1000 jn the broad category of supporters. Thompson

coyly put the figure as'below 2000' (Christchurch Star, l/lj/81), but

others in the League put the figure at 1000 (MacGregor, Herald,
1/2/82; and Stewart Menzies, Auckland Star, 15/1/79), and this has

been supported by observers (Ke1sey, 1982; Jesson, lgBZ; Herald,
23/1 /82) .

The gains made by the League despite some critical publicity
can be attributed to the pub'lic debates 'in the early 1980s and the
League's advocacy of certai n i nterpel I ati ons w'i thj n these debates . For

example, the 1981 springbok rugby tour of New Zealand in wh'ich the
League both supported the continued contact between New Zealand and

white South Africans and argued that the anti-tour groups were part of
a conspiracy to undermine law and order in New Zealand. 0r the
debates over Maori'language and land where again the League has sought
to represent the views of Pakehas by asserting that civjlisat'ion is
represented by European culture and that the insistence on giving
Maori values and practices a much higher priority are an infringement
of individual rights, are divisive and a backward move. In this
period, both informal and formal links were established w'ith a variety
of polit'ical and religious groups who share certain basic assumptions,
even if the exact content of the'ir world views is not identical.

These early contacts between the League and other groups tended
to involve mainstream organisatjons. For instance, Butler in the
1960s and early 1970s had access to a range of service organisations
such as Rotary and Lions, and to parliamentarians jn the National
Party. In 1974, he reported:

I had a Tong discussion at Well_ington
with a group of National Opposition
Members, tinding most of then also
doninated bg the current mgths about-
the plight of the world. But one new
member...had done his homework. He
had read None Dare Ca7l. ft Conspiracg
and The Naked CapitaList...Iandl knew
.9utton's new work National Suicide
(Australian 0n TarGt, 2Zl372J.
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0n previous v'isits, he had met with Prime Minister Holyoake and certarn
Cabinet Ministers to put his case. In return, prominent Mps such as

Gair and l,/alsh deemed it appropriate to use a League meeting as a forunr

for a political speech in 1972. This acceptability begins to decline
in the late 1970s although there are still certain contacts between

the League and the National Party. The party's candidate for Napier
in 1978 listed his membership of the League as part of his biography
for the campaign, and the Minister of poljce, B. couch, attended a

League meetjng featuring Butler in 1982. His donatjon became the focus
of media attention (see Herald,21/4/B2t zz/4/Bz). couch for his part
sa'id that he had offered the vote of thanks to Butler for'having the
guts to stand up against those who rail against h'im with the usual
verbal garbage' and referred to a'racialist weapon that the communists

use against us' (Evening Post, 19/4/82). In the latter statement,
there is an acceptance of the League's interpellation on 'race
relations', especially the conspiratorial assumptions as to who js
'responsible' for racial tens'ion and debate. In the same period, other
National Party members were distancing themselves from the League of
Rights. In 1983, when the League used the National party rooms jn

New Plymouth for another Butler tour, the local MP disavowed any support
or affiliation to the group.

In terms of associations with other groups, the League forged
links with groups'in the 1960s that were seeking sim'ilar polic.ies.
The main domest j c 'i ssues revol ved around ensuri ng support f or wh j te

. governments in southern Africa and the 'identification of communism

as a major threat. 0n the first issue, the country party he]ped
organjse a public meeting in christchurch (1969) as a platform for
Butler to talk on Sm'ith's Government in Rhodesia. 0n the latter, the
New Zealand Democratic Society held a t.'lellington meetjng so that Butler
and Gost'ick could discuss communism. A Democratic Society member and

a Nat'ional Party candidate (1960, 1963,,|969), F. curry, chaired the
meeting. This League concern has been extended through new associations.
They have been active within the world Anti-communist League
internationally. Butler presented a report on communist infiltration
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in Brazil, and Donald Martin (British League of Rights) chaired the
important Committee on Political Affairs. In 1977, t^/ACL formally
adopted the League's programme for stopping financ'ial aid to
communjsts (see British 0n Target, 9/9/78 and 23/9/78 for an interest'ing
analysis). Loca1ly, this concern has been expressed through the
promot'ion of material that attributes political debates to communist

influence. For example, the League has continued to promote and sell
Fenton's book sinners at the stadium, long after.its publication and

in both Austral i a and New Zeal and ( see Austral i an 0n Target , 11 /4/75) .

simjlarly, J. calder and the Internat'ional christian Network (rcN)

recejved publ icity (see 0n Target , 4/5/79; and Austral ian 0n Target,
11/5/79). In this case, the League recommends the iCN newsletter,
they offer reprints of calder's publications and they print Calder's
material in 0n Target (see calder's comments on communism in the
contemporary church, 0n Target,29/10/84 and 12/11/84).

tJhen it comes to debate about financial matters and economic

trends, then the League has explicit ljnks wjth the Tax Reductjon

Integrity Movement in Christchurch and with Socjal Credit (see above

discussion and Appendi x 2 ). It also has direct contact wjth certain
fundamental i st rel i gi ous groups. N. Rush of the Chri stchurch Integri ty
Centre has helped organise League v'isits to Christchurch and he has

publicly stated that the Centre'has a lot in common with the League

of Rights' (Auckland Star,30/7/81). But in many cases, the links
come through supporters and activists who are involved in both the
League and other organ'isations. This type of I ink is clearly important
although it is problematic for the observer to the extent that it is
difficult to establish the style and degree of influence that can be

asserted via individual members of an organisation.

Typical is Mies 0omen, an inhabjtant of Eketahuna who migrated
to New Zealand from the Nelherlands in the early 1950s. She disclaims
membership of lhe League ('l don't want to be on the end of the sort
of vicious campaign Ben couch got...') but does agree that she organises
ttrevisits of League speakers to the wairarapa (Dasler, 198?-:11). Thus

she issues press releases publicising the content of these talks and

the League's vjews. She is a devouL Roman Catholic and involved with
the concerned Parents' Associ at ion ( she has been secretary of the
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Wairarapa branch), SPUC and the Educational Standards Assocjation.
She was active in the National Party unt'il she announced her wjthdrawal

from the Eketahuna Branch Committee'in 0n Target (15/B/83), in part

on the grounds that support for the Human Rights Commiss'ion was support

for a'Godless, classless Isic] and sexless society of a collect'ivist,
humanist and total itarian state...'. She also uses League tactics,
specifically the strategy of trying to influence opinion through the

letter columns of newspapers. She covers a broad range of publ'ications

and topics: antj-femjnism (Chal lenge Week'ly, 21/12/79); sex education
(Truth, 9/9/80); Marxism and human rights legisl ation (Even'ing Standard,

5/5/81 ) are some examples.

Another activist in the League of Rights and founder of the

group is John Stewart-Menz'ies. He was educated in Scotland and South

Africa before coming to New Zealand. He was invo1ved with the League

of Rights in the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s. He was also

a candidate for Social Credit in 1969 (Tauranga) but resigned from

the Tauranga Branch Councjl in 1970. In 1978, on a visjt to South

Africa, he received publicity for his advocacy of an antj-communist
pact between South Africa, Australia and New Zealand (South African
Djgest, 26/5/78). He has since been involved with the Voters' Assoc-
jation (at this point he claimed he was no longer with the League of
Rights) and then it was announced in Attack (0ctober-November-December

1982) that he was the Bay of Plenty organjser for New Force (ruationalist
l,Jorkers Party).

The Act i v'i t i es of the League of R i gh ts

The League conducts it,s campaigns in a variety of ways. In

some instances, it adopts a high profile approach with large amounts

of money being spent on publlcity. 0r it may seek to use a request

for a poli t ici an to adopt a particular stance on pol icy as the bas'is

for a press release. But the bulk of the activity is done rather more

quietly and specifjcally around smal I groups or cel ls called Action
Groups. The intentjon of these is to influence opinion and opinion-
makers, primari 1y through letter-wri ting campdigns. The strategy of
relying upon smal I groups dates from the Social Credit 'electoral
campdigns' in Australia in the 1930s (see Richmond, 197/:70):
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[rhe]...propagation of the gospeT
depends upon the activities of
enthus:asts working in ceJl groups,
applging pressure on poTiticians and
other infl-uentiaLs via xhe use of
front' organisations. ..

This type of strategy was outlined by Douglas in 1935 and put into
practice by the New Times group, including Butler, soon afterwards.
The ph'ilosophy centres around the intimacy of a small group. It is
relatively easy to reinforce a particular world view and to sustain
it against criticism from other sources. Hence these groups provide

a cultic mi l'ieu which enables the reproduct'ion of o1d petty-bourgeoi s

interpellat'ions in a private ideological domain.

A number of small groups are actjve throughout New Zealand,

and they meet to draft letters (Stratford, 1980). Letter-writing is
seen as one of the most effective strategies for an individual and

a 'valuable method of spreading information' (0n Tarqet , 23/4/84) .

Guidelines ex'ist to he'lp the groups, advising them as to the most

effectjve approach and format. 'Socjal Dynamics' courses are conducted

from time to time, or else courses are supplied by correspondence,

and these provide members with certajn skills. 0n Target suggests

topics and the format for the Act'ion Groups every second week. For

example, one 0n Target (26/4/83) suggested that Actjon Groups might
like to promote the pamphlet, New Zealand Needs the Royal Family, they
should offer support to the Pahiatua Branch of the National Party for
its remit calling for the abol'ition of the Human Rights Commission

and its legislation and the Geraldjne Branch of the same party for
its oppositjon to taxation. In addjtion, there are excerpts ('models')
from letters published by League activists in newspapers around the
country. There were two letters from the Dominion (di sarmament, HART),

a letter from the Christchurch Press (on Zjmbabwe and 'tribal conflict')
and two letters from the Taranaki Herald (attackinq New Zealand's
welcome to the Chjnese Premier).

The strategy of conducting campaigns via the letter columns

of newspapers derives from the 1930s, but it was more extensively used
'in Australia in the 1960s, and subsequently ref ined 'in both Australia
and New Zealand. tt al lows opinions to be expressed publ icly without
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indicating their source or the pol itical attachment of the writer.
It appears that independent citizens are expressing commonly felt
vjews, even on matters relating to the League. Thus after attacks
on the League, letters to the 0amaru Mail (see letters by Tyson and

Martin, Oamaru Mail , 15/1/81 and 16/1/81 ) defended the League from

a seemingly objective or non-affiliated stance. And newspaper editors
are usually unaware that their paper is being used jn this way (see the
response of the editor of the Taranaki Daily News, Herald, 25/5/81).
0ne observer, himself a newspaper reporter (see McLoughlin, Radio

Pacjfic, 1981), checked the origin of these letters. He took all letters
relating to taxation, Human Rights Commission, unions and the New

Internat'ional Economic 0rder. There were 50 letters and he checked

the names given against the telephone book and electoral roll. 0n1y

four of the names and addresses were real, and he concluded that a

few people were writing numerous letters with false names.

is provided in a circular
copies of New Zealand

s that the following groups

(1) LocaL churchmen Isic] (ministers,
'keq peopl-e in the congregation')

(2) LocaL nedia (see Editox or chief
reporter )

(3) partu (poTitical) officials
(4) keg members of the communitg 1m;tgor,

citg councilTors, service c.lubs -
Rotarg, Lgons Isic], Teaders of
industrg groups and trade union
officials)

And don't forgct the most inportant
womcn's groups - thc: po\ential hct'a is
amaz inq .

These groups are the focus for letters, pamphlets and cal ls, as Leaque

members attempt lo pul their point of view, but withouL ident.ifying
their affiliation, at least with the League. The leLters published
in the local newspaper help reinforce the image that their interpretation
is supported by a significant number of people.

The League also operates via'access org,lnisations' which

camouflage the group's involvement in issue-politics. For example,
the League of Rights has been directly involved in the establishment
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of the Institute for Alternative Energy, the South Africa Friendship
Foundation and the Council for a Free New Zealand since 1980, but the

organisation that has had one of the highest profiles is the Voters'
Association. The Voters' Associations are one means whereby the League

attempts to influence the formal po1 jtical (electoral ) process. The

Voters' Assocjation , or Voters' Po1 icy Associations (VPA) as they
were known in Australja, first appeared in 1964 (see Rjchards and

Edwards,1972 and Nat'ion Review,16-22/12/72). The VPA was based on

cells of six members and coordinated at state, regional and district
'level by a chairperson (Grassby, 1979). The more sophisticated organi-
sation and approach began in Murray in 1971, and by 1977 was firmly
established throughout victoria. A central part of their operation
was the attempt to get candidates to sign a contract on issues such

as taxation and relat'ions with South Africa. New Zealand's voters'
Association was formed jn mid-i981 in Tauranga. One of the prime movers

was John Stewart-Menzies (although he immediately denied that he was

a member of the League of Rights any 'longer - see Herald, 20/7/B1r).
The expressed aim was to try and establish a'more direct democracy'

and to express a concern with party politjcs. The links with the League

were the subject of media comment (Herald, 20/7/81) and the associa-
tion was confirmed by the fact that the League promoted the voters'
Association questionnaire (Circular, 14/11/81) and the results were
published in the League of Rights'New Zealand First (tne flrst issue
promoted the questionnaire whilp the second actually spent considerable
space on reporting the results).

The Council for a Free New Zealand illustrated a slighily
different approach in that this 'front' organisation noL only soughL

to exploit public concerns but to do so via al ljances with cultural
symbols and organisations that possess a relatively high legitimacy.
The public concern centred during the ear'ly 1980s on the United Nations
Convention on the Elimination of Al1 Forms of Discrirnination Againsl
Women. Many rel igious and morals groups opposed i ts rat i ficat iorr in
a campdign lhroughout 1984, culminating in organised opposition during
a series of public meelings held by the newly-elected Labour Governrne'nr.

The League was one org.lnisaLion that soughL to mobilise public concern
and it began by offering a strategy that Butler had picked up in
Manitoba, to petition the Governor-General on the grountls that ratificat-ion
contravened sovereignty (see 0n Target, '15/10/84). The counci I for
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a Free New Zealand was the organisational front for the distribution
of the petition and supportive material, beginning in September-0ctober

1984. (There was a paral lel organjsat'ion active in Australia at the
same time called Council for a Free Australia). The campaign also
involved Chrjstians for Life and individuals such as B. Buckley, pastor
at the North Shore Fa'ith and Bjble Centre. Legitimacy was sought by

identifying with Chrjstian organisations and symbols, although most

were fundamentalist. The League's publ'ications, 'including the petition
and its support'ing arguments, were widely distrjbuted through the network
provided by fundamental ist churches 'in New Zealand, and letter-writing
campaigns were also used. One sympathetic MP, G.E. Lee (Hauraki )

stated that he had recejved 5000 letters or telegrams opposing the
Convent'ion. He denied contact wjth the League although he commented

that the convent'ion was a 'socjalist document' echoing the League's
'ideological posit'ion (Eveninq Post, 4/12/84). The moral indignation
of the League was matched jn this instance by that of other groups,

and alljances were established, at least for the duration of the public
debate.

But not all the League's act'ivities are covert. The League

of Rights has conducted a number of surveys on various issues.
These have been based on inviting a response to newspaper advertise-
ments and the results have been presented in media releases. For

instance, in 1980, the League jnvited a response to a suggestjon that
the Soviet Unjon should be the subject of boycotts as a result of jts
'invasion of Afghanistan. The first advertisement appeared in Truth
(26/2/80) and was followed by large advert'isements in the Herald,
Domjnion, Christchurch Press and the 0taqo Daily Times. The advert'ise-
ments included a brief description of the a'ims of the League of Rights.
They have a'lso produced materjal such as New Zealand First to publicise
their views. This publication was printed in 1981 and there were two

separate editions. Two hundred and fifty thousand were publ ished
(production costs were 3.3 cents per copy). The idea for this came

initial ly from Australia where it was tried jn the Senate elections
in Queensland (Age, 7/10/80). Some 100,000 copes of Queensland First
were distributed in support of Flo Bjelke-Peterson's candidature.
These publications provide a direct channel to the public, not medjated

by the often critical media, and the League has offered an image of
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an organ'isation committed to Christian precepts, the Monarchy and

patriotism, and has underplayed its apocalyptic and racist position.

The fjnal public act'ivity that the League engages in has been

speaking tours. Butler is the most frequent speaker, and he has toured

New Zealand sjnce 1960 'in 1962, '1963, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1974,

1976,1977,1979,1981. During the 1960s, he commanded qu'ite a lot of

uncritical attention, and he was able to get access to PM Holyoake

(1962) and in 1963, his tour included 35 lectures and three radio
programmes. When he spoke to the New Zealand Constitutjonal Society,
the vote of thanks was given by Sir Mathew Oram, former speaker of
the House. 0n his 1966 tour, he met with Government members includ'ing
Sir Leslie Munro, and in Christchurch, he spoke to Rotary, the Junior
Chamber of Commerce and the Chrjstchurch Officers Club, mainly on the

topic of Rhodesia. A typica'l tour would'include speeches in l,/hangare'i

(in 1976, the chair was taken by the then MP, J. Elliot), Wellington,
Oamaru, Timaru, Ashburton, Dunedin, Christchurch, Palmerston North,
Tauranga and Auckland. This was his 1976 tour itinerary. His topics
have included'Behind the Scenes of t,lorld Unrest - Background to the
Establishment of a One l.lor'ld Government' (Auckland, December 1g7g),

'Can Ronald Reagan Halt the Cornnunist Advance? The Causes of the
Collapse of Civilisation' (Dargav'i11e, April 1981) and'Breaking the
Monopoly of Party Pol'itics' (Whangarei, April 1981). But in talking
in a public context, Butler invjtes public debate and opposition.
He first faced protesters in New Zealand in 1963 at the University
of canterbury. By 1967, he had to contend w'ith protesters in Dunedin

and l'lellington, and anti-aparthe'id groups provided opposition during
his 1969 and 1970 tours By the late 1970s, it was only in the smaller
centres that he could hope for trouble-free meetings. The League

adopted a slightly different poljcy'in the face of this opposition.
It was stjll important that Eutler cont'inue to tour because he ensured
publicity - as well as notoriety. But the meetings at which the world
view and faith of the supporters is reinforced takes place wjth other
speakers at separate meetings. Thus, jn 1981, Thompson, Gostjck and

Lee all toured in additjon to Butler. These tours were relatively low

key and 'involved small meetings with League supporters. And the League

used other means for the d'iscussion of in-group matters. From the mid-
1970s on, social Dynamics courses or Anti-subversion schools were

one such means. They allow the development of skjlls in a non-critical
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envjronment, especially skills in pressuring groups and individuals.
These are settings which rely on intensive work by the participants.
An Anti-Subversion School in Christchurch in 19BZ involved 30 League

members jn a 7 hour course. In fact the bulk of the League's actjvities
are conducted wjthin the confines of the group. This allows the

relatively free expression of ideas in private, and when the League

does expose its views in a public forum, usually some care is taken

in deciding how this should take place and what benefits will result.

Al I these activjties require financing, and an important part

of the League's operations js devoted to ensuring some regular income.

Finance tends to come from two obvious sources. The sale of books

and published material provides an income while the second source involves
donations. Typically, the League has a target for the latter ($10,000

in 1979/80, $12,000 in 1980/81, $10,000 in 1981/82) and supporters
are constantly reminded through 0n Target of the amount set and the

amount reached as donations come in. This annual appeal'is said to
pay for the Nationa'l Director's salary and to subsidise the bookshop

and library. But in 1980, the public campaign of the League required
a considerable amount of money. The advertjsements in the newspapers

cost $4932.50. The League claimed that these advertisements attracted
large donations '...amounting to about $20,000' (Evening Post, 3A/3/81).
Thompson has said that book sales, national appeals and col'lections
at meetings make up the djfference between the money collected from

the yearly basic fund and this expenditure. But one estjmate put the

League's expenditure at $50,000 per year (Herald,23/1/81), and even

allowing for substantial income from these additional sources, there
still seems to be a gap. There are few clues as to where else money

could come from al though there are occasional indications of help.

Wa wistt to m.tke tltis .t vt:rq sp<:ci,t I

occa.s' ion so, th roucJlt th<: k irrtlrtc,:;:; o f
S i r Ilcn rrl K<: L I ihc'r , a C<;nla t-c,nc'<) Rrxtnt
ol tltt: Rorl,tl Inte,rnat iort.tI lk>t:<: I. . .

lt,ts baort rc,*:rvcrl f'o r tt:; | [,a,tt1ttt: tt l'
Ristrt:s1 . . . (!g4_t-11g_Rig[, 14, 19/6) .

lqe_olggl1_gn4 the New Zealand League of Ri_ghq!

For the casudl reader, the use of'r'dce'as probably the central
concept in the League's ideology is not immediately apparerrl from its
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publ icat'ions. The bulk of 0n Target, for instance, wi I I deal with
economic and social matters of the moment with perhaps some suggestions
concern'ing reading. The comments are seemingly innocuous and defy

any immediate classjfication as radical or racist. The point is that
the expression of their argument.is codified by taking words that have

a common meaning and giving them a different ideological sense. The

second leve'l of meaning which is shared by the League's supporters

employs certajn cue words, and the juxtaposition of these reduces the
poss.ibility of alternative explanations. The'ideology of the League

of Rights can be understood once it is accepted that'race'const'itutes
one of the key concepts. It has extensive explanatory power and a

series of arguments or ideological positions develop from this central
concept.

The League's conception of 'race' derives from a number of
nineteenth and twentjeth century sources but its direct lineage can

be traced through Major C.H. Douglas and Eric Butler. The work of
Douglas offers the high text of the League's'ideology and is treated
as an interpretat'ion of the soc jal wor'ld of almost rel ig'ious standing.
The low text, or interpretat'ive material 'is provided by Butler who

expands upon the original Douglasite arguments and incorporates recent
material into the world view. This interpretative function js carried
a stage further by local writers such as Thompson or Daly who apply
Butler's material to the New Zealand situat'ion.

The League's view on 'race' develops from certain central themes

The essential assumpt.ion js that 'races' are not equal. They have

consistently asserted that racial equality is a myth.

One ot tha most rl;tngerous of th<: martq
danqcrous ngths in the wor.Id t-cxlaq is
that "al I r.t(res arlc Lrquat" (Aus[ral ian
0n Tarqet , 14/7 /72)

The League employs any supportive scienti fic I i terature and uses

examples freely to prove i ts point. They develop this argument to
show that there is a 'natura I pref erence' for one's owrr 'r,tce' and

thal the mixing of 'races' inevitably produces confl ict.
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I It is the] . . . "Natural waq" to
prefer fone's] own race... a

bioTogicalTq serviceabTe ngth designed
bg nature to secure group unltq and
cohesion and to nourish a cuTture which
wi7l give the individuafs concerned a

spirituat- home (British 0n Target,
23/e /78) .

Thus a group that does not discrim'inate in favour of itself and'of
its own traditions and culture, is engaged jn committing suicide'
(Australian 0n Target, 4/6/76). Racjsm is therefore something natural

and positive.

A "racist" is a person who observes
that not onTg are there basic differences
between individuals, but even greater
basic differences between races. The
materiafistic l-eve7lers, including the
Marxists, jnsist that al7 human beings
are basicallg the same. . . (Austral i an 0n
Target, 22/12/72).

And:

On the subject of what is loosefg termed
'racism' , we accept the realitg of the
diverse characteristics and attributes of
races. ...we beTieve that everg nation has
the natural right to preserve its own
characteristics (Thompson in Stratford,
1980:12).

If'races'do come into contact, then conflict is inevitable. Eutler
has argued that 'race relations' have 'deteriorated rapid'ly' with the

arrival of Pacifjc Islanders jn New Zealand (Austral ian 0n Tarqet,

5/11/76) and that this produces friction that wil'l develop into a

vjolent explosion if 'races' 'are forced aga'inst each other' (Au$Ie]_lin

0n Target,5/10/73). They endorse this view by using the imagery of
contamjnatjon and of invasion. For example, Pacifjc Islanders have

been said to be resporrsible for an increase in hookworrn, leprosy and

TB in New Zealand (Australian 0n Target,22/3/74).

Apart from the associat.ion of 'race' with nation and the bel iefs
concerning equal ity and contact, 'r.rce' is also bel ieved to be the

source of the creative and material achievements of a group. Civi I isa-

tion is a direct reflection of racial characteristics and lherefore
New Zea land has ach ieved what i t has because i t was 'exp lrrred artd

developed by people of predominantly British stock - Engl ish, Scots,
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Irish and Welsh' (Australian 0n Target, 24/12/70). Matters of
government, of values, law and language are all related to'race'and
there are obvious benefits for those of'British stock'to have access

to this rac'ial heritage. And it is this 'British stock' which is
defined as being a'race'(although usage is often vague and relies
on shared assumpt'ions). In emphasising jts own racial mythology, the
League seeks to inva'lidate other claims to pol'it'ica1 rights. The use

of Aotearoa to refer to New Zealand has been said to be oart of a

'Marxist-Revolutionary' plan and:

The term is a denial of true historg,
because it attempts to portrag the
pre-European New ZeaLand popuTation as
a single united group, which of course
it is not (0n Target , 29/10/84).

Establishing the'racial pedigree' of the British js critical to the
League's interests as is the den'ial of claims concerning'competing,
raci al groups.

Black Africa'is used as a contrast on these points. A survey
of 0n Targets for a three month period shows that between 20 and 25%

of each issue was given over to articles on Africa or Africa was used

in the discussion to make some point. The League's position is quite
unambiguous: stories of torture and death are used to characterise
the civilisation of Black Africa, with its'tribal'pol'itics and lack
of civilisat'ion per se, while South Africa ind'icates the civilising
influence of white rule. Iron'ica11y, a recurrent theme is the lack
of freedom and democracy in Black Africa which contrasts with the
League's cynicism about democratic institutions and its support for
the South African right to practise aparthejd. But the League also
views separate development as one effective means of preserving 'race'
and nation.

J<-'wi:;lt Icadcrs .trc much n()ra real ist ic:
about tttis rlttestion of saparate rleve7<>Jt-
ment tharr nost. 'ltt<:r1 nakc, it quitt:
<:Ic.ar th.tt inrl i:;criminatc' irtta<Jrat i<;n i.s
thc ma j<> r th rcat to the p rese rvat ittn t> l'
the Jcwistt Ldentitq. . . .Tltt L'ur()p(lan irt
Souttt Af r icit Lt<t l.tis t lte sam<: v i<-'w
rc.a I is inq th.tt- .separatcr de.veloptne:nt is thc-
onlq w;tr1 in wltich tt,c can pre:;errve: his
identiry artd culture (Australian 0n TargeL,
22/3/74).
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The League js fu1 ly aware of the literature and feelings of its opponents

but tends to view the advocacy of racial equality as part of a communist

conspiracy. One of the major addresses at the Crown Commonwealth

League Conference in Auckland (1981) was concerned with the 'manipulation
of racial minorjties to promote revolution, and eventual 1y Soviet

control, of free countries I ike Austral ia and New Zealand' (Christchurch

Press, 2/11/82). And the Springbok rugby tour opponents were described

as revolutionaries in training undertaking what Trotsky ca1 led dry

runs or invisible manoeuvres. But the League has also modified its
arguments in light of recent developments, and has specif.ical 1y used

I iberal notions and logic concerning col lective justice to support

its own position. In recent decades, it has been acceptable to defend

the cultura'l practices and traditions of minority ethnic groups on the

grounds that this autonomy and self-determinatjon is a critical part

of socjal justice. The League now employs similar arguments to justify
white separatism and autonomy and to argue the case for those institutions
and practices that are held to represent 'white' jnterests. The preser-

vation of the dom.inance of these institutions and practices in New

Zealand is cons'idered essential to the maintenance of'white' (or Anglo-

Saxon, or British) cjvjlisation.

The League's explicit advocacy of various racist arguments

has meant that they have accepted the label of racist although they

reject any notion that they are fascjst (Letter, Listener,24/11/79).
fhejr commitment to doctrines of racial d'ivjsion and biological determini:
is undoubted and they seek an idea'l world order of separate racial
structures either wjthin nations or preferably between natjons. But

there are various lacunae. They have difficulty establ ishing a racial
pedigree for New Zealand and of findjng a suitable label to identify
what Lhey regard as being the local 'white race'. There is also very

little material to indicate what they would like to see done about

Maori and Pacif ic Is'land communi lies. Thc're are frequent attacks on

those agencies such as the National Councjl of Churches or the 0ffice
of the Race Relations Conci liator who are seen as promoting racial
equal ity, but conversely there are few exdrnples of the institutjonal
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They support the South African system of apartheid
cat'ions but it 'is not clear that they would like t
of a s.imi lar approach in New Zealand.

g i ven the

wi th some

o see the
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chance.3

qualifi-
adop t i on

Anti-Sem.itism and the League of Rights

The League has consistently included in its analysis of events

comment on the role of Jews. This derives historically from the writings
of Douglas and of Butler (for a discussion of Douglas's anti-semitism,
see Buchman, 1983, Chapter 5). Butler expanded on Dougl as's arguments,

most notably in a book published in 1946, The internationa'l Jew. The

book attrjbutes most of the world's major conflicts and problems to
the machjnatjons of Jews (see Spoonley, 1981). Butler is often reminded

of the virulence of the views expressed in the book and his normal response

is to say that they do not represent the views of the League of Rights.
But the arguments can still be'identified in the contemporary material
available from the New Zealand League of Rights. As Thompson commented

in 1979:

...aLthough the'Protocols' were said
to be a forgerg Mr ButLer had Tooked
at
to show how theg had predicted 'with
uncanng accutacg' the actuaT course of
events. Mr Thompson aTleged this
included Zionist concrol of the news
media and international- finance.. -

'chere's an international Zionist
conspiracA, hand in hand with other
international financial orqanis,tt ions'
(Chrj stchurch Press , 19/11 /79) .

The fundamental analysis offered by Douglas and Butler has been

wh i le the expression of i t has been updated. Lexical substi tut
softens the message for publ ic consumption whi le the meaning is

re ta i ned

ion

the

3. These 'oversights' might wel I be del iberale as the di sclosure of
pol icies of 'separate development' or i ts equivalent for the New
Zealand setting would be politically damaging. The political and
institutional products of the League's jdeological positjon might
profi lably be left vague.
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same for those who understand the system of signs. 'Jew' 'is often
replaced by'International Finance','Zionist' or'financjal
orthodoxy' (depending on the context 'in the last case), wh'ile other
'conspirators' are identified as'0ne [,Jorlders','Internationaljsts',
'lntegrationist' or 'Aliens'. In this way, the League hopes to avoid

the poljtical ljability that comes w.ith being'identified as anti-
Sem.itic. In fact, they would deny that they are anti-Semitic or anti-
Jewi sh.

The League of Rights has never expressed
ang view which coufd accuratelg be
described as anti -Jewish, and we have
aTwags maintained that the rank-and-fiLe
Jews have been more expToited for
propaganda and subversive purposes tian
non-Jews. The League is opposed to
Zionisn for the sarne reason it opposes
Communism - it is totafitarian (0n Target,
5/12/83) .

The arguments that initially came from 0ouglas concerned the

financial control that the Jews were said to exert jnternationally and

local'ly, and through this domination, a concern to inst'itute a new world
order.

?he essence of the 'Jewish problen ' js the
'Chosen Race' clain undergirded bq a
collectivist philosophg which e-leyates the
group over the individual. As Douglas sajd
in Social- Credit. the first requirement for
resolving the problem js to break up the
dominance of the group. This requires
financial and econonic policics which

:;;z:i:";:":" 2::::1' ;]:,i7' ",1 ;;, 
r ew i s h

Eric D. Butlar shows in his Rc. laasinrJ
Ra,t I itg , ;t 1o17 ical r<:su 1t o I- ttrc ,Jutl,t ic
philosophy (New Tjmes, March 19S1).

0r'iginally, and in line wiLh interpreLalions of the Protocols of the

Learned Elders of Zion, Jews were sdid fo exercise this financial
control indc'pendent r-rf other groups. Brrt as thc'twentieth century has

advanced t-he League, alorrg with other groups in this tradition, has

incorporated new elements and arguments. 0ne is the notion that there
is col lusiort between Jew and communist. Anti-commurrist sentiments have

d currency that has been den ied ant i-Serni t i sm s i rrce the 'r'eco i I ef fect
of the Holocaust' (Hobsbawrn, 1980). Thus evidence is sought of Jewish
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support for commun.ism and vice versa. 0n Target (5/12/83) summarises

some of the key arguments. It is claimed that the early communjsts

were Jewish (the reference'is to D. Fahey's book, The Rulers of Russia,

1938); that there is a relat'ionship between communism and Zionism

and that both are backed by the same group (D. Reed's book, The Controversj
of Zjon is recommended); and that the Soviet Union was the most vocal

group supporting the establishment of the State of Israel. The focus

on Jew'ish nationalist sentiments, in particular Zionism, has also marked

more recent express'ions of the ant'i-Semitic arguments of the League.

Israel has provided the League with an example of the'power of Jews

to obtain what they want', in this case a homeland, and has also allowed

them a lexical sidestep. The preferred description of Jews is now

Zionist as it avoids the criticism that the League js anti-Jewish per se.

Indeed, the League uses books such as Koestler's The Thirteenth Tribe
to argue that there is no such thing as a Semitic'race'because Jews

are in fact descended from Khazars. It js thereby'impossible to be

racist against a group that is not a'race' (see 0n Target,5/12/83).
They also complain that Z.ionjsm (and the'race question') are no-go

areas in public debate and this 'i'llustrates' the influence of mass

conditjoning (see British 0n Target, 23/9/78). One'example'of this
conditionlng and of the power to remove jssues from public debate is
the view that the Holocaust is a post-war myth that is designed to
encourage sympathy for Jewish concerns, and specifjcally for the State
of Israel. The material for this argument comes from contemporary

campaigns conducted in the USA (lnstitute for Historjcal Research) or
Europe (National Front, Verral, Irving). League supporters recommend

such books as Harwood's (a pseudonym for Verra'l of the British National
Front) Did six Mi I I ion Real ly Dje?

We r,ttc llarwood's bor>k on th<: Six
Mi I Ii<;tt as i ntcrcst-ing but racornmand
Dr Butz's work, Tttc l{oax ol tha
Twcntieth Centt)rU as thc nost v.tluable,,
r1c,t producad. 'ltta sttbjact ot t/rc Six
t"l i. I L i<;rr i s not- mt: ra Ir1 an academ ic ctna ,
it rcrlate.s tct tltc-- ryut--sti<trt of
irtt-arn.ttitn,tl p()war pt>Iitics arrtl thc
r<tIt-' r>t propaqanda (Thompson, L istener,
19/4/80).

As W.A. Ross (L i stener , 5/4/80) commented, these

researched and documented refutations of such an

books are 'we I I -

ex term i nat i on prograrnme'
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The following quotation brings together many of the elements contained

in the League's beliefs about Jews and their power and purpose.

. . . the Zionists have expanded,
nultipTied and sublinated and
projected their wartime dead as a
weapon of psgcho-politicaL warfare
never before experienced in historg...
['lltis has procluced ] feelings of guilt
and responsibilitg, for what was done,
or supposed to have been done, to the
Jews- - - -This conditioning of the minds
of mill-ions ias been made to serve two
apparentlg contradictorg purposes: to
advance a chauvinist Zionist nationalism
bq shielding it from examination and
criticism and sinuftaneousTg to advance
one world anbitions which require the
obl-iteration of everg manifestation of
genuine national sovereigntg except onLg
one, of course, the Zionistt (British 0n
Target, ?3/9/78).

The destruct'ion of this national sovereignty is possjble with the

destruction of racial purity and strength; 'deracial ising' as the

League describes it. This is done in varjous ways, including the

advocacy of multiculturalism, which the League believes can not work,

and by undermining the major institutjons and traditions of racial
groups. Jews are said to be helped in this by various organisatjons
that are either Jewish or commun'ist control led. These include: the

United Natjons, the World Counci I of Churches, the Il luminati, the

Bilderbergers and the Trilateral Commission. For most people, many

of these groups have little politica'l significance but for the League

of R ights, and other radical right-wing groups, they indicate the

obvious advance of a new world order, or the New International Economjc

0rder (NIE0). Butler has even commented that the National Government

in New Zealand was committed in the late 19/0s to the'new international
order in line with "Zionist" aims'. Behind th'is conspiracy were '2000

years of experience to back the assertion that a group of people had

got together to formulate such policies' (Christchurch Press, 21/11/79).

Conspiracy and the Leaque of Riqhts

The concern of the League with Jews and communists also encapsulat
the rel iance on a conspiracy theory. Buchrnan (1983, Chapter 4) argues
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that jt is a conspiratorial conception of politics and history that
djstjnguishes the League of Rights from other po1 itjcal partjes and

pressure groups in New Zea'land. The nature of this conspiracy has

already been referred to in many of the quotations and comments made

above and it is certainly a crit'ical feature of the League's wor'ld

view, although there are other aspects, including dn explicit anti-
Semitism, that mark it as being different from other political organi-
sations. The conspiracy is held to involve Jews, commun'ists and fellow-
travellers. It is always a matter of concern to the League that many

otherwise wel l-intentioned people are helping these conspirators.
And they see evidence of this conspiracy in quite disparate phenomena.

Angone who helps further the idea
that the worl-d is threatened with
a revivaf of Nazism, is consciousTg
or unconsciouslg, serving tfie cause
of Int.ernationaf Communism. The
philosophg of the Nat.ional Socia-l,ists
in Germang was verg simiLar to that
of the Communists. . . ( Intel I igence
Survey, January 1960).

The many books and pamphlets either published or promoted by the League

of Rights attest to the importance they place on the conspiracy and

indicate its nature (see Appendix 8 ). The ev'idence 'is to be found

in the opposition to apartheid, which the League sees as benefitting
communists and certain Jews (see 8 0'C'lock, 7 /4/81), the activities
of organisations such as the Un'ited Nations, the World Council of
Churches or the World Bank (see Thompson, Media Times, August 1981),

the anti-national nature of capital ism ( Intel I igence Survey, March

1981) or the activ'ities of a group like the Par'liamentarians for Wor

Order (see Herald,23/1/82: 23/5/83). The'undermining of the fami

provides direct evidence of the actions of the conspiracy.

The League sees, along with groups such as Credo and Concerned

Parents Association, attacks on 'the fami ly' as an important strategy
in the subversion of Christian values and the advocacy of'one-worldisrn'
The education system and the media are two cri tical insti tutions in

lhis process. An article by Mrs B. Faithfull (of Credo), published

by the League of Rights (see New Zealand's Sex Educatjon Scandal.

ld

ly'

The Fac ts, n. d. ) , sums up the argumen t :
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.. - . this pTan for sociaT change
invol-ves the imposing upon the
peopTe of the West an alien belief
sgstem, and without their knowledge
and consent. [Theg are]...won over
to the man-centred Isic], atheistic,
anti-authoritg phiTosophg of SecuTar
IIuman.ism.

She then goes on to discuss the way in which'neo-Marxists' in Germany

are using sexuality to destroy the 'moral order of Germans'.

Mang believe that we are victins of
a secret totalitarian world wide
conspiracg to destabiTize nations of
the West and overthrow Western
democracg...

Elsewhere, the League (Thompson, Personal Interview, 30/7/81 ) has

identified Fabian socialism as the group responsible for sex educat'ion

and an identifying characteristic is the 'reluctance' to admit to a

supernatural bei ng. Simi'larly on i ssues such as taxat'ion or South

Africa, parallel motives and machinatjons are seen. Butler has argued

that taxat'ion is one of the greatest'weapons used by this "conspiracy"
Ii.e. the Zionist consp'iracy] to achieve its aims..., (Chrjstchurch
Press, 21/11/79). Equally, South Africa and formerly Rhodesia were

seen as important bastions against the communist advance. The League

has maintajned links with groups'in South Africa (Butler made thirteen
trips between 1963 and 1981) and the Crown Commonwealth League

Conference (Auckland, 1981) agreed to encourage the establishment
of South Afrjca Friendship organisations to suppcrt the
continuation of white government in the face of African 'savagery and

communist ambitions'. Thus the League constructs an interpretation
of world history that can place most activitjes and events in a

systematic analysis and behind these developments are certain groups.

Everything can be related to this analysis, ds Butler has commented

( Interview wi th Radio New Zealand, not broadcast, March 19B1 ):

. , . e.' i tlte r wh,tt- is ttappen inrl irt tltc
wt r Id i s ,t rc..su I t- o l' shicr: r <:ltancc ,

in othc,r wor<ls what t cal I r"he v i I Lttlc'
i<l i<-tt the:<t t'11 o f It isto r 11 s<t f-lt,tt ilt()Ltrr:;
no one is re:spr>tts ib le,' f rt r .trttlt h inq , or
some individuals are trtling t-o
consc ittus Iy nake h j.stortl .
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Butler, dnd the League, are firmly of the latter opinion. And for
these reasons, they adopt very specific political positions on a range

of social and economic issues.

These positions jnclude opposition to compulsory unionism

(Central Leader, 2/5/78), a commitment to 'free-enterprise' principles
and opposition to the activities of the state and of big business.

It also includes a cynicism about democracy and about the central
inst.i tutions of the modern democratic state. Butler, for i nstance,

has consistently raised questions about the efficacy of democracy,

and has argued that at its worst, democracy leads to the'anti-Chrjstian
policy of collectivjsm and centralisation' (Butler in Levesque, n.d.:5).
A major threat is seen as coming from the fact that 'so-called
polit'ical parties have continued to move further and further towards

the soc'ialists' (Radjo New Zealand 'interview with Eutler, 1981, not

broadcast).

Wisdon never has - except in small
decentralised groups - resided in
najorities. The egalitarian crg of
"one man, one vote" wiLL never produce
sane govexnment. . . (Intel Iigence Survey,
June-Ju1y 1966).

Richards and Edwards (1972:105) argue that the League was constrained
by this view of politics because involvement in the democratic electoral
process contradi cted i ts ph i 1 osophy.

The conspiratorial world-view which
infects much of the League's ideoTogg
extends to the partv sgsten ot
government, whictt it disdains, and the
parliamentarq sgstem, whiclt it distru.st)^
(Richards and Edwards, 1972:105).

Butler's preferred system is a society ruled by an aristocracy of
'experts and officials' (Stratford, 1980:21) while Thornpson has stated
a preference for the constitutional monarchy that characterised
Britain over 100 years ago, and he argues that non-party pol itics
existed perfectly well for 500-600 years (Personal Interview, 30///81).
In practical terms, the League has attempted to al ter the nature of
politics in New Zealand and Australia for some time, arrd the strategy
has revolved around altering the party basis of politics. The suggested
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system would be run on the understanding that members of parliament

would be guided by loya'lty to the wishes of their electorate. This

assumes that people wil'l be united on basic issues, for example

taxation, rather than split on party lines (Thompson, Personal Inter-
view, 30/7/81). The League sees itself as a critical factor in
ensuring that this change comes about, and they are helped by groups

such as the Voters Associat'ion and TRIM, both of whom have conducted

campaigns on a similar platform, the Voters Association in 1981, and

TRIM in two expensive and far-reaching campaigns in 1981 and 1984 (see

the previous chapter). The League perceives 'itself as art'iculating
the concerns of'the people' and as representing the'sma'11 person'

against the major power blocs in soc'iety. They are 'independent',
motivated by the highest possible interests, and they seek to restore
decency and participation in po1 itics.

;;;:,',r iziT ::,. :1::i' 
"1' 

z,l' 33,1",,. ",parties and hoTd then up to pub'Lic view,
as we77 as introducing new eTements that
gou are going to see a lot more of in
the future like exposing internationaT
power movements....we are rather unique
in the sense that our power base js not
the popular vote and therefore we are
our own rnasters (Thompson, Personal
Interview, 30/7 /81).

The League goes on to state that i t can not be 'bought or int'im'idated' ,
that reality is not a'matter of opjnion to be decided by counting

heads', or that the League seeks power or popularity (Australian on

Target, 24/12/70). If oppositjon does occur then it is likely to be

a'Communist-inspired ploy' to discredit them (Cfrristchurch Star,
7/11/81) and it is further evidence of the effectiveness of the Leaque's

campaign (@,3/3/72).

Eric Butler: A Profi le

activit
New Zea

in the

Buller has

ies of the

l and League

continuing

been cri tical to both the establ ishment and cont inued

League of Rights in New Zealand. fle is the mentor of

aclivjsts arrd the sirrgle most irrrportanL propaqarrdist

reinterpreIalion of League ideology. Plus his
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repeated tours to New Zealand and the circulation of his analyses of
local events to supporters warrant the inclusion of his profi le.

Butler first became involved in the Austral ian Social Credit
movement when he was 21. In the 1930s, he was a speaker and a writer
(under the name John Clifford) for New Tjmes (see, for example, New

Times, 26/6/42). By the late 1930s, he was a major speaker and

travel 1 ing extensively to carry the Social Credit message throughout
victoria and other parts of Australia. After the second world |.Jar,

and an enquiry into his propaganda role during the War, Butler was

instrumental jn forming the League. In addit.ion, he continued his
association with New Tjmes as a d'irector. In the early 1950s, he took
a more direct role jn Australian politics. He stood for Deakjn'in
the 1951 Federal election and received 2400 votes out of a tota'l of
48,500. For most of the 1950s, the League gathered support,
but this began to change as the decade proceeded especially as

opposjtion mounted to the League's ideology and po1 itical involvement.
The first major attack against Butler came in 1959 (Nation, 26/9/59)
in an article titled 'The Secret Life of Eric Eutler'. It explicitly
ident'ified him as anti-Semitic, although the article itself was factual
wrong on a number of matters. (For example, The Internatjonal Jew

was said to have been publjshed in 1955, whereas jt was probably
published in ejther 1946 or 1947). One effect was a falling away of
support as a result of such crit'ical comment. New Times lost
351 Pounds on its operations in 1956-57, and only made a profit of
91 Pounds in 1957-58 because of donations amounting to 286 pounds.

Butler was able to mount a counter-attack, especially as he had support
in the medja. For instance, an invjtation to dppear on a television
talk show (see Australian, 6/B/65) allowed him to defend his vjews

and actions wj thout cri tical questioning.

During the 1960s, Butler worked to establ ish the League in New

Zealand, as well as in Canada and Brjtain. He travel led extensively
and journeyed to New zealand almosb yearly during the decade. Tne

other issue that occupied him was ensuring support for white rule in
southern Africa. The D i e Vaderl and ( 27 /6/64 ) descri bed But I er as

ly

'one of the Republ ic's Iof South Africa] greatest chanrpions overseds'.
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When the Rand Dai ly Mai I (4/7 /64) described Butler as having l itt'le
impact in Austral'ia (the story was title.d 'Anti-Jew Aussie is Smal I

Beer'), the Afrikaner press immediately ral l'ied to his defence.

Dagbreek en Sondaqnuus (5/7/64) said the charges were 'communist-

inspired'wh'ile the Sunday Express (5/7/64) gave him space to answer

the charges (Butler suggested they were 'communist smear' tact'ics).
In the late 1960s, Butler arranged for a petrol tanker of o'il to be

given to the white Rhodesian Government of Ian Smith in contravention

of the United Nations ban. it was presented on'beha'lf'of the people

of Australia and New Zealand. He toured New Zealand.in 1967 and 1968

promoting white rule in Rhodesia and talked principally to schools

and service clubs. He also faced opposition. A meeting in Auckland

in 1968, arranged by the New Zealand-Rhodesia Society, was disturbed

by protestors as Butler offered such comments as the following:

The African idea of denocracg...was
to sLit the throat of the opposition
(Herald, 28/2/68).

The late 1960s and early 1970s mark an intense campa'ign in
Austral ia against Eutler and the League of Rights. The Liberal and

Country parties were concerned that the League was trying to infiltrate
them, and they sought to publicly discredit the League. This reaction
did not influence the response Butler met when he came to New Zealand

on his still frequent trips. He had ready access to National Party
Members of Parliament, and even to the Prjme Mjn'ister. He tended to
receive uncritical media coverage, and the Herald (26/11/74) gave him

extensive space and described him as an 'Austral'ian economjcs lecturer
and author'. This began to alter by the late 19/0s and his tours to
New Zealand in the 1980s were marked by major prot.ests. When he toured

in 1982, he often had as many protestors as supporters listening to
h im.

tr Butler's 1982 Tour of New Zealand

Duned i n

Blenheim

Auck I and

Mas ter ton

Lower Hutt

Chr i stchurch

/0 people attended,60 ejected
15 people, no protestors
100 people at.tended: 50 protestors,30 people left
55 people: 30 League supporters, 3 people removed

35 supporters, 35 opponents, hal I cleared and 20
al lowed to return
i30 people: / escorled frorn meeting, 30 protestort
outside
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A great deai of the interest in Butler stems from his consistent
advocacy of anti-Semitic arguments. Butler wrote The International
Jew in 1945, and it was probably published in 1946. The book argues

that Jews control led the Russian royal famj 1y via Rasputin (p.105),

they are sa.id to have organised the Russian Revolution in'1917 and

to have control'led the Nazi movement in Germany (pp.86-87), that Hitler
was the bastard son of a Rothschild (p.BB), that Jews control led the

Luftwaffe (p.89), that they had founded the Jesuit order and that Christ
was not a Jew. The suggested solution to the'Jewish problem'according
to Butler was to send Jews to Madagascar. He is still consjstently
asked about The International Jew and whether he accepts the arguments

set out there. Usually, he turns the quest'ions aside although on

occasions he has conceded an ongoing commitment.

The views expressed in the book at
the time were mg views....The views
basicaTTg are stjl,-l mg views (Sun,
7 /10/66) .

The book was still being sold in Australia in the late i960s but copies

are now difficult to obtain although the League has considered

republishing it (see Campbel l, 1979). When it first appeared, New

Tjmes gave it extensive publicity under the title'ls there a Jewish

menace?' (New Times,12/11/48). It goes on to say'Mr Butler takes

extract after extract from IThe Protocols] and compares with actual
events. The result is frightening'. The defence of the book contjnues
(see Inte'lligence Survey, Apri 1 1972), although the arguments have

been updated and altered in other publications (see, for instance,
Butler's Socjal Credit and the Kingdom of God, 1979).

Butler's contemporary anti-semitism is focussed on particular
themes. They still rely on certain traditjonal images of Jews. Jews

are seen as opposed to ChrjsLianity in an extensjon of the image of
Jews as Christ-killers. At the Crown Commonwealth League Conference

in Auckland, Butler referred to shakespeare's shylock tak ing the pound

of flesh to undermine the Christian basis of society. He sees,r funda-

mental confl ict between Judaisnt and Christianity. 0n Newsmakers

(15/3/81), Builer said:

. .. I would sag I
As a Christiitn,
ttf J tt<l,t i sm -

an attt i -Jrula ic .

t re ject th<: ph i losophrl
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And:

Ever since their active participation
in the crucifixion of Christ, Jewish
Teaders have worked ceasefess/y to
undermine and destroq ttte Christian
faith. Theg have aTwags beTieved and
sti7l bel,ieve. . .that the Jewish
Leaders are destined to rule the worTd
(Butler, quoted in Richards , 1972).

Thus he argues that the present 'crisis for Christianity' is the

result of a persistent campaign to subvert Christianjty (New Times,

July 1983), and he dismisses Ayn Rand, an important theorist for other

rad'ical right-wing groups in New Zealand, because she.is a'Russian/Jew'

who criticises Christianity (Nation Review, 17/10/75).

His second concern is w'ith establishment of the State of Israel

and the political philosophy of Zionism, and as a corollary, what is

referred to as the 'myth of the Holocaust'. Sympathy for Tionism has

been eng'ineered by'reve'lat'ions'about the Holocaust (see the article
'Political Zionism and the Gas Chamber Hoax', New Times, June 1983).

what is denied is that there was a
deTiberate cerman policg of sgstenatic
extermination of ,lews (New Times, June
1e83).

instead, Butler argues that Zjonjsts col laborated with 'Hitler's
Germany' in a campaign to drive the Brjtish out of Palestine. A third
theme js the opposition of Jews to political movements such as Soc'ial

Credit. Despite protestations that he is real ly anti-Zionist, Butler

explicitly identifies Jews in a generic sense as the opposition.

From the beqinning oI ttu; Social CrarJit
revc I.zt ictn . . . Jcwislt in l- Irtcncc avcrqwltare
was orqanised agairrst Socia I Credit (New

Times, Ju ly 1983).

Although he does still 'soften' the message on occdsions.

I ttavc qot ttta qra,]trc:;t srymp,ttttrl trtr tltt:
rank and I i Ie o f tha J<tw ish pettgs It:. I
think t-tta11 It.tva bt:ert. -.th<,' IIk)st nJlriprtLttt-'d
qroup attd irt thc: ur,tin br1 tltei r <>wrt Ie,t<lers
(Newsmakers, 15/3/81) .

And the final and enduring message is the Jewish role irt the conspirdcy.

Jew, Zionist and communist are linked in a conspiracy that seeks to
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ensure financial and political control. Butler first surfaced these

ideas in New Times in the 1930s, and they received an extended treatmettt

'in The International Jew. They cont'inue to be argued in var ious f orums

and jn various ways. (See the following articles for Butler'S antt-

Semitjc material: New T jmes, 14/4/38, 'Wi ll Youth Submit to f'Jar?';

New Tjmes, 8/12/39 to 5/1/40, 'lnternational Finance and Its Fight

for tl/orld Dominion'; New T'imes, 14/12/56, 'The Last Days of the

8r'it'ish Empire. Zjon jst-Communist Plot Nears Fruition'; New Times,

June and Ju'ly 1983, 'Who Ljfted Hitler jnto the Saddle?'; and

Social Credit and the K'inqdom of God, 1979). The following quotation

encapsulates many of the central arguments.

The Second WorTd War achieved a numbet
of objectives bg those international
gtou7s whose PoTicies made the war
inevitabTe, incJuding the eventuaf
Tiquidation ot the British Empite, the
expansion of the Eznpire of IntetnationaL
Communism, the estabijsiment' in the
MiddLe East of the zionist state of
Jsraef, and ttle estaDTishnent of the
foundations for the eventual creation of
a worfd state (New T'imes, June 1983).

Fina11y, Butler's arguments are normally expressed in a style

wh'ich conveys h'is concern with an immjnent apocalypse. The above

quotation indicates the scope of what he considers to be a conspiracy

and the use of capital letters identifies the major threats.
He seeks to defend the 'Christian/British world' against these groups.

In an artic1e he wrote for the British 0n Target (18/8/73) 'How has

the present pl'ight of a world of increas'ing convrtls'ions and crises

come about?', he begins by arguing that history does not consist of

unconnected events but is the effect of specific pol'icies. These

jnclude an attempt to 'liquidate' the British Emp'ire and Corrnonwealth

and to undermine Christianity and civilisatjon. Thus most maior

events and conflicts can be attributed to the activities of the groups

who comprjse the conspiracy, and the major obstacle to this new world

order is the presence of the 'British world'. 0n1y immed'iate and

substantial action can preserve what is left. The tone of the analysis

is urgent and fearful, and the intent is obviously to encourage

concerted opposition. It is thjs tone and stance that has set the

standard for loca'l analysis, and Eutler's world view and'interpretations
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of current political events guide the New Zealand League of Rights

for as long as he contjnues to write and tour.

A

Joy Clapham: A Profile*

Joy Clapham came to New Zealand from South Africa'in 1966 and

settled in Dunedin. She is one of the few females active in the

predominantly male leadership of extreme right-wing groups. Clapham is
an example of the political generation that was mobilised in the 1970s

to contest dominance in the ideological terrain on matters of gender

relations, sexuality and biological reproductjon in opposition to the

Iiberalism of the new petty-bourgeoisie. Her initial'involvement came

in response to the pubfication of the Little Red School Book, and her

particular concerns were pornography and abort'ion. Her reactionary views

were expanded and confirmed by exposure to the interpellat'ions of the old
petty-bourgeoisie dating from the 1930s. A speaker from Denmark mentjoned

None Dare Call It Conspiracy, and after reading it, she took a greater
'interest jn the arguments of C.H. Douglas. These and the Protocols of the

Learned Elders of Zion had a major impact. The Protocols re'inforced the

Douglasite arguments concernjng financ'ial control and the d'irect'ion of
world events.

", o""J 211.;23 ::Z ii' ::;: ". :;' ::": i" "
of course as far as Socia.I Credit is
concerned with the subject of bankers...
(J. Clapham, Personal Interview, 9/3/81).

Sometime in this period, between 1972 and 1974, Clapham joined the

League of Rights. But her membership of the League is pre-dated by

involvement with Social Credit. She jojned Social Credit in 1967

and stood in Dunedin North (1972) and St. Kilda (1975,1978). In

1978, she received 2440 votes (Labour received 9328, National 6406).

She aroused interest and controversy when she accepted a paid advertise-
ment from the League of Rights for a Socjal Credit publication she

was editing. And her membership of the League was mentioned jn her

election publ ici ty for the 19/B election. The Socjal Credi t leadership
eventual ly moved to exclude her from the Party, and her membership

A lot of the fo1 lowing
completed in 1981 and

comes from a personal interview
correspondence.

material
subsequen t

4.
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was declared annulled under clause 11c of Social Credit's constitution

on the grounds that her membership of the League of Rights represented

support for an a'lternati ve pol i tical party.

Politically, she has been involved in a variety of groups.

She has stood tw'ice for the Dunedin City Council,once as an independent,

the second time for Rates Reform. In the latter case' she tried to
institute the League of Rights' strategy of getting city councillors

to respond to 10 quest'ions but she faiIed to gain support. She is
'involved in groups concerned with fluoridation and moral standards and has

been a delegate for the Society for the Promotion of Community Standards.

Clapham took part in a Social Dynamics course run by the League of

Rights in July 1980, and in response to the suggested strategy of

concentrating on one topic, she has focussed on fjnance.

BasicaTTg what r do is wtite letters to
tlle press as often as I can find time" "
The more qou become invofved or gou come

before the public the more I feel that' gou

have got to prepare to stand up and be

counted. So I dtopped using nom-de-plumes
[7ong ago]...when the Communists finaTTg
take over I know exactTg what mg fate is
going to be-..since 1972 I have been
writing fetters to the Pope, I've written
to ry4, I' ve wtitten to the Listener, to
our Local papets, Christchurch papets,
welTington papers... (Joy Clapham, Personal
Interview, 19/3/81) '

In relation to the League of Rights, she has been an organiser

for League meetings and a contact person for Dunedjn. She has avoided

a high profile as there'is Iittle more to do than to arrange a couple

of publjc meetings yearly, and these might jnvolve her jn a'week

or two weekS' work'. The League operales in Dunedjn on an informal

basis and mostly consists of relatively elderly people. Contact is

usually by word of mouth and involves meetings and the distribution

of literature. She is committed to the League and its views and now

feels that Social Credit have altered Lhe original Douglasite

plrilosophies to such arl extent they have 'no right to use the term

Sr-rc jal Creclit anynore' (Joy Clapham, Personal Inlerview, 19/3/81).

Another majttr influence has been re1 igjous. Her backgroutld

was wjth the Presbyterian Church but after the arrival of her children,
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she decided to return to church but was's'ick and tired of...nink
parsons'. She fjrstly werrt to the Baptist Church and then to the

Reform Church. In 1979, after her confrontation with Social Credit,
she allowed a daughter to become a Mormon and this produced conflict
with the Reform Church. She also began to question her religious
beliefs, and her new interest led her to read The Controversy of Zion

which substant'ia1ly affected her subsequent religious views. She now

no longer believes that Jesus was crucified for example. She combines

these views with a commitment to British Israelite views (e.g. the
'idea of a chosen 'race'), although she a'lso has major points of
difference with them (she bel ieves in reincarnation, they do not).
Thus her religious bel'iefs are a mixture of fundamentalist and British
Israelite v'iews without being total ly committed to any specific position.
And she combjnes these with certain poljtical analyses. The authors

and books that have been most influential are those that either combine

political beliefs with the defence of Christianity (e.9. Douglas,

The Controversy of Zjon, The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion)

or those that have a relig'ious fervour in their advocacy of political
and economic bel iefs (e.g. Ayn Rand).

She identifies with the major ideological views of League

orthodoxy. In particular, she accepts the absolute importance of
'race'. Every 'race', she argues, should have the right to mainLain

a separate exjstence that indicates their pride in their own'race'.
Hence, intermarriage between 'races' simply 'produces' many problems.

The bas'is for this faith in separatism is confirmed for herin what

she sees as the'reluctance'of Maorj people to l'ive near her, and

simi larly, 'in her reluctance to I ive in proximi ty to them. She also
supports the notion of a separatist educatjonal system.

You tt,tva qot t() Lait rrt f.o bc sr: I f i slt
in :;ttclt d watJ f.lt.tt rJ()u tlttrt' r in jrt rc.
otlta r pt--ttp lc'. . . . I qct, v1; 1-r1,lt'tttorlt:tl
w i tlt 1t<:o1t Ic, wltt:tr l-lt<-'r1 ca I L nr: r',t<: i st
bac.lust,, I an tlu: <;tt<; wlut w,]nt:; t()
p ras() t'v() tltlt<: t J.t<:ttgt It:' :; <:tI I ttI rL's ,

the:r1 w,trtt, tt> tlt::;trt;r1 t,ltt:tn... (JOy Clapltaln,
Persona | [nterv iew, l9/3/t]1) .

She accepts the view Lhat the influence of communism is being extended

and that Jews are.l critical factor in world and local events. She

describes New Zealand as '...abr)ut 90% under Communist control...The
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actual mechan'isms for a Communist takeover are already there'
(Joy Clapham, Personal Intervjew, 19/3/81). She argues that 'the
Commun'ists and Zion'ists are the same people'and that the jntent js
to control the world. This is seen in the 'ant'i-Christian trends',
in the fact that the Un'ited Nations is 'communist' in 'its support

for certain causes and in the way that South Africa and Taiwan are

excluded. She also 'interprets parts of the Bible (cf. Deuteronomy)

as an indication of the'right of Jews'to kill off those that do

not'worship the one true God'. This is reinforced by the beljef
that Jesus lvas not Jewish but a Galli'lean or a Nazarene. These

beliefs are well-documented in the many letters she has written (see

for example, the Listener, 24/5/80; 21/6/80; 16/8/80; 27/9/80). She

believes that Jews receive favoured treatment primarily because they

control the media.

"",).!,or?;:,'x:,i"i:'1t";":]i^""";rude about a Jew?....wh1 js he whiter
than white because he is a Jew...?
(Joy Cl apham, Persona'l Interview,
19 /3/81) .

As a corollary, she does not accept that there were six million Jews

in Europe that could be killed during the Second World War or that
the German government could have killed that many. Her solution is
to not allow'persons who profess Judaism'to hold power in
Parliament or as advjsors 'in greater proportjon than the percentage

of the total Jewish population that they represent', to free the

economic system from 'international control', not to al low rel igious
groups to 'conspire to destroy other religious groups' and to adopt

a selective immigration policy. She has also argued (Truth,13/11/79)
that the Israelites, that is, the'caucasian races, particularly those

that come from the Uni ted Kingdom' shor.,r'ld not intermarry wi th other

'racgs' .

W.A. Ross: A Profi le

Ross was

in 1984. He was

New Zealand was

born in 1898, educated

a builder. His early
to Social Credit and he

in Glasgow and died in Auckland
pol i tical commi lment in
w.ls d foundlng mernber of both
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the New Zealand Social Credit Association and the New Zealand Social

Credit Political League. He stood as a candjdate for Social Credit

seven times between 1954 and 1972 in the Ponsonby and Grey Lynn seats.

In 1972, he was involved'in the struggle between the'purists'and
the'pragmatists' inside Social Credit. Beetham identjfies him as

a purist, that is, someone committed to the original Douglasite

philosophies. In 1972, he was Vjce-President of the Party and chair-
person of the Technical Committee. In the end, Beetham and the

pragmatists won out and Ross lost his central position inside Social

Credit. But during the 1970s, he a.lso became publ icly identified
with the League of Rights. Press releases on the unions (Herald,

1/10/79) and a dispute at Kawerau (Central Leader, 2/5/78) describe

him as secretary of the League of Rights. A statement inviting MPs

to declare their attjtudes to the interim government in Zimbabwe gives

him the title of honorary secretary and a press release from the League

concerning sanctions against the Soviet Union jndicated that he was

' act'ing secretary' (Heral d, 26/5/80; Auck I and Star , 10/6/80) .

But there was an attempt to maintain Ross's legitimacy by

distancing h'im from the League. The National Secretary of the League

of R'ights said that Ross was never a member of the League and while

he organjsed an Auckland branch'this was someth'ing not possible under

League rules' (Herald,1/2/82). In a letter (25/1/82), the National

Secretary stated that Ross '...is not, and has never been, an executive

member of the League of Rights...though he is a supporter...it is
of concern to him that it [membership of the League of Rights] may

prejudice his membership of Social Credit'. In fact, his frequent

public comments have paralleled the views of the League and he has

been publicly jdentifjed with them. He has been critical of black

African states (Listener,22/9/79), he has defended the League

(Listener, 2/2/80) and he has questioned whether the Nazis sought

to exterminate Jews (Listener, 5/4/80), .rs well as having been involved

in the publicity of various national campaigns conducted by the'League.

He was a frequent letter writer under the pseudonym 'Fair Conment'

and was accorded an obituary in !-L_I_{-9S! (l/10/84). He was ,rls0,

along with Thompson, a foundirrg member of lhe Tax RevolL Association

of New Zeal and and a member of the Save New Zea.land Comrni ttee (arr
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anti-communist group sponsored by the Moonist Unjfication Church).

Thus Ross was central to League activitjes and was part of the network

that extended the League's 'inf .luence. 
He was characteristi cal ly (as

was Clapham) part of the generation that was simultaneously involved

in Social Credit jn an'important capacity and with the League of Rights.

He and Clapham are typical of the transference of loyalty from Social

Credit to the League. Clapham made a complete break; Ross sought

to retain ljnks with Soc'ial Credit. Ross too, was part of the early
Social Credit act'ivism in New Zealand, and he characteri ses the

development of new representat'ional ties between the o1d petty-bourgeoisie
(in this case, a self-employed builder) and new polit'ical forms, that

is, the League of Rights.

Conclusion

The League of Rights represents perhaps the most explicit express-

ion of the Jacobin'ist tradition amongst the o1d petty-bourgeoisie

in New Zealand. Despite the fact that the organisation is not local

in origin (it derives from an Austra'lian base and its principal leader

and ideologist is Austral ian) and that it articu'l ates, in part,

ideological views that have traditiona'l ly held I ittle currency in

New Zealand (e.9. anti-Sem'itism), it nevertheless plays an important

role in reproducing an ideolog.ical tradition and in mobi 1 ising activism

in sectors of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

The key 'ideological concern of the League of Rights j s

Z'insknechtsschaft (usurious enslavement) and the key signifiers in
supplying evidence for this interpretation include Jews, communists

and specu'lative capital. In terms of the list of ideological concerns

offered jn the theoretjc,rl chapter, the League tends Lo emphasise

the financial and social control of the conspiracy, and their advocacy

of petty-commodity production and property ownership plays a supportive,

albeit still crjtical, role. Their predominartt interest is in the

nature of the conspiracy and in materjal that offers evidence of its
operations. The loglc of this ideological position requires that

attention be paid to moves that are deemed to extend or consol idate

the power of speculative capital, the state or representative organisa-

tions, or the trade unions, whatever the origirt of such moves.
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(Conservative governments and representatives are as suspect as liberal
or left-wing groups). In this sense, they seek to represent the

enduring suspicions of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie although they are

less exp'licit in what they would institute as an alternatjve to the

present situation. Thus the el j tism and corpcrate reorganisatjon
mentioned in the theoretical chapter tend to remain as implicit
assumptions in the ideological interpretations offered by the League

of Rights. 0nly occasional ly are these elements addressed directly.

The League also attempts to politicise rac'ism by investing
its own ideology, and overlapping discourses, with rac.ist arguments.

'Race'is a central concept in identifying and explaining the

'consp'iracy'. Jews as Volksschadling (enemy of 'the people') is part

of th'is argument but they also positively seek to generate public

concern and interest 'in the position of the British 'race'. Supporters

of the League are motivated by the certainty that they have a unique

hjstorical role in preserving New Zealand as a bastion of British
(and Christian) 'civilisation'. 'Race' becomes a metaphor for nation,

and the good of one is indjvjsible from the good of the other. New

Zealand is especially important as it is seen as preserving British
traditions to a far greater extent than any other of the 'old'
Commonwealth countries and because of this, New Zealand offers the

League possibi I ities that do not exist elsewhere:

-...therc is a fair period there where
in New ZeaTand not verg much was done
as fat as active work is concerned and
it was not until I arrivcd and we
started producing certain procJranmes,
started producing newsfatters and tllat
kind of thing th.tt wr-' raaLlrl startcd
making an i.mpar:t. . . . t tltink it just
demonstratL,s tha potenti,tf thcre is
tct r th i:; k ind () l' n()vcnaltt. iIt a c()t)IIt rtJ
Iikc Ncw Zaalartrl wlti<:tt is qrtitc trnirlrt<:
teaIlrl (Thompson, Pers0nal Interview,
30/7 /Bt).

These predominant concerns ,rre lhen reiteraLed and ext-ended

through the League's attention to a multiplicity of other issues.

The League's jnvolvement in these debates rounds off the inLerpel lation
and provides an opportunity for recruitment and alliances tltat would

not otherwise be possible. Key ideological debates inc lude the role
of the clergy in soc.ial and political issues; ttte articulation of
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fundamentalist religious views on matters of morality; advocacy of

the 'sanctity' of marriage and support for the nuclear form of fam'ily;

and views about the role and form that education should take. The

League exhibits the trad'itional petty-bourgeois antagonism towards

intellectuals or, more broadly,'experts' and educational jnstitut'ions

become a critical site in the struggle to restore and ensure the

reproductjon of the polit'ical viewpoint and the standards of morality

held by the League. In al'l these debates, the League attempts to

link the organisation to'cultural symbols already possessing high

legitimacy' (Shupe and Bromley, 1980:236) and these typical ly include

a particular form of Christianity, private property ownership and

small commodity production, British 'civilisatjon' as a force for
good and certain conceptions of morality. These values and institutions
encapsulate the key ideological concerns of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

Inevitably, the League finds'itself competing with Social Credit to

represent these views pol itical ly wh'i le the di stinction between the

politics of the old and new petty-bourgeoisie are made obv'ious in

the expression of such an interpel.lation.

The new petty-bourgeoisie, located as they are 'in the

bureaucracies of the prjvate and state sectors, diverge sharply in

their pol r't'ical world v jew from the central concerns of the o1d petty-

bourgeoisie and the League of Rights. They do not share the oppositjon

to centralisat'ion, to the power of the state or to monopoly capitalism.

Their interests are directly linked to such developments. Further,

they tend to be overwhelm'ing1y located in urban areas, more educated

and with quite different career paths from the old petty-bourgeojsie.

Their sjze and pol it'ical strength are growing. Hence they exhibi t

few of the reactionary tendencies of the old petty-bourgeoisje, or

at least they express them in a different form. Specifically, the

moral enterpr.ise that provides the impetus for the pol i tica.l mani fes-

tations of the old petty-bourgeoisie, such as that represented in

the activities of the League of Rights, is relatively insignificant
for the new petty-bourgeoisie. The anti - | iberal, anti-conmun isL/

socialist and antj-monopoly positions of the old petty-bourgeoisie

are not reflected to anything like the same degree in the political
concerns of the new petty-bourgeoisie, nor is the style of politics
the same. The apocalyptic imagery, the use of a conspiracy theory

and the moral indignalion are absent frorn the political views of the

new petty-bourgeoisie (see Bourdieu, 19U4).
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However, the League of Rights is not the only political organi-

sation that lays clajm to a representatjonal tie to the old petty-

bourgeoisie. Social Credit has historical ly been an important

manifestation of petty-bourgeois concerns. The leadership battle
in Social Credit in the early 19/0s has been of crit'ical importance

to the League of Rights because it heralded a relatively liberal
leadership that sought to establ ish representational ties with fractions
other than the o1d petty-bourgeois'ie. The League of Rights *u, priuid.d
with an opportunity to cla'im ideological purity w'ith the 1930s, and

therefore as the inheritor of the loyalty of the old petty-bourgeoisie

in the face of an'abrogation' by Social Credit to represent such

vjews. In fact, both organisat'ions represent the views of the old
petty-bourgeoisie. In some cases, they represent different groups

with'in the fractjon wh'ile in others, there is an expf icit overlap

in membersh'ip. Both continue to express an antagonistic attitude
towards the dominant bloc although specific aspects of this oppositional
position are expressed differently. The League of Rights explicitly
politicises racism; Social Credit acknowledges the political problems

in such a posjtion. As in the past, the League and Social Credit

will cont'inue to claim that each is the true representative of the

o'ld petty-bourgeoi si e.

Fina11y, it is worth reiterating a characterist'ic of petty-
bourgeois Jacobinjsm: it unifjes react'ionary elements jn an oppositional
political sub-culture. Those holding the bel'iefs of the League, and

others, are required to adopt a critical approach to commonly-he1d

vjews and are expected to articulate divergent world views in a public

context. Supporters need to be highly motjvated and we'l l-versed in
a sectarian ideology, and thus djsenchantrnent is by'itself insufficient
to produce recruiLs. The apatheLic, however disi llusioned, are unlikely
to be attracted to a sustajned and involved programme such as that

offered by the League, and an organisalion t.hat effectively rnonopolises

the loyalties of its followers. For their part, League supporters

dre no t apa the t j c or unread :

Rather tltarl ,trt: ttltart :*: L f -natlt: ,trr<l

succt-..ss l'u I . ['lte p t'ob Latn L ic::; in tlte i r
percu.gtt ictn , v ia the i r erlur:,tt ion .tnd
kttowled<1e:, <>f tlt<:ir lack of re:;ottrces
t() chan(Je a srrclt-.1-.r I s it-tt.tL i<n (R iChmOnd,
197/:74).
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The events of the late'1970s and early 1980s enhanced this feeling

of inadequacy. Political 'issues which have canvassed matters such

as contact with white South Afr.icans, Maori pol itical,assert'iveness,

liberal educat.ion especially in the area of sex education and economic

trends such as diminished profits and political influence for sma'll

producers, both rural and urban, have all contributed to the'relevancy'
of the League's interpe'llat'ion. The League has been encouraged to

assert its antagonism to the state and the dom'inant fract'ions more

pub1icly. They offer a political programme that is fundamentally

opposed to powerful interests whether they are seen as residing in

a central i sed state bureaucracy, major pressure groups such as

Federated Farmers, organjsed trade unions or dominant financial concerns.

It is the opposition to these groups, the reasons tlrey impute to their
activit'ies and the alternatives offered that places the League of

Rights 'in the category of radical. It also provides them with their
const.ituency amongst the old petty-bourgeo'is'ie and restricts any

potential all'iance w'ith other classes or fractions.
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CHAPTER SIX: RACIA-L_EEYOLUTIINABJ INTERPELLATI.OXS:

NEO_FASCISM AND THE WORKING ELASS

ale bel-ieve that our AngLo-Saxon racial- group,
through its genetic inheritance, possesses
some of the most important gifts which have
been bestowed on mankind. We bel-ieve that
if we intermix our race with another, it
dil-utes and wilL eventuaLl-g destrog these
gifts.

(0. Crawford, Chairperson,
National Front, Christchurch
Press,13/9/77) 

-
...I mean the Laboux Partg and the Socja-ljst
workers Partg...which pretend to be for che
wotking c.Lass, theg don 'C stjck up for the
white working nan angwag. Thegtre made up of
nidd Le-c Tass trendies.

(Ian Stewart, Skrewdriver,
Bulldog, N0.32, March 1983)

This countrg is a countrA of a najoritg of white
BriCish stock and noE just anotlta:r Pacific wog
IsTand.

( 'Wh i te person ' , Chaff,
14/e /83)

. . .we're anti-Jaw bcc.lusc Jcws arrc conmunists.

(C. King-Ansel l, Sal ient,
6/s/70) 

-IIe was onlg a poor littLL, skinhead
Ile wandered alone in the niqht
Now ht:'s joined the-, Natiotral Front
Arul he's found a reason to f it1ht.

( UK neo-fasc i s t s treet song )
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The subject of this chapter, the self-styled'racial
revolutionaries', is by way of contrast with the o1d petty-bourgeois

Jacobinist groups discussed in earlier chapters. The intention is
to illustrate the points of departure, and at times of similarity,
between the two trad'it'ions jn contemporary reactionary politics. The

similarities are predictable. In both cases, the ideologies focus

on'race' and'nat'ion' with accompanying bel jefs concerning the role
of outgroups in Zinsknechtsschaft (usurious enslavement) and as racial
threats. These arguments are expressed wt'th the use of apocalyptic

imagery where conflict is dramatised and a 'racial crisis' is always

imminent. To this extent, the interpe.llations of the two traditions
overlap. Both seek to invest public debate and consciousness with
racist arguments, and they both contest hegemonic control of information

interpretat'ion and dissemination. Together they represent an intel lectual
tradit'ion that is separate from those of social democratic culture
(Bi1lig, 1978:96). But they are also qu.ite fundamentally different
and the divergences eluc'idate the thesis advanced here.

The'racial revolutionaries' are essentially an expression

of work'ing class racism. The key activists not only come from the

working class but they also continue to reflect working class

sentiments. They consciously seek to influence and to attract a working

class membersh'ip although they have had little success jn New Zealand.

Thus the representational ties, such as they are, are between sections
of the working class and neo-fascist groups. The title neo-fascist
is employed because the groups discussed here share an allegiance Lo

trad'itional forms of fascism and they continue to identify with the

texts (Mein Kampf) and activists (Hi tler, Yockey) that have contributed
to fascjst developments. There are, however, important djfferences
dmong these groups. There are some that are I abel led Nat ional Soci al i st.

because they relate to European fascjsm of the 1930s, noLably German

Nationa I Soci al i sm. They reproduce the images and arguments of thj s

form in New Zealand of the 19/0s and 1980s with minor alterations.
The al Lernative, jdenti fied as National Front below, are more concerned

to repl icate the success of contemporary Britjsh fascism, specifica'l ly
the British National Front and its impact of the mid-19/0s. This sub-

group attempts to distance itself from pre-w,lr f,rscjsm and to artjculate
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views that stress a variant of British racial nationalism. A result

of these d'ifferent allegiances is strong compet"itjon and fragmentation

frequently results. This combined with the smal I numbers involved

means that they have little impact on public debate except as an obiect

of'novelty'or'threat' value. Thus their potential, especially as

the representat'ional tje to the class base.is weak, would seem to be

substantially different from that of petty-bourgeois reactionary groups.

But the most obvious difference between the petty-bourgeoisie and working

class groups is apparent jn their respective use of ideological elements.

The old petty-bourgeoisie seek to encourage the dominance of
petty-commodity capital jsm, they are deeply suspicious of institutions
that seek to represent collective power such as trade unions, they

reject'class'as a concept appropriate to capitalist society and they

oppose a strong state except as a means of preserving their interests.
Neo-fascists differ fundamentally with them on each of these points

reflecti ng thei r work i ng c1 ass empathies. Ihey del'i berately and

systemat'ica11y employ the concept of class although they would see

class as necessarily subservient to'race'/natjon. They acknowledge

the right of trade unions to represent working class interests and

they advocate their co-opt'ion into natjonal inst.itutions. In several

cases, neo-fascist groups have sought to develop trade union l'inks

in New Zealand. They also argue for a strong corporate state that
jnhibits the power of the capitaljsts and which unjfies the nation

and 'race'. And finally, neo-fascist groups reject the assumption

that the market is an effective or even appropriate means of distributing
resources. So whi le the two traditions, old petty-bourgeois Jacobinism

and working class neo-fascism, share certain key elements, they diverge

in an even more fundamental way. They value different institutjons
and precepts, and they adopt djfferent strategies and policies as a

result. The neo-fascists, with some exceptions, do not accept the

petty-bourgeois conviction that the struggle against the dominant bloc

can be carried out as an exclusively democratic struggle (cf. Laclau,

19/9:116). Whatever the politjca'l reality, the neo-fascjsts base their
interpellation on mobil ising the working class, and through mass action

to transform a 'racial ly peri lous' situatjon into one of national/racial
pride and unity, and to do so through confrontation and a'strategy
of tension'.
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The extrem'ism of such strategies, even apart from the different
structural pos'itions and material concerns of old petty-bourgeois and

working class groups, reduces the possibiljty of effective alljances
amongst neo-fascist and reactionary organjsations. The react'ionary
groups representing the interests of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie have

faced opposition and condemnat'ion 'in political struggles but they have

sought to identify with cultura'lly acceptable institutions and beliefs
(patriotism, Christianity, free enterprise). In this way, they have

managed to contain the public percept.ion of petty-bourgeois Jacobin'ism

as i1 legjtimate or a 'threat'. The neo-fascists, by comparison, face

major problems of acceptability. The'ir wil Iingness to assert theories
of racjal purity and'contaminatjon', and to offend most groups,

including the sens'itivities of major working c.lass fractjons (for
example, Polynesians) and organisatjons (trade unions), places them cn

the margins of po1 itical and ideological struggles. The o1d petty-
bourgeois groups recogn'ise the impl ications of th'is and are careful to
avojd damaging associations. So al liances even within react'ionary
po1 itics are unl ikely because of structural, pol itical and ideolog'ical

considerations.

Some final points need to be made before proceeding to the

discussion of neo-fascist groups. The number of people involved jn this
form of polit"ical actjvity in New Zealand has been very small. When

the soc'ial sc'ient'ist is deal ing with such smal I numbers, jt js, as

Bjlljg (1978: 235) notes, legit'imate and unavoidable to focus almost

exclusively on agency. There js little alternative. This emphasis

pursues a point made in the theoretical chapter; that the formaljsm

and economism of Poulantzas requires compensation, spec'ifical iy in
focussing on the way in which agents are critical to the contjnuation
of an ideological 1 ineage. In this chapter, this emphasis may appear

to be overdone but iL reflects the conslrained and intimate nature of
neo-fascism jn New Zealand. But structural factors are noL ignored.

The central thesis is thaL neo-fascism is working class in both member-

ship and ideological sympathies, and that strucLural considerat'ions
jnhibjt the actualisation of this working class fractjon in becoming

an authentic politjcal force.
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The other matter a.lso needs prior comment. The historical
d imensjon i s encompassed al though briefly. But the di scussion on

con'temporary groups might distort an important aspect. The absence

or insufficient discussjon of historical developments may create an

illusion of permanence. A group is descrjbed as having a defined

ideology and membership 'ne'ither of which are seen to be jn a process

of h.istorical development' (B'il1ig, 1978:94-95). The groups discussed
jn thjs chapter, and elsewhere, tend to change continuously and often
quite dramatically. Many do not exist for very 1ong. They have a

propensity for schism and for expanding or decl ining according to an

external political agenda. This needs to be borne jn m'ind and the

discussjon js not jntended to convey a sense of permanence - none ex'ists.

Post-War Oevelopments

The articul ation of fasci st and reactionary i nterpel I atjons was

constrained in post-war Britain (see Chapter Seven) because of the

i'llegitimacy of such beljefs after a war against fascism. One of the
'initial man'ifestations of a resurgence in such interpellations, the

League of Empire Loyalists, was a confusion of old petty-bourgeois

and work'ing c'lass influences. The organisation began its careerin
Bri tai n as primari 1y an ol d petty-bourgeoi s pressure group ,aff i I i ated

to the Conservati ve Party. But then, f acedlobfii"toOri um gnd ctrangeO
/\

character to adopt a much more identifiably neo-fascist and working

class character, albeit retaining the old petty-bourgeois leadership.
In New Zealand, inf'luenced by British events, the League of Empire

Loyalists sim'i larly encompassed a divergent (old petty-bourgeois, urban

fract'ion, and working class) membership and ideology. It is sjgnificant
that in both socjal formations, the League was jnstrumental in thr: format-io,

of the National Front.

Neo-fascism arrived in New Zealand via British influences and

activjsts. The major group in the immediate post-war period was the

League of Empi re Loyal i sts. The organ i sati on was Bri ti sh-based and

a number of its leaders and activists had come to'it from the

Bri tjsh Union of Fascjsts. In the mid-1950s, the League enjoyed a

high publ ic profi le in Britain by protestjng against such matters as
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'the betrayal of British interests'and the anti-apartheid Bjshop of
Johannesburg. Taylor (1982:12-13) describes the group prior to 1959

as comprising right-wing conservatives but after 1960 as an 'extreme
right-wing' movement. The event that changed their status was the
League's disruption of the 1958 Conservative Party Conference. Soon

after, the Conservat'ive Party leadership vigorously condemned the League.

As a result, the League's membership dropped from 3000 in 1957 to 300

in 1961, and those that stayed transformed the League into an extreme

organisation that concentrated on racial issues.

The New Zea1and branch of the League of Empire Loyalists was

quite smal I although it had certain pol itical connections that gave

it more power than its s'ize would indicate. The League's views were

unique in the 1950s in New Zealand in that they were explicitly antj-
Semitic. Less extreme was their concern with the 'Eritish race'.
Their objectives included:

(i) The maintenance and, where necessary, the recovery
of the sovereign independence of the British Peoples

throughout the world.

(ii) The strengthening of the spiritual and material bonds

between the British Peoples throughout the world.

The organisation was run by an executive of 12 eiected members and

they were guided by a po'licy committee that was London-based and which
was effectively focussed around A.K. chesterton and Candour. The

New Zealand committee included Sir Ernest H. Andrews and Canon E. Blackwoor
Moore, while in Australia, Eric Butler was active in League activities.
Another member of the national counc'il was J.F.L. Hariley who wrote
a pamph'let, New Zealand's Asian Destiny, which js virulently anti-Asian
and raci st. I t was di stributed by the League throughout New Zeal and,

and later by the National Front.

The League had I

a flurry in 1955-56. In
a ser ies of letters f rorn

I et ter-wri ters were a I so

member announced his resi
In llecember 1955, League

ittle impact on pol itical debate apart
May-June 1955, the Chri stchurch Press

from

pub I i shed

League members on the 'Jewish plot'. The

members of Social Credit, and one executive
gnation to avoid discrediting Social Credit
rnembers founded the World Federal ists Inc.
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dnd claimed the support of four MPs. Two repudjated any such association

whjle a third pointed out that he had only agreed to act jn an advisory

capacity. Then in May 1956, the League of Empire Loyaljsts stated

that there was a'Jewjsh plot to destroy the British Empire' and attacked

the Presbyterian Church cal.l'ing it dis1oyal. Reverend M.t,l. W.ilson

responded by attack'ing the League and was supported by an editorial

in the Christchurch Press. The League then again referred to the

'Jewish nature of international finance and the Communist plot that

was destroyi ng the Empj re' . There Were al so ci rcul ars, 'Expose the

Enemy', distributed in Christchurch (see Appendix 2).

In Britain, the League became absorbed 'into the National Front

as the League's mentor, A.K. Chesterton, used his sk'ills to form the

Nat'ional Front in 1966-67. A s.imi.lar progression took place in New

Zealand, and when a local Natjonal Front began informally after 1967,

it was based loosely on local League activists. The League had been

a minor grouping in New Zealand polit'ics that had failed to estab'lish

a political base, largely because of its anti-Semitism. This ideological

e'lement was'imported from its more powerful Brit'ish parent, but was

at odds with attitudes in New Zea'land in the 1950s and early 1960s

(cf. the strong response from the Presbyterian Church tn 1955/1956).

It was also th.is element that cancelled out any appeal that the pro-

Erit'ish sentiments of the League might have had. Its role, therefore,

was to establish a small group of actjvists who were famjliar w'ith

traditional fascist sentiments and jdeology. It provided a base for

later groups, although in this early period,the interpel Iation was

less clearly categorised as working c1ass, that iS, as expressing anti-

cap'italist sentiments while employing a class analysis to do so-

The early acti vi sts i nvo l ved i n the League of Empi re Loyal i sts

were instrurnental in recruiting younger sympathisers, and in this way,

d new generation of 'believers' reproduced the ideology of fascism.

The numbers were and are small and therefore any analysis must tnevilably

deal wi th indjviduals (cf. Bi 1 1 ig, 1978). This focus is further

encouraged by the sectarianisation of fascist ideology, notably i ts

arrogation and centralisation (see Wallis, 1976:'100)' and the fragmen-

tation of groups. Diagrarn 3 indjcates the main groups that fall within
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this tradition since 1964. The discussion here wi ll centre on three
of these: (1) the lineage beginning (e) National Sociatjst White

People's Party whjch will be referred to as the National Socialists;
(2) the National Front; and (3) the Christchurch groups.

( a) National Soci al j sm

This interpel latjon whjch is marked by an explicit identificatjon
with German National Socialism of the 1930s began to appear in post-
war New Zealand in the early 1960s. Alan McKechnie, a 28 year-old
market gardener (although he was a welfare beneficiary at this time)
began a Nazi fan club in 1961. A 22 year-o1d began a National Socialist
group 'in Rotorua in 1967. The pol.ice conf iscated his collection of
Nazi memorabilia and this group seems to have become absorbed into
the most prominent group which centred around Colin King-Ansel1.
King-Anse11 joined the National Socia.lists in 1967 but it was not until
his release from prison in 1969 that the Party became organised and

act.ive.

By the early 1970s, the Party met once a month in Queen Street,
Auckland. King-Ansell was national organiser and he had an advisory
committee of four. A membership of 150 was claimed (sunday Times,

20/2/72); the same figure was claimed 10 years later (rruth, i5/6/Bz).
A 1973 membership list indicates, however, that there were 39 members

of whom 15 were in Auckland, 16 in welljngton, fourin christchurch
and one each'in Masterton, westland, Nelson and North canterbury.
There were at least two journalists on the list (and one of these
definitely had no sympathies with National socialism). Three of the
39 were female.l

The Nalional Socialists
throughoul the 19/0s. Thjs was

one bei ng the expl i c i t advocacy

arguments. The emphasis was on

maintajned a high publ ic profi le
due to a variety of fact,ors, an important

of traditional National Socialist.
the maintenance of a 'homogeneous NATI0N

l. A membership list of the parallel organisation in Australia, the
Austral ian Natjonal ist l.lorkers Party, included three New ZealancJ
addresses, one of which was the New Zealand Intel I igence Service.
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rroulded from European stock' (see the Manifesto, n.d.). This was to
be achieved by ending a1 I 'coloured immigration' and the repatriation
of 'coloured people' res'ident in New Zealand, plus legislat'ive moves

to make 'inter-marriage i11ega1. In Race Problems. A Natjonal Socialist
Viewpoint and Solution (n.d.), it is argued that the two major events

since 1945'in New Zealand have been the increased crime rate because

of the presence of coloured immigrants and the passing of the Race

Relations Act. Election and publicity mater.ial from the organisation
was equal ly as explicit. Election pamphlets ( 1972 and 1975 general

elections) asked the white voter Have You Had Enough? in what they
describe as 'overburdened and slum ridden areas' which have 'coloured
immigrants'. The'ir publication, The 0bserver, discussed the arrival
of lepers in New Zealand from the Pacific along with articles about

'coon hunting' (USA), Britajn's 'race catastrophe' (from the United
Kingdom's National Front publ'ication),the 'myth of the six mjllion'
and the advocacy of certain books including material from Eric But'ler
and W.B. Sutch.2 They combined these racist arguments with a classic
conspiracy theory:

ty'e see capitalisn as just one of the twin
forces of eviT - both anti-nat.ionaL in nature,
both desiring the ultimate ens-lavement of aLl
mankind [communism is seen as the other]...
it is not surprising that both Communism and
capitaTism are of Jewish origin. Both are
sgstens which envisage the uLtimate ensl.avement
of aL7 mankind for the benefit of a few
(Ki ng-Ansel 1 , Truth , 19/1 /71) .

The National Socialists saw (and see) themselves as'racial
revolutionaries' who sought total geographical separation of racial
groups and who were guite open about their loyalty to Hitler (their
'spiri tual leader') and German National Social ism (see Questions and

Answers for National Socialjsts, n.d.). The expression of such

arguments and thejr commjtment to what was commonly perceived by oLhers

ds an illegitimate philosophy and political group were bound to ensure

a level of media attention that was out of all proportion to Lheir

2. The Sutch mat.erial is seen as echoing lhe NationaI SociaIist position
on the need for political and financial independence for New Zealanrl,
in the latter case from what is regarded as Zinsknechtsschaft
(usurious enslavernent). Sutch's argumenls are also seen as support ing
the neo-fascjst case for the re-orqanisation of capital ism.
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size and potential. But in expressing an imported ideology, they were

faced by various tensions jn trying to accommodate to local circum-

stances.

The first problem was the use of appropriate labels of'race'.
Pakehas are variously described as Aryan, Nordic, Anglo-Saxon, whites

or Westerners. Many of these labels would be meaningless as pol jt'ica'l

signifiers in New Zealand (cf. Aryan, Nordic) and the National

Socialjsts have found it difficult to resolve this'problem'of
nomenclature, especjally as they seek to recruit a mass following among

the working class in New Zealand. The second'problem' is the presence

of an indigenous group, the Maori, who can not be ignored in expressing
political policies. The National Socialists acknowledge the Maorj

as a 'New Zealander' who is entitled to the return of Maori land and

to their resources and institutjons, albeit within certain cond'i tions
(e.S. they are to be educated but only to the'leve'l of his [sic] own

deve'lopment' ) . Thi s ' leniency' towards the Maori i s out of character

with the rest of Nationa'l Socialist ideology on minority'coloured'
groups, and can best be explained by the presence of significant numbers

of Maori in working class occupations and residential areas. A stronger

stand on thjs jssue might well invite a response (and indeed has done

on a number of occasions) from working class representative organisa-
tions such as trade unions.

Party activists and supporters are typically quite young, from

unskil led or unemployed occupational categories and nearly al1 come

from post-war generations. Some such as King-Anse11 are aging with

the Party but norma11y, involvement js for a limited period. 0ne

example is E.J. Silvester who was appointed the South Island organiser
for the National Socialists. He was 23 and an unemp'loyed farm worker

but he lasLed no more than a few months before resigning from the Party.

In the late 1970s and ear'ly 1980s, the imagery and arguments of the

Natjonal Social ists have found new favour dmongst groups usual ly in

their late teens, unemployed or in mdnual occupatjons, dnd mostly

Pakeha.3 This support is apparent in the main centres and in certain

3. Ironically, there are cases of Polynesians who are committed to
National Socialist politics although Lhe number is very smal l.
0ne actjvist, a Samoan, argued that his (sl ight) German ancestry
predorninated over his Polynesian 'race', and that this gave hrrn
an assocjation and legitimacy that could not be clajmed by'British'
National Socialists.
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provincial towns such as Palmerston North, Hastinqs and Timaru.

In Palmerston North, for example, a group of ,boot boys,4 made

thejr presence felt during 1983 and 1984. Their uniform was British
( i.e. boots, braces, ro1 1ed-up jeans, black jackets or t-shirts, very
short hair) and their ideology comes directly from traditional Natjonal
Socialism. 0rganisationally, they were linked to Kjng-Ansell's Auckland-
based Nat'ional Socialists in preference to other groups such as New

Force. The members came from Palmerston North and some of the surrounding
small towns (e.g. Hunterville), and there was a core of 6-8 members

although this number expands and declines according to the event and

recruitment. Publ ic expressions of their ideology (see Chaff, 30/3/83
14/9/83) incorporate racist and ant'i-Semitic arguments as central to
their world view. The Bible is 'Jewjsh propaganda', Mein Kampf is
a 'brilliant book' and Hit'ler a 'beautiful guy'. The aim 'is to preserve
the 'white European way of l.ife' in New Zealand, a country of'white
Bri ti sh stock' :

Though jt seems where there _ls no hope for
the extrene right in New Zeal_ands present
poTitical sgstern, t}te best wag to achieve our
ain is bg vioTence un-l,ess the argans of
New zeajand awake (Cnaff, 14/9/83).

Thus they deliberately offer a posture of violence (which is carried
through into physical violence on occasions) and have adopted a politjcal
'strategy of tens'i on' very I i ke the Brj ti sh Movement i n Bri tai n. A

powerful image is provided by a part'icular form of music called '0i'
which originally used'swastika chic'to shock but which has now become

central to the message of this section of punk culture and musjc.
The importance of punk for the Natjonal Soc'ialjsts lies in the fact
that it is seen as primarily white in origin jn contrast to most popular
music forms that are black-dominated (seu !.rnte*pora.y Affair ,

1981). The Palmerston North boot boys jdentify with groups such as

Flesh D-vice, Foreskins, Last Resort, cockney Rejects and local Nazi

4. 0therwise known as 'skins' or 'skinheads'. These tiiles inrlicate
the wearing of 'bovver boots', which are deslgned to be
street fighting, or in the case of 'skins', to the wear
short hair or having a shaved head. This can mean that
no hajr that can be grabbed jn a fight although syrnboli
indicates the typica'l 'short back and sides,hajrcut of

of use in
ing of very
there i s

cally, i t
the British

working class taken to extrenre. New Zealand skjns are d djrect
imitation of their Britjsh corrnterpart, although not all are
necessari ly fascjst or working class.



music groups such as The Knives of |,./est Eleven

is fascism' (Chaff , 30/3/U).5
The'ir slogan is '0i

Not al I expressions of National Social ism centre around punk
culture. An Auckland group of about 20 led by a 24 year-old met monthly
'in the ear'ly 1980s and paid a $10 subscription to form a t/hi te power

Movement. Their aim was the deportation of al l Pacific Islanders,
and when their leader was interviewed on Radio Pacifjc, he acknowledged
that they aiso sought the geographical separation of Maori and pakeha

in New Zealand. This was justified on the grounds that the Maori
'lacked the abi I ity to operate in a European situation,. In 14el I ington,
another group, the white power gang, was involved in the throwing of
a molotov cocktail into an indjan-owned shop. The three who were charged,
17,18 and 20 years respectively, craimed that they were dedicated
to 'getting rid of coloured peop'le in New Zealand, and one told the
police that 'curries are just like Jews, (sunday Times, 30/g/7g).

There are many groups and incidents such as the above. Most
groups on'ly exist for a short period and are amorphous alliances that
centre on the scapegoating of one minority group or another. Many
of the inc'idents that accompany their presence go unreported in the
media, ejther because the medja are il1-informed to begin with or
because the police deny that there is a racial element to the incident,
or perhaps are not aware that it has been the product of an organised
racist group. rhe only consistent and wel l-organised group is the
King-Ansel I National social ist party in Auckland, and .i ts publ ici ty
derives from the combination of fascination and revu'lsion felt towards
the group (see Roberts, walsh and sullivan, 0.d., for survey material
on public attitudes towards Nazis). perhaps James K. Baxter also had
a point:

...Mr King-Anscl1 dirl not know tha tc,npL,r
of ang mincls of his fel_J_ow-cot.tntrunL,n.
Tltcrl would onlq foll<sw a raspcctabIa
Ir.,r^.;ci-st . IIc: w,a:; too t Ianboy,trtt, f-oo
<tbvi<>us, ter> n.tiva (Baxter, Sunday fimes,
21/6/70) .

q
lt ryi!h all expressions of working class neo-fascism jn New Zealancl
( and urr tain, see-.chapter seven), the sentiments and membership aremale-dominated. 

. 
Male.supremacy and aggression are central themes, ifsolngtjmes only rhetorical ly presenterJ. - This contrasts with majorpol itjcal groups (Labour, National, social credit) 

-whe.e 
urorln,ir.

grganisational ly and ideological ly represented (however adequately).
The major representat i ve of the nLw pet ty-bourgeoi s ie, the friew Zea landParty, adopts a sjmi lar position. Even ltre reictionary orgdnisationsof the old petty-bourgeojsie such as the League of Rigits ieserue a r.olefor females, albeit a rninor and passive one tfrit reilects their anti-feminism.
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Co'lin King-Ansell: A Profile

King-Anse'l'l was born in 1946 in 0tahuhu but grew up 'in the King

Country and Central Auckland. His parents were commjtted Labour

supporters who split up when he was 20. He left school at 16 and

enlisted in the army although he soon transferred to a civilian job

in the Defence Department. This was followed by work as a barman.

In December 1967, he was sentenced to eighteen months imprisonment

for causing malicious damage to a synagogue and he was released from

prison in January 1969. Until 1971, when he left for Australia, King-

Ansell had difficulty retaining a job because of unjon opposition to
his politics. He formed a new National Socialist group jn June'1969

and advertised this fact in the Herald and Dominion. He had read

Mein Kampf as a schoolboy and his 'interest was aroused. He formed a

Deutchesbund and then became involved in ant'i-Jewish activities in
1967. He commented:

In those dags I wasn't a NationaL
Socja-ljst . f was just anti-Jew
(Sal ient, 6/5/70).

In May 1970, Saljent interviewed King-Ansell and the media took up

the'interest and his views and activitjes were given wide publicity.
He was interviewed on the Gallery programme by Brian Edwards and a

lot of attention was focussed on his claim that 10 Auckland police
were members of the National Socialists. In 1971, he went to Australia
where he worked as a warehouse manager and opened a mjlitaria shop

in Sydney wjth $6000 he won in a lottery. He returned to New Zealand

in late 1971 and the following year, he stood for the National

Socjalists in the general election. He organised his campaign with
the help of a member of the Australian National Socialist Party but

he attracted few votes. He stood again for Mt. Eden in 1975 (he received
19 votes out of lhe 19,142 votes cast) and 1978. His campaigning during
the 19/0s was focussed on Mt. Eden while he was residentially based

in 0tahuhu. He married, in 19/3, one of the few women members of the

Party, J. Nevi I le, the Wel lington branch secret,rry. By 19/8, he had

separated. In the same year, he was sentenced to three mont.hs imprison-
ment for breaching the Race Relations Act (reduced to a fine of $400

in appeal). In 1981, he faced certain financial difficulties (see

Herald, 1/ /10/81).
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King-Ansell has been concerned to represent working-c1ass

national ist sentiments, and he has used both an electoral platform

and sought to become jnvolved jn trade union politics. In 1982, he

was chapel father for Hallmark (an Auckland prtnting f irm) and he

conte,sted the presidency of the Auckland Printers Unjon. ile pol led

/ll5 votes less than the sitting president. He has also used other
forums to convey h'is views. For example, he was a prominent member

of many of the pro-Springbok rugby tour demonstrations held in Auckland

in 1981. Through this participation,he maintains I inks with a variety
of other extreme right-wing groups a'lthough many of these are wary

of being categorised as supporting or sympathising with National

Socialism, and they are aware of the political liability that this
represents. Nevertheless, there is a sense in which King-Ansel I is

something of a martyr for extreme right-wing campaigns. When King-

AnselI and Hughes were convicted under the Race Relations Act (tfre
on'ly people to be accorded this'honour'up to 1984), the actions of
the Race Relations Conc.il iator, the po'lice and the Courts were seen

by many from the reactionary part of the political spectrum as providing

ev'idence of the'anti-white intent'of those in power. Pub.licly, many

groups used the occas'ion to mount an attack on the'restriction of
free speech'. Thus his activities and the response they engender from

agenc'ies of the state and jnstitutions such as the media provide suppor-

t'ive material for the arguments of extreme right-wing groups even if
few explicit'ly agree with his views and po'licies.

King-Ansel l's vjews deviate I ittle from those held by German

National Social jsts. His early influences are German. These have

been expanded by contact wi th Amerjcan National Socjal ist groups (notably,

Christian Vanguard and publ ications such as the National Socjal ist
Digest) and his admiration for George Lirrcoln Rockwel l. The 0bserver,

the local publicaljon which he has edited, drdws most of its overseas

material from the publicaLions of f.he Arnericarr Nazi Party, regardless

of the appropriateness of this to the local context. He is anti-Jew
because 'Jews are cornrnunists' (Salient, 6/5/70) and the mairr threat
internationally is held to be 'Jewish-Ziorrism' (B 0'Clock, 15/1//2).
'Atheist Jews' are interpreted as being communist whi le' orthodox Jewry

are viewed as capitalists, both importanl enemies. Most world events
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are the product of the mach j nat i ons t-rf these twr.r groups, ei ther j n

an al I iance or independently of one another. He defends the pol icy
of Nazi Germany towards Jews and suggests that the'talk of
extermination camps i s nonsense' (B 0'clock , 15/1 /72). He has a we I l -

rehearsed and systematic ideologicai interpretation of social and

po1 itical events on everything from feminine domesticity (ne talks
of motherhood as a'trade' and how'gir1s shou'ld learn the arts of
how to run a home') to media'conspiracies'. Since hjs first involve-
ment in National Socialism in the 1960s, his commitment and views have

changed remarkably l'ittle. In the i9B0s, his expressed a'im was sti ll
the 'salvation of the white race' (Christchurch Star, 7/11/81). And

thi s i s combi ned wi th a strong anti -capi tal i st stance that di ffers
fundamenta'l1y from a similar stance adopted by o1d petty-bourgeois
groups. King-Anse1 I uses the rhetoric and organisations (such as the
trade union) of the working c'lass, and rather than the revital'isat'ion
of capitaljsm through the promotion of smal I commod'ity production,
King-Anse11 advocates a collectjve response that strengthens the position
of the working c1ass. That this position should be interpel'lated
through'race' and'nation' is not atypica'l of the working class to
whom he jntends to appeal, but that he should also expressly identify
with an anti-Semitic Manichean v'iew of finance and politics, and with
the imagery and arguments of a dated German National Soc'ialism, makes

him an irrelevance to the agenda of working c'lass pol it.ics in New

Zealand in the 1970s and 1980s. The il legitimacy associated w'ith this
latter position has always encouraged opposition to him from the very
organisations that he requires to establjsh an organisational alliance,
the trade un i ons .

(b)(i) National Front

The National Front share, both in Bri tain and New zearand,
certain characteristics with the National Social ists discussecl above.

Their ideological tradition dates from a coilmon s0urce in late 19th

century and early 20th century fascisrn, s0 that key signifiers are

very slmj lar. But there is an irnportant dimension that separates the
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two expressjons of neo-fascism. The National Front stress two

factors: they seek the preservation of the'British race'and the

main outgroup are blacks'in Britajn or Polynesjans in New Zealand.

And they are careful to avoid comparison with the fascisms of the

1930s. The effect is to give them a contemporary and explicitly
'British'image that mjnimises the assoc.iation with earl'ier forms of
fascism. Yet they retain the elements of 'race' and 'nation', and

the subsequent emphasis on genocidal ('racial cleansing') policies.
They also both recruit and seek to appeal to the work'ing class of
which they are part.

The National Front appeared in New Zealand in 1967. It began

with loca'l recruits such as 8.8. Thompson (see Profiles) and other
sympathisers from the League of Empire Loyaf ists. They were joined

by migrants from Britajn and elsewhere who had already been

politicised by their experiences with fascist groups in Britain or

by independence in former British colonies. New Zealand imm'igration
policy during the 1950s and 1960s was relatively 1ibera1, and a number

of working class migrants came seeking to escape the growing rac'ia1

tension of inner city areas in Britain. A typical example was

Roger Clare (see Searchlight, May 1983). He was recruited to Mosley's

Union Movement (the contjnuation of the British Unjon of Fascists)
in 8r'itain in the early 1960s. The Un'ion Movement attempted to incite
opposition to the immigration of t,Jest Indians. Clare'left Brita'in
and went to South Africa before coming on to New Zealand. 0nce here,
he was instrumental in getting the National Front known and active.
But by the early 1970s, he was back jn Britain and actjve in the League

of St. George and Column BB.o But jt was the League of Empire Loyalists
that provided the organi sational base, albei t somewhat I imi ted, for'
the formation of the Nation,rl Front.

Now .in Nc,w ZaaLarul , tht: Lt',t<1ua <>t

Iimpirc [,ot1,t7i.sts ha.s nrcrqc'd wi.t:h other
inte rc.stad p.tt r ictt:; to f <t rm Lhe
Nt:w Z<:aLand Nati<;nal l,'ront (Salient,
6/s/70).

6. The League of St. George and Co

who adopt parami I i tary strateg i

As i an and Afro-Car i bbean groups
with similar neo-fascist pararni
helped hide European lerrorists

I umn BB are Br i t i sh neo- fasc i s t groups
es in making their opposi t jrtrr to

known . They have ex Lens i ve I i nk s
li tary qroups in Europe ,rrrd have
i n Br i ta i n.
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The aims in this period were to work with the Brjtish parent body.

to eradicate 'l iberal internat'ional ism', to preserve the British 'way

of life'and to prevent'the emergence of a race problem'. There

were branches in Ashburton and Auckland and they produced the occasiclnal
pamphlet (see New Zealand Monthly Review,9/7/68). Their main

publ ication, Counter-Attack, was shortl ived.

The 'official' format'ion of the New Zealand National Front (NZNF)

took place'in 1977. Between the 1ow key and informal grouping in 1967

and the more formal organisation, many of the future act'ivists were

occupied in other organjsatjons. Kerry Bolton was secretary of the

New Zealand Democratjc Nationalist Party which was formed'in 1975 (see

the British extreme right-wing press on the period, e.g. League Review,

g/6/76, and Spearhead , g/2/7il.7 Bastian Zandbergen was also involved
jn this group. The'ir activitjes covered such things as support for
South African particjpation in the l'Jorld Softbal'l Championships in

the Hutt Val]ey in 1976 (see letters to the edjtor, 8 o'clock, 21/2/76;
Truth, 28/9/76), and the publication of several pamphlets and a well-
printed manifesto. These groups and activ'ities mark an important stage
jn the articulation of radjcal neo-fasc'ist interpellatjons jn defjance of
hegemonic control and the presence of dominant political representatives.
The New Zealand Oemocratic Nationa'ljst Party went into recess with the

formation of the NZNF and was briefly react'ivated in 0ctober i980 (see

League Review, February 1981).

Another of the key people'in the format'ion of the NZNF was

Dav'id crawford. He was active as a co-editor of point'ing R'ight (in
1974) and Heed (ln t975). crawford's involvement came about after
a meeting in central canterbury in 1974. He describes th'is in an

article publ ished in the Britjsh National Front's publ ication
spearhead (March 1978). crawford was a member of the National party
(see Dominion,2/3/77), and part of a group which debated whether or
not to stay within the National Party. The alternative was to form
a nationalist group. The emergence of Muldoon wjth 'his clearly

7. The logo and slogan
I ater and grew out
as the New Zea'l and

of New Force (see below) which was to be fornred
of the New Zealand National Front were the same
Democratic National i st Party.
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hardline conservative outlook'was seen to make political activity
outside the National Party a waste of time. But after the 1975 general

e'lection, Crawford was'horrifjed' by the continuing'immigratjon of
Pac'ific Islanders and by the ant.i-apartheid sentiments surfacing.
It was th'is concern about'anti-whjte propaganda'that was instrumental
in the formation of the New Zealand National Front on 15 t4arch 1977

with Crawford as the chairperson. Prior to this, the strategy had

been to try and:

;;;:"';:i'i:;.'l:",:7::":z:,:";:"::"'n"
towards capturing the administration of
LocaL branches. However it was quickTg
pointed out that. such a course of action
had been pursued with no success since
the Trsos (Spearhead, March 19lB).

Bolton had attempted to become involved in the National Party's l.lestern

Hutt branch and the Auckland area organiser for the National Front,
George Moir, was jnvolved in the electorate admjnistration of Mt. Eden.

when th'is was discovered, the National Party quickly moved to publicly
condemn the National Front (Truth, 29/3/77; Herald, 9/4/77 ) with the
Party President indicat.ing that members of the National Front would

be automatically disqual if jed from membersh'ip of the Nat'ional Party.

The NZNF was chaired by Crawford, then 29 and a clerk with the
Christchurch Cjty Counci l. The three directors were Crawford, Bolton
and Thompson. The intentjon was to tap the'growing wave of fear amongst

the lJhite community' (spearhead, March 1978). To this end, crawford
wrote letters arguing that the tribalism of Africa'means a growing

affinity for commun'ism' (Truth, 26/7 /77), that Anglo-Saxons, via thejr
genetic 'inheri tance, 'possess some of the most jmportant gi fts whi ch

have been bestowed on mankind'and he argued for the separation of
Maori and Anglo-Saxons in the interests of 'racial purity'(Christchurch Pres

13/9/77). He threatened Jews with cancel lation of their New Zealand
passports if they continued'this policy of harassment or misrepres-
entation' (Christchurch Star, 7 /11/81), arrd he also publ icly argued

Lhat there was never any aLtempt by Hit ler Lr.r extermirrale Jews (Canta,

June ,|977).

Ihe Brjtish parent body received news of these activities with
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delight. spearhead (May 1977) published an articre on the NZNF and

reported a 'startling upsurge in support'. Tyndall, chairperson of
the British Natjonal Front, (spearhead, January 1978) noted that the
NF had actjvists in many countries but New Zealand was the only
country to have a formal organ'isation. In fact, he was somewhat over-
optimi st'ic as the NZNF had co'l I apsed by mi d-1978 when Crawford res i gned

as chairperson and nobody was prepared to take over the position.
Some activities continued. The Australian NF was formed in June 1978,
and a magazine was established, Frontline, as the representative
publ ication of the New Zealand and Austral ian organisations. Crawford
was assistant editor until september 1978 (lssue no.4) and then
B.B. Thompson took his place. There was also an attempt to establish
an NF branch at victoria un'iversity of wellington in 19g1. The

Students' Association declined to aJlow them to affiliate (see Saljent,
13/4/81; Evening Post , 31/3/81; 27 /4/81; 1/5/81). crawford and Botton
went on to establjsh the Church of 0din and New Force. They felt that
the NF had served a useful function.

...Kerrg Bolton and ngself were
djscussjng this verg issue [the public
inpact of the NFI with cJose assocjates
the other week and it n'as genetalTg
agreed that, we had an enormous pubJic
inpact; and a positive one at tiat.
fl?e M has seryed as one of the mosc
successfuJ building blocks we have
utiTized. . . (Personal communication,
D. Crawford, 15/4/81).

In a sense, this assessment is reasonably accurate. While the numbers

involved'in the NZNF were never 1arge, the organisation encouraged the

formation of a network of act'ivists throughout New Zealand who actioned

such strategies as the 'inf jltrat'ion' of the Nat'ional Party. They a'lso

succeeded'in attracting considerable media attention and in reinforc'ing
links w'ith simjlar Britjsh groups. In each case the NZNF continued the

work of the League of Empire Loyalists but with more impact, both in terms

of their own supporters and in the public domajn. 8ut contrary to

Nyomarkey's (1967; see also I'lallis, 1979: 180-184) assertion that schism
'is more likely to occur in Marx'ist groups because authority and legitima-
tion derjve from an ideology as opposed to Nazi groups where they derive

from the leader's charisma, neo-fascist groups'in New Zealand have a

recent history of fragmenting or reform'ing soon after their establishment.

Ihe NZNF was really only active in a national sense for less than two year
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before the formation of new groups. The cont'inued absence of charis-
matic leadership (King-Anse1 I coming the closest) means that New

Zealand neo-fascism corresponds more to the charisterjstics and careers

of Marxist groups in Nyomarkey's (1967) analysis rather than Nazr gr0ups.

The weak ideological coherence, rel'iant as it is on imported arguments

and signs, combines with a small activist core and weak representational

ties with the work'ing class to encourage 'ideologicai, and hence

organi sational, fragmentatjon.

B.B. Thompson: A Profile

Thompson l'ives in Ashburton where he is a schoo'lteacher. His first
political activity was as secretary of the National Front in 1969. In
that capacity, he wrote to the Sunday T'imes (19/10/69) concerning the

'malaise of ljberalism with its "gospel" of sickly and dangerous inter-
natjonal'ism, poisonous denja'ls of racial differences'. He also ind'icated

a hope to field candidates'in future elections. He produced NZNF's first
newsletter, Counter-Attack (1970). He then became'involved in trying to
ensure continued contacts between white South Africa and New Zealand. By

1972, he had formed the Assoc'iat'ion Defendjng South African Tours (ADSAT).

He still acknowledged his position as secretary of the NF (see l,la'llace,

1972). Activity in support of aparthe'id continued for most of the

decade. In 1977, as chairperson of ADSAT, he was crit'ical of the National

Government for giving aid to 'Marxist Mozambique' (Ashburton Guardian,

10/5/77). His other major init'iat'ive in th'is period was to form the

Friends of Chile jn 1976 (see Point'ing Rjght, r0.14, 1976; Heed,

February/March 1976). 0n these issues, there was an intimate network of
activ'ists. Thompson served on Elderton's Southern Afrjca Friends

Association, he contributed to Elderton's magazine Pointing Right (see,

for example, h'is article 'Kirk Kicks 0ur Kinfolk', Po'int jng R'iqht, n0.4,

1974), while Elderton was the Christchurch representatjve of the Friends

of Chi le.

Throughout, he retained contact with the NZNF and when the

organisation became officially organised jn the late 19/0s, he played

a maior ro'le. He spent eight months as the official guest of the

Enfie'fd branch of the British NF in 1977. He marched as the New Zealand

representative at Lewjsham in August 1977 and as one of the colour party
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holding the New Zealand flag at the Cenotaph in London. League Review

(no.24',1979) described him erroneously as the chairperson of the NZNF.

From September 1978, he became assoc'iate-editor of Frontline.

He believes 'rigidly in apartheid, the threat of world

communism and the Jewish conspiracy and the evils of the modern black

emerging nations' (1,/a1 1ace, 1972). He i s a Protestant who does not

attend church because of the National Council of Churches'support
for'terrorist groups' and who js firmly convinced that the presence

of 'coloureds' from the Pac'ific Islands and Asia wi.ll turn 'our streets
'into a stage for...riots' (Christchurch Star. 17/B/77). In terms of
these views, he might well be a member of one of the extreme right-
wing groups representing the old petty-bourgeoisie. His occupation

as school teacher would encourage such affiliat'ions, as would h'is

location in a provincial centre. But from hj s initial pol itical
activity, he has cons'istently expressed views in a way that identifies
hlm as part of the core of neo-f asci sts 'in New Zeal and. He 'is expl i ci t
in artjculat'ing the extreme nature of his views; he invests his world

views, and attempts to influence that of others, with a fundamentalist
racism and rejects the n'iceties and assumptions of social democratic

culture (cf. Billig, 1978:96). His associations are with working class
activ'ists (Bolton, Crawford) in New Zealand and parallel British groups,

notably the National Front.

2.(ii ) New Force/National i st Workers Party

New Force was founded on 1 March 1981 from the New Zealand

Democratic National ist Party, and from those activi sts who had formed

the core of the NaLional Front. There were also some members from

Viking Youth involved. The founding members were Michael Curry,

Kerry Bo I ton, Ron Zandbergen and Bas t i anus Zandbergen. Ihe d i rec torate
included Bolton, Ddvjd Crawford (Chrjstchurch), Grant Snrith (HutL Valley)
Michael Curry (Auckland) arrd Dave Stormer (Wellington). Crawford was

given the title of'sout,hern director'of New Force although he had

res i gned from the pos i t i on by September 1 981 .
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The objective of New Force was the buildlng of a'cadre of

wel l-trained, discjplined and highly motivated act'ivists', to educa[e

arrd to 'covertly establish cel ls of the Movement in pol itical parljes,
pressure groups', etc. and to disrupt organisations 'antagonistic to

the national jnterest' (New Force Manifesto, n.d.). The Manifesto

sets these aims out in detail and provides information on the

strategies to be adopted. There is a maior attack on the'false
assumptiorrs of multj-racialism' and jt js dismissive of the 'ljberal
guilt complex'. New Force would seek jnstead, to credte a separate

Maori parl i ament and to establ i sh autonomous Maori states. The

organisation would not recognise the rights of Pacific Islanders tr.l

hold New Zealand citizenship (citizenship would be revoked if a Pac.ifjc

Islander had already been granted it) and they would classify al1

chj ldren born to a Pac.ific Islander as such and everything would be

done to repatriate them.B

In mid-1983, New Force underwent a change of name. It became

the Nationalist Workers Party, and a number of 'elements' were eiected

from membership. The'subversive factjons' included a 'juvenile Nazi

element'with a fetish for German militaria and'free market capitalists'
(Press Release, 13/6/83). Apparently, the former were youths from

the New Zea'land Nat.ional Social ist Party who were giving New Force 'a bad

name' (Herald, 20/6/83). The second group was described as TRIM/ZAP

supporters who were 'anti-union, antj-working class', an attitude that

'genuine national.ists find to be odious' (Press Release,l3/6/83).
The hope was that the expulsion of the 'extreme right elements would

help to make New Force more respectable' (Herald, 20/6/83). The

membership was described as being well over 100 with less than a third
being expelled during the reorganisatjon (!_yr1-1ng_l_q:!, ?0/B/83).

The reorgarri sa L ion of the group and the accompanyi ng commertt-s

illustrate how key acLivists perceive themselves. Their ideolrtgy of

'racial nationalism'allows for rtct cr.ltttprornises. They re.ject t.he

preselrce of skin-heads who are expl icitly National Sor-ialjst. orr t.lte

grounds bhat their support would errgender public oppositiorr. In f.)Ct.,

B. This js an irrteresling ideological posjtion because it explicitly
utilises a classificatiorr system l.hat categorises an irrdividual ds
Pacific Islarrder if there is a1y Pacific Island Polynesiarr arrcestry.
lmplicil in this is the notion of 'r'acidl cclntamirratiorr'; the
'superior while ancestry' is held to be 'contdrnrnat.ed' by rttisceqen,rt iort.
Even amorrqst the exlreme rigtrt, few others publicly acknowledge th,rt
they hold such views.
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the leadership of New Force/Natjonalist Workers Party accept that they
are already viewed in a negative'light and that public acceptance of
them is a major problem (see comments elsewhere). The djspute with
the National 5oc'ial.ists, primari ly sk'in-heads, is over the 'issue of
whether allegiance js to a tradjtional German-inf.luenced Natjonal
Socialism as opposed to a more contemporary nationalism which'is Brjtish-
oriented. Bolton and the others firmly rejected the fttrmer in favour
of the latter, and hence the dismissal of the skin-heads. But they
also rejected the possibility of another alliance. The reference ro
'free market capi tal i sts' encompasses petty-bourgeoi s expressions of
extreme right-wing activity, and New Force/Natjonal Workers Party were
exp'licit in their dismissal of key assumptions in such interpellations.
They obviously share a commitment to the nation/'race' and to opposing
socjal.ism and communism. But working class groups such as New Force
reject the o1d petty-bourgeois concern with restoring 'free market
capitalism'. They also explicit'ly employ the concept of class, albe.it
'in the context of an interpellation that stresses the nation/'race',
whereas petty-bourgeois Jacobinism is emphatic in its denial that class
js an appropriate political signifier or slogan to use in capitalist
society. Thus New Force/Natjona'l workers party, reflecting their
working class orientation, are djsmissjve of these key aspects of petty-
bourgeoi s interpel I ations.

There are other aspects that separate the two approaches, and

which underl'ine the arguments made above. First'ly, New Force exhibjt
little of the ambiguity displayed by petty-bourgeois reactionary groups
on the matter of the presence of Pacific Islanders jn New Zealand.
They offer clear policies that are more 'extreme' in what they seek

to do. For instance, the National ist Workers Party began its publ icity
wjth comments on Pacific Islanders, which included arguing for the
deportation of any Pac'ifjc Islander who is on d welfare benefit ano

those who are 'socially undesirable' (Evening post, Z0/B/83). previously,
New Force had beerr explicit in its advocacy of'separate development'
or dpartheid for Maori and Pakeha in New Zealand, and in denying Pacific
Islanders polit.ical and civil rlghls, inclurllng citizenship. There
was corlcerrl that Pacific Islanders would become a pol iLical force that
would dernand cultural recognition and lead to lhe'further bastardisalion
and eventual demjse of the whit_e New Zealander' (EfS!-ttg__lo.sl, Z0/B/83).
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Secondly, New Force/National jst l,Jorkers Party expresses a

statolatry quite djfferent from that offered by old petty-bourgeois

Jacobinism which opposes the corporate state and would simply see the

state in an instrumental role as protecting petty-commodity capital'ism.

The fol I owlng statement comes

Australian publication of the

from Perseverance (15/3/82), the

Hunoari an National Soc i al i st Partv.

The New Force rejects the Liberaf-
Democratic ideologg that conceives the
State as being nothing but the regulator
of reTations between individual-s and
their "rights" -

. . . - Each individuaf is an organic part of
the whoTe sociaT organisation - the Nation -
with an assigned function in keeping with
the individual-'s capacitg, and fuTfiTTing
that function to the best of his abilitg
of the whole. Each sociaL cLass has its
pTace and function within tie nation and
shouLd therefore bu no means be in confTict
with the others.

The basic foundation from which the People-
Natjon-State idea is forned is the fanilg....
rt js because the fanilg is the base fron
which the Nation grows that Marxjsrn seeks
to destroU it.

... che PeopLe-Nation-State idea arises from
members of a common stock or species, its
po1iticaL-sociaL-cuftural aspirations are
therefore necessarjtg its unique propertg.
Suci aspi rations are the peopTe's inherent
souL or psgche made visible and are therefore
unable to be feft. or shared bg a people of
unrefated stock. . . (Perseverance, 15/3/82).

The phi losophy art'iculates the major elements of traditional National

5ocialism. The state as the organisational wing of the nation is the

a1 l-important uni t. Nation and state come together to represent the

reason for individual existence, and they are the manifestation of

the racial basis of a particular nation. This racial element is crit.ical
because it governs behaviour. It is also something nrystical

that can not be positively identified and described, and therefore
is unique and non-transferable. Classes are recognised as existing,
anil an earlier reference to the'anti-union, anti-working class'
attjtudes of other extreme right groups indicates a fundamental

ideological difference between this working class tradition of political
thought and activjsm, and other extreme right-wing groups that would
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deny that the concept of class is appropriate to an understanding

of society.

These views are extensively expressed through the publ ications

of New Force: Attack, Spark and Nationalist News. In response to

an attack on them by Jesson (see Republican, March 1982), New Force

responded wi th an extens i ve statement on thei r ph i I osophy ( Attack,

0ctober/November/December 1982). It concentrated on the biological

'reality of racial differentiation', 'the territorial imperative as

the basis of the nat'ion-forming process'and'the anti-natjona'1, anti-
racial character of capitalism'. New Force 'is described as the

'ant'ithesis of cap.italism while the Left has traditionally played the

lackey'.

In terms of 'links, New Force has acknowledged its association

with the British National Front a.lthough New Force tried to disassociate

itself from the NZNF. In a letter to the Herald (?6/6/83), Bolton

claims there was no connection between New Force and the NZNF despite

his own presence and role jn both organisations. The ideology and

the focus of both groups are very similar. Early in New Force's

existence, there was an attempt to influence the National Party but

later the interest switched to Social Credit. In 1981, Zandbergen

clajmed that New Force had a'sjmilar econom'ic poficy to that of Social

Credit' (Even'ing Post , 27 /10/81). Six months later, an article in

Attack (February/March 19BZ) described Social Credit as New Zealand's

'Great White Hope' for many on the right, although it was also pointed

out that they saw a move to the left by Social Credit culminating in
the campaign against the League of Rjghts and repudiation of the'racial
views'of C.H. Douglas. But like most of the groups in this particular
ideological tradition, New Force is suspjcious of democracy and of

lhe role of political parties.

'I'ha Ncw L'orca. . .<:xcltt<los tltc p<lssi bilittl
<tt col-L,tbot'al-ittn w it:lt ttrc' <t1<l Ss.trL ie-,s

be-'cau:;e th<: pstlch<t lo11g o f thosc yta rt ias
i:; irrecr>rtc i l,tblo witlt our revrt htti<.tn.trr1
n.ttionit I ist r: t'ce:rt (Persever(tnce, 15/3/BZ)

Thus the inIerest in the National Party or'

inslrumental concern in becoming involved i

lhat is legitimale and has access to power

Social Credit reflects an

n a political orgdnisation
rather tharr arry sirni larity
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jn views. 0ther links come through the activitjes of members of New

Force. Bo'lton has been'involved'in the NZNF, the League of Rights
and the New Zealand Rhodesia Society as well as being the producer

of Counter-Attack and Nationalist News. Zandbergen was 'involved with
the Natjonal Front while Crawford has been active in Pojnting Right,
Heed and the Church of Od'in. John Stewart-Menzies. a founder of the
League of Rights in New Zealand and formerly a Soc'ial Credit candidate
and a member of the New Democratic Party, became the Bay of Plenty
organiser for New Force in 1982 (see Attack, 0ctober/November/DecemDer

1eB2).

Despite be'ing suspic'ious of the democratic pol itical system

New Force became.involved in the forma.l e.lectoral process in 1981.

They announced the candidacy of B. Zandbergen for the Western Hutt
seat. This appears contradictory to their beliefs, and it required
commitments that were against the group's philosophy. New Force, for
example, sought to avoid their classification as a reactionary or right-
wing group. Zandbergen (Evening Post, 16/5/81 ) rejected the label

'nazi' and then later (Even'ing Post,4/6/81) argued that New Force

were anything but reactionary because they sought 'cultural self-
determinat'ion for al1 peop'les as opposed to Marxism and capitaf ism

that seek to cont'inue the age of materialism'. Nevertheless, once

the campaign got underway (the announcement of the candidate took place

on 20/9/81), Zandbergen faced a campaign that revolved around identifying
him as a 'nazi' or 'fascist'. A combined candidates meeting was

disrupted in early November and a New Force meeting in late November

attracted an aud'ience of 8 plus 30 protestors. He persevered with
a public platform that focussed on the preservation of 'European

culture'. 0n electjon night, he received 30 votes out of a total of
19,481 votes cast in the electorate.

0n lhis occasion, New Force ga

discussions indicated that they were

compromised their jdeological and pol

matLer, they rleem themselves to have

is opposed to the legislatjon and the

rights in New Zealand. Ihey argr/rl

ined lit.tle and in private
embarrassed by the resu I t. I t
itical prtsition. 0n anot.her public
been more successful. New Force

orgdnisation that exists on humdn

that the Race Rel at ions Act (1971)
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di scrimj nates agai nst Pakehas, i t I imi ts free speech and mai ntai ns

the privileges of non-whites. New Force came in for attent.ion from

the Race Relat'ions Conci l iator's Office after the election because

of compl aj nts made about election materi al . The Conci I i ator asked

for a legal opinion and'in early 1982 told Zandbergen of the complaints
and'invited his comments. Zandbergen asked for a defin'ition of rac'ist
and what section of the Race Relations Act New Force were supposed

to have breached. There was no reply from the Conc'iliator and on

2 February, New Force complained to the Ombudsman. 0n 9 February,

the Human Rights Comm'ission ruled that section 94 of the Act had not

been breached.

ALthough expressed political viewpoints
concerning matters of race nag be
unpaTatable or unsound thjs js not
sufficient cause for the publication of
those views to be circumscribed (Human
Rights Commission, 16/2/82).

They went on to note that the electorate should determ'ine the merit
or value of proposals. This decis'ion was greeted with approval by

some editorial opinion (see Evening Post,24/2/82) on the grounds that
the freedom of expression had been preserved. New Force were jubi.lant.
Attack (February/March 19BZ) declared that the 'Race Act Inad been]

Defeated'. They claimed success over the Conciliator, they enjoyed

the favourable publicity and interpreted the events as a vindication
for 'pro-whi te groups' .

The Nationalist Workers Party were the object of attention on

a sjmilar issue in 1984. 0n 4 September'1984, the police seized 4C00

National i st Workers Party pamphlets from 0. Bree's Auckland home.

The pol ice seized them on the grounds that their distribution 'would
have caused breaches of the peace and incited criminal acts' (H.Isl!,
13/10/84). The warrant for lheir seizure was obtained unoer

Section 198 1c of the Summary Proceedings Act. The pamphlets were

returned when the National ist l,Jorkers Party agreed not to pass them

out on the street or to put them in letterboxes. In the meantime,

a considerable debate ensued concerning the inrplications of such,r
seizure for a democratic system, and the dispute dmongsL members of
the New Zealand Civil Liberties Union (see Herald, 13/10/84) epitornised
the dimensions of the debate (see Chapter Iight).
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The debate aga'in provided the Nationalist Workers Party with

access to the national med'ia and a degree of implicit legitimacy as

the'ir 'rights' were defended by members of the social and poljtjcal
el ite. This legitimacy was conf irmed for the National jst l,lorkers

Party when Mana Motuhake invited representat'ives to a discussjon on

a Wellington marae in 0ctober 1984. Bolton used the opportun'ity to
reiterate the anti-capitalist rhetorjc of their interpellatjon (the

'real enemy was the "st'inking face of cap'italism"'; see Even'ing Post,

29/10/84). But the extremism of aspects of their interpellation rules
out any sort of influential role for neo-fascist organisat'ions ljke
the Nationalist Workers Party in political and jdeological struggles.
fhe'ir class location means that they are part of the relationship
between capital and a wage-earning proletariat, unlike the o1d petty-
bourgeoisie, but the'ir rac'ial radjcalism is self-defeating given the
presence of a substantial Polynesian segment in the working c1ass.

The proletarjan sympathies of neo-fascist interpellations are therefcre
negated by the centrality of racjsm to theilideology, and by the
readiness to explicitly articulate mot'ions such as rac'ial contamination.
Thejr irrelevance is confirmed by periodic schisms (cf. Nyomarkey, 1967)

and the size of the neo-fasc'ist following in New Zealand. Bolton

reflects the extrem'ism of thjs jnterpellation and the complex career
trajectory of actj vi sts.

Kerry Bolton: A Profile

Bolton is one of the young actjvjsts born'in the 1950s who has

a strong commitment to neo-fascist views. His 'interest began at
school, Hutt Val ley Memorial Technical Col 1ege. As he descrjbes it:

....during coTTege when I first had an
interest in poTitjcs. . . I tended towards
the 7eft, but the material-istic ethic
d idn' t reaT lg appeal . Th<: re sce'merJ to
btz something more to Life than thc
strictlg naterial basrs to it and t
suppose as an extreme reactictn f rom thc-
l'<.>rmer left w"ing views of tltc, tina, I
had an intercst in nationaL socialism
and I put an afternative point, ol' vic'w
to the college... (Kerry Bolton, Persona
Interview, 18/12/81).

He was 14, and he confesses that his views on'race'
some concern at the school. His name appears on the

I

were greeted wi th

membership list
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of the National Socialist Party in th'is period. He left school at
1/ and his next political association was with the New Zealand

Democratic Nationalist Party'in Lower Hutt, a group that he describes
as a radjcal Social Credit group. A letter to Truth (28/9/76)
ident'ifies him as secretary. A year later, further letters indicate
that he was now also North Island director of the National Front (see

Truth, 21/6/77; 26/7/77). He was intimately involved with the

organisation of the NZNF and he and Crawford were key figures. It
was also in this period that Bolton became a member of the National

Party as part of the NZNF strategy to try and influence that Party's
approach to the issue of immigration, amongst other matters. Bolton

ioined the Young Nationals but he was not in the Party long enough

to be contacted or to attend any meetings. instead, he was expelled
after a Dom.inion Council meeting of the National Party in 1977, along

with Davjd Crawford and George Moira. Bolton was qu.ite open about

the intent of this strategy:

...the NationaL Partg has pledged to
keep innigration fl-ow to about 50OO
annuaTlg but "as far as we ate concerned
that's 5o00 too mang" (Domjnion, 2/3/77).

He also argued for the geographical separation of'races'to prevent

'inter-breeding' and that the 'white race' had been solely responsible
for 'advanced civjlisation'. Bolton defines a race as 'a specific
biological sub-group within a species' (Kerry Bolton, Personal Inter-
view, 18/12/81). The exact detail or emphasis of his comment does

alter when it comes to public expressjons of racism. Some of the
policy statements that Bolton has been responsible for are blunt (see

Auckland Star, 7 /11/81; Dominion, 2/3/77). He favours a form of
apartheid on the grounds that'peop'le of "unrelated stock" cannot feel
or share the same political-social-cultural aspirations' (Auckland

Star, 7/11/81). In other situations, his position appears less

doqmatic.

...wc wJnL to sctc .-l rc.duction itt tlta
rutnber of P,tci t ic Islartdars hcre. Wc

rktn' t <1tt f o t- csut- r iqht wtut lcs;t Lt:
Lcpdtri,ttiott...we view it J.s "l <:a:;e ol'
btl..;inc.s.s intere:sts ltrirt<1 i.rtt1 tln-n over
Irc:rt: in ttte: sixtic,s...thatl stiII tlon'r.
utxlcrstand our ways rt'alL,_). . .,tnqmorc: tlt.tn
we could un<lerstand if we wt:re over there,
and t<t sag " r i<1ltt t1<)u' vc: wot kt:ti gotl t quts
<tut for- biu busile.s.s etc. , n()w qet thc. Ite-'l I
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back to qour own islands". we don't go
for policg Jike that at aLl. We want to
see a reduction, not through compuLsion,
but through encouragement Tike financial
incentives etc. (Kerry Bo.l ton, Personal
Interview, 18/12/81).

0n the role of Jews, Bolton is not reticent. In statements for both

public and prjvate consumption, he'ident'ifies Jews as an enemy although

he seeks to draw certain semantic differences.

We7L, New Force poTicA is that we're not
anti-Jew ang more than we are against angone
on account of their race, or reTigion. You
know gou have had certain aspects of
poTitical Zionism conbining together against
the interests of the west (Kerry Bolton,
Personal Interview, 18/12/81).

This ideological position is made clearer w'ith his comments on what

he calls 'the conspiracy angle'.

we know there is in existence an international
capitaTist cartef which incTudes people Tike
the RothschiTds and the Rockfeffers etc. and
theg do have as tieir anbition a worfd
coTTective state. ..gou can actuaTTg go back
to the use of communism bg the international
financiers (Kerry Bolton, Personal Interview,
18/12/81).

And with reference to New Zealand and this conspiracy:

-rt is damned hard to find out about it
specificalLg, but as a member of the
InternationaT Monetarg Fund etc. kte are subject
to their controT, and of course we are in debt
to the international bankers because L/e foTfow
orthodox financial policg. The bankers -set up
this debt finance system to bring about
financial control (Kerry Bolton, Personal
Interview, 1B/12/81).

Bolton cites the relatjonship between 0ppenheimelin Sout.h Africa and

lhe Rothschi lds, and the opposition of 0ppenheimer to apartheid, as

evidence of the nature of this conspiracy. He also refers to Jacob

Schi ff's al leged support for Bol shev i sm as another i nd i cat ion of the

operations of this conspiracy. The exarnples nearly always refer to
Jews .

After the NZNF, Bolton went on to form New Force wi[h
David Crawford. The name of the group is symbolically meant Lo refer
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to the opposition to both capitalism and communism, to left and right,
hence a'nelv force'. Although he does admit '....In terms of
convenience, I often use the term rjght wing myself'. New Force

received a high profi le for reasons a'lready djscussed. Bolton
readily admits that while they received some support, the number of
votes cast for New Force was a disaster.

;;;:"r'X":""nZl"rT'nl,^lr"r"rI7ri:"i:":Iz
r."p""lr ... -The onlg wag r cin explaln
it reaTLg is that everU time the public
saw the term New Force, theg also saw
the word fascast (Kerry Bolton, personal
Interview, 18/12/81).

He noted that it could have been worse.

. . . rea77g the reporting bg the media hasn't
been too unfair or too unreasonabTe bg and
7arge.. -theg couLd have done a Lot worse
and come out with reaL smears trging to
assoc-tate us with Nazisn deTiberateJg
(Kerry Bolton, Personal Interview, 18/12/81).

In fact, the'imagery and arguments of New Force were very much wjthin
the tradition of neo-fascism, although the emphasis firmly .ljnked 

them

to Britjsh neo-fasc'ism. A major New Force poster takes its picture
from a 1933 elect'ion poster for Adolf Hit'ler and the National Social ist
Party in Germany. The Manifesto draws direct'ly on the racial typological
arguments of the German Nationa'l Soci al i st, especi al 1y the emphasi s

on 'race' being the basis for a nat'ion. 0n economic issues, New Force

have updated the terminology and some arguments (e.g. reference to
the New International Economic 0rder, or the use of A.N. Field material
and references) although the traditional reliance on a conspiracy theory
including elements such as Jew'ish-communist-capital jst al I iances are

retained.

In the same period that he helped form New Force, Bolton also
began the church of 0din (along with Crawford). He had been jnvolved

with lhe Mormon Church (he held the Aaronic priesthood for 6 months)
but he lef L because of the amount of inter-r'acial rnarriage'. 0din ism

seeks to avoid 'the destructive creed of Judeo-christiani ty' and to
restore the gods of Norse legend to rel igious pre'-eminence. The Church

of 0din was launched with a publicalion and Bolton wrote one of the
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articles, 'The Bible is not a rac'ist book' (in fact, meaning that the

B'ible was not suffjciently racist in jts orientation and tenets).
He accepts the religious interpretation offered by the British
Israelites, and the attract'ion of the Church of 0din 1ay in its
emphasis on nature as opposed to materialism and jndustrialisation.

But it was not a successful enterprise.

Me and David fCrawford] had a bit of a
debate over the pros and cons of starting
a Church of Odin something aTong the
reTigious line and I coul-d never gur.te see
what the use of it woufd be to te17 gou the
truth...how the hefl- do gou get rid of this
stigna in the pubLic nind that something
caLl-ed the Church of Odin is automaticaTTg
going to be associated with a pack of idiots,
because jt seems a bit strange calTing
gourself High Godi (Kerry Bolton, Personal
Interview, 18/12/81).

The Church really did very little and Bolton'is undoubted.ly correct
in his assessment of its reception. It seemed to fragment the

organjsational base of New Force and helped to do little other than

divert the enerqies and attention of the small number of activists.

Eolton can offer a realistjc and jntelligent assessment of the

role and impact of the groups with wh'ich he has been involved. His

actjvism spans the 1970s, from an early involvement with the National

Socialist Party, the New Zealand Rhodesia Society and the New Zealand

Democratic Nationalist Party, through the NZNF to New Force and the

Nationalist Workers Party. He subscribes to League of Rights material
and has been involved in many public campaigns. But he accepts that
these groups are seen as part of the'lunatic fringe'by commentators

and the media, and while expressing disappointment that it is not

otherwise, he shares few illusions about the minimal impact that these

groups have. He represents a post-war generation of actjvists in the

fascist tradj tion. He, I ike others, is wel l-versed jn the I i terature
and history of this tradition, dnd he is also wel l-read with regard

to left-wjng .literature. 
He js able to artjculate the principal

arguments of a variety of positions, and ignorance is not something

for which he can be criticjsed. And yet, his background js Labour

and he comes from a working class ared, he received his schooling
withjn a 'working class' school and his occupatjon js skilled manual.

This aspect is apparent in his strong anti-capitalist beliefs and his
acceptance of working class institutions such as the trade unions,
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albeit as subserv'ient to the natjon/state. Unlike petty-bourgeois
groups, w'ith whom he often shares little in common, he is tolerant
of the rights of the working class to organise and express certain
views. His regret is that they don't express racist arguments more

often and support groups that articulate such ideologies.

Chri stchurch Grouos

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Christchurch spawned a number

of groups that fel I within the particular tradition described here.

The European Liberation Front (ELF) made a brief appearance jn 1980.

League Review (no.27, 1980) reported that the ELF were going to produce

a broadsheet, Take Heed, and they also indicated that there was no

l'ink between the Christchurch group and a Brjtish group of the same

name (League Rev'iew, no.28, 1980). Another Christchurch group, V.iking

Youth, was formed in mid-February 1979. A request came from Paul Jarvis,
the leader of the Un.ited Kingdom Viking Youth to init'iate a group in
New Zealand and Alan Smith responded. It was also the hope that a

NSDAP-Auslandorgan'isation would be established but there is no evidence

to suggest that it ever got underway. Viking Youth, however, were

active and they included 'Special Members' from 11 to 17 years who

circulated anti-Sem'itic material. Did S.ix Million Die?, fhe Naked

Capitalist and Putnam's Race and Reason were placed in libraries and

circulated amongst members of a Christchurch war-gaming club. There

were al so c'laims that some of thi s materi al was read to school c'lasses

i n Chri stchurch.

Viking Youth and the European Liberat'ion Front along wi th the

Whi te Defence League, New 0rder, the National Socjal jst Movement and

the KKK, all Christchurch-based, formed the White People's Al liance
(l{PA) 'in 1979. A member of lhe League of St. George (UK) reported
after visiting them that they were 'keen, serious, wel l-organised'
(League Review, no.29,19U0). The WPA srrbsequently produced a very
comprehensive manifesto jn 1980 titled !g1-S1f!!al (White People's
Al liance, 1980). It was submitled to the Race Relatjons Conci liattlr
in support of their views on racea relations in New Zealand. The
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Manifesto is a complex document that takes material from a number of
neo-fascist sources jn Europe and the Unjted States.

The main themes concern the importance of 'race' and the
'identification of 'the enemy'. The main enemies are seen as the

ideologies of Marxism and internationa'l finance whi le the groups involved
include Jews, capitaf ists and financiers. The manifesto makes a deta'i led

case for the importance of'race'. It states that 'there is nothing

whateverin science which supports the v'iew that al I races of men are

equal and alike' and'the denjal that serious harm can result from

racial integration and mongrelization is clearly immoral'. Acknowledge-

ment is made to Franc'is Parker Yockey, a fascist who founded the

European Liberation Front in 1948 and who djed t'n prison in 1960.

Despite the inclus'ion of names and an address, the WPA has refused

to acknowledge correspondence and actjvity has been largely non-existent
since 1980. One of the few incidents involved a WPA member in the

stabb'ing of a Maori in Auckland 'in 1981 (see Auckland Star, 7 /11/81).
Crawford (see above) acknow'ledged their existence but said he was not

a member.

The other Christchurch-based groups revolved around Crawford.

These jncluded NZNF, New Force and the Church of Odin. There diC not

appear to be much overlap in the membership of the t,lPA and those groups
'involving Crawford although they shared the same phi losophical and

political approach to issues. The Church of Odjn began in Christchurch
in 1980. Odinjsm is based in Florida and it centres on a particular
conception of'man'and earth which refers to a complex set of gods

(Babler, Freyja, 0din Allfather, Thor the Godslayer). 0din the god

is said to have brought the whole universe into exjstence whjle 0din

the man is believed to have led the Goths to northcrn lands, to have

invented the runic alphabet and to have eslablished rel igion and

civilisation. 0dinism was establ ished in New Zealand after a conference

held on 13 and 14 December 19U0. The Lwo founders were Crawford and

Bolton. Crawford (Christchurch Star, 7 /11/81 ) pojnted out that the

Church of 0din is exclusjvely for whites (in fact, the entry form

specifies a'white of non-Jewish descent') and that the main 0djnic
law requires loyalty to'race'. One of the few activities of the

Church was the celebration of Lhe summer solstice (mid-June, i.e. the

northern so lstice) in Christchurch in 1980 and 1981. Bol ton wi thdrew
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'when it became obvious that the Odinists were merely gojng to be a

cult without any relevance to New Zealand politics' (letter to the

editor, Herald, 26/6/83).

These Christchurch groups indicate the very narrow base of
work'ing class fascjsm jn New Zealand, and the tendency of such groups

to fragment and reform in a constant process. Even wjthin the same

centre ( i.e. Christchurch) where there are simi lar groups competing

for the same potentjal or actual group of activists, they have not

been able to come together to organise around a single organ'isat'ion.
They share a suspicjon not only of the identjfjed 'enemy' but also of
each other, and th1s is compounded by the desire to establish various
permutations of the same pol itical/'ideolog'ical trad'it'ion with power

accorded to one indiv'idual or another. Their history js one of ever-
changing organisations and allegiances that are only occasionally
observed by the public. This reflects the absence of an appropriate
leadership, notably charismatic (cf. Nyomarkey, 1967) and the reliance
on an insecure 'ideological tradition. The alternative is provided by

reactionary representatives of the old petty-bourgeo'isje in Chrjstchurch,
Zen'ith Appljed Philosophy and Tax Reduction Integrity Movement. The

charismatic leadership (Dahloff) provides an authorjty structure and

an ideological cohesion, despite a sectarian mystic'ism and a very
complex s'ign system, that creates an enduring organisatjonal base for
the reproduct'ion of ZAP and TRIM ideology. Commercial enterprises
provide the finance to engage in political and ideologica'l struggles,
and the performance of ZAP in part'icular over a period of more than

ten years gives it a permanence and'influence, in spite of d'isaffection
by some ideologues, that is very different from the experience of neo-

fascism in the same locale.

Conclusion

The di sti nctions between the ideologi cal emphasi s and represen-
tational ties of the o'ld petty-bourgeois and working class groups are

now expl icated. The reactionary groups of the old petty-bourgeos ie are

committed to defending the interests of petty-commodity production.
For them, the market, 'competition' and'risk' are supreme adjudicators
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in organising social and economic relations under capitalism.
Centralised or monopoly control, whether proletarjan or cap'ita1 in
origin, distorts the 'natural' operations of free enterprise. 0n all
these points, working class neo-fascist groups part company with old
petty-bourgeois interpel lations. The market is negatively seen as an

extension of capitaf ist control, and as a necessary correctjve, the
state and working class collectivism must ensure that natjonal
considerations are given precedence. The state is the structural
embodiment of a nation, which in turn is the territorial manifestat'ion
of a 'race'. Capita'l'ism is seen as an unacceptable means of
production and ownership because jt does not reflect these assumptions.

Economjc relations and structures are perceived quite differently by old
petty-bourgeois and neo-fascist groups.

Common perceptions about 'race' provide a degree of discourse
overlap but even here, there are important distinctions which affect
the political potential of the two traditjons. Neo-fascist groups are
indeed rac'ial revolutionaries as their interpellatjon and polit'ical
strategies attest. As with the o1d petty-bourgeoisie, neo-fascist
groups attempt to invest public debate with racist arguments, and ,the

people'are constructed as a'race'. But the reticence of old petty-
bourgeois groups concerning the impl ications of thjs ideological
construction are dispensed with. Neo-fascjst groups are unequivocal
and djrect in thejr articulation of racist arguments. There is no

hes'itation in suggest'ing that Maori and Pac'ific Island groups shou'ld

have poljtical and social rights withdrawn. And whereas petty-bourgeois
groups are often guarded when discussing why'race' is so important,
neo-fascist groups are forthright in asserting that racial contaminatjon
via intermarriage dissipates the'self-evident' v'irtues and hered'itary
achievements of the Anglo-Saxon. Any mixed ancestry is regarded as

contamination, so that the perscn in questjon is automatical'ly
classified as a member of the'lower'category, non-white. The dr'rect-
ness of this wor.ld-v'iew is both a characteristic and a major obstacle
in gaining legi timacy. The historical importance of an indigenous
Polynesian group and their contemporary significance in working class
struggles clearly I imi ts an interpel lation that defines them as the

critical enemy. various neo-fascist groups have trjed to soften the
ideological message by stress'ing the anti-capi tal ist content or by
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employ'ing the log'ic of ethnic nationalism. That is, the arguments

that are currently used to argue for societal resources for mjnority
ethnic groups (greater autonomy, the preservation of ethnic
traditions) are applied to Pakehas. But such transparent attempts
at constructing an acceptab'le raci sm have un'iversal ly f ai 1ed, and the
interpel latjons of neo-fascist groups are universally perce'iveo as

unacceptably extreme (see survey material by Roberts, Walsh ano

Sullivan, r.d., for details).

The revolutionary label applies to the political style of neo-

fascjsm as well as to its ideological expressions. Neo-fascist groups

do not accept the petty-bourgeois convjction that the struggle against
hegemonic control and the domjnant bloc can be carried out as an

exclusively democratic struggle. Both traditjons agree that pol it'ical
systems of the liberal democrat'ic state have been corrupted, but the
neo-fascist response is to advocate the development of an authorjtarian
corporate state which would mould a national unity and system around the
jnterests of the 'white race'. The old petty-bourgeojsie vehemently

reject such a role for the state. But the radicalism of neo-fascist
groups extends further. Most groups dispense with the mechanisms of a

parliamentary democracy and part'icipate in a strategy of tension.
They threaten vjolence or they actually harass the target groups of their
ideo'logy. This does not exclude them from competing for votes in an

e'lection (King-Ansell in 1972, 1975, 1978; Zandbergen in 1981) but
this aspect'is considerably less important than the verbal or physical
offensive aga'inst'opposing' groups orideologies. This emphasis

reflects the male mateship and glorificat'ion of ma'le aggression that is
a particular characteristic of neo-fasc'ism in New Zealand.

A commjtment to the poljtics of violence tends to be confined to
a period of activjsm during the late teens or early twent.ies of most

followers. The members of neo-fascist groups are nedrly al I from post-
war generations and are usually Pakeha working class youths who identify
with an Anglo or German nazism. But the numbers attracted to this
express ion of rebel I ion and radical i sm are smal I , and the tenuous
reproduction of the tradition is further threatened by the continual
sectarian fragmentation. As Nyomarkey ( 1967) observes, the rel jance on
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the authority of an'ideology to ensure group unity is problematic

and the propensity for schism amongst such groups is high. l.Jith the

possible exception of K'ing-Ansell, New Zealand neo-fascism has lacked

charismatjc leaders and'instead they have had to rely on the
persuasiveness of key texts and the appeal of 'swast1ka chjc'. The

result has been the formatjon of new groups at frequent intervals and

the dissolution of others. The tradition is real 1y only sustained by

key actjvists (King-Ansell, Thompson, Bolton) whose political careers
'il lustrate the convolut'ions and changing al legiances of neo-f asc'ists.
Th j s f actor, when combined with the I imited representat'ional t'ies to a

working class base, means that neo-fascism does not represent a major

force, even potentially, in political and ideological struggles 'in

New Zealand.
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CHAPIER SEIEN: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FASCIST

AND EXTREME RIGHT_WING INTERPELLATIONS:

88ITAIN. AUSTRALIA. CANADA_AND

NEW ZEALAND

In the Tight of historg it wi77 ever be
regarded as a curious and temporarg
aberration of the human nind that great
nations shouLd el.ect a Government to do
a job and shouLd then eLect an Opposition
to stop them doing it.

Oswald Mosley (1938)

Tomorrow We Live

BTair Peach stas not an Englishnan
Him come from New Zeal-and
Now theg ki71 hin and hin dead and gone
But fijs memorg Tingers on. -.

BTair Peach was an ordinarg nan
DLair Beach took a sinple stand
Agains di fashists and den wickid plans
So deh beat in tiII his Life was down.

L'i n ton Kwes i Johnson

Bass Cu I ture
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This chapter analyses the differences and simi larities between

extreme right-wing pol itical and ideological struggles 'in New Zealand,

Britain, Austral.ia and Canada. Britain is included because it
represents the cultural and material origin of the dominant relations
of production'in the three settler societies. But political and

ideological rel ations differ signifjcant'ly between Britain and the

other formations. A reactionary workjng class fraction with some

bourgeois involvement has provided a base for fasc'ist interpellatjons
since the early years of th'is century in Britain. In contrast, this
form of work j ng c l ass radi cal 'i sm has p'l ayed a mi nor ro'le i n the other
three societies where petty-bourgeois extremism has been much more

dominant. Here the relative immaturity of cap'ita1ism, in the sense

that its deve'lopment has been recent, combined with the importance of
rurally-based production, has given the old petty-bourgeoisie a

l'imited space in nat'ional pol'itical and ideological relations. The

three settler societies provide a comparison with Eritain'in this
regard.

In addition,'it is argued that New Zealand significantly
differs from Australja and Canada. One of the most important

djfferences is the co-optjon of petty-bourgeois concerns into New

Zealand's domjnant political discourse via support for the Labour

Party 'in the 1930s. Petty-bourgeois strugg'les were thus neutral jsed

by being encompassed in a I jberal pol itjcal movement. This contrasts
with Australja where alliances were with conservat'ive and reactionary
political representat'ives. In Canada, where provincial considerations
were more important, petty-bourgeois poljtical representatives in the

form of Socjal Credit, gained power, but jn doing so the opposjtional
elements of petty-bourgeois struggles were neutral ised. New Zealand

was also different to the extent that jt lacked significant German,

Ita'ljan and French migrant communjties, and therefore a base for
imported fascism in the 1930s. An ethnic nationalism which served to
unify the migrant community across class lines was a feature of this
form of fascism. Equal ly, the appeal of anti-Semitism was minor in
New Zealand compared with its resonance in Canada, Australia or
Britain. It is only in recent history that this element has become

noticeable jn New Zealand's political and ideological relations.
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These comparisons are elaborated here. The intent is to
indicate, albeit briefly and descrjptively, the way jn whjch New

Zealand deve'lopments differ from the trajectory of extreme right-wing
interpel lations in these other countries. But there are a.lso points
of s imi 1 ari ty. Trad.i ti onal 1y, Bri tai n has suppl i ed both acti vi sts and

ideology for New Zealand groups, despite the contradict'ion posed by

the transference of urban, often workjng class interpel lations to a

New Zealand dominated by different politica.l agendas and class
struggles. More recently, the international isation of po1 itical
groups such as the League of Rights has seen a transference of
political programmes, strategies and ideologies between New Zealand,

Austral'ia and Canada. The derivatjve nature of contemporary petty-
bourgeois interpellations in New Zealand is also explored.

(A) ERiTArN

Britain, in contrast wjth the jdeological and pol itr'cal
relations of New Zealand, has seen the articulation of fascist
interpellations from the opening decades of this century, and jn two

periods of except'ional crisis, the 1930s and 1970s, this expression
has threatened to become a mass class action in a struggle against the
dominant bloc. The trajectory and potential of this poljtical form in
Brjtain differs markedly from'its articulation jn New Zealand,

although it'is clearly episod'ic in Britain and has crumbled'into
factional fragmentation after both periods. But the other contrast
derjves from the class base jn the two contexts and the impfications
of this for the articulation of fasc'ist interpel lations. In Britain,
an importanl component of fascism has been a workjng class membership.

As Husbands ( 1981 ) notes, racial ly exclusionist movements penetrated

the poljtics of the English working class in the 1930s in a manner

that js different even from the other industrial societies of Europe.

Husbands argues that the parochj al i sm and the 'corresporrdi ng

sensitivity to apparent threats to its integrity'of the English
workjng class is not found in the poljtics of the French working class
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for example (see Husbands, 1981: 93). Thus, in comparison with the

role of petty-bourgeois Jacobinism jn providing a focus for
reactionary interpel lations in New Zealand, Eritish fascism has

contained an exoteric appeal to a mass working class membership that
has important anti-bourgeois, and anti-petty-bourgeois, elements to

reinforce the representational tie to the working class.

These polit'ics were first art'iculated in 1902 when the British
Brothers League was establjshed, at least jn a form that approximates

contemporary examples of right-wing extremism. The first expl icitly
fascist organjsation was Beam'ish's The Brjtons (1919),' and it was

followed by the British Fascjsts (1923), the Imperial Fascist League

(1929), the National Workers Party (1933) and the New Party (1931)

(see Diagram 4). The last named was later to become the Eritish Unjon

of Fascists. While the membership of these groups was predominantly

working class, individuals from the bourgeojsie played an important

role jn the hierarchy of British fascism. The leadership for this
manifestation of pol itical expression was derived from the 'ruling or

opin'ion-form'ing classes'who were accustomed to making themselves

heard and felt (Pryce-Jones, 1980). They included representatives
from still powerful bourgeojs fractions who were part of a poljt'ical
and econom'ic el'ite (e.g. Mosley) wh'ile others represented less
powerful (e.g. Cathol ics) or decl ining fract'ions (e.S. Chesterton) .

European fascjsm was held to provide a model for Britajn, and jt
attracted two different groups according to Grjffiths (1983). 0ne

group was attracted by the leadersh'ip model and the corporatjst
theories of European fascjsm. It sought a return to primitive virtues
and a move away from twentieth-century materialism (Grjffiths, 1983:

1B-19). The second group was derived from a sectjon of English

catholicism:

The Brj tons' Pat.rjotic Society was founded in July 1919 by
Captain Henry Hanri lton Beamish with the object of eradicating
'Al ien influences from our Pol i tics and Industries.' They
published material such as Why Are the Jews Hated (1936) and'in
1952 cla jmed that '...nearlffiday concern'ing
the Jewj sh question throughout the Engl i sh-speaking world j s. . .

due to the pioneering work of the Britons society'. Beamish presided
over the Britons'until 1947 after internment in Zimbabwe durinq the
war. The Britons' specialjsed in publ ishing The Protocols, euei
during the war (1500 copies in 1941, 1000 in l9-{I[-. AfTer Beamish
left, Beamish House was acquired by Colin Jordan (see Diagranr 4).
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It was a CathoLic movement, nostalgic for an
inaginarg time when the Church had been centraj
to 7ife, when al-l had been stable, ordered,
hierarchicaf and traditionaL. This idgTL had,
in their view, been destroged bg the industrial_
revoLution which was the cause of al"] social-
evil-, including the concentration of weal-th in
the hands of a few powerful capitaTists. The
answer was the return to the medievaL concepts
of propertg, and a form of guild sgsrem (GriffithS,
1983: 59).

Both positions conta'ined elements that appealed to the ant'i-bourgeois
sentjments of the working class. Equa1ly, they shared a common

characteristic by 'sectoral'izing al 1 class interpretations and

subord'inating 'it to interpe'llations concejved in terms of society as a

whole' (Laclau, 1979: 136). Evjl was personjfjed 'in racial terms (cf.
Billig, 1978) and prejud'ice, notably anti-Semitism, became part of the

central doctrine of British fascism.

Typical of those who art'iculated and led this ideologjcal
development was A.K. Chesterton. He was born in Wjtwatersrand, South

Af ri ca and educated i n South Af ri ca and Bri ta'in. He came to Bri ta'in
as a reporter in 1924 and joined Mosley and the Brjt'ish Union of
Fasc'ists in the early 1930s. He left in 1938, and after the War was

'involved in a range of reactionary groups. He helped found two of
these: the League of Empire Loyalists (1954) and the National Front

t(1967).' He toured New Zealand and Australia on a number of occas'ions

and he shared an Australian speaking tour with Butler (see New Times,

6/5/60). Apart from his involvement in the above organisations, he

played an jnstrumental role in popularising certain world views and in
acting as caretaker for these views in the interval between the 1930s

and the 1960s. A coterie (a group devoted to keeping aljve a

particular tradi tion; see B.i 1 lig, 1978) was bui lt around the

leadership of Chesterton, and ensured the preservation of key

ideological e'lements of 1930s fascist interpel lations. Candour, which

began in 1953, had as a byline: Founded by A.K. Chesterton to defend

2. The National Front will often be referred to as the NF in this chapter
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National Sovereignty against the menace of Internat.ional Finance. It
prov'ided a vehic'le for his theories on the'international conspiracy

that surrounded finance and credit. Hjs writing focussed on Jews as

an essential element jn this financial conspiracy (see Candour,

nos. 262-371,31/10/58-2/2/59), and the importance of racial cleans'ing

to'restore' a British Volkgemeinschaft was one of the endurjng themes

of his world view.r

Chesterton became jnvolved jn a very djfferent form of
political expression in the post-war years. His League of Empire

Loyalists was based on old petty-bourgeois concerns at the contract'ion
of the British Empire and the'influence of monopoly capital. The main

thrust of this group's actjvit1es was to seek the restoration of the

might of the Brjtish Empire and sovereignty, and the relations of
domination and influence that accompanied it. The petty-bourgeois

base and ideology meant that the League was attached to the
Conservative Party. But by the late 1950s, the Party sought to
distance itself from the more extreme v'iews and act'ions of the League

of Empire Loyalists, especially afterit disrupted a Conservatjve
Party conference. With the breaking of this representational tie and

a migration of o1d petty-bourgeois support from the League to the
Conservative Party, the League adopted a more reactionary position as

a coterie identjfying with the core values of traditjonal fascjsm.
When Chesterton helped form the National Front (NF) in 1967, he was

accorded status as an important figure in the'ideological tradition of
the extreme right (although this status did not save him from being

ousted in the early 1970s). His contrjbution had been to preserve the

arguments of this tradition during a period when they were out of
favour. Billig and Bell (1980: a) also observe that the League of
Empire Loyalists prepared the ground for a new generation of fascist
actjvjsts, notably Jordan, Tyndall, Webster and Bean (see Diagram 4).

Chesterton's ideolog.ical model and orjentation was firmly
nationalist. The other leader of the 1930s who also reappeared in the

3. The nature of his beliefs never really changed much between the 1930s
and 19/3 when he died (for examples see Candour., Rand Dajly Mail,
28/6/65). He was especial ly inf luenced Et-IItNewfeaTandFTlT. Field
(see A.K. Chesterton, The Menace of the Money Power. An Analysis of
World Government by Fi

) and Denjs Fahey.
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1950s, although he too was rejected in the 1970s, was 0swald Mosley.

Mosley was .influenced by those who wanted the British Union of
Fascists to imitate Italian and German fascism, and this produced a

move awdy from a fascism that was uniquely Brjtjsh, to an adopt'ion of
the principal elements of internatjonal (European) fascism.4

J-'!Xr""1oJ,T::"::,o::':';',:;"^2irL'i1Z;,H|o
solving movement based on contempLatjve action
leading to the creative evol-ution of nankind,
h/as superseded bg a disnai anti-Semjtism. . . a
drearg conspiracq theorg which bfamed the Jews
for a17 the supposed jlls of the worLd and
slavishJg justified ltaLian and German foreign
poTicg objectives after 1935 (Thur1ow, 1981:1 1 ).

Thurlow, and B'i11ig and Bell (1980), argue that Mosley's brand of
European fascism was rejected by post-war groups as the Natjonal Front
and others opted for a'pseudo-sc'ient'ific racjsm'that eschewed
'international concerns and sentiments'in favour of a profound

chauvjnjsm. Certain'ly, the assocjation wjth Europe was anathema to
chesterton and the League of Empire Loyalists (Billig and Be'11,1980:
1e).

Another element that underwent a change was antj-semjtism. Ihe
anti-Semitism of the early fascist groups wds a reaction to the threat
held to be posed by Jewish m'igrants from Eastern Europe who began to
arrive in Britain in relatively large numbers in the late nineteenth
century. The working class communities of areas such as East London

where these migrants settled, responded by racial ising pol itical and

ideological relations. That is, the ideo'logicar response was

constructed around the material and cu'ltural threat that the Jewish
'race'was said to present to the English working class in an

immediate sense, and to the racial purity and fjnancial integrity of
the English community in a nationa'l sense. And it was groups such as

4. Mosley gained financial ly from this orientation. Home Office papers
released in 19B4 (see Guardjan, lB/10/84; Dai ly Telegraph, 18/10/84)
show that large sums were-!'ai? to the BrjtiJT--Uilbn-oT-FiTcists in
German, Swjss, French and American currency. It is estimated that
Mussolini, for example, gave J40,000 per year to the Brit.ish union
of Fasci sts. The I inks wi th the German National Social ists, however,
were less cordial.
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the Britons' Patriotic Society that articulated these world views.

The 'Britons' not only offered a po'litical expression of th'is racism

but they also added important ideological layers to commonsense

beliefs. Their publicat'ion of The Protocols provided'factual
substance'to casually held views and rounded out the reasons for
seeing the Jews as a'threat'.1 In the 1970s, anti-semit.ism was still
present but it was secondary to the interpretation of Afro-Caribbean

and Asian migrants as 'the problem'. The locat'ion of these latter
m'igrants in the working class parallels events in the early part of
this century in England, and for similar reasons (materia'l

competit'ion, racialisat'ion, scapegoating), the decline of urban

industrjal econom'ies and the scarcity of resources are attributed to

the arriva'l of 'coloured immigrants'. Jews are still the enemy but in
a Man'ichean sense of control I inq events as 'international financiers' .

Finally, it is worth briefly mentioning one final ideologist
who had little jnfluence in Brjtain, but was part of this early
attempt to interpret poljt'ical and economic events as the product of
Jew'ish control and motjves. Major C.H. Douglas had an important
influence on political jnitiatjves and jnterpretations in Australia,
Canada and New Zealand, and on some British activists such as

A.K. Chesterton. Douglas began h'is ana'lysis with the issue of how to

alter the rate at which incomes were distributed so that it was

greater than the costs of producing goods. He suggested that
dividends should be distributed to cit'izens in line with any increase

in output (see Jordan and Drakeford, 1980:167), and to alter the

concept of credjt. He felt that the oppos'ition to his analysis and

the suggested solutjons came from highly centralised financ'ial power,

and in one of his most important books, Socjal Credit (1924), this
power is characterjcally Jewish, or as Douglas expresses it, part of
the 'Jewish Question'. He invests his theory with a primitive racjal
determinism arguing that Jews are the 'protagonjsts of col lectiv'ism'
(Doug1as, 1924:30), that they exhib'it the 'race-conscious idea to an

5. The 'Bri tons' ,
cont.inue thei r
quarter of a mi

whi'le they were
propaganda role.
I I ion books and

particu'larly active in the 1930s,
In 1961, they despatched a

pamphlets around the world.
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extent unapproached elsewhere' (Doug1as, 1924: 29) and that the

"Ang1o-Saxon character probably remains the greatest bulwark against
tyranny' (Doug1as, 1924:147). 0ther books expand upon these

arguments. The Nature of Democracy (1934) argued that there was d

world-wide attempt to discred'it democracy, whi le The Monopolistic Idea
(1934) discussed the'financjal hegemony'of the world. Douglas,s

cosmic understanding exhibits many of the elements (suspic'ion of
democracy, anti-bourgeois, anti-Semitic, racism, anti-col lectivism)
that characterise petty-bourgeois reactionary interpel lations, and

this is an important factor in his influence on polit'ical movements in
New Zealand, Australia and Canada, and his relative unimportance for
the main polit'ical movements of the right in Britain.

Leaving Douglas aside (although his role jn codifying
reactionary arguments and providing others with a systematically
constructed ideology should not be overlooked), Mosley and Chesterton
indicate the often bourgeois origins of 1930s fasc'ist'leadersh'ip. 8ut

the mass membership drew significant numbers from the English working

class. Husbands (1982) argues that an important reason for th'is
support was the spatial connotations of racial exclusionism amongst

working class communities. Areas'in East London, especially Eethnal
Green, Shoredjtch and Hoxton, have had a history of smal'l scale
manufacturing units, poverty and econom'ic casualisrn wh'ich when

combined with a homogeneous natjve-born population, have produced a

territorality or defended neighbourhood that has djrected animosity
towards any 'threat' to local integrity. Hence jn the 1970s, less than

five percent of residents in these areas were born in the New

Commonwealth and there was still a 'firm territorial core of white,
working-class East Enders...' (Husbands,19B2: 6). The result is
apparent in terms of support for fascist groups. The British Brothers
League gained support from Limehouse and Stepney between 190i and

1906, and the British union of Fascjsts was strong in the same area

between 1934 and 1938. This was continued for the Union Movement from
1949 to 1973, and for the National Front from 1969 to 1980. In the

case of the latter group, Husbands (1982: 19) differentiates between

activjsm and the readiness to engage in overt racist violence, which

is characterjstic of Stepney, Bethnal Green and some areas of
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Sp'italfields and Whitechapel, and voting support for the Natjonal

Front which is apparent in Shoredjtch and Bethnal Green. In the

former case, he explajns jt as:

;;;i:"";:'Z:Z::1'2"',::Z*:",I""'"':1;2,:12i"'
cuLture whose orilgint go back u, i"utt to the
anti-Semitic agitation that occurred at the
turn of the centurg (Husbands, 1982: 21).

Th'is spatial parochialism is not suffjcient jn itself, even though it
does mean that some communjties have a history of supporting anc

advancing extreme right-wing views. In the three periods of extreme

right-w'ing activity in Britajn, the ear'ly 1900s, the 1930s and the

1970s, the racjalisat'ion of some migrant groups and the perception of
them as an economic and social threat has been a feature. The

reinterpretation of jdeological relatjons was a manifestation of
changes to the material conditions of the working class brought about

by the transformation or crjsis of British capital ism. Fascism, wh'i le

it may appear to be backward looking, jn fact uses a'...radical
rhetorjc to appeal to the jnsecurjtjes of the working class' (Bi11ig,

19782 254). It readily identjfies, in a populist manner, the 'cause'

of the economic and social cris js 'in terms of a racial ly determ'inist'ic

interpretation. The excjsjon of the offending group wi I I el jmjnate in
a single move the reason for the crisis. In these characterist'ics the

factors that produced pre-war and post-war extreme right-wing groups

were fundamentally the same. The d'ifferences came jn the outgroup

identjfied as the 'problem'.

The growth of post-war fascism, or neo-fascism, dates from the

1950s with the so-called'race riots''in Notting Hill and Nottingham

in 1958. Smal I neo-fascjst working class groups promoted the

conflict, and the Union Movement (Mosley) and the National Labour

Party (a fascist group) contested the 1959 election. This indeed has

been a feature of many post-war movements, both in Brjtain and

elsewhere. But post-war groups such as the Union Movement were

hampered by the central ity of anti-Semi tjsm in their exoteric appeal.

The f act that. Bri ta jn had fought a war wh'ich was '1egi timated in terms

of a struggle agajnst fascism' (Miles,1983:2) and therefore the mass

resonance of anti-Sem'it.ism was ljmited, was not fully grasped by the
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leaders. The situation only changed with the politicisat'ion of
'race'. The poljtical economy of labour migration, which combined a

large .inf lux of coloured immigrants (74,000 'in 1954, 1.5 mt'llion in
1971: see Nugent, 1976: 302) with the urban decay of industrial
Britain, was the basis for a reconstruction of pol'itical and

ideological relations (see M'iles, 1982). The racialisatjon of
relat'ions was legitjmated and extended by the activit'ies of the media

and the state, especially in the tendency for major po'litical
organisat'ions to accept that the primary'cause' and/or'problem' was

one of coloured immigration. The Natjonal Front was an important

benefjciary (and initiator) in these struggles, and exempl'ifies the

workjng class character of this tradjtjon.

(j) National Front

A National Front party was first formed 'in 1953 by Andrew

Fountaine but it soon collapsed for lack of support. It wasn't until
1967, and the concern of A.K. Chesterton and others, that the National

Front was reformed. The trigger for this concern was the 1966 General

Election jn whjch it appeared to the extreme right that the

Conservative and Labour parties were abrogating their responsjbility
on the question of coloured immigration. In the late 1960s and early
'1970s, the Conservative Party leadership made a 'non-dec js'ion' (cf .

Tay1or,1982: 11) on immjgration and this was perceived by react'ionary

sectors as an abandonment of white voters. The representational tie
between the Conservat'ive Party and part of its constitutency was

weakened, and as Gramsci (1971:276) comments, the morbjd symptoms of
an jnterregnum appeared. The number of pol itical organisations
seeking to capital ise on the cr.isis generated by the interregnum

escalated and a coaljtion of exjsting extreme right-wing groups

produced the National Front (see Diagram 4). An important facet of
this group's activ"itjes was an involvement jn electoral contests, and

by 1973, when the National Front received a significant share (i6
percent) of the vote in a by-elect.ion at Bromwich, it appeared to be

attract ing support and legi timacy wi th this strategy. It was

reflected in the rapldly growing organisational strength of the party.
There were 32 branches in July 1973, and 110 in February 1974. The
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membership peaked in 1975 at 21,000 after the 1972-73 debate on

whether Ugandan Asians should be allowed entry to Brjtain. But as the
'ideological terrain of racism was increasing ly contested by fractions
of the Conservative Party, including the leadership, the tenuous

representational I jnks between the National Front and certain working

class and petty-bourgoeis communities diminished. The membership

decl'ined to 12,500 in 1976 after the breakaway National Party was

formed, and by 1984, there was a membership of barely 1000 (Ludmer,

1985). By thjs time, the fragi le poljtical unity of the coal ition
that was the base of the organisatjonal National Front had broker up,

exposing the contradictory workjng c'lass and petty-bourgeois

tendenc i es .

One of the key tensions occurred between the petty-bourgeois

leadership, with the'ir commjtment to politjcal respectability (e.g. an

aversion to the label of Nazi or fascist) and the strategy of
contesting elections, and the working class membership, or sectjons of
it, who were much less convjnced of the suitabjlity of such aims. The

latter were cynical about the gains that would result from an alliance
with the petty-bourgeoisie or through using the ballot box. They were

much more commjtted to traditional fascjst jdeology and strategies.
These included the strategy of targeting the coloured community as the

'problem' and the willingness to use d'irect vjolence, and a strong

conception of natjon and natjonal (racial ) sovereignty. The tension

between the two factions was apparent from the beginning and can be

seen in the differences between the petty-bourgeois League of Empire

Loyaf ists and the work'ing class British National Party. Both agreed

on the centrality of British sovereignty, but Chesterton's views on

petty commodity production and the desired political system were at

variance with the working class notions of collective action, of
statolatry and attempts at immediate and direct 'racial cleansing'.
These latter strategies and perceptions were not dependent upon the

need to seek pol i tical support through the ba I lot box. Later Tyndal I

and Webster were to represent the ideological and poljtical
differences contained in the coalition. In 1983, the latter adopted a
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Strasserite pos'it'ion6 that was rad'ically anti-capitalist as well as

anti-Communist whi le Tyndal 1 and the British National Party sought to

mainta'in an organisation which was viewed as a legitimate political
representative by the petty-bourgeoisie (see Ludmer, 1985: 93-94).

( a) Ideology
The National Front developed jts ideological package from a

number of elements and tradit'ions (see Spoonley, 1980, for a deta'iled
analysis). As Thurlow (1981 ) pojnts out, the economic aspects are

taken from the British Union of Fascists while its rac'ism comes from

Arnold Spencer Leese (from the Imperjal Fascist League,' see Gorman,

1975) and ideologists like Chesterton. 0nto this rac'ism, authors such

as R'ichard Verrall have added pseudo-scientific arguments to provide a

degree of contemporary legitimacy. Taylor (1982: 72-73) argues that
the central elements of this world view derive from Tudor,

specifjcal 1y E1 izabethan England, and it revolves around the notjons
of a 'homogeneous stock', 'eugenjc consc'iousness' and the rejectjon of
the l'iberal state. There is certainly a commitment to these elements

but it js somewhat tenuous to descrjbe them as linked to Tudor England

in any meaningful way. As Scott (1972:409-410) notes'in hjs study of
a branch of the National Front, only a few NF members understood the

theology that required a fam.iliarity wjth the termino'logy of racism

and conspiracy; the mass membership got by on 'superstit'ion and

dogma' after they had been attracted by sing'le issues. The National

The so-cal led Strasserite position ( identified as such by both
commentators and neo-fascists) js an interesting tradition in British
fascjsm. Essential ly i t seeks to integrate social jst elements
(recent'ly support for the striking miners, anti-missi 1e protests
and socjal ecology) wjth nationalism. It is an extension of
working class fascism that combines notions of fratern'ity and class
solidarity with racial mysticism and devout nationalism. An echo
of this posjtion can be found in New Zealand groups such as the
National Front and the Nationalist Workers Party.

The Imperial Fascist League was founded in 1928 by Arnold Spencer
Leese. Leese was born in 1BZB and was a major and early activist
in Bri tj sh fascism. He was arrested in 1936 for slander against
Jews and impri soned during [,Jorld War t I. See Gorman (1975 ) for
further information.

7.
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Front literature exjsted, for the main, to re.inforce notions about the

threat posed by coloured immigration and the competence of tradjtjonal
dominant'institutjons to remedy the sjtuat'ion. Thus many of the

deta'i led antj-Semitic and conspiracy elements of the interpel lation
wgre real'ly only understood by insiders (see Scott, 1972; Fielding,
19BZ). Taylor (1979: 127), using Almond, talks of an 'esoteric'
appeal to intel lectual jnsjders and a simpl'ified 'exoteric' appeal to
a mass membership or electorate.

This quaf ification aside, the appeal of the National Front 1ay

in the conceptual primacy given to'race', so that'its ideology and

policjes were constrained by this central idea-element. Racial homo-

geneity was seen as the defining characterjstic of a nation and

national ism represented rac'ial consciousness (Spoonley, 1980: 60).

Therefore, mult'i-rac'ialism was biological ly and cultural ly impossible

to obtain, and a racjally exclus'ionary policy the only pcssible
salvation. Confirmation for a conspiracy theory was most commonly

seen in the denial and obfuscation of these self-evjdent truths by

agencies such as the med'ia. Thus 'race' had total, or near total,
explanatory power and the a'im was to return to some mythical past when

a racially pure community (Volkgemeinschaft) was said to exjst
(Spoonley, 1980).

Inevitably, the fundamentalism of'race' in the Natjonal
Front's ideology tends to overshadow other elements. Whatever the

issue - housing, employment, education, welfare services or crime -
racist arguments are brought to bear. Complex social and economic

processes are reduced to an explanation which poses the central
problem as the presence of Afro-Caribbean and Asian communities in
Britain. But the tradjtional concerns of working class fascism are

also there, if somewhat obscured. Four principal elements can be

identifjed although there are many others and arguments cover the

whole gamut of poljtical and economic issues. Firstly, and'in very

obvious contrast w'ith petty-bourgeois interpel lations, the National
Front glorifies the state. Thjs statolatry is not the same as the

instrumental ism of the old petty-bourgeoisie ( i.e. the state as the
protector of petty-commodity production with I i ttle responsibi 1 j ty for
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much else). Rather, the state becomes the repository of power and the

arb'iter of social worth. The National Front bel'ieves that 'individual

rights and preferences should be subordinate to the jnterests of the

state. Secondly, the organisation opposes both laissez-fa'ire
capitalism and internat.ional free trade (see Fielding, 1981: 67), and

believes that private enterprise should be tolerated so long as jt
does not impinge upon the authority and autonomy of the state
(Spoonley, 1980: 63). Thirdly, the Natjonal Front bel'ieves that
unions should be stronger, not weaker (Fielding, 1981: 67). They are

seen as an important factor in social change and contro'1, but unions

are also viewed by the National Front as protecting working class
interests in a way that no other agency, including political parties,
has done. And fina11y, they reject the Iiberal-democrat'ic state and

parl'iamentary processes. Ihe state envisaged by the National Front'is
authoritarian and makes democracy irre'levant. The djsdajn for debate

and tolerance is reflected'in the National Front's attempts to control
the streets by confrontatjon and violence. These elements, in brief,
are the central jdeological concerns of the Nat'ional Front. The

interpellation has changed jn important respects from fascist
interpel lations of the 1930s. For jnstance jn the cho'ice of primary

target group. But the commitment to an authorjtarian, corporate state
is reproduced and the jdeological concern for the workjng class js
readi 1y apparent.

( b) Support

There has already been some djscussion on the support for the

NF. The historical wjllingness of some working class areas to support
extreme right-w.ing views, or as Husbands (1983:26) refers to it,
'local-level vulnerabjlity', is an important factor. It produces a

commitment to rac'ial exclusiveness that Husbands contends is unlike
Ital ian, French and German movements. Another characteristic is the

appeal of the National Front for younger Bri tons. Its support has

been highest amongst 18-21 year o'lds, in spite of the fact (or because

of jt) that many of the NF supporters (47%) and sympathisers (/3%)

acknowledge the Nazi characteristics of the group, while 49% and 69%

agreed that the NF wanted a djctatorship, not a democracy (Husbands
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and England, 197g).8 In an NF area (South Hackney/Shored'itch),

1 jn 3 of the 16-20 year olds were prepared to admjt to racjal
hostility whi1e 1 in 4 were supporters or prepared to support the NF

(Weir,1978: 189). Thus the profile of the NF supporter was that of a

young male, unskilled, who was likely to have left school without
qualifications. Billig and Cochrane (1981: 11) have shown that a

commitment to the NF differs from political 'involvement in a conven-

tional sense. They describe it as a cultural style particularly
characteristic of working class ma'les wh'ich revolves around the

conscious rejection of the convent'iona'l school ethos, an admiration
for toughness combined with sexism and racism. Certainly, marches and

political meetings are dom'inated by young white males, with few

females in evidence. It is only at the formal organisational
meetings, such as an annual general meetjng or the election of
officers, that the median age increases and women are involved in any

number. Support for the Nat'ional Front js concentrated jn certain
urbann working class areas and jt is poorly supported in rural areas,

the smaller citjes and towns, and rejected in the Celtjc fringe. In

1974, for example, the NF recejved 3.2% nean vote in urban Englano,

1.8% in the rest of England and .4% in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland (see Layton-Henry, 1978: 292). In local body elections, the
NF received 7.7% on average in 1973, and 5.0% in the Greater London

Council elections. They did best'in the safe Labour seats where there
was a below average turnout. But jn terms of poljtical support, the

National Front never came close to wjnning a seat, and contrary to
public opinion, their support decljned as the decade proceeded. In
1970, they received 3.8% (on average) of the vote in the General Elec-
tjon, 3.2% in 1974 and 1.3% in 1979 (Miles, 1983: 3). The NF was

certajnly more ambitious towards the end of the decade, which may

account for part of the decline 'in support. In 1979, the NF offered
303 candidates and as a result lost 45,450 pounds in electoral

B. The wj 1 I i ngness to identi fy wi th radical reactionary groups/
phi losophies (or indeed left-wing groups) appears to reflect the
lack of political loyalty to tradjtional pol itical representatives
amongst the younger British. And it appears to be true for both
the 1930s and the 1970s. In the 1930s,56 percent of those askeo
to make a choice between fascism and communism chose fascism, while
/0 percent of those under 30 years of age chose f asc i sm ( 6r't:wer,
1 980: 543 ) .
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deposits. In fact, the NF put up the largest number of candjdates

from an insurgent party and got the smallest vote per candidate on

record (see Taylor,1981:538). It was this massive defeat that con-

firmed for the working class factions the inappropriateness of an

electoral strategy, and which led to the fragmentation of the NF and a

retrenchment of support to the strongholds.in East London, West

Yorkshire (e.g.Bradford) and the Midlands.

The decl'ine in electoral support fcr the National Front can

be attributed to a number of factors. The strategy of gaining power

through the ballot box or at least the attempt to influence the

national political agenda, was always constrained by the cynicjsm of
the NF and its supporters on the efficacy and morality of
parliamentary democracy. It was also contrad'icted by the political
practices of the NF, and specifjcally its investment in street
pol it.ics rather than the more refined and acceptable pol itical cam-

paigns waged through the medja and controlled politjcal meetings. The

NF's street marches which were designed to reinforce soljdarity and to

encourage membership, gained extensive publ icity for the NF

inr'tja1ly. The image was one of the NF confronting the forces of

anarchy and soci a'lj sm 'in street battles as they sought to exerc'ise

thejr democratic right of public expression. They were also

expressing, in an apparently representat'ive way, the vjews of the

English towards coloured immigrants jn a sty'le that more moderate

poljtical partjes were dis'inclined to do. Mi les (1983: B) describes

the 1977 Lewisham march as a symboljc act of territorial reoccupation.
But whjle this may have attracted some, the resulting image was viewed

unfavourably by many in Britain even if they shared the NF's

sentiments about coloured immigrants.

Another factor was the initial gain in support for the NF as

the state granted them a degree of legitimacy only to see this support

dissipate as the Conservative Party successful ly attracted the antj-
immigrant vote in 1979. The NF exploited those:

. .. feelinqs .tnd opinions alreadg arousecl
bq the Powellite-inspired abandonnent of
restraint in the public debate on
innigration as welL as bg the dailq
practices of the state and bg the mass
media's negative: reinforcement of the inage
of btack peopte (Ben-Tovjm and Gabriel, 1982:161).
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Both Labour and Conservative Part'ies came to equate coloured immigra-

tion with the problems of domestjc race relations, so that politicians
and the state accepted that the presence of coloured immigrants in

Britain was problemat'ic and undes'irable (cf . Mi les, 1983). This was

reflected in public perceptions, and 24 percent of the white

electorate favoured repatriatjon of coloured'immigrants' (Husbands

and England, 1979). The Conservat'ive Party sought to re-establ jsh

representational ties with this constituency, and to supplant the NF's

jnroads. They explicitly took over some of the imagery and sentiments

of the National Front, and by the 1979 election, they had undermined

the Front's cla'im that'it was the major representative of this ideo-

log'ica1 position. Two further factors played a part. One was the

impact of the opposition to the NF, especialiy the Antj-Nazi League.

As the name indicates, the purpose was to identify the Natjonal Front

wjth the perjorative label 'Nazi' in the public arena. Thjs

chal lenged NF supporters, and potential supporters, on their wi 1 1 ing-

ness to back an organisation designated 'Nazi'. Many preferred more

trad'it jonal pol it jcal organisat jons that offered s'imj lar pol icies.
The second f actor was the transformi sm (Lac'lau , 1979: 1 15 ) pract'ised

by the Conservative Party. Laclau describes transform'ism as the

political neutral jsatjon of opposjt'ion by co-option into the power

bloc. A number of neo-fascjst and extreme rjght-wing activ'ists were

banned from the ljst of acceptable Conservative candjdates by the

Edward Heath adminjstratjon. By the late 1970s, many of these people

were allowed onto the list, and jndividuals such as Harvey Proctor

went from being unacceptable because of their extremism to Members of

Parl iament. 5im'ilar co-option took place organisational'1y.9 Thu,

9. The presence of'extremists' ultjmately had to be faced by the
Conservative Party. The Young Conservatives played an important
role wjth the publication of a report in September 1983 titled
'Draft Report of the Comm'ittee of Enquiry on Inf iltration by the
Extreme Right Into the Conservative Party, and the Level of
Co'l laboration t./ith the Right Wing of the Conservative Party'. The
report took 15 months and provides 50 names of extreme activists
involved in the Party. In March 1984, the Conservative Party
reviewed jls list of 1000 approved candidates and concluded that 30
extreme right-wing people had applied to be put on the lists.
Another 9 already on the list had extreme right connections (see
Guardian, 12/3/84; Sunday Tjmes, 25/3/84).
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popular-democratic interpel lat'ions whjch cenlred on 'race' and nation
were prevented from becoming disartjculated from the dorninant

ideological discourse (cf. Laclau, 1979: 115).

The National Front was unable to respond tc these develcp-

ments, and the frag'ile unity of reactionary forces broke down frorn

1979. The NF contjnued wi th 40C0 supporters (decl ining more recently
to 1000), while the other major factjcns were encompassed in the New

National Front (/50 members), the Brit'ish Democratic Party (500-600

members), the National Front Constituticnal Mcvement, or NFCM (700-

800 members) and the British Movement (see Taylor,1981: 539) (see

Diagram 4). The NFCM encapsulates the petty-bourgeois elements of the

NF. It seeks po1 i tical respectabi I ity and attempts to di stance 'i tsel f
from the negative anti-Semitic and Naz.i imagery of neo-fascism. It
continues in the tracjitjon of the early League of Empire Lo1'a1ists,
both in ideology and ambition, and it aims to represent the same ccn-

stituency. The NF and New NF reflect working class radical racism,

and they are much more ready than in the 1970s tc advocate racism
pubf icly. They reject political respectability as inapprcpriate. The

most extreme position in this part of the spectrum'is occupied by the

British Movement along with a number of small groups such as Column

88.

The British Movement, or 8M, is based on an association with a

primarily work'ing class sub-culture known as skinheads. The skin-
heads made an appearance in the early 1970s, and then diminished in
importance until their comeback tn 1978-79. They brought with them a

cultural style that focussed on '0i' music and bands such as Ccckney

Rejects, the Four-skins, Infa-Riot and Skrewdri ver articulated the

anarchistic and hedonistjc ideology of the working class males who

constituted their following. The clothing was explicitly intended as

d preparatjon for vjolence in that it d.id not al low a handhold for
opponents as wel I as providing the weapons of attack. The shaved head

has been interpreted as 'not merely the anti-hippie Ibut as] the para-

digmat ic short-back-and-sides working mdn... ' (North, 1981 ). The

violence of the skinheads js disp)ayed on the footbal I terraces and

street violence that is directed at coloured minority group members.
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In 1977, there were 840 white assaults, robberies or violent thefts on

blacks, and 1136 r'n 1980. Between 1979 and 1981 there were 68 BM/NF

members convicted (K1ug, 1982).

The BM experienced a very rapid growih'in membership between

1979 and 1981 as the NF collapsed. The NF had helped create a cljmate
that made it permissjble to attack minority group members on the basis
that they were coloured, aided by a refusal by state agenc'ies such as

the poljce to designate attacks as racially motjvated or to respond in
many cases to such attacks (see searchliqht for details). Another
factor was the economjc recession. Between April 1979 and cctober
1980, the unemployment figures for 16-17 year olds went fron 9% to
19.9%, and for 1B-19 year olds, frcm 9.4% to 15.2% (Taylor and Layton-
Henry, 1981: 103). in these years, the BM went from 1000 jn 1929 to
3000 in 1981. In the mid-1970s, there had been less than 300 members.

Cochrane and Billig (1984:255) show that jn the West Midlands,
support for the BM/NF had doubled amongst'15-16 year o'lds alone. The

imagery centres on expelling non-whites, albeit by street terror,
while jn other respects their political understanding is poor. They

lack a commitment to the 'institutions of a l'iberal-democratic state,
as jllustrated jn 'an outwardly aggressjve strategy of politjcal
demonstrat'ions and poljtical violence' (Miles, 1983: 15). In this
case, hegemony has collapsed and the radjcal (violent) strategy
adopted by the British Movement provides a sjte of resjstance for
working c'lass youth. The state has begun to respond, primarily
through the targeting of football 'hooliganism'which has long been a

favoured venue for the British Movement, but the reaction has been

generated on addressing the political implications of mass violence
rather than the lower level violence directed at coloured Britons or
t.he rdcist ideology of the groups. Reactionary groups of the o'ld
petty-bourgeoisie reject the violent option chosen by groups such as

the Bri tish Movement. But the contribution of the olrJ petty-
bourgeojsie to political and ideologlcal struggles in Brjtain has been

constrained by the strength of working class neo-fascism and the

development of new forces such as the New RjqtrL.
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(ii ) Petty-Bourgeois Expressions of Right-Wing Radical'ism

Separate from the above developments, there were also poljtical
expressions of petty-bourgeois discontent'in Britain jn the 1970s.

Political conflict was not centred on the issue of'race'but was

articulated as an jdeological response to state activities, and

specifically what was determjned as state socjalism and the corpora-
tism of the Heath admjnjstration (see Edgar, 1983). In th'is respect,
there are parallels with New Zealand jdeological and pol"itical
struggles in the late 1970s and 1980s. This growth took place from

1974-75, and a variety of djfferent groups were either spawned or

encouraged. Some focussed on economjc jssues and the promotion of
market liberal'ism. These jncluded the Ajms of Industry (1942), the

Instjtute for Economic Affajrs (1957 ) and the Centre for Policy
Studies (1974). There were others that were instrumenta'lly-oriented
pressure groups such as the Midd'le Class Assocjation (1974), the

National Federation of Self Employed and the Income Tax Payers

Association. Thirdly, there were those that were concerned at the

advance of communism/socialism, although many withjn this category

initr'ally appeared in the 1950s during the Cold War. The Freedom

Group (1955), the League for the Defence of Freedom (1956) and the

Anti-Soc'ialist Front (1958) were typical examples. And finally, there
were those groups that had a moral or religious focus such as the

Viewers and L'isteners Assoc'iation.

But 'race' was not altogether ignored, and like New Zealand,

the politicisatjon of racial debates was an important impetus to the
mobjlisatjon of petty-bourgeois forces. The International Christian
Network, for example, combined certain rel igious views wi th concerns

about the traditions of the 'white British'. It was South African-
funded and designed to oppose the World Councjl of Churches'campaign

against South Africa. The Christian League of South Africa, run by

F. Shaw, and the Rhodesian ChrisLian Group, led by A.Lewis, joined

the Bri t ish-based Christian Affirmation Campaign (8. Smi th) to form

the Internat'ional Christian Network jn 19/B (see Knight, 19BZ). This

concern with events in Southern Africa is a recurring theme in the

conservative political assocjations of the petty-bourgeoisie. It is

reflected jn the formation of the Monday Club which began in 1960 in
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opposition to Macm'iilan's'w'inds of change' speech given jn South

Africa. The Monday Club was assoc'iated with the Conservative Party
and was also alIied with The South African Society, the Anglo-

Rhodesian Society, Support the 70s Tour Campaign and The British and

South Afrjcan Forum. The Monday Club reached a peak in 1972 with 2000

members, 35 MPs and 55 university groups. After 1972, when the NF

became involved with the Monday Club, Heath closed down branches. By

1977, Thatcher had re-establ ished I inks (cf. transformism, see

discussion above) and by 1981 a Monday Club report featured support

for a 'constructive repatriation programme' (Klug and Gordon, 1983).

But the alljance with these elements was again a matter of concern

during 1983 and 1984 when there were resignaticns from the Monday Club

because of'jnfiItration by extrem'ists'and a report by the Young

Conservatives was highly critical of the Club. In many respects,
the issue was'irrelevant to the restoration of hegemonic control over
petty-bourgeois right-wing activism. The Conservatjve Party had

successfully renegotiated its image as the custodian of petty-
bourgeois values and petty-commodity production. In this response,

and the ability to consolidate representational ties, the New Right
became embodi ed 'in the Conservat'ive Party and ref I ected i n i ts
'leadership. This djffers substant'ia'l1y from pol itical and ideological
relations in New Zealand where such l'inks have yet to be forged.

The origins of the New Right are to be found in the petty-
bourgeois groups listed above but a major impetus came from its
'intellectual'isation by academics and others, and its avowal by a

Conservatjve Government. For examp'le, the establjshment of the

Salisbury Group in 1977 at Peterhouse College, Cambridge and later
(1982) the publication of the Salisbury Review provided an important
ideological forum, which is now artjculated in a variety of public
med i ums. And then so-cal I ed 'Thatcherj sm' revo I ved around an advocacy

of the market as a key mechanism in the distribution of societal
resources and the reduction of state responsibi I i ty and involvement,
both tradi tional petty-bourgeois ideological positjons. These notions
were integrated with an auLhoritarian populism which endorsed the

concepts of nationalism and racjsm. The latter djffered from that
offered by many on the extreme right in that it 'does not require lhe
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(Seidel, 1985: 1i).
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only that of cultural difference'

In fact, the New Right encompasses two strands, economic

liberalism and political authoritarianism, and it

... .t" bq no means clear that the New Right
is a singTe entitg, either sociallg or
ideologicallg; nor is it cfear that the
two strands identifiable within it, neo-
l-iberalism and authoritarianism, are
complementarg rather than contradictorg- ..
( Levi tas, 1 985: 2) .

Th.is as'ide, the New Right has effect'ively chal lenged the post-war

liberal and social democratic consensus (Seide1, 1985: 1), and has

helped coalesce conservatjve and reactionary groups around the

Conservative Party. It has colon'ised and domjnated the debates over

economic poljcy, education, nat'ional identity and policy and'race'
although not in the crude bio'logical terms of the neo-fascists.
Petty-bourgeo'is Jacobjnjsm, or the embryonic forms that djd appear in
the 1970s, have been countered by the contribut'ion of the New Right to
political and ideological relat'ions. The d'iscourse on'race'has
altered, although jt is still a critical item on the polit'ical agenda.

The hegemonic crisis that groups 'like the National Front represented
has now passed. The development of the New Right, the reflect'ion of
the'ir values in the operations of the state and po'licy, and the
national 1y articulated debates about 'race' have no paral lel in New

Zealand, and as a result, the petty-bourgeoisie, spec'ifjcal ly the

'old' petty-bourgeoisie, is faced with quite different possibj ljties
in the two formations.

There were still some petty-bourgeois groups who contested the

new social construction of 'nation' and 'race'. Tory Action (1979)

provided a forum for 20 Conservatjve MPs to campaign on lmmigration
and WISE (tielsh, Irish, Scottish, English) which began in 1974, was

reactivated jn 1981 to pressure for changes in government policy. It
brought together key national figures inclLrding some MPs with more

extreme organisatjons such as the Immigration Control AssociaLion. It
is with'in this minor petty-bourgeois rump that the Brjtish League of
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Riohts'is located.

( i i j ) Bri ti sh League of Ri ghts

It is useful to outline the group's activjties to provide a

comparison with the organi sational and ideological characteristics of
other League groups, and to reinforce the thesis that such petty-
bourgeois groups are insign'ificant in Brjtajn in contrast with their
ro1e'in New Zealand. The Britjsh League of Rights (see Diagram 5) is
a very smal I group that is maintained organ'isational'ly by Don Martin.

Martin was President of the Queensland Young Liberals who in 1962,

were critjcised for being assocjated with the League of Rights, and in
Apri'l '1963 Martin stepped down from his position with the Liberals.
Soon afterwards, his name appeared on the State Council for the League

of R'ights and later that year, he was appointed State Director. In

1970, he left for the United Kingdom and became involved with the

British League of Rights. He reorgan'ised the League and greatly
extended its sphere of activities. By 1975, he had established an

associat'ion wjth the Britons Publishing Company whereby the latter
published 0n Target. More recently, the League has used Bloornfield

Books to publish a wide range of periodjcals. They include 0n Tarqet
(fortnightly), Housewives Today (monthly), New T'imes (month'ly,

actual ly produced j ni ti al 1y i n Austral i a) and News ( occasj onal publ i -
cation). Bloomfield Eooks also handle (since 1980) K.P.P.

Publ ications, the book djstributing company of the Social Credit
Secretariat, U.K. At the same address as the League of Rights are the

Anti-Dear Food Campaign, the British League for European Frecdom, Keep

Britain 0ut of Federal Europe, Britjsh Commonwealth Alliance and the

British Housew'ives League. The most important association has been

wjth the Wor'ld Anti-Communist League (WACL). Martin and Lady J.
Birdwood became joint leaders of the Britjsh chapter in 1973 (Diagram

5). Birdwood was given the title of General-Secretary of the League

for European Freedom, the name under which the League of Rights js

known inside WACL. One other major figure involved in the League is

Air Vice-Marshal I D. Bennett. He has been involved in anti-communist
groups such as the New Liberal Party, the anti-EEC Safeguard Brjtain
Campaign and the British Independence Movement. ln 1979, he stood for
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the European Parliament for the Unjted Anti-Community Market Party.

Martin has 'increased the membership (he clajms from 123 members

in 1970 to over 1000) but the League is largely irrelevant to major

po'litical debates jn Brita'in. It is most act'ive in opposing the

E.E.C. (it is seen as djminishing British national sovereignty) and

providjng support for white South Africans. Its only significant
political all.iance is w'ith t''lACL, and wh'ile it may not be reciprocated,

Tyndal l (Brit.ish Nat'ional Party) has identif ied the League (the

Brit'ish Group and the Crown Commonwea'lth League of Rights) as 'al lies
and friends' (Searchl'ight, February 19Ba). In organisat'ional terms,
'it I ooks very s jm'il ar to the League groups 'in Austral j a and New

Zealand. It uses similar strategies (regular briefing publications,

Social Dynamics courses, front organisat'ions) and seeks to represent a

simi I ar petty-bourgeoi s constjtuency. But 'i t I acks representational

ties and an equivalent tc the strength of the Australian and New

Zealand rura'l (old) petty-bourgeoisie. There is no intent to form an

al I i ance wi th worki ng cl ass fasci st groups ( the associ ati on wi th the

Britons Publishing Company js one of the few exceptions), nor to align
wjth the New Rjght and the Conservatjve Party.

0n the radical right, Eritish neo-fascism represents an

enduring tradjtion that evolved in the opening years of this century

and has been reproduced s'ince. It has expanded and become an impor-

tant force in pol itical and ideological rel atjons jn two part'icular
periods: the 1930s and the 1970s. In the first period, the major

fascist organisation, the British Unjon of Fascists, comprised a

working class mass membership and a bourgeoi s leadership. It articu-
lated the territorial defensiveness of the workjng class against Jews

and sought an answer in the policies and examples offered by European

fascism. In the 19/0s, the working class membership remained but the

bourgeois contribution to the hierarchy of fascist organisatjons was

less apparent. Chesterton was one of the few excepLions. Neo-fascism

v'/as also diff erent in other respects: j t was assertively and

nat.ionaiistically Britjsh and rejected the jmagery and models offered

by European fascism, and the principal target groups were now the

Afro-Caribbeans and Asians in Britajn. But the contributing factors,
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an economic and social crisis, and the defence of territory, were much

the same for the 1930s and 19/0s, and maior aspects of the ideology of

the 1 930s were al so reproduced. A further s im'i I ari ty was the mobi I i -

sation of support amongst specific working class communjties so it
appeared as though fascism would chal lenge dom'inant jdeologies. In
the end, the chal lenge co1 lapsed. In the 1930s, the response of the

state (ttre t936 Publ'ic 0rder Act in particular) and the war dim'ini shed

the appeal of fascjsm. In the 1970s, the Conservative Party

appropriated certain key National Front positions on the issue of
immigrants and the'threat'they posed. The National Front's failure
'in elect'ions was the catalyst in the fragmentat'ion of react'ionary

elements. For its part, petty-bourgeois reactionary expressions were

minor and appeared in a variety of sectarian organ'isations. Some

petty-bourgeois fract'ions did become involved wjth neo-fascism as the

Nat'ional Front Constitutional Movement il lustrated. But rather more

important was the dom'ination of the conservative terrain of national
pol'itics by the New Right and the Conservat'ive Party, and they had re-

established strong t'ies with the old petty-bourgeoisie by the late
19/0s. The Brjtish League of Rights is'irrelevant in such a context.

(8) AUSTRAL IA

The political organisations and traditions of the extreme right
in Australia were essentially founded in the 1930s. The important

parallels are with Canada rather than New Zealand or Britain, to the

extent that many of the early extreme right-winq groupings were fas-
cist and based wjthin the immigrant communities. In Australia, the

Italian, Serbo-Croatian and German communities all provided support

for fascist groups with the strongest group based within the Italian
communjty (Cresciani, 1980). Even the Brjtish Unjon of Fascjsts was

active. Branches were formed in Melbourne and HobarL in 1926, and in

Adelaide in 192/. In contrast wj th Brjtain, however, where fascjsm

was d response to the arrival of immigrants, in Australja and Canada,

immigrants provided the membership for an imported fascism. These

groups disappeared once the war began although the tradition was re-

established after the war in some of Lhese communities. In the latter
period, the concern was a vehement antj-communjsm although there were
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also vestiges of the pre-war fascism, jncluding the expression of
sexism, racism and antj-Semit'ism.

The other major tradjtion is similar to petty-bourgeois
pol.itics jn New Zealand. It grew out of ideological divjsions within
the Australjan Social Credit Movement jn the 1930s. One major group

to emerge was focussed on Melbourne's New Tjmes and jncluded Eric
But I er.

Butler's group advocated the "efectoraL
campaign" method which Douglas outiined in
7935. That is, the movement is based on
ceLL-like studg groups which act as a
stimuLating environment for the propagation
of the gospel (Richmond , 1975: 37).

The League of Rights developed from this group, and they perceive

themselves as the spjritual caretakers of Social Credit in Australia.
The League is, in many respects, jdentical to its New Zealand

counterpart. it runs its campaigns through a variety of front
organisations including Voter Policy Associations. Right frcm the
1930s, the intentjon was to establish cells that wculd put pressure on
'indiv'iduals who were jn positions of power. But the Voter Pol icy
Associations had little impact, as did their attempts to institute a

system of contracts in the early 19i0s between pclitical candidates
and League activists. Their v'iews are publicised through a number of
publications: 0n Target (publ ished jn Melbourne); Heritage (Perth);

llectors Voice (Perth/Melbourne); Ladies Line (Queensland) and

New Times (set jn Melbourne and printed jn Canada for Canadian,

American and British editions).

The Australian League of Rights also has a similar class base

to the New Zealand League. It has with varying degrees of success

helped formulate and mob'i'lise petty-bourgeois polit'ica1 support,
principally in certain rural areas of Queensland, Ncw South Wales ano

South Australia. Research has shown that these supporters enjoy a

reasonably high standard of living, and are 'the more articulate of
the repressed fringe of the rural sector' (Richmond, 1975: 50).
Richmond (1977:74) indicates that they are noL apathetic or unread

but they feel that they lack the resources to change a social
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situation. Ideologically, unions, financiers and monopolies are seen

as epitomising those groups with 'too much' power whereas the'average
man' and certain world vjews are seen as poorly represented. The

latter are likely to be generical ly descrjbed as 'Christian' and

characteristical 1y 'old' petty-bourgeois in their concerns. The

League is an example of a popular-democratic interpellation based on

petty-bourgeoi s i nterests.

They differ from the New Zealand League of Rights in their
emphasis on anti-Semitism. In Australia, the League has always

employed antj-Semitic arguments as a crit'ical feature of its world

view, an orjentatjon that began with Butler's publ ications and

New Times in the 1930s, and which have continued to the p.esent.10

8ut'ler has consjstently argued that Jews are anti-Christian and

col lectivist jn the'ir pof it jca'l v jews. Thejr intentions are seen as

reflected in all the major European revolutions and conflicts. The

crudest example of thjs argument is contained in Butler's
The Internat'ional Jew which was stjll being sold to League members in
the late 1960s (see Campbell, Nation Review,8/2/79), although much of
this sort of ideology is confined to an eljte or inner circle who

offer a repository for the more complex elements of the League's

ideology. Anti-Semit'ism reaches the mass membershjp in an easily

10. This anti-Semitism has various themes. Col laboration with H'itler
(Australian 0n Target, 4/5/84) dates from The International Jew and
t@ion of the 1930s and@ed
from this period are the arguments that Jews are parasites (New
Times, September 1983) and that communism (Bolshevism, col'lectiv.ism)js Jewish in origin (New Tjmes, June 1983; Australian 0n Target,
29/6/84). Attached to the Tatter is the notffists)
and socialists/communists are in alliance (the 'ant'i-Chrjst', see
Intel I igence Survey, June 1984) in particular to oppose the League
(Austral ian 0n Target, 22/6/84). Final ly, there js the traditional
tffists seek to break up 'homogeneous' societies
(New Times, May 1984). More recent ideological arguments jnclude
the bel ief that there is Israeli and Soviet collaboration to
destabilise the Middle East (lntelliqence Digest, February 1984), that
theLeaguejsanti-Zionist,nffitter,TheAge,1//4/B4;
Austral ian 0n _I_grqe.!, 8/6/84), and the denia.l of the HoToraust (see

@IsraelPub.|.ications,14/12/79and13/6/B0).
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understood form that is not deta'iled, although it is still much more

expljc'it than in the New Zealand situation.

The Austral'ian League is also different to the extent that it
has faced major opposition to its activitjes. In the late 1960s and

early 1970s, the Liberal and Country Parties became concerned at the
jnfluence of League members withjn their respective organisat'ions, or

at least wjthin certain rural branches. The Country Party's national
secretariat consjdered the effect of this in a confidential report in
July 1971, and D. Anthony, the Federal leader of the Party described

the League as anti-Semitic and pro-Nazi. The Liberal Party had also

examined the infiltration of the League via an appointed committee in
'1968. In 1969, the Party's state executive declared that 'membership

of the League of Rights is inconsistent with membershjp of the Liberal
Party'. The League's activit'ies were then critically publicised in
four art'icles written for The Aqe by Richmond (see The Age, 26/2/72;
28/2/72; 29/2/72 and 1/3/72). The League of Rights was shown to be

committed to certain racist and anti-Semitic philosophies and to have

influence within the Liberal and Country parties, especia'l1y in the
resolutions brought forward from a number of branches. The League

responded by questioning Richmond's accuracy (Australian 0n Target,
2/6/72; 25/8/72), by suggesting that the League had made gains from

the publicity (Australian 0n Target, 7/7/72) and that Rjchmond had

been financ'ial1y supported by the Jewish Eoard of Deputies (Australian
0n Target, 20/10/72; see also Intelligence Survey, 0ctober 1971 and

April 1972). The final stage in the adverse publicity of this period
came wjth the publication of an Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation report which was originally pub'lished'in The Bulletin.
The reason for the report was concern at the infiltratjon of the

Liberal Party by the League of Rights. The report commented:

The League of Rights is a case-book exanpTe
of a private semj-cTandestine popuTTst-tvpe
organisation working at the grasstoots Tevel
among discontented sections of the connunltg
where peopTe feeT theg are belng expToited
bg loca7 and international financLaL political
rorces ( The Age, 27 /6/14) ,

The League still either competes with the Ljberal and Country parties
as the representative of the rural petty-bourgeoisie, or tries to ally
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'itself with factions with'in these parties. In June 1984, the

Victorian Liberal Party shared a platform with Butler in Warrnambool.

But equa'lly the leadership of the major political parties seeks to

reject such an association. Kennett, after meeting with members of the

Jewish community, issued a statement orderjng members of the Liberal
Party not to attend any League meetings (see Herald, 7/6/84;
Austral'ia , 14/6/84; The Age , 14/6/84) . The overl ap in ideological
position on questions such as the power of central government or

Aborig'ina1 land rights between the League and rural petty-bourgeois

elements 'in the Liberal Party produces an ongoing contest for
ideologi cal supremacy.

The League does, however, retain links with sectjons of
Australia's political elite. The Premier of Queensland, Joh Bjelke-

Peterson, has continued to support them in public. He has said that
there was a'host of good solid people across Austra'lia'who supported

the League and he was not interested in comments that the League was

extreme right-wing, racist, anti-Semitic or pro-Nazi

(Australian Jewish News, 22/8/80). His wjfe, Flo Bjelke-Peterson, was

supported in her candidacy in 1980 for the Senate by the League of
Rights (they circulated 100,000 copies of Queensland First in
Brisbane, and part of the publication was devoted to support for her

election), and she has been a speaker at League meet'ings (see The Age,

25/8/80) and received Ladies Line in the ear]y 1970s (Nation Review,

9-15/9/72). As a senator, she sent a message of support to the

Commonwealth League conference in Calgary although as a result she had

to deny that she accepted their anti-Semitism (see Queensland Hansard,

8/3/84). Previously, the League had been able to call upon the

support of other prominent Australians such as the somewhat eccentric
Sir Raphael Cjlento. He was a League supporter and a key speaker when

the Heritage Society was launched. His argument was that migrants

should be exam'ined for djsease and purity of blood as they entered

Australia jn the same way that cattle were tested (see Sun, 20/9/71).
But other links, especially with sectors of the Ljberal and Country

parties were effectively (although not totally) cut during the

critjcal attent'ion pajd to the League in the early 1970s. The League

of Rights reached a peak prior to this with about 2000 members and
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another 10,000 sympathisers,60-100 branches and six full-tjme staff
(Samuel, 1972:246). The numbers and actjvjtjes declined, and by the

late 1970s, jt was estimated that the League had approximately 750

supporters (see Briefing, Australia-Israel Publ'ications, 13/6/80 and

23/5/80).

The Australjan League of Rights js one of the most enduring
expressions of extreme right-wing act'ivity. Through Eric Butler and a

handful of other activists, it has mainta'ined a ljnk with the inter-
pellations of the 1930s and 1940s. L'ike the New Zealand League, jt
occup'ies part of the'ideological terrjtory of the Social Credjt Move-

ment and it seeks to represent the vjews of the old petty-bourgeoisie,
notably rural fractions. In Australia, support for the League is
confined to parts of Queensland, New South Wales and Western

Australia, and whjle it has some tenuous l'inks w'ith pol'itical elites
(cf.J. and F. Bjelke-Peterson), it has had little political impact

since the early 1970s even in the areas where it does retain support.
The group's majn contribution to political debate has been episodic
and localised. For instance, the League has campaigned vigorous'ly in
opposit'ion to the granting of land rights to Aborjgines and in support
of New Right po'licies on the pos'ition of women. But they lack the
alliances and class base to mount an effective campaign, especially in
the face of a critical media and opposing politic'ians. The Australian
Labor Party identifies the League with extremism, and even political
organisations ideologica'lly closest to the League such as the Liberal
Party have actively sought to djminish any overlaps or a]liances. The

most likely option for the League is involvement with other extra-
par'liamentary pressure groups that are part of the New Right (see

Sawer, 1 980 ) . The ant i -f eml ni sm of Women Who Want to be Women , f or
example, parallels that of the League, but while the former has a

quasi-consp'iratorial view of political trends, they do not share the
extensive conspjratorial views of the League, especially with regard

to Jews. Such ideological differences combined wjth the perceived

extremism of the League make alljances problematic.

Thjs figure can not be accurately identified because the League
w'il'l not disclose specific membership figures, and another
estimate g'ives a much higher figure, 1500 members (Sunday
0bserver , "17 /6/84) ,

11.
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Fina11y, it is worth noting that the fascism based on support
from the immigrant communities jn Australia in the 1930s and 1940s,
does have a contemporary equivalent. There are two forms of neo-
fascjsm. The first has moved away from a base'in the immigrant
communjties, but like the'racial revolutionarjes' in New Zealand, jt
traces its origins to German and Italjan fasc'ism of the 1930s and it
is based within the working class. The first post-war Nazj party was

the Australian Natjonal Socialist Party (1963) and it was followed by

groups such as the Whjte Australja Movement (1979), National
Resistance (1977 ) and National Action (1982). But the small member-

ship and organisational and ideological weaknesses of this tradjtion
resu'lt in a high propensity for schism. Somewhat different are the
neo-fascist groups based on ethnic/nationalist poljtics, a'lthough
there are links between the two forms (see Freney, 19s5). These

groups are no longer based in the Italjan or German cormunities but
are epitomised by the Croatian Ustasha and the Hungarian Arrow Cross.
Their main concern is cormunism, but they retain important elements of
anti-semitism and racism in their ideologica] world view. They emp'loy

violence as a major strategy (the ustasha was invo]ved in nine major
bombings between 1967 and 1982; see Freney, 1985:35), and they have

developed 'links with groups 'like the World Anti-Conmunist League. But

like the League of Rights, major politica'l organisations have rejected
their members as the debate inside the New South l'la'les Liberal Party
in the late 1970s il'lustrates. Thus both forms of neo-fascism are
highly factionaljsed and lack establjshed politica'l all'iances. The'ir

'contribution'has been limited to violent acts and the expression of
extremist, and dated, beliefs that are often constrained by their
sectarian nature.

In summary, the major reactionary interpellatjons jn Austral'ia
reflect two qujte different traditions. The first is class based and

epitomises the hjstorical importance of the petty-bourgeoisie,
especial ly the rural fraction, in the Austral ian socjal formatjon.
From the 1930s, the o1d petty-bourgeoisie has experienced a decljne
and a manjfestation of the crisis facing this fraction has been the
articulatjon of a petty-bourgeois Jacobinism. In the 1930s, the
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organjsational representative was Social Credit whjch evolved into the
League of R'ights. But the representational ljnks between the League

and its class base have been contested by conservat'ive political
parties, the Liberal and Country parties. The latter can mount a

challenge to the'interpellations offered by the League of Rights from
a position of strength: they are part of the poljt'ical el'ite; they
express traditjonal conservatism without recourse to po1 itical 1y

suspect phi'losophies such as anti-Semit'ism; and, unlike New Zealand's
social credit party, the Liberal and country parties do not share an

ideological tradition with the League of R'ights. For all this, the
League continues to reproduce petty-bourgeois Jacobinism and to claim
some space in ideo'logical and polit'ical struggles for this
interpe'llation. The second major tradit'ion is not class based but
unites migrant communities across class lines w'ith reference to the
nat'ional'ism of their origin soc'ieties. Fascism has been imported as

part of the ideological baggage of migrants, and during periods of
crisis (at times specific to that migrant community as in the case of
the croatians in Australia), nationalism unjfies the cornmunity. But

inevitably, the commitment is most obvious jn the first and second
generations and so Ita'lian and German fascjsm of the 1930s has not
been reproduced in Australia. Rather, new communities, notably the
Hungarian and croatian, have articulated fascism in the post-war
period. This form of ethnic or nationa'l fascism occurs periodica'lty
as tensions within the migrant community accumulate, or events in the
origin country encourage a response amongst expatriate communities.
Similar observations apply to Canada.

(c ) CANADA

Canada, with regard to political, ideological and economic
relations, shares a number of similaries with New Zealand. The

material condjtions of parts of Canada'in the first three decades of
this century, the ethos of a settler society and a strong rural petty-
bourgeoisie produced ideological and political responses similar to
those found in New Zealand.
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The agrarian petite bourgeoisie dominated
the political debates in Canada during the
first decades of the twentieth centurg.
Their domination was ephemeraL and extended
onlg to setting the agenda for the debates
since, aTthough theg won sone concessjons,
theg proved unabfe to change the course of
the deveTopment of Canadian capitaJ-isn in
wags congeniaL to them (Conway, 1981: 1).

Th'is advocacy of petty-commodity production and a suspicion of
monopoly capita'l led to the estab'lishment of representational ties
with an emergent Social Credjt politica'l organjsatjon. Support was

sufficient to produce electoral success whereas in New Zealand, Social
Credit sympathisers backed the Labour Party. In both societies, the
1930s represent something of a high point in the articulation of
petty-bourgeois Jacobinism that has waned w'ith the contraction of the
o'ld petty-bourgeois base and the changed nature of capitalism
generally. But in other ways, Canada parallels Australian political
relations to the extent that large European m'igrant communities
provided a base for imported fascism and their historical presence has

no para11e1 in New Zealand. These fascist groups have inf'luenced
Canad'ian petty-bourgeois interpellations, and for periods, alliances
have been established between petty-bourgeo'is groups such as Social
Credit organisations and the Canadian League of Rights, and fascist
groups representing various forms of European nationalism.

As i n Austral i a, the Ital'ian and German commun'ities were

critical to the establishment of fascism. The Italjan community,

especia'l1y in Montreal, was pro-Mussol'ini while the German

commun'it'ies, notably the German Mennonjtes, were receptive to Hitler
and National Socialism. Another influence, unlike Australia'in this
respect, was the anti-Semitism of many French-Canadians (see

Betcherman, 1975). The products were organjsations such as the Parti
Natjonal Social Chr6tien, a Quebec group who supported Hitler because

of his anti-Semitism. Other fascist groupings included Les Jeune-

Canada and the F6d6ratjon des Clubs 0uvriers. German fascism produced

the Deutsche Bund, while elsewhere there was the Canadian Union of
Fascjsts (see Barrett, n.d.). Some of these groups were able to
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attract consjderable support especially when they were ethnical'ly
based. It 'is estimated that 90% of the Ital'ians who lived in Montreal

were sympathetic to fasc'ism (Betcherman, 1975: 7). Ethn'icity unif jed

these communities across class l'ines, so that material considerations
and class distinctions were displaced temporari 1y.

These interpellations found a resonance in the powerful Soc'ial

Credit movements, both prior to and after the war. Independent of the

discourse overlap between European fascist groups and petty-bourgeois

interpellations, Social Credit was already comm'itted to an interpreta-
tion that identified Jews as a major soc'ial and politjcal problem

because of the financial power they were believed to exercise. This

was encouraged and extended by the similar sorts of arguments advanced

by fascist groupings. In the post-war period when the recoil effect
of the Holocaust made such vjews less tenable, and 'in most cases, a

political liability, Social Crediters tended in many cases to remain

committed to them.12 Social Credit MPs such as N. Jacques and John

Blackmore offered an analysis that employed anti-Semjtic arguments,

and the National Social Credit leader, S.E. Low, provided the

fo'llowing comments in a radio broadcast (18/12/46):

.. . the same group of intetnational gangstets
who are todag schentng for world tevolution are
the same people who ptomoted the world wat. Do
gou know that these same men ptomoted and ftnanced
tlte Russian revoTution?...for tinancing Hitler to
power, for promoting World War fI with its ttagic
carnage? Do gou know there js a cl,ose tie-up
between international Comnunism, international
finance and internationaT poTltical Zionisn?

These associations and expressions continued and provided the liberal
elements of Social Credjt with some concern. In the 1952 provincial
elections'in Brit'ish Columbia, there h'as a debate over anti-Semjtjsm
(see Trail Times, 17/4/52; Comment, 0ctober 1952). Such debates

occur repeatedly especially as the 'autonomous Socjal Cred'it Parties

12, There are notable exceptions. Premiers in the Social Credit Govern-
ment in Alberta, W. Aberhart (1935-43) and E. ManninS (1943-6S)
resisted an antj-Sem'itic interpretation. Both refused to endorse
C.H. Douglas's views on Jews and Manning purged the party of the
Douglasite (hence anti-semitic) elements in 1947 (see Donne1ly,
1984).
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'in Canada have long been accused of harbouring antj-Semitic and

fasc'ist beliefs' (Barrett, n.d.: 14). Extreme right-wing groups such

as the Edmund Burke Society gained control of Socjal Credit in the

1970s, in this case in Ontario, and Taylor of the neo-fascist Western

Guard holds the patent for the 0ntario Social Cred'it Assoc'iation.

Confjrmation of the presence of trad'itional ant'i-Semitic petty-
bourgeois elements was provided by the publicity over a teacher,

Keegstra, jn Eckville. An active Socjal Crediter, Keegstra was

dismissed from his job in 1982 because of his anti-Semitjsm. When he

was suspended from the Social Credit Party (Alberta) in 1983 by the

President, 15 people including execut'ive council members, petitjoned
on Keegstra's behalf and he was reinstated at the Party's conventjon
(see Donne)'ly, 1984).13 The dominance of such a Douglasite (j.e.
conventional financial conspiracy ideology) element in Social Cred'it

has been one reason for the Movement's decljne in Canadian politics.
It continues to retajn a rural petty-bourgeois base but the decl'ine of
this base, both numerically and in political importance, has

effectively relegated petty-bourgeois Jacobjnism and Socja'l Credit to
the political fringe. This has been endorsed by the recent support

for conservative parties in the national politica'l arena of Canada.

The tension between political legitimacy and the articulation
of traditional extremist and fascist arguments was encouraged by the

resurgence of fascist organisations in Canada in the 1960s and 1970s.

This paralleled events in New Zealand, except that there was no prior
political tradition of these groups in the case of New Zealand. The

l.lhite Canada Party contested elections jn the 1950s, but the major

growth came later with the Nazis (1963), the Edmund Burke Society
(1967), Western Guard (1972), the Nationalist Party (1977) and the KKK

(1980) (Barrett, n.d.).14 Many of these were based, albejt somewhat

13. Keegstra was a keynote speaker at the Thjrd Crown Commonwea'lth League
of Rjghts Conference, CalgdFI, Alberta jn 1983. In 1985, after a
67 day trial, he was convicted of having wilfully promoted hatred
against Jews, find $5000 and had his col lection of anti-Semjtic
literature seized. A similar case involved Ernst Zundel who was
convicted in a Toronto court also in 1985 for'spreading false news'
about the Holocaust. He was sentenced to 15 months jail and
prohibited from discussing the Holocaust for three years.

14. Minor organisatjons jn this tradition included the Canadjan National
Socialist Party, the Concerned Parents of German Descent and the
Canadian Anti-Soviet Action Committee.
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tentatively, on earlier groupings active in the 1930s. The KKK was

active in British Columb'ia and Montreal in the 1920s and 1930s, and it
began a new lease of ljfe jn the 1970s based around three separate
Klan organisations (Barrett, n.d.). For most of these groups, whether
jn the 1930s, or the 1970s, the key element jn their respective inter-
pellatjons is anti-Semitism, with the possible exception of groups in
British Columbja where the attention 'is directed at mjgrant Asians

(Barrett, n.d.). Somewhere between these fascist groups and the more

acceptable Social Credit movements js the League of Rights, a minor

political grouping that has forged alliances with some of the groups

already mentioned.l5

The Canadian League of Rights has two main activists,
R. Gostick and P. Walsh. Given the importance of these two for the

continued operations of the Canadian League of Rights, plus the fact
that their respective political careers illustrate their recruitment
and ideologica'l universe, it is worth providing details. Gostick was

a Social Credit activist jn the 1940s but was expe'lled. Since the

late 1940s, he has pub'lished the Canadjan Intelligence Service and

more recently, 0n Target. The former began with an explicitly anti-
Semitic interest which was moderated in the 1950s a'lthough the concern

is still present. 0ther concerns include trade union activities,
coloured immigration, Protestant churches, financial control and the

f luoridation of water; a'll universa'l themes of the League's inter-
pellat'ion. He has toured Australia and New Zealand on several

occasions under the auspices of the League of Rights. In terms of
major ljnks with other political organisations, he js President of the

North American Regional Council of WACL (while l.lalsh has been the

Acting Chairperson). WACL operates under the title of the Freedom

Councj'l of Canada. Walsh was born jn 1916 and grew up in a French-

speaking community in Quebec. He became jnvolved in anti-unjon
(synonymous with anti-communist) activities as the founder of the

Young Catholic Workers. In 1953, he testified as a voluntary witness

15. The Canadian League claimsjn Alberta (Donnelly, 1984:
lower f i gure a'lthough there
that figure actually ls.

a membership of 10,000 with 40 percent
21 ), but most observers suggest a much
appears to be little consensus on what
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before the House of Un-American Act'ivities Committee. He claims to
have worked as an undercover agent for the Royal Canad'ian Mounted

Police and to have 'penetrated' such 'communist fronts' as the
Canadian Peace Congress, the League for Democratic Rights and the
canadian Friends of the soviet un'ion (christchurch Press, 2/1i/82).16
He is research director of the Canadjan League of Rjghts/Canadian

Intelligence Publications, chairperson of the Canadian Friends of Free

China, acting chairperson of the North American Regional Counc'il of
WACL, and assistant to Gostick, the Director of the Canadian League of
Rights. He tours regularly throughout Canada and to countries such as

New Zealand. Both, therefore, attempt to link the League to other
political organisations and to re'inforce the League world view by

articulating it in a variety of forums.

The focus of the League of Rjghts in Canada is broadly simjlar
to those of its sister organisations jn Australia and New Zealand,
although there are some differences 'in emphasis. The Australian and

canadian organisations are more explicit'ly anti-Semitic. Given the
importance of anti-Semitism within the extreme right-wing tradition in
Canada and the appeal that it has for ethnic communities, this
emphasis is hardly surprising. In other ways, the reaction to the
League is similar to their experiences in New Zea'land. There has been

little media attention and one of the few issues to attract interest
is the possibility that there are links between Socia'l Credit and the
League of Rights. For instance, in 1965, R.N. Thompson, an Mp and the
Social Credit national leader, had to deny that he had any sympathy

for Eric Butler or his associates: 'I must emphatically disavow any

link or associatjon with the Canadian Intelligence Service or the
christian Action Movement' (letter, 8/1/65) (see also the case of
Keegstra above which gained a lot of media coverage). This aside, the
Canadian League has had little political impact and is
peripheral to either the dominant po'litical interpellations of Canada

or to the activities and views of the fascist tradition. It is a

minor grouping that articulates a world view that is largely

The strategy of claiming intimate knowledge of 'communist'
organisations and strategies is repeated by G. MacDonald in
Australia, the obvious intent'ion to clajm legitimacy for the
claims made about comnunism, internat'ionally and domestically.

16.
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superseded by Social Credit movements, that have, in the last decade,

reverted to articulating elements of tradjtional (1930s) Douglasite

arguments. This representational tie between the rural petty-
bourgeo'isie and Social Credit djminjshes possibilit'ies for the League,

whereas jn New Zealand a 'liberal' Socjal Credit party makes the
League of Rights a more credib'le option for reactjonary sectors of the
petty-bourgeoisie.

As in the case of Australia, the two major reactionary
interpe'llations are associated with an ethn'ic national ism (fascism)

based within migrant communities and the concerns of the old petty-
bourgeoisie, especially the rural fract'ion. But unlike Australia, the

reactjonary feelings and intentions of the second tradition have been

moderated by polit'ical success. Social Cred'it in Canada has

consistent'ly had elected politica'l representatives since the 1930s,

and has been the government at state level. The traditional
antagon'ism of the old petty-bourgeoisie towards the dominant bloc has

been diverted by the penetration of the institutions of political
power. Sections of the petty-bourgeois have repeatedly voiced

reservations about the success of Socia'l Credit in representing their
interests but nevertheless, petty-bourgeois Jacobinism has been

contained by such links. However, and here the simj'larity is with New

Zeal and struggl es , the practi ce of po'l i ti ca'l power has al 'lowed reac-

tionary groups to claim that Social Credjt has failed to defend petty-
commodity production or to remain true to the arguments of Douglas. A

major antagonism from 1935 onwards has been between Social Credit
political parties and the reactionary representatives of the old
petty-bourgeoisie. Evidence is prov'ided by the tens'ions insjde Social

Credit and the competition between Social Credjt and groups l'ike the

League of R'ights for ideological and pof itjcal supremacy. Alongs'ide

thjs tradjtion jn the 1930s existed a fascism based jn the French,

German and Italian communities. It attained a peak in this period but

this form of fascism has been reproduced in Canada, and it was an

important factor in the growth of organisatjons in the 1970s. But the
groups 'in thjs latter period are relatively mjnor and are s'imjlar to
the 'racial revolutionaries' in New Zealand.
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CONCLUSION

The periods of relat'ive acqu'iescence jn the articulation of
reactionary and fascjst 'interpellatjons have been punctuated by two

crjtical periods of crisjs, the 1930s and 1970s, in a1l four coun-

tr j es. New pol 'it'ica1 generati ons were created by changes i n the

respectjve class structures of the social formatjons and the engage-

ment of particular class fractjons'in poljtjcal and ideological
struggles. A major distinctjon can be drawn between Erjtajn and the

remajning socjeties, New Zealand, Austral'ia and Canada. In the

former, in both periods of crisis, the dom'inant extreme rjght-wing
express'ion was working class in its primary class ljnk although it
contained a significant bourgeois element. The defence of working

class territory, among other influences, constjtuted a major impetus
'in the growth of f asc'i st 'interpel I at'ions . The contrast i s provi ded by

the 'ideological and political relations in Canada, Australja and New

Zealand where petty-bourgeois interpellations were particularly
'influent'ial in the 1930s, and were still a dominant reactionary inter-
pellation'in the 1970s. Here the concerns were typically those of a

decl ining fraction involved with petty-commod'ity product'ion. The

summary provided in Table 2 indicates the differences in major ideolo-
gical eJements between working c'lass neo-fascism in Britain, and

petty-bourgeois Jacobinism in New Zealand, Austral'ia and Canada. The

difference in emphasis provides an explanation for the importance of
C.H. Douglas'in the latter societies, and expla'ins why he was largely
ignored in Eritajn. His advocacy of petty-commodity production and

his anti-proletarian and anti-state arguments conflict w'ith the jdeo-

logical concerns of Brjtish fascism. It also needs to be acknowledged

that there are d'ifferences amongst the three settler societies. The

most obvjous include the role of anti-Semitism, the poljtical
tendencjes and alliances of the old petty-bourgeoisie in the 1930s and

the presence of ethnjc naticnalism, or fascism, based within migrant

communities and cutting across class lines.

New Zealand, untiI the 1960s, ga'ined nearly alI of its migrants

from Britain. It lacked large migrant communities from those
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TABLE 2: MAJOR IDEOLOGICAL CONCERNS OF PETTY.MURGEOIS JACOBII{ISM

Un'ited Kingdom New Zeal and/Austral i a/Canada

Working C'lass Neo-Fascjsm Petty-Bourgeois Jacobinism

For: For:

nation/'race' petty-commodity production
interventionist state free enterprise/free market

authoritarian state moral authoritarianism
proletarian collectivism 'the family'

'race,

Agai nst: Against:
Blacks/Jews interventionist state
free enterprise capitalism monopoly capital
multiculturalism multiculturalism
liberalism Jews/Jewish 'control,
monopoly capital proletarian collectivism
parliamentary democracy communism/socialism

liberalism
par'l i amentary democracy
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countries that experjenced mass fasc'ist movements in the 1930s. In
Canada and Austrafia, the German, Italian and French migrant

communities constituted a critical factor in the transm'ission and

establishment of outposts of European fasc'ism. Within these

communitjes, if not always jn the wider society, fascism enjoyed a

period of support and activity, at times wjthout major opposjtion and

criticism. This certainly came but only as conflict became inevjtable
and the propaganda process denigrated fascism as a prior condjtion to
war. The presence of this early form of fascism provided a base for
later movements in the 1970s, especially as they glorified the
natjonalistic arguments and philosophies of the early'pioneers'. The

earlier activists also provided a cultural underground, small groups

of committed ideologues who ensured some semblance of continuity
during the war and up to the 1950s when thejr world v'iew was dism'issed

as irrelevant and/or offensive for most. New Zealand lacked an equi-
valent articulat'ion of fascist and extreme right-wing views. They

were not entirely absent because many of the key elements were to be

found in such movements as Social Credit. But even here there was a

critical difference between New Zealand and Canada and Australia.

In Australia, Canada and New Zealand, Social Credit movements

encapsulated the perceptions and concerns of the petty-bourgeo'isie,
notably the rural petty-bourgeoisie but whereas in Australia, and to a

lesser extent, Canada,17 Social Cred'it aligned itself with conserva-

tive forces, in New Zealand it moved'in a different and more liberal
direction. The movement became tied to ljberal/left-wing political
representatives via support for the Labour Party and later the Labour

Government. This attachment arrested some of the racist tendencies of
the New Zealand petty-bourgeoisie and softened the reactionary
elements of thejr interpellatjon. It co-opted a popular-democratjc

Although Canada and Australja are ljnked in this analysig, there were
obv'ioui differences between the two. The Canad'ian Social Cred'it
movement became a poljtical force in a way that never eventuated in
Australia. But jn Canada, Socjal Credit attracted support from
classes and fractjons other than the petty-bourgeoisie, and in power'
thjs was reflected in the dimjnishing importance of petty-bourgeois
concerns. In Australja the Labor Party attracted the rural petty-
bourgeois vote in Victoria (see Castles,19B5) in the 1930s and
1940s although not elsewhere. There were other conservative parties
such as the Country and Liberal parties who attracted the support of
this fraction.

17.
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interpel lation into a dominant jdeological d'iscourse, and the

Jacob'inism of the petty-bourgeoisie was inhibited from'its declared

course of opposing the domjnant bloc (although, of course, Labour

Party philosophy encompassed a degree of opposition to elements of the

domjnant bloc). Such a representational tie was lacking in Canada and

Australia with djfferent implications for the 1930s. By the 1970s,

the differences between the three countries had diminished as once

again the 'old' petty-bourgeoisie sought to express its popu'lar-

democratic interpellation. New Zealand's rural petty-bourgeoisie, in
particular, had dissolved its links with the Labour Party'in the 1940s

and 1950s, and to a certain extent, w'ith the Social Credit Party in a

latter period, and was therefore prepared to sponsor alternative forms

of political ideology.

A similar difference can be observed in terms of anti-Semitic
arguments. Again, the European m'igrant communities brought with them

firm views on the role of Jewish peop'le in society. The rural petty-
bourgeoisie he'ld similar views, and the two combined effect'ive'ly in
Canada and Australia to provide a base for extreme right-wing groups.

In New Zea'land, there v,,as no such overlapping discourse. The rura'l
petty-bourgeoisie and its political organisation, Social Credit,
certainly articulated anti-Semitic arguments but these arguments had a

narrow resonance which was effectively confined to the petty-
bourgeoisie. It lacked any populist appeal, and there were no

equivalent migrant communities to provide a broader base. Thus anti-
Semitism remains a mjnor aspect of the general New Zealand political
agenda, and it djd not make an appearance'in any meanjngful way until
the late 1970s when'it was a young generation that expressed'it
without, in the ma'in, much acknowledgement to any anti-Semitic
arguments that might have made an appearance earlier in the century in
New Zealand. But even in this period, the resonance of anti-Semitism
is lim'ited because of a social context which does not differentiate
Jews phenotypically and has never racialised them in the way that
other Western societies have.

In summary, the dominant form of right-wing polit'ical activity
in Britain relies upon a working class constituency with members of
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the bourgeoisie providing an important leadership ro'le. Th'is

tradition of extremist political activity began at the turn of the

century in work'ing class areas such as parts of the east end of London

where there was a reactjon to the arrival of Jewjsh immigrants in a

period of declining material conditions. Fractjons of the working

class supported liberal/left-wing poljtical parties; others abandoned

traditional pol it'ica'l parties in favour of pof itical organisat jons

that personified problems in racial terms and codified prejud'ice in
policy. These organjsations incorporated anti-bourgeois and anti-
petty-bourgeois arguments to reflect the representatjonal tie with the

working class. The s'ite of ideological and polit'ical struggle was in
the workplace and local comnunities, and th'is tradit'ion has sponsored

and given voice to forms of working class radicalism at various times
'in Britajn. Petty-bourgeois concerns, in comparison, have been

incorporated into dominant bourgeois political forms and have rarely
provided an antagonistic popular-democratic interpel latjon.

In contrast, migrants provided an ethnic base for fascism in
the 1930s in Canada and Australia. They imported a European fascism

that existed alongside and sometimes allied to a more indigenous

popular-democratic struggle that was based on the concerns of the old
petty-bourgeoisie. The mobilisation of th'is latter fraction reflects
their importance in societies that were st'il I jnf luenced by provincia'l

and rural struggles. In Australia thjs art'iculation of petty-
bourgeois concerns did not act as an effective political form,
principa'lly because it did not exist independent of domjnant bourgeois
political organ'isations. In Canada during the early decades of this
century, petty-bourgeo'is interpellat'ions djd engage in a struggle
against the domjnant bloc but their political representatives were

constrajned by the necessity of establishing a wider electoral base

and the practice of power. More recently, the react'ionary petty-
bourgeo'isie have regained control in Social Cred'it jn Canada but this is
at a time when the organjsations have decl'ined jn politjcal
importance.

Ljke Australja and Canada, New Zealand lacks an historical
equivalent to the working class fascjsm of Britain, at least in any
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major pol itica'l form. In al I three dominion soc.ieties, jt is the old
petty-bourgeois'ie that has provided the class base for extreme right-
wi ng i nterpel I ati ons . But New Zeal and d'if f ers f rom Austral 'i a and

Canada. The petty-bourgeoisie in the 1930s established a representa-
tjonal tie with a progressjve political organisat'ion in New Zealand,

an organ'i sat j on that eventua 1 
'ly became the Labour Government for a

period of fifteen years. Petty-bourgeois Jacobinism was therefore
diverted from its expected opposit'ion to the dominant bloc jn

important respects. Equa11y, this petty-bourgeois struggle was not

accompanjed in New Zealand by fascist interpel latjons emanating from

migrant European communities. More recently, the o'ld petty-
bourgeois'ie jn New Zealand has faced somewhat different possib'il'ities
as a soc'ial force to the situation of the petty-bourgeoi sie 'in

Australja, and to a lesser extent, Canada. Whereas the Australian
petty-bourgeois'ie maintain representational t'ies w'ith organi sations
such as the Ljberal and Country parties,lB the New Zealand petty-
bourgeoisie, and particularly the rural and provincjal fractions, have

been prepared to abandon trad'itjonal links with the Socjal Credit
Party and to express themselves more radically via support for a range

of po1 i ti cal groups . There i s no s'ing'le vo j ce f or the'ir Jacobi ni sm

but they are expressing the'ir struggle against the dominant bloc and

as custodians of the'core'values of capitalism separate from the

dominant politica'l strugg'les and representatives of New Zealand

soc i ety.

18. The New Right, as a contemporary expression of conservatjsm in
Australja, is an important factolin these political relat'ions
and there are important djfferences (as well as sim'ilaritjes)
wjth the equivalent movement in New Zealand (see Sawer, 1982).
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CHAPIEB-EIGHT: PEITY-B0URGEPIS IAIOBINISM AS A

SQUIICAL F0RCE: P0IENTIALITIES

"Mufti-cuLturaTism" is a contradiction in terns.
There is no such thing as the successfuT "mu7ti-
cufturaT" societg. No societg ltas ever been abfe
to survive where there has not been a sgstem of
cohesive moraf and sociaT standards- . - "l'lulxi-
cultural-" education is an attack on Eutopean
heritage which js ttle gteatest barrier to the
advancement of the Marxist revolutionatg
progtanme fot New Zealand.

0n Tarset (15/7 /85)

New Zeafandets, irtespectLve of whether they
profess a Ctrrjstjan faith or not' must assess
their hetitage and decide which js the systern
under which theg would rather TLve: the Westmjnster
sgstem with its predominantTg Christjan influence'
or the Fabian system dominated bg the Humanists, in
which nan [sic] js t}te finaT authoritg and the tinaL
arbitet. ft is a wat to the 'death'. we ate not
concerning ourseTves with'conspitacies' ; the
progrannne is more of the nature of tgranng.

J Massam, address to the
Annual Seminar, League of
R i ghts, repri nted 'i n

0n Tarset (23/9/85)
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It cannot be doubted that the proTiferation
of new antagonisms and of 'new rigits' is
Teading to a crisis of the hegemonic formation
of the post-war period (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985: 168).

This chapter outl'ines the elements of this crjsis in the New

Zealand formation and the potential for the extreme right in the

'antagonisms'of the 1980s. Poulantzas (1979) identjfies the orjgins
of fascjsm wjth regard to the 1930s'in a crisis that occurred because

of certain features: the lack of a national un'ity (which jncludes

enclaves jn the soc'ial formatjon and uneven economjc development);

the systemat'ic interventjon of the state; an unevenness between the

rural and urban sectors (specifically that a lack of agrarian reform

retards primjtive capital accumulation); the weakness of the

bourgeoisie (an inability to maintain a fragile unity); and the

transitjon to monopoly capitalism. Thus fascist organisations

developed in the crisis generated by the accumulation of the above

contradict'ions and they flourished in a formation where the dom'inant

fraction or fractions of the power b1oc are unable to neutra'lise the

hegemonic crisis whi le the working class and its representat'ives f ai'l
to respond adequately and to effectively oppose the unification of
reactionary forces. Most of the above features are present in New

Zealand in the mid-1980s, but the thesjs advanced here is that their
accumulatjon is retarded by changes in poljtical representation,
dominant ideologies and the operations of the state.

In essence, it is argued that the Labour Government after 1984 has

usurped part of the trad'itional ideological terrain of conservatism.

In particular, its commitment to econom'ic liberalism has served to
remoralise both capitaf ism and the state enterprise by submjtting them

to 'market forces'. In this sense, hegemony is restored with some

notable exceptions. The economjc crjsjs for the petty-bourgeojsie js

not alleviated by such moves, and rural production in general is
experiencing an economjc decljne. The crisjs for these groups js

exacerbated by the absence of a v'iable political party that represents

conservative interests. The Natjonal and Soc'ial Credit parties have

both experienced major internal conflict, and both have problems 'in
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ma'intaining strong links with their respective class bases. The

commitment of the previous National Government to an jnterventionist

state has been an important reason for the difficulties of th'is party,

and has led to alternat'ive politjcal options, notably the New Zealand

Party. 0thers may be expected to appear as part of a reformulated

conservatism, or New Right, and in this context, the politically
marginal old petty-bourgeoisie may have the opportunity to establish a

sufficiently large political base or crucjal alliances.

The opportunity is enhanced by the 'discursive continuities and

overlaps' (cf. Seidel, 1985: 11) amongst the pos'itjons and movements

on the right concerning moral issues. The moral authorjtarians
provide a constituency and moral indignation'in ideologica'l struggles.
But in spjte of this, there are barriers to such an alliance.
Fjrstly, the o1d petty-bourgeoisie face very different material

condjtions to other groups, notably those connected with monopoly

capital, the state or work-based co'llectivist organ'isations.

Ideo'logical1y, therefore, there are major differences on'issues from

mora'lity to economic relations. In the case of the moral authorita-
rians of the New Right, there are common ideo'logical concerns but the

commitment of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie to traditional elements of
their interpellation, especially a conspiratoria'l racism and anti-
Semitism, proves problematic. In my judgement, it js largely the

irrelevance of these elements to political and ideo'logical struggles,
indeed the current liabi'lity they represent, which will h'inder

possible alliances. In spite of the cris'is, will the old petty-
bourgeoisie and their political representatives fail to exploit
the potentjal offered by the present antagonisms?

The Crisis in Pol itical and Economic Relat'ions

This crisis centres

which capitalist relations
this, the role of the state
is the relationship between

consti tuencies.

on two key elements: one is the way in

are conceptualised, and as an adJunct to
jn a capitalist formation, and the second

pol itical representatives and their
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(a) The State and Capitaljsm

Poulantzas (1979) argues that the lack of a national unity, the

systematic jnterventjon of the state and the transition to monopoly

capital are aspects of a crisjs that occurs in advanced cap'italist
socjeties. The first two are underl'ined by 'authoritarian statism',
the sh'ift of power and decjs'ion-making away from parljaments and

parties towards the executjve and admin'istration. Laclau and Mouffe

pose the crisjs jn a slightly different way: the cris'is is said to
develop from the 'impos'ition of multiple forms of vigilance and regu-

I ati on i n soci al rel at'ions whi ch had previ ous'ly been concei ved as

forming part of the private domain' (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985:162).
These were factors in a tension that developed during the 1970s wjth a

conservative government that adopted an interventionjst or stat'ist1
stance wh'ich was seen by di verse sectors (monopoly cap'ital , rural
producers) as inappropriate. By the early 1980s, there was substan-

tial hostility to this intervention and to the way in wh'ich political
power was exercised. IncreasinglJ, nat'ional leadership, the nature of
the 'interventionist state and the departure from the 'influence' of
the marketplace all became central themes'in publ'ic comment and

debate. Ironically, it was a Labour Government that fundamentally

altered the nature of these debates.

The Labour Government, in the short tjme jt has been'in office,
has 'remoralised' capitaljsm jn a situation where monopoly capital js
increasingly dominant. The corporate mergers in 1981 of Fletcher-
Challenge on the one hand and New Zealand Insurance-South British on

the other conf irmed the trend towards the central'isation of cap'ital
(see Perry, 1982, for evidence of the concentratjon of capital and the

density of corporate jnter'locks). Between 1971 and 1981, the total
real assets for the largest ten public compan'ies jncreased by 40 per-

cent, whereas those companies ranked 41-50 jncreased the'ir assets by

Perry (1985) describes this as statism,
corporatism compared with societal (i.e.

or a top-down variety of
c'i vi I soc j ety) vari ants.

1.
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only 18 percent (Gal lagher and Swa'inson, 1985). F'inance capita'l
expanded, and pol'icies such as the Th'ink Big consol'idated ties between

large New Zealand firms and the state, and encouraged the participa-
tion of transnat'ional corporations (Perry, 1985: 21), But the
economic climate was difficult for those jnvolved with petty commodity
production, and while insolvencies ran at 75 per annum 'in the 1970s,

there were 250 per annum in the 1980s. Businesses that wound up

voluntarily or by court order numbered 355 in 1970, and 728 in 1980

(see Gallagher and Swainson, 1985). In this same economic c'limate,
some sectors appeared to be protected. Rural production, by the late
1970s, had had its economic support system, both direct and ind'irect,
substant'ia11y improved and'it was epitomised'in the Subsidised M'inimum

Price Scheme (SMPs) for sheep meat productjon. State employees were

also seen as privi'leged. Despite a 'sinking lid policy' in the 1970s

and 1980s, state employees grew from 2'13,000 in 1971 (19,2 percent of
the workforce) to 276,000 in 1982 (Zi percent of the workforce2), an

'increase of 30 percent when the total population had grown by less
than 12 percent. The size of the state enterprise, and the fact that
both services and benefits, and the expectations of state servjce
delivery, had increased became another point of criticism from those

he]d to be responsible for the productive wealth in the economy, the
private or capitalist sector. The election of a Labour Government in
1984 sign'ificantly altered these antagonisms.

The Labour Government has incorporated the rhetoric of economic

l'iberalism into policy changes (see Perry, 1985, for further comment).

Key sign'ifiers include the notions of 'market forces, and

'protectionism'. The former is vjewed as desirable because it results
'in more efficient production, the latter as the reverse. Thus

rural production was very rapidly divested of major elements of state
support; the urban economic sector rather less hurriedly. Equally,
the state has been encouraged to become more'efficient' in the

2. Wilkes et al (1985:
of the paid working

16) suggest a higher figure of 22.5 percent
populatjon are central state employees.
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?
'marketplace'.' For example, taxpayers' money in 'state trading

activjtjes must be subjected to the same djsciplines as the use of

shareho'lders'money'in private sector companies' (D. Hunn, State

Services Commissioner, Evenjng Post, 7/11/85). In important areas,

the state has relinquished control so that, for example, the value of

the New Zealand dollar has become a matter for 'market forces'. In

this way, the Labour Government is addressing the crisis of authority
and of economic relations. Through an essent'ially monetarist

approach, it is seeking to'invest capita'list relatjons w'ith a

leg'itimacy ('productive', 'effic'ient') and to reconcile the embattled

positions of capital and labour. The state is also given a new

legitimacy as it withdraws from involvement jn some spheres and

'conforms' to market principles 'in others. In the process, the Labour

admjnistration is creat'ing other tensions. The expectatjons of

fractions of the Labour Party constituency have been d'isplaced and

there are critical rural/urban d'ifferences that are being exacerbated.

These are especially pertinent to political struggles and are

discussed in the section on the crisis of representational ties.

These adaptations achjeve a number of results, not the 'least of

which is the restoration of hegemony. The crisjs that derived from

the activities of the interventionist state and the power located in

the executive is diminished as attention 'is deflected from

institutjonal performance to the capacity of sectors to compete in an

'unregulated economy'. The fundamentals of cap'ital'ism - competition,

capjtalist accumulation - are endorsed by political rhetoric anc

legislatjve change, and those who have advocated such principles 'in

the past, and who face declining returns as the state withdraws its
support, are compromised by a reformist, and monetarist, Labour

3. There are a number of government departments such as the Post Offjce,
State Insurance Offjce and the Publjc Trust, which conform to private
sector practice, albe'it in a monopoly situation in some jnstances.
0thers are even more like private companies as they practice as
ljmited ljability companjes or as statutory corporations. They
include the Bank of New Zealand, Air New Zealand, Petrocorp, the
Development Finance Corporation, Tourist Hotel Corporation and the
New Zealand Shipping Company. 0ther statutory corporations such as
the New Zealand Railways, the Broadcast'ing Corporation, the Rural Bank
and the Housing Corporat'ion, do face considerable changes, often throu5
deregulation which reduces their monopoly positjon. But changes are
often contrad'ictory. The Housing Corporation has initiated a new servi
a cheap form of conveyancing, that will consolidate its role in the
housing market rather than diminish it.
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Government. The nature of the crisis is thus fundamentally altered.
A degree of ideologica'l unity is encouraged by the restorat'ion of
capitaljst relations in response to demands from varjous sectors. The

systematic intervention of the state is djm'inished jn some areas, but

more often'it is required to perform as a private sector enterprise,
thus undermining some of the arguments of jts critics. And the

tension between fractjons of the bourgeo'isie, notably the political
leadershjp and monopoly capital, has altered as the new pol'itical
elite endorses policies that are supportive of the'interests of this
fract'ion of cap'ita'l .

In spite of the above arguments, however, antagonisms wjll
continue or new ones develop, and some contradictjons will accumulate.

A maior element is the reduction in the income and equity of rural
production, which results in an unevenness between rural and urban

production. The importance of the farm sector in export income has

been decl'ining for some time. In 1963/64, wool, dairy and meat

production provided 86 percent of tota'l export values and manufactu-

ring, a mere 4 percent. By 1983/84, manufacturing supplied 30

percent, and wool, dairy and meat product'ion, 51 percent (based on

Perry, 1985). But productive capacity and the accumulation of capital
in the rural sector has been seriously reduced by the withdrawal of
state-based support.4 Perry (1985: 16) points to the end of fertili-
ser subsidies, loans from the Rural Bank at commercia'l rates, the
producer boards' loss of borrowing and credit privileges and market-

determined transport costs as evjdence of the changed position of
farming. The altered material conditions of many in this sector
inevitably lead to a new political potential, especially as the post-
war hegemony which assumed the centrality of rural production,

decljnes and is replaced. Thus the unevenness of capital accumulation

and the new domjnant hegemony of the social formatjon diminishes the
political importance of rural producers and thejr representative
organisations, and it is in their interests to redress thjs

4, There are important exceptions. Horticulture is a growth sector that
offers high returns and has attracted urban e'lites. Also in contrast
with traditional farming are the monopoly farms wh'ich have grown in
number jn crisis conditions. They are large agribusiness units that
typically maintain complex linkages with services and secondary
product i on .
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transformation. But there are other sectors that wjll also express

suspicion and opposition to the new hegemony.

The Labour Party began as the political wing of the trade union

movement, but the stance of the 1984 Labour Government makes that
relationshjp tenuous. The Labour Government from 1935-49 was the

strongest of its tradit'ion jn the Eng'lish-speak'ing world because it
achieved 55.9 percent of the popular vote (1938) and at 67 percent of
the non-agricultural workforce, the trade union membership was higher

than in any comparable democracy (Castles, 1985: 25-26). This

dominance was based on a strong extra-parliamentary labour movement.

But as with socialjst (labour, socjal democrat'ic) parties elsewhere in

the western world, the Labour Party no longer embodies a radical
opposition to exjsting relations in society, but largely accepts its
fundamental elements and principles (Bottomore, 1984: 47). In the

1980s, the achievement of power by the Labour Party was broadly based

on a number of constituencies in addition to the tradit'ional working

class base: state sector employees, main urban and provinc'ial centre

support and professional groups.

The fraction of the petty-bourgeoisie, which has been labelled

'new'above, and which Bourdieu identjfies as rich in cultural capital
(Bourd'ieu, 1984: 333), has been an important factorin contemporary

political and ideo'logical strugg'les in New Zealand. Thjs new petty-
bourgeoi s'ie has expanded as :

;;;:11::i,il,i*","13::'"2'::"'ii11;,Zil,1i;":*
sexuaTitg have moved in the space of a
generation from the enthusjastjc uncertaintg
of voTuntarg evangeTisn to the securitg of
quasi-civi7-servant status (Bourdieu, 1984: 369).

Thjs 'pub1 ic service' role, often state-financed, inevitably
differentiates thjs fraction of the petty-bourgeoisie from the old
fractjon jn terms of sympathy for state interventionism or monopo'lies

per se. The new petty-bourgeoisie, as Bordieu points out, 'is defined

by its deployment of cultural capital and thus its perception of
educatjon djffers from the traditional conservatism and suspicion of
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the old petty-bourgeoisie towards such non-econom'ic resources. These

ideological differences are confirmed by the vanguard role of the new

petty-bourgeoisie in articulating new conceptjons of socjal and

pol i t j cal rel atlons, and j n the f act that they popu'late many of the

pressure groups at the liberal end of the spectrum. They invent new
'life-styles and redefine social coordinates (Bourdieu, 1984: 359-360),

and thus directly challenge the moral conservatjsm of groups like the

o1d petty-bourgeoisie. Pol'itica11y, they have developed new forms of
social democratic collectivism, which parallel workjng class trade

union organisations but which are fundamentally different in strategy
and sty1e. Thus representat'ive organisations like the Post Primary

Teachers Association or the Public Service Association have become as

pof itica'l1y powerfu'l as many of the traditional trade unions. For

their part, the trade union movement is fragmented and as Laclau and

Mouffe (1985:19,84) make very c'lear, it is important to discard any

notjons of there being a unified working class. The fragmentation

derives from the presence of a labour aristocracy, unionised versus

non-union'ised labour, the counterposing interests of different wage

categories (see Laclau and Mouffe, 1985: 19,84), and in New Zealand,

by major structural differences faced by women and Polynesians (for
detail on these distinctions in New Zea'land, see Steven, 1978; Perry,

1985). The presence of unjversity-educated unjon officials, the

structural significance of a handfu'l of large unions wh'ich is enhanced

by the expansion of the large firm system, and differing attitudes
towards the state-sponsored conciliation and arbitration system

(Perry, 1985: 6) are factors in the New Zealand context.

These differences within the working class, and between the

representatjve organisations of the new petty-bourgeoisie and the

working class, have not, however, led to another aspect of the crisjs
identified by Poulantzas as a crucial aspect in the rise of fascism:

the failure of the working class and its organ'isations to adequately

respond. The alliance between the trade union movement and the Labour

Party has weakened, but the assocjation is maintained and on

occasions, is important, as the jnfluence of the large unions

ind'icates (see the debates concerning compulsory unionjsm). The new

unions representating state employees and professional groups have
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used the'ir collect'ive power on work-related matters, but they have

also been a critical force in a number of political and ideological

struggles. Sometjmes jn combination with working class unions, but

also independently, these new collectivist organ'isatjons have played a

key ro'le in debates on education, multicultural'ism and sporting links
with South Africa. They have contributed directly to hegemonic

struggles, and their growing strength has been an important response

to reactionary expressions.

This then leaves the old petty-bourgeoisie. The location of th1s

fraction of the petty-bourgeoisie outside dom'inant relatjons of
production has been confjrmed by politjcal and ideological strugg'les

of the 1970s and 1980s. The post-war ideological hegemony, which the

o1d petty-bourgeoisie took to be a continuation of their own, had been

rad'ically altered by the 1970s. The apparently unjfied moral

framework of the New Zealand soc'ial formatjon was now marked by

cleavage and dissension on many issues jncluding contraception,

religious bel'iefs, defence and 'race'. The central antagonism was

perceived as being between 'the people' or:

;;;"":"222f "?z,o,z*ii":::;t'";;:ruatuesadversaties - Itfiel state and subversives
(feminists, bTacks, goung peopLe and
'permissives'of everg tgpe) (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985:170).

Equa'11y, the marginal position of the o'ld petty-bourgeoisie in
economic relations had been confirmed. The Labour Government since

1984 has endorsed the principles of 'economic opportunity' and the

notion that the'marketplace'js an arbiter, both'important tenets of
petty-bourgeo'is ideology, but jn a corporate economy where petty
commodjty production is peripheral. Capital js jncreasingly

centraljsed and the various monopolies continue (see Perry,1982).
Further, the state jnterventionjst mode, whjle altered, remains. The

debt levels and functions of petty-commodity producers are stjll set

by the state and monopoly capita'l (Perry, 1985, talks of an elect'ive

affinity between centraljsed state bureaucracies and b'ig busjness),

and thus the rhetoric of free enterprise employed by the government

does not equate with the understand'ing of the old petty-bourgeoisie

and its representative groups.
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Roger DougTas' economic "reforms" are aTTeged
to be taking us awag from the "controLled
economg" towards a mare tree enterprise position.
?hjs js mere propaganda. Genuine free or private
enterprise can onlg operate in an economic environ-
ment that provides a reasonable degree of seeuritg
for the smaTl- and medium sized business and
taniTs rarrn (0n Target, 14-21/10/85).

One effect is that the o1d petty-bourgeoisie is experjenc'ing a

crisis of confidence as the natural or automatic reproduction of
petty-commodity production js not assured (cf. Laclau, 1979: 103). In
thjs, it is joined by the rural sector generally, and for both, there
is a cris'is of ident'ity (cf. ideology) which parallels their material
insecurity. This aspect of the crisis, and the antagonisms which it
generates, are influential in the formation of a 'new' generation.
The rupture is most apparent in, as well as encouraged by, the crjsis
in representational ties.

(b) The Crisjs in Representational Ties

The crisis of the 1980s is epitomised in the breakdown of ties
between representative political organisatjons and their respective
class bases. The Labour Party has gained most as the upwardly mobile
new petty-bourgeoisie has supported them. Both Social Credjt
and the Nationa'l Party have faced major internal conflict and new

conservative parties have provided the pol'it'ica1 vehjcle for
discontent. The factional fragmentation within the parties and the
generation of polit'ical alternatjves offer a real possibility for the
o'ld petty-bourgeoisie, and the extreme right, especially as the
trad'it jonal representati ves fai I to art'icul ate the concerns of
conservati sm.

Socjal Credit has been the traditional repository of petty-
bourgeois discontent. In the late 1960s, Dickson (1969: 40), the
research officer for Social Credit, concluded that the bulk of the
party's vote was protest in nature, and the League represented the
small farmers and businessmen, 'reminiscent of the Poujadists in
France'. Th'is was confirmed by Clark (1974) for the rural areas where
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the dajry farmer was much more Iikely to opt for Social Credit (16.67

percent) than sheep farmers (6.12 percent). But by this time, there

was a realisation by some within the party that this old petty-
bourgeo'isie was an insufficient class base to achieve even minjmal

penetration of the polit'ical system, an analysis that was compounded

by the declining class position and size of the old petty-bourgeoisie.

The desire amongst this group was for a more liberal image, and it was

identjfied as such by members (see Bryant, 1981), and early discussjon

by Beetham, Hunter and Bryant discussed the possib'iljty in 1971 of a

new party (see Eryant, 1981:30). In fact, this group sought and

gained the leadershjp of Social Credit jn 1972 which led to the fjrst
of many departures (the New Democrats led by 0'Brien) in response to

th'is new 'liberalism'. Over the next twelve years, this change in
direction was consolidated and by the 1984 party conference, the

ljberal urban fraction (Knapp, Morrjson - the two MPs; Beetham;

Davis - research officer; l.lalsh - head of the youth sectjon)
dominated proceedings. An obvious aspect of this dom'inance was the

disassociation from traditional petty-bourgeois theorjsts (cf.
Douglas) and conspiratorial world views,5 .lthough the concern for the

posit'ion faced by petty-commodity producers was emphatica'lly retained.
The party's image was perceived as a major problem (as it had been for
much of the preced'ing decade), and the leadershjp responded by advoca-

ting an updated 'theology' of petty capitalism (cf. J.S. Albus,

People's Capita'lism-The Economics of the Robot Revolution). Further,
the membership was urged not to become involved with the League of
Rights (see Evening Post, 27/8/84). The matter of image was addressed

again at the 1985 conference when a name change to Democratic Party

was achieved.

Despite these changes, the core of party support is still
petty-bourgeois, princ'ipal ly from the old petty-bourgeoisie. Vowles

(1985) in surveying the 1983 conference delegates, found that a th'ird
less than either the delegates for the Labour or Nat'ional parties were

q The leadership is still aware of the importance of Douglas in party
mythology and Knapp commented that there were Oouglas arguments that
could be retained or rejuvenated.
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likely to have tertjary training or experience (62.1 percent and 62.5
percent for Labour and Natjonal respectively as against 40.2 percent

for Socjal Credit). The new petty-bourgeo'isie who belong to the other
two parties are r jcher jn cu'ltural capital (educat'ional qual if ica-
tions) than the o1d petty-bourgeojsje of Social Credit. 0n another

dimension, the suspicion of socjal democratjc collectjvism meant that
Social Crediters were less likely to join work-based representative
organisations (13.1 percent of Social Cred'it described themselves as

union members compared with 44.4 percent for Labour and 4.6 percent

percent for Natjonal), even when the organisat'ions were po'litically
conservative (all National Party farmer delegates had joined Federated

Farmers, on'ly half of Social Credit farmers had joined). In sunnary,

Vowles commented:

SociaT Credit deTegates tend not to beTong
to assocjatjons of wage and salatg earnets.
and among t&em js a disproportionate number
ot the seJf-enpToged, although not quite of
the proportion of that of a77 lVational,
deJegates....On the whoTe SociaL Credit
delegates have lower incomes and educational
J,evei,s than those of the other two parties. . . .
ft js tenpting therefore to depict SocjaJ,
Credit as a sort of NattonaT Partg tor the
Iess financiaTTg successfuJ,. Such an inage
confonns to a recognisable SociaT Credit
et&os and in addition to some of the spectfic
appeals of Social Credit to the smal,l, person
dwarfed and expToited bg big CapitaT, big
FLnance, and big Labour (Vowles, 1985: 15).

But while the petty-bourgeois representational ties with Social Credit
are still apparent, support is at times ambivalent and problematjc.

Official party candidates have been faced by independents jn

electorates such as the Bay of Islands because of rural petty-
bourgeois hosti I ity towards a I iberal candidate (1. Hunter). The

decl'ining popular electoral support for the party has been paralleled
by a reduct'ion of those involved with the party in an organjsat'ional
sense. From a membership level 'in 1984 of 11,000, the membersh'ip 'in

mjd-1985 was approxjmately 4000 (see Evening Post, 1/11/85), with 'less

than 50 percent renewing their membership compared with 80 percent in
past years. Thus while the party has more members in parljament than

ever before in its history, and as it seeks to gain new constituencies
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to add to'its primarily petty-bourgeois base, it'is in fact failjng to
either gain new representational ties or to reta'in strong links wjth

the o1d petty-bourgeo'isie. Despite its pol itical representatives, jt
is increasingly marginal 'in terms of national politics, especially as

it faces major obstacles in a political system that does not practise
proport'iona I representat i on .

Some of Socjal Credit's political support has gone to the other

two major political parties (Labour attracts two former Social Credjt

voters to Nat'ional's one according to po11s in the 1980s, see NRB-

Herald poll, 14-18 April 1984), while other Socjal Credit supporters

are attracted by new political parties such as the New Zealand Party.

0n 1981 politica] preferences, 28 percent of New Zealand Party

supporters in election year had come from Social Cred'it compared with

24 percent from Labour and National respective'ly. 0thers transfer
the'ir'loyalties to pressure groups, including those on the extreme

right. Chapters Four and Five provide evidence for this movement in

pof itical affiliation. 8ob Howie 'is typical of the career loya'lties
of the old petty-bourgeoisie, and notably that generation which was

politicised in the 1930s. He spent his early career as an act'ivist
and supporter of Social Credjt, and as a candidate between 1963 and

1969. With the change in party leadersh'ip in 1972, he left to help

form the New Democratic Party, and then became involved in the League

of R'ights. When he died in 1985, he had been President of the League

since 1982 and an office holder for a lot longer. He, and others,
believed that the League was faithful to the original petty-bourgeois

Jacobinism of Social Credit.

The League of Rights is now the onTg source
of genuine Social Credit nateriaf. . . . rt is
obvious in the developing crisis it is tlte
League ot Rights which has acted as tlre
faithfuJ. custodian of the Social Credit
iaea (0n Target, 3/6/85).

The political options, apart from extra-parliamentary groups

such as the League of Rights, are limited for this petty-bourgeois

fraction. Nejther Labour nor National are seen as entirely
appropriate as both are linked to collectjvist organisations and both

have done l'ittle while'in power to curb the development of monopoly
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capital or the intervention'ist state. The downwardly mobile old

petty-bourgeojsie'lack effective political representat'ion, and as the

reproduction of their positions is threatened, the crjsjs takes on

cataclysmic implications, and for groups like the League of Rjghts' a

raci al dimension.

But no one can deng that the worTd js fast
entering a petiod of rapid decag, and moraf,
sociaL and financiaT colfapse' ?he crisis

c lVew ZeaTand is now in the grip of has not
deveToped overnight- It is tlte end resuLt of
defibetate politicaT poTicies and progranme
which have been appTied over a long period
of tine. ?hese have foTTowed a set pattern -
the centraTisation of power"'New Zealand's
present govetnment is conunitted to a

revolutionarg ptogramme of suDrzersjon designed
to radicaTTg alter tfte structure of our societg'
The pedigree of this subversion goes back
t,o the ideas fotmed bg Katl Marx and the
earJg Communist tevolution jn Russja" "
There is no disputing that the forces of
totatitarjanjsm are in tlte ascenaant (0n Target, 21/10/85).

The representational crisis, however, is not confined to Social

Credit and the old petty-bourgeo'is'ie. The other maior force in

conservative politics 'in New Zealand, the National Party' has

experjenced maior tensions within the party and between the organisa-

tion and its traditional constituencies. The development of the New

Zealand Party epitomised an aspect of this tension: the debate

between the corporatist (j.e. statist) and neo-libertarian factions.

The New Zealand Party represented a neo-ljbertarian' prjncipally

urban, group that was reacting to the extensive use of jnterventionist

po'licies by a National Government. This cleavage is paralleled by a

division between the rural and urban Sectjons of the party, as the

former has lost much of jts domjnant posit'ion wjthin the party organi-

satjon. (Although, as Vowles, 1985, demonstrates, the National Party

still includes farmers, or some types of farmers, amongst its
activists in a much higher proportion than the other parties). The

antagonisms, as yet unresolved, have affected the membershjp base of

the National Party. In opposition in 1973, the membersh'ip was 93'000

and it reached a peak of 200,000 in"1975. In 1985, again'in

opposjtion, the actual size of the membersh'ip is a matter of djspute
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but it has decl'ined substantially from its high in the 1970s.6

Resolutjon of these antagonisms js diffjcult given the opposed

interests of fractions, especially rural and urban and the

uneven development between these sectors of the New Zealand economy.

Part of the diff iculty in regaining ideolog'ica1 and po'litical hegemony

as the 'natural'government of New Zealand is the adoption of conser-

vative elements in the rhetorjc and practjce of the Labour Government

elected in 1984.

The monetarist approach to economic matters of the Labour

Government aligns the party in important respects with elite
interests, and seriously challenges the representational ties between

these bourgeo'is groups and the National Party. In addition, the

Labour Party has forged l'inks with the urban petty-bourgeoisie, now an

increasingly po'liticised and unionised fraction (see Vowles, 1985).

The Labour Party has modified aspects of its welfarist tradition,
asserted liberal policies on issues of morality and been an advocate

of 'deregulation' in the interests of certain capitalist sectors. In

this, the Labour Government has represented the urban capjtalist and

state services sector but opposed the interests of rural and old
petty-bourgeois groups. The two obvious difficulties are whether the

Labour Party's new representational ties can be assured, and equa'lly

whether the traditional working class/organjsed labour constituency

will remain a strong 1ink. Within the party, antagonisms can be

expected around these opposing interests.

While the Labour Government has 'colon'ised' part of the ideolo-
gical terrain of conservatjsm, it nevertheless'is unacceptab'le to
conservatives for other reasons, notably the willingness to adopt a

liberal position on moral 'issues, to preserve certain union jnterests

(e.9. compulsory unionjsm) and to ma'inta'in welfare programmes albe'it
mod j f i ed. To those such as the o'lc.i petty-bourgeoi s j e who are opposed

to a large state, trade un'ions and business monopolies, the Labour

6.

68,000 (New Zea'lalld Tl!e!,

The Party President in late
100,000, but the debate is
year's registrations. 0ne

1985 gave the membership
over whether this includes
report suggests membership
10/11/85) .

as just under
the previous
i s actual'ly
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Party fails to represent their interests on such matters. But there
are few viable options amongst the political parties of the right.
The traditional conservative parties, National and social credit, are
both experiencing a crisjs in their articulatjon of conservative
philosophy and in majntainjng representational ties with their respec-
tive class bases. The emergence of new political alternatives can be

expected, and jf developments in other western capitalist socjeties
are a guide, then a major force will be the appearance of a New Right.
It is thjs crisis of par'liamentary representation and the articulat'ion
of conservatjve interests that provides the opportunity for new

political forms, and an 'increased potential for a popular democratjc
interpel latjon emanating from the old petty-bourgeoisie.

The New R'iqht

The lack of acceptable conservative representatives in a

pluralist political system creates the opportunity for new organ.isa-
t'ions or the articulation of conservatism in new ways. A development
in many Western countries has been the appearance of the so-called New

Right, although there are critical differences amongst the New R'ight
within countries and between countries. If there is a common feature,
it has been to displace the'post-war liberal and social democratic
consensus' (Seidel, 1985:1) and to replace it wjth certain conserva-
tive values and systems (economic, moral).

The New Right (Nouvelle Droite) 'in France has sought to provide
a philosophical and scientific legitimation for inega'litarianism in
stated opposition to the principles of the French Revolution. T Its
exponents are to be found in national and local politics, the national
medja and the state bureaucracy. In Britain, the New Right clusters
around the power base offered by a sympathetic leadership in the
Conservative Government (see Gordon and Klug, 1985). A central theme

I t i s 'interest'ing to note that one
the New Right in France, Groupement
la Cjvi I isation Europ6ene (GRECE),
strategies as 'grascisme de drolte'
Seidel, 1985).

of the critical institutions of
de Recherch6 et d'Etudes pour

identifies its objectives and
(right-wlng gramscism) (see

7.
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is the advocacy of market capitalism unrestrajned by state 'involvement

or regulation. The market forces are an axiom of fa'ith and state

operations, 'including welfare programmes, are anathema. The

cul t'i vati on of i ndi v j dual i sm and competi t'ion extends to gender and

ethnic relatjons, so that group allegiances are seen as contradictory
in the context of free-market capitalism. In spite of this, a central
notion of the New Right is support for'national homogeneity' as Enoch

Powel I's ideology indicates:

The significance of PoweLl's appeaT to
nationalism 7ag in jts forming the third and
binding eiement within three strands of his
poTitical thought: that of corporate
phiTanthropg in the tradition of "one Nation"
Conservatism, econonic neo-TiberaLisn and the
Tinitation of the state's role to reguTate
and non intervention of the capitaljst
market process and that of nationaf
honogeneitg (Rich, 1984: 9).

Although the comment does not apply in the case of Powell, racism js

seldom expressed as an expl icit ideologica'l bel ief but rather imp'lied

in the generous employment of nationaljsm. 'Race' and nat'ion are

imp]icitly synonymous, and thus the explicit racist rhetoric of neo-

fascism is redundant (see Rich, 1984).

The final element in identifying the New Right js the mobilisa-
tion of conservative moralism. If monetarism is a faith in the market

to d'ifferentiate efficiency and productivity from the reverse, then

the opposite applies to the moralism of the New Right which ins'ists
that a single moral standard be adopted and enforced. The USA

contajns one of the most advanced and politically powerfu'l examples of
this development. It has been conmonly (and erroneously) identified
as the Moral Majority, although this ignores major strategic and

'ideolog'ical differences in the pol jtic'isation of rel igious conserva-

tjsm. While econom'ic neo-liberalism assumes rat'ionality on the part

of jndjvidual actors, moral conservatism seldom expects such

rationality but relies on notions such as'intujt'ion'and'nature'
(Levitas, 1985: 7). And wjth regard to this, the point made above

that the New Right contains fundamental cleavages needs to be re-

emphasised. For instance, in the USA, the New Right can be divjded

into four major groups: the GOP establishment, the religious right,
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the ljbertarian right and the neo-conservatives (or the ex-Democrat

right) (see Miller, 198i). The GOP establishment, East Coast and

located in profess'ional groups and commercial 1y powerful institut'ions,
can be contrasted with the libertarian right that js basically West

Coast and based in a sector of cap'italjsm that has grown rap'idly in
the last few decades. The latter is characterised by an opposjtion to
government, however conce'ived. Equa1ly, neo-conservatives remain

opposed to the polit'ica1 strategies and objectives of the religious
right (Mil ler, 1981). Differences can be seen 'in the contrasting
attjtudes of these groups on abortion or defence. Therefore in the
USA, and'in other formations, an'important distinction needs to be

made between those whose primary concern'is the practice of capitalism
and those whose focus is mora'lity. Followjng Gordon and Klug (1985),

the former are labelled libertarians, because of the links with the
free market philosophy of nineteenth century liberafism, and the

latter, social or moral authorjtarians because of their monism on

matters of morality. We now turn to the situation jn New Zealand and

the way in which the New Right is manifested in political and

ideological struggles.

New Zealand and the New Right

(a) Libertarian Right

From 1975 to 1984, the practice of political conservatism in New

Zealand included extensive use of an interventionist state.S Thi,
included applying restrictjons to inhibit inflation, diverting
financjal resources to subsidise primary production and to develop the
Think Big projects, an extensive debt to pay for government

expenditure and a substantial growth in expenditure on social

As Perry (1985) illustrates, there
sjnce the establjshment of capital
the intervent'ionism and its extent

has been an interventionist state
ism in New Zealand. The nature of
were at Jssue.

8.
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services. Thus between 1973 and 1982, external debt rose from 16 to

38 percent of the total public debt, the soc'ial service expendjture

rose from 22.7 percent of governnent net expenditure in 1976 to 29.5

percent'in 1983 (1arge1y due to the growth of National Superannuation

benef jts), and for 1981-82 a'lonen the Supp'lementary Mjnimum Price

Scheme provided $223 m'illion for farmers (Franklin, 1985: 91, 97'98).

The location of power and the use of the intervent'ionjst state, or

statism (see Perry, 1985), in this way alienated important sectors of

the conservat'ive community from the'ir political representatives, the

National Party. Libertarian groups were formed as an alternative.

0n the extreme right, the obvious examples of this libertarian
position were the Christchurch groups, Zenith App'lied Philosophy (ZAP)

and Tax Reduction Integrity Movement (TRIM). At one level, they were

groups whose appeal 1ay in providing techniques of self-motivation and

material advancement. This was done, in the case of ZAP,'in a

structure that was epistemo'log'ica11y authoritarian and exclusive. But

they a'lso sought to jnfluence wider po'litical debates and structures,
and hence their campaigns aga'inst 'over-regulation', taxation and

'state interference'. But they lacked equjvalents in any more

inclusive or populist sense until the 1980s when the New Zealand Party

was estab'l i shed.

The New Zealand Party articulated an economjc libertarianjsm as

an alternatjve to the statism of the National Party. A central tenet

was unrestrajned economjc opportunity, unimpeded by state involvement,

which was consjdered to be a precondjtion for the generation of
wealth, both in terms of the nation and the jndjvjdual. However,

unlike the New Right in Britajn or the USA, policy on moral 'issues was

l'iberal rather than authort'tarian or populist. 0n matters such as

defence, educat'ion or contraception and abortion, the Party actually
articulated the posjtjon of the upwardly mobile urban petty-

bourgeoisie. For example, defence capabilitjes were to be reduced and

the leadershjp of the New Zealand Party rejected the notion that one

of New Zealand's major trading partners, the Sov'iet Union, was also a

mi I i tary threat. Equal ly, 'in I j ne wi th the new petty-bourgeoi s

investment 'in cultural capital, the New Zealand Party argued for
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greater state expend'iture jn education and for more status to be

accorded to the credentials of the education system and to those who

worked within it.

In the year prior to the 1984 election, the New Zealand Party

attracted a cons'iderable constituency as a v'iable po'litical alterna-
tjve. Undoubtedly, a substantial proportion of those who voted for
the party did so as a protest. Between September 1983 and April 1984,

the party went from 6 percent in the public opinion polls to 14 per-

cent, a growth of 8 percent compared with a growth jn the same period

for Labour of 4 percent, and a decl'ine in Social Credit and Natjonal

support of 5 percent and 7 percent respectively (NZ Herald-NRB Poll,
14-18 April 1984). After the electjon, however, the New Zealand Party

suffered major internal debates and subsequently a decline in public

support. By late 1985 the party was receiv'ing 3 percent in public

opinion polls. In part, this was due to the ambivalence of the party
membership towards the policjes of the new Labour Government; the

applied monetarism was not ph'ilosophica'l1y different from that of the

New Zealand Party.

As the major political expression of the libertarian right, the Ner^

Zealand Party is unlike similar groups of the New Right in other
countries. The'libera'lism of the party's po'licies on mora'lity has

a'lready been the subject of comment. But there are also other obvious

djfferences. The 'new racism' that is indel'ib'ly part of a reformu-

lated and remoralised Brjtish conservatism (Rjch, 1984) has no

paral'le1 in the New Zealand Party. The racism that is expressed'is
rel at j vely ben'ign by compari son wi th Br j ti sh express'ions, and i s
principally confined to opposjtion to the institutjonal structures
that are designed to servlce the Maori and Pacific Island communities.

But arguments that re'ly on genetic or cultural difference, and indeed

on any form of racial nationalism, are noticeably absent. Such ideo-

logical vjews remajn the po'litica'l prerogatjve of the extreme right.
Thus, while the old petty-bourgeoisie find their anti-stat'ism and

advocacy of the market paralleled by the economjc doctrines of the New

Zealand Party, their moral indignation and politics of gender and

'race' are either excluded or opposed. If the New Zealand Party
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rema'ins as the single most important expression of the I jbertarjan

right, then it departs in important respects from equivalent
expressions jn other social formations and jt fails to represent the
interests of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

(b) Moral Authoritarians

A d'istinction can be made between the moral right and the religious
right in New Zealand on the grounds that relig'ious arguments and the
use of an organisational base offered by certain fundamental'ist
churches differentiate the former from the latter. The moral right
have traditionally been pressure groups that seek to include a variety
of groups, and their religious motivatjon or content has been

moderated by this enrolment economyr or the need to avoid alienating
major re'ligious denominations and secular organisations.
Alternatively, the religious right has been based upon the concerns

and organisations of Christian fundamentalism, and has been

particu'larly active in the 1980s.9 The imagery 'is stridently
religious, specifical'ly from the New Testament, and its strategies
have revolved around mobi'lising synpathetjc religious groups in an

attempt to influence national political processes. However, the
differences between the two identified categories should not be over-
emphasised as both share actjvists and the objective of estab'lishing a

specific moral code. They are equal'ly motivated by religious convic-
t'ions and seek a moral austerity that js derived from religious
precepts ( see Vodanov'ich, 1985 ) .

The moral right includes such pressure groups as the Concerned

Parents Associatjon (hereafter referred to as the cPA), the society

Between 1976 and 1981, the membership of the jnstjtutjonal churches
declined by 7,27 percent while that of the pentecostal churches
grew by 127,3 percent. But the largest pentecostal church, the
Assembly of God, accounted for only 0.4 percent of New Zealand's
population (Vodanovich, 1985: 70-71).

9.
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for the Protection of the Unborn Child (SPUC), the Family Rights

Association, Save Our Homes Campaign, Credo and the Educat'ional

Standards Association. Many were formed in the early 1970s as part of
the moral panic generated by the impact of fem'inism, the liberalisa-
t'ion of contraceptive and abortion practices, and by a more general

concern with 'the famjly', morality and education. Some had quite
specifjc foci: SPUC which had extensjve links with the Roman Cathol'ic

Church and certa'in fundamentalist groups was act'ive jn the abortjon

debate; the CPA focussed on'secular human'ism' jn educat'ion. The

latter made submissions to a wide range of educational and parliamen-

tary groups throughout the 1970s (see Openshaw, n.d.) because it
feared:

;;il'i,l';"'lZio"I127"";,::'::.;Z';:::Z'i:tr:
second, that such changes are contradicted
bg bioTogicaT evidence of sexual
specialisation (0penshaw, i.d.: 8; see also
Ryan, 1984)

The politics of feminism and sexuality and various demographic changes

altered the nature of such institutions as the fami'ly and education in
a way that disturbed the moral authoritarians, and religiously-based
beliefs provided a catalyst in their mobi'lisation. They'addressed

women as breeders, and such trends as the post-war involvement of
women in the labour force (a growth from 1945 when 7.7 percent of
married women were in the full-time'labour force, to 1981 when the

figure was 35.8 percent; New Zealand Year Book, 1984: 870) challenged

this orthodoxy. It was confirmed by the liberalism of post-war

generations on matters of sexuality and gender, and the new petty-
bourgeoisje helped construct new value structures and policies.

IThe new pettg-bourgeoisie] is opposed on
aTmost evetg polnt to the repressLve moralitg
of the decTining [old] petite-bourgeoisie
whose religious and pollticaT conservatism
often centres on moral lndignation at noral
disorder and especiaTlg the disorder of sexuaf
mores... (Bourdieu, 1984: 367).

The confljct between old and new petty-bourgeoisie is an important

element in the political and ideological struggles surrounding gender

and sexual'ity.
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This conflict escalated in the late 1970s, and the religious
right made an appearance in a much more obvious way. The development

was heralded by the estab'lishment'in the 1970s of organ'isations such

as the Integrity Centre and the International Christian Network

(hereafter referred to as the ICN). The Christchurch-based Integrity
Centre (motto: Honesty, Fajthfulness, Self Respect, Loyalty, Purity,
Chastity) is run by N. Rush, a Church of Christ member, who seeks to
oppose 'socialism' and 'moral decay'. His conspiratorial vjews repli-
cate those of the League of Rights, and he jdentifies exjsting
ideological and political links with the League as important (see

Dasler,1982; Christchurch Star,11/11/81). Rush and the Integrity
Centre have been especial'ly active on the promot jon of 'the fami'ly',
in opposing the liberalising of contraceptive use and in favour of
continued sporting links with white South Africans. The ICN shared

similar concerns although it art'iculated them in a djfferent way. In
particular, concern was directed at the 'anti-Christian currents both

inside and outside the churches...' (What is ICN? - pamphlet, n.d.).
Calder, the head of ICN, received a lot more publicity than Rush (for
example, a Radio New Zealand interview by J. Weddell, 4/4/81; Wright,
1981) but both groups were very small. They were part of a reaction
that signa'lled the concern with what they regarded as the decline in
the sanctity of moral virtues, and a djssatisfaction with the theology
and guidance offered by major denominational churches. Church

involvement with the debate over apartheid or gender equality was

unacceptable to these groups. The ratification of the United Natjons
Convention concerning the eliminat'ion of discriminatjon against women

encouraged the d'isquiet, and the election of the Labour Government

provided a catalyst for the mobjlisation of thjs religious conserva-

tism. The s'igning of the United Nations Convention, the jnvolvement

of religious conservatives in the Women's Forums held by the Mjnjster
of Women's'Affairs in 1984, and the liberalising of legislation
relat'ing to homosexuals in 1985, al l intensified fundamental ist
d'iscontent.

The Women's Forums were one of the first indicat'ions of the
preparedness of the religious right to escalate their involvement in
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political debate. The presentatjon of a major petition to Parliament
jn 1985 oppos'ing the 'law changes concerning homosexuality was an

important development in the articul at'ion of the v'iews of this sector

wjthin the community. The intention was not simply to develop a

pressure group but to prov'ide a politjcal alternative that would lead

the return to moral absolutism.

It [a 'Mora] Majoritg-tgpe Movement' in New

ZeaTandl wiLl be a church-7ed, Right Wing voice
with a charismatic ninister as the lead figure of
an organisation that wifL encompass a number
of businessmen, organisers and magbe some
poTiticians (Auckland minister indicat'ing what
he thought would happen; Pardon, 1982: 96).

The focus for this absolutism amongst both moral and re'ligious right
has been sexuality and gender. The moral offensive began wjth issues

such as abortion, and has now extended to all aspects of sexual free-
dom and alternatives to tradit'ional patriachal family life (cf.
Petchesky, 1981 : 208). 'The fami]y' is a central element, as Credo's

statement of principles indicates:

We hold that the faniTg is a cornerstone
of socletg, nartiage a necessarY
institution, with the home for the nurture
of chiTdren as the heart of the nation,

The alternative is said to be promoted by socialists/Marxists/corrnu-
nists in order to subvert capitalist-Christian societies (see, for
example, 0n Target, 14-21 /10/85; Credo's statement of principles,
etc., 13/1/81; Pardon, 1982: 94). The real fear js that 'femin'ists'
have succeeded in'influencing political dec'ision-makjng and policy,
and moral authorjtarians in reply seek to restrjct this elite access

and influence.

The moral authoritarians are an important contribution to the

reformulation of conservatism in that they articulate a nostalgia and

indignatjon that has an appeal far beyond the relatively smal'l

constituency provided by the fundamentalist groups and conservative

sect'ions of the churches. But their actjvities, while influential,
remain to one s'ide of the political parties and parliamentary
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jnstitutjons.l0 tf'.y lack an organisat'ional base in a strictly
political sense, and an'interpellation that'includes an explicit
position on economic and political issues to accompany their moral

absolut'ism. For this man'ifestation of the New Right, the'ir long-term
future remajns unclear as they seek to maintain the momentum sustained
in sjng'le-issue campaigns and to extend thejr constituency. An

obvious need is to establjsh alliances and to broaden their political
base.

Poljtjcal Representatives of the Riqht: Alliances and Debates

Although the New Right, either libertarian or moral

authorjtarian, are still in an embryonic form, they provjde the oppor-
tunity for alliances and the establishment of new representat'ive
organisations and links. The crjsis in exjsting political relation-
ships, the uneven development between rural and urban sectors and

ideological struggles over mora'lity have, and wjll, produce a 'new'
generation. The representational crisis is a major dynamic which

dissolves traditiona'l alliances and creates the opportunity for more

radical groups to establish a constituency. The question is therefore
whether the new and old right can coalesce'in representative politjcal
organisations, and whether class alliances can be initiated and

solidified. To begin, the major groupings and differences on the
right are briefly identified.

Diagram 6 emp'loys understandings that have been rehearsed in
this chapter and earlier parts of the thesjs. The Conservatjve Estab-
lishment designates the bourgeo'isie, both rural and urban, withjn the
National Party and important pressure groups. This relatjonship 'is
rather more complicated than is suggested here, and major corporations

Moral authoritarians have cross-party support in Parliament,
although it is lim'ited to those who are prepared to jndjcate
their opposition to l'iberal'lsation and to do so in terms of the
conspiratorial arguments of the moral right. See comments by
N. Jones during the 1982 debate on the'eight cardinal rules that
commun'ists fol low', jnc'luding subvers'ion by sex to disrupt the
'moral fibre of the nation' (Evening Standard, 20/8/82),

10.
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and their controlling elites may have tjes with the Labour party (e.g.
Fletcher-Chal lenge). The Neo-Conservative/Libertarian groups have

already been the subject of djscussion. An observation not expf icitly
noted above however, is the fact that factions of the Labour Party,
the monetarists, are part of this neo-conservative expression, and the

translat'ion of this pos jtion into government po'l'icy has blurred tradi-
tional al legiances. Thus there is qualifi'ed support from traditional
opponents of Labour; for example, Quigley (tttational Party) or R.

Jones (New Zealand Party) have both been supportive of initjatjves
coming from this fraction in the Labour Government. It should also be

noted that thjs classification omits a th'ird group, the statist
conservatives such as Muldoon. There exist major tensions with'in the
National Party between the conservative establishment and thjs
expression, and equally between stat'ist and l'ibertarian (see disputes
between Muldoon and Marsha'l1, and Muldoon and Quigley or R. Jones).
The 0ld Petty-Bourgeois category requires little comment although
cross-referencing of pressure groups does. Wh'ile the class base of
nearly a'11 of the pressure groups l'isted is old petty-bourgeois, both
rural and urban, they have equally been commjtted to ljbertarian
arguments on economic issues and this needs to be acknowledged. They

also share important 'interests and characteristics wjth the moral

authoritarians, and thjs is the subject of further djscussjon below.
The Moral Authorjtarjans require ljttle comment except to observe that
there is a smal'l group of parljamentarians (Braybrooke, T'irikatene-
Sullivan ILabour] and Jones, Lee ltttational]) who articulate religious
conservative pol itjcs wr'thin their respective parties, and across
party lines. And the last, and polit'ically insignifjcant expression
of reactionary po'litics, is neo-fascism. Again, 'it has been the
subject of comment and does not require further elaboration here. The

issue is whether there is sufficjent commonality for these d'ifferent
forms of conservatism ( leaving asjde the neo-fascjsts) to un'ite around
particular issues, or whether the popular-democratic interpel lation of
the old petty-bourgeoisje is unable to transcend the political and

ideological d.ifferences to establish effective alliances.

There are important cleavages that reflect the differing
material, po'litical and ideolog'ical c jrcumstances of the classes or
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class fractions, and thejr political representatives, on the right.
The fjrst and important distinction js the contrasting material
'interests of the right. All four major groups identif.ied jn Diagram 6

share a concern about the interventionist state and the bureaucratic
mode that accompanies it, but the djfferences between them are

substantial ly more important and centre on the desireci form of
capitalism. The libertarian right represents two class positions:
that of monopo'ly capital which seeks a climate which permits the

contjnuat'ion and extens'ion of its interests, and that of the new

petty-bourgeoisie who accept the ratjonale for libertarian economjcs

but who are also part of ejther monopoly capital or the service sec-

tor, often wjthin the state. In thjs latter case, the expansion of
the state, at least in the public service, or social service, area is
directly al igned to their interests. in direct contrast, the old
petty-bourgeoisie seek to reproduce the position of petty-capjtal, and

to challenge the state and monopoly capital on the basjs that they

should not be allowed to c'ircumscribe the nature of simple commodity

production or to set the debt leve1s and conditions for the small

independent producer. The one factor that might increase the

constituency of the o1d petty-bourgeois pol itjcal representatjves 'is

the crisjs of rural production, and the tendency to perceive thjs
crisis as the product of the machjnatjons of monopoly capital and/or

the state. The subsequent result may be a rural anti-capitalism,
specifical'ly anti-monopoly capitalism, that approx'imates that of the

o1d petty-bourgeoisie. Thus their potential constituency would expand

from the small rural producer and service sectors'in rural towns to
encompass a greater proportion of rural production.ll In th.
meantime, the major political representatives of the rural sector,
the Nat'ional Party and producer groups such as Federated Farmers,

would have to be seen by sufficient numbers as inadequate to the task

of protecting these interests. Finally, the moral authoritarians have

a poorly defined notion of their desired economic system, and it often

11. There are important corporatist tendencjes in rural production and
these may be a factor in inhibi ting this development. Equal ly,
they may confirm existing antagonisms between the large farm owners
and Federated Farmers, and other sectors of rural production, as
ihe issue of legal limits to farm amalgamation confirmed (see
Perry, 1 985: 12) .
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remains implic'it jn their arguments on moral issues. Thus'in terms of
the above c'leavage between the o1d petty-bourgeoisie and other
conservative and reactionary groups, the moral authoritarians exjst as

a third'indeterminate group who are peripheral to expljcitly economic

struggles and debates.

The second major cleavage occurs on the debates surrounding
moral ity. The conservative establ ishment and the l'ibertarians do not
express the self-righteous certainty and moral 'indignat'ion of the old
petty-bourgeoisie and the moral authorjtarians. Att'itudes to ques-

tions of morality are likely to be expressed'in a relatively l'iberal
wdy, as the Labour Party monetarists or the New Zealand Party
positions on defence, abort'ion or education indicate. As noted

before, the new and old petty-bourgeois'ie are opposed on matters such

as sexual po'litics or an issue such as rugby tours with South Afrjca.
The new petty-bourgeoisie, including even conservat'ive elements,'is
like'ly to support, albeit nominally, anti-tour groups such as HART.

The old petty-bourgeoisie has links w'ith the early generation of pro-
apartheid/pro-tour groups (Associatjon Defending South Afrjcan Tours,
New Zealand-Rhodesia Society, Friends of South Afrjca Association) or
the later (1980s) generation (Society for the Protectjon of Ind'ividual
Rights, Free Nation NZ). The latter groups are more l.ikely to
articulate their arguments jn terms of'freedom', specifically the
freedom of association and rjghts of jndjviduals, so they combjne

ideological elements of the o1d petty-bourgeoisje with ljbertarian
arguments.

The greatest discourse overlap is between the o1d petty-bourgeoisie
and the moral authorjtarians on issues of morality.l2 Both

ideologica'l stances can be characterised as the pol jtics of nosta'lgia
'in an attempt to reassert a moral (and of ten rel igious ) f undamenta'lj sm

in contrast to the liberal trends of the 1960s,19/0s and 1980s. The

similarities can be seen in the position adopted on educat.ion, rela-
tjons wjth South Africa, the moral decadence of urban cultural values

This could be anticipated
bourgeoj sie amongst moral

given the presence of the old petty-
authoritaridn groups.

12.
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and the crit'ical issues of family and feminism. And the ideological
overlap is paralleled by politjcal associations. For example, the
League of Rights has extensively promoted and distributed Concerneo

Parents Assoc'iation material (see 0n Target, 20/5/84; 14/1/85;
17/6/85), International christian Netwcrk material (see 0n Target,
29/10/84; 12/11/84) and has played a role in anti-feminist campaigns.

The council for a Free New Zealand, a copy of a League of Rights group

in Australia, combined with Christians for Life to present a petition
opposing the United Nations Convention on the Elim'ination of All Forms

of Di scrjmi nati on Agai nst Women to the Governor-General . 
1 3 

The

campai gn was conducted wi th m.in'isters cf f undamental i st churches
(North Shore Faith and Bible Centre, North Shore F'irst Reformed

Presbyterian Church; see 0n Target, 15/10/84; 14/1/85; 25/2/85).
The League of Rights has also been instrumental in other campa'igns

opposing liberalisation of laws and pol icies.14 Part of the strategy
has been to target sympathet'ic MPs, and one MP (G. Lee, Hauraki)
expressed surprise at the 5000 letters and telegrams he received
oppos'ing the Un i ted Nat i ons Convent'ion . And al though Lee den i ed

contact with the League, his interpretation of the origins of the
convention paral leled the conspjratorj al arguments of the L.ugr..15
But whjle there is extensjve discourse overlap and pofitical ljnks on

matters such as the or jgin of the United Nations Convent'ion and j ts
undesirability, the unity is not complete betwecn old petty-

1?

14.

E. Eutler made this suggestion during a League of Rights speaking
tour in ear'ly 1984.

They arranged the 1985 tour by Mrs J. Butler (Austral'ia) and have
promoted the Coaljtion of Concerned Cjtizens' material (see
0n Target , 6/5/85; 12/8/85) .

15. The League beljeves that the Convention is a'major part of the
Marxist-Humanist programme to shatter the foundatjons of the
tradi tjonal fami ly' (0n Target , 15/10/85). Lee bel ieves the
Convention to be a 'socialist document' (see Evening post, 4/1?/84),
and a chi'ldcare servjce for civil servdnts was ?Gil-T6-be a policy
that'had been lifted from the communist socialist Action Leaque'
(New Zealand Times, 3/11/85).
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tant d'istinction, especial
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authorjtarians. In terms of ideological

multicultural ism or racism provide an impor-

1y with regard to anti-Semitism.

Rac i sm and Ant i -Semi t'i sm

The 1970s mark an important shift in the centrality of racjsm to
pol itjcal discourse jn New Zealand. An early jndjcat'ion was the

estab'lishment in 1970 of Nga Tamatoa, followed by major public pro-

tests such as the Land March in 1975 and the occupation of Eastion

Pojnt fron 1977. The post-war, urban-born and educated Maori p'layed a

critical role in this mob'il'isation, and by 1981 , when the term Maori

Sovere'ignty was first used, the mobiljsation was largely complete.

Act'ion over the Treaty of Waitangi in the 1980s was characterised by

alliances between tradit'ional tribal organjsatjons and new political
(protest) movements. It was accompanied by concessions from the

state. The development of the Tu Tangata philosophy from 1977 in the

Department of Maori Affajrs, new programmes in the Department of
Justice and the growing inclusion of taha Maorj and te reo Macri in
the education system all provided evidence of the growing autonomy and

expectations of the Maori (see GreenIand, 1984).

Pakehas have reacted in varjous ways to this politicisation.
Some, notably from the new urban petty-bourgeoisie, have reacted

favourably and an organjsation such as HART has progressed from a

single issue group to one that now focusses on dcrmestic racism as well

as sporting relations with South Africa. 0ther sim'ilar groups 'include

CARE and the Auckland Committee on Racism and Discrimination. inside
the state, the pub l ic sector union, the Publ ic Service Associ ation,
and the State Services Commission have been supportive, along with
groups I ike the Post-Primary Teachers Associatjon. 0n the right,
there was ambivalence and typically opposition to both existing
instj tutional structures and practices and to the new developments.

Some such as the conservat.ive establishment or libertarians were

racist in a relatively benign way by opposing separate Maori represen-

tation or the existence of the Department of Maori Affairs. 0thers
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notably the o1d petty-bourgeois groups and the neo-fascists were

expl icitly rac'ist. They act jve'ly opposed multicultural ism as

untenabl e.

Between these two poles js a large group from all sect.ions of
the community who clearly contjnue to support the mythology of
'harmonious' relations but who equally feel threatened by the
assertiveness of the new ethnic nationaljsm and are prejudiced in
various ways. For example, 67.4 percent of a survey agreed or
strongly agreed that Maoris get a fair go'in th'is country,compared
with 11.9 percent who disagreed or strongly disagreed (webster et al,
1985). In the same survey, 80.i percent believed that Maori should
have the same rights as other New Zealanders, thereby discounting
their particular position as tangata whenua. There is a resistance to
clajms of a special status, and to specific policies and consjdera-
t'ions based on an acknowledgement of th'is. This is allied to a

history of state racism. In the early part of this century, the
ch'inese, Indians and Yugoslavs al I faced d'iscriminat jon as publ ic
attitudes were codified in legislation. S'ince the Second world War, a

major period of state racism was directed at Pacifjc Islanders in the
mid-1970s when first a Labour Government and then a Nat'ional

Government deployed agencies of the state (pol'ice, imm'igration)
against 'overstayers'. This was based upon public perceptions that
construct Polynesians, both Maori and Pacr'fic Islander, as a ,problem'

in varjous ways. A poljce survey jn South Auckland found that
30 percent of the Europeans surveyed felt that Pacific Islanders were

not treated'hard enough'by the police, but equally, 21 percent felt
that Maori were not treated'hard enough' (New Zealand police,1984,

. 16vol.ll: 31).'' Europeans were much more likely to stress that racial

16. It should be noted that Maori were much more likely to say that
they were treated 'Loo hard' by the police (23 percent of Maori
respondents) than not 'hard enough' (14 percent), but they
concurred wjth the European respondents about police treatment or
lack of it, of Pacific Islanders: 33 percent of the Maori contacted
felt that they were not treated 'hard enough'. The pacific Island
respondents reversed the order: 21 percent felt that the police
treated Pacific Is'landers 'too hard', 16 percent not 'hard enough',
whi le the sjmjlar responses concerning treatment of the Maori were
15 percent ('too hard'), and 21 percent ('not hard enough').
Respondents were not asked about police treatment of Europeans.
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differences produced problems between grottps (30 percent) as against

the Maorj and Pacific Island respondents (16 percent and 1B percent

respectively). And in a national survey, 1B percent of the respon-

dents viewed Polynesians (Pacific Islanders) as'undesirable
neighbours' whjle 11.9 percent saw Maori and 7.8 percent saw

'immigrants and foreign workers'jn the same light (Webster et al,
1985). But the articulation of these sent'iments at a national

po'lit'ica1 level has been jnterm jttent. The state's action against

'overstayers' or the occupants at Bastion Point, and the use jn 1975

of advertising by the National Party wh'ich portrayed Pacific Islanders

as'troublesome' are obvious examples. And pol'itical representatjves

such as P. Hunt, a Natjonal Party MP for six years, have contributed

towards the pol'it jci sation of rac jsm.17 Hor.u.r, there are st'il I no

major pol i tical parties that systemat jcal ly art'icul ate po'licies that

both negatively perceive Po'lynesjans and seek to inst.itute policies

that suspend their pof itical and socjal rights. Noris nationalism an

important theme, prjncipa'l1y because of the problem of constructing a

racjal pedigree'in a sjtuation where the domjnant group are themselves

relatively recent migrants. The rhetoric of the Britjsh New Right in
whjch 'we' constructs the natjon relies upon assumptions about rooted-

ness and a continuity with the past (Seidel, 1985: 4). Such a conno-

tation remains difficult in New Zealand.

In these respects, central ideological elements of both the old
petty-bourgeoisje and the extreme rjght are relatively jmmature or

incomplete 'in terms of their articulatjon in national political insti-
tut'ions and debates. The ethnic nationalism of the Maori, and in the

future, of Pacific Island groups, may well engender a Pakeha response

For example, hjs comment about'send them (Pacifjc Islanders) back
to the Islands' was widely reported in 1982 and he subsequently (1983
urged the government to stop immigratjon from t,lestern Samoa. He

supported the Springbok rugby tour in 1980/ 1981, and visjted South
Africa in 1983 wjth fellow MP, N. Jones (see Auckland Star, 13/10/84)
He has attended WACL meet jngs (Hawaii, 1984; -Dei la-s;1385) and since
leavjng parliament has become a national spokesperson for the Society
for the Protection of Individual Rights, a group concerned to ensure
continued access for sportspeople to countries such as South Africa.
This latter group should not be confused with an anti-censorship
group wi th a simi I ar name.

17.
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as communal tensions intensify. And jt is the possibility that inter-
pellations which construct'the peopie'as a'race'or nation may

become more pol itica'l ly viable which sustains the extreme right. In
the meantime, they continue to defend the dominance of pakeha,

specifical ly Anglo-Saxon, values and institutjons and to investigate
new strategies that wjll mobilise Pakeha opinion. 0ne such recent
strategy was the attempt to locate multiculturalism and Maori

sovere'ignty as communist or socialist in orig'in. The League of Rights
developed this approach in Australia, and in 1984 mounted a campaign

in rural areas to convince farmers that their land was 'in immediate
danger of bejng taken away and given to Aborigines. It was referreo
to as the'Marx'ist-promoted and manipulated Aborjginal land claims
programme'. Key justificatory texts were two books by

G. McDonald, Red 0ver Black and The Evidence. He toured Austral'ia
under the auspices of the League. An identical campaign has since
been mounted in New Zealand. McDonald has written Shadows 0ver New

Zealand (1985) which transfers the logic of Australian League argu-
ments to New Zealand. McDonald has toured New Zealand promoting the
analysis that Maori soverejgnty arguments and campaigns are Marxist-
inspired, and has disclaimed any contemporary political affiliations,
a posit'ion wh'ich the New Zealand media have generally respected. His
past as a communist has been used to legitimise an ''insider's,
analysis. The conspiratorial nature of his arguments, and the
language used to express them, parallel the League of Rights,
ana'lysis. The jdentjfjcation of the enemy as a relatively i'll-defined
communjsrn or Marxism does have a resonance amongst conservative
parliamentary representatjves (see comments above from Jones and Lee

on the communist origin of campaigns that seek liberalisation on moral
issues). The National Party spokesperson on Maori Affairs ([.j. peters)

has offered an analysis that centres on 'Marx'ist explojtatjon, of
Maori issues (see Herald,21/9/85). There is an overlap in the social
construction of the way in which Maori 'protest' is perceived, but it
is a minor element in the ideological concerns of the central
political parties and their constituencjes, and it is really more of a

whispering campaign amongst some to djscredi t the motives of those
active in Maori sovcreignty jssues. Politjcal representatives of the
extrerne right such as the League remain, for the moment, p€fipheral to
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the central debates surroundjng multiculturalism. They have had an

impact, but only spasmodically as issues such as sporting links wjth
South Africa have permitted temporary alliances and legitimacy. Their
interpel latr'on which constructs 'the people' as a 'race' or nation
remains a minor ideological contribution, despite increased

antagonisms involving a racial or ethnic dimension. This marginality
is confirmed by the'inclusion of anti-Semitic arguments in their
interpellation.

Fractions of the old petty-bourgeoisie, notably reactionary
elements and the'ir pol itical representatjves, continue to reproduce

anti-Semitic arguments as a central element of their world vjew. Evjl
has been consistently personifjed as Jewjsh or Zion'ist. In the New

Zealand context, this produces a major problem. The smallness of the
local Jewish commun'ity and the fact that they have not been identjfied
w'ith pariah (unproductive, exploitative) finance in New Zealand has

meant a very restricted base for the constructjon of a pofitical ant'i-
Semitism. The extent to which identification with anti-Semitism, or
anti-Semjtic groups,'is consjdered a po'l'itical liabjlity is evidenced

by the actions of the Social Credit Party to dissociate themselves

from their past or links with groups ljke the League of R'ights (see

Chapters Four and Fjve). But equa'lly, groups such as the League of
Rights continue to be committed to the explanatory power of antj-
Sem'itic arguments because key'ideologists (Doug1as, Butler) util jse

such explanatjons and because it also represents the vjews of the old
petty-bourgeoisie, especial ly that generation poljticised in the
1930s. The League of Rights has attempted to increase the resonance

of its anti-Semjtism in three particular ways.

The first has been

community as a 'threat' or
global sense. lB They have

Semitjsm in a very public

to avoid identifying the 'local Jewish

'enemy' but to d'irect comments to Jews in a

been prepared to articulate their anti-
way (see Christchurch Press , 19/11/79,

18. The Keegstra case in Canada which revolved arcund his anti-Semj t ism
has been seen by the League and others as important ev'idence of the
truth of their conspiracy theories and the influence of Jews in
protecting their contrary objectives (see 0n Target, 14/1/85;
4/?/85; 15/4/85; 15/7 /Bs; 26/B/85).
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'Right League Leader Spe11s Out Vjews on "Jewish Plot"'), but with

general referents rather than specifying members of New Zealand's

Jewish community. The second adaptatjon has been to employ the argu-

ments and terminology of antj-Zionism. The establishment of the state

of Israel and the continuing confl'ict surrounding its presence has

permitted groups like the League to 'identify Israelis as the

aggressors rather than as the victjms. Anti-Zionism has thus become a

'legitimate' 'issue for a range of pol it'ical groups, left and right-
wing (see the Un'ited Nat.ions resolution equating Zionism wjth racism

in 1975), and the League has utilised this by emphatically describing

themselves as ant'i-Zjonist, and denying that they are anti-Jew in any

sense. But despite th'is semantic obfuscation, oppos'ition to the

League'in both Australia and New Zealand is most often generated by

what is publicly descrjbed as the group's anti-Semitjsm. This'is a

major factor in denying the League alljances wjth other groups who

share many of the 'ideological v'iews espoused by the League. The

perjoratjve connotations of being 'labe1 led antj-Semjtic, even by

association, are considered by many groups to be politically damaging.

There are except'ions, notably among the neo-fasc'ist groups and some

re1 igious fundamental jsts. B. Smith, an ordained Congregational

mjnjster from Whangarei, preaches on the 'Second Coming' preceded by a

'time of hell'which is described as control by a world dictator,
'probably...Jew'ish (see South t,la'ikato News, 8/7 /80; Challenge,

5/9/80). Th'is, however, contrasts w'ith most religious fundamentalists

in New Zealand who see Israel in a very pos'itive light because of its
re'ligious significance. So the use of anti-Zionism may provide a

counter to questions put to the League by the media or opponents, but

it does little to enlarge the potential membershjp catchntent for the

group. And the 'problem' of legitimacy is compounded by the third
change, the League's endorsement of the hi storical revi s'ioni st's
posi tion.

Hi storical revi sioni sm became focussed wi th the estab'l i shment

in 19/B of the Institute of Historical Review in Torrance, California,
and their publ jcation, the Journal of Historical Review, has intel lec-

tual'ised argumenLs which deny the Holocaust. The League publi'catjon,

New Times (August 1983) offers a summdry of the Hjstorjcal
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Revisionist's stance:

First, the Revisionists argue that six
miffion Jews did not die in the war; the
true number being Tess than one miLLion.
Second, tlte Revisronjsts argue that there
were no gas chambers, so the number of Jews
exterminated in gas chambers r{as preciseJg
zero. Third, the Revisronists maintain that
there is no soTid evidence that the Nazis
ever had an extermination programme per se.

The League and Western Destjny Publicatjons have been the main sources

for this material'in New Zealand. But agajn, the audience is small (a
small section of the o1d petty-bourgeo'isie and the small group of

workjng class neo-fascjsts), and even with post-war generatjons who do

not accept responsibifity in any sense for the Holocaust, they stjll
do not evince an jnterest in an active or political anti-Semjtjsm (as

opposed to a relatively low-level prejudice, or folk anti-Semjtjsm).
This relatively new element in the League's ideological package simply

endorses the prevailing image that the League is anti-Semitic. The

three strategic adaptatjons do nothing to reduce the liability of th'is

ideologjcal element, and one, historical revjsionism, simply adds to

opponents' arguments that the League has done little jn the years

s'ince World War II to eliminate or reduce the importance of anti-
Semitism'in its world v'iew.

In summary, the nature of the League's interpellatjon confirms

the earlier descrjptions of 'extreme'. Its artjculation of racist and

nationalist arguments rely on concepts and a logic that seldom appear
'in poljtical debates'in New Zealand. The continuing struggle over

ethnic autonomy and rights may provide a new political generation who

will be more sympathetic to the League's interpellatjon, and that of
other extreme right-wing groups, but for the moment, these groups

remain as the jdeological representatives of a narrow class base and

on the periphery of public discourse. [,lhat discourse overlap does

exist is mjnor and usually negated by the general perceptjon of the

League as an extreme group because of its expl'icit racism and anti-
Semitism. There is obviously a degree of overlap on issues such as

economic'liberalism or morality between the League and other powerful
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coal itions and groups jn the New Zealand po1 ity. But the particular

constellation of vjews that constjtute the League's interpellatjon and

the unacceptability of some very specifjc elements mean that the

alliances that could be expected to eventuate are unlikely. The

political damage that wou'ld result from such an assoc'iation is usual ly
considered too great.

The Response of Agencjes to the Extreme Right

In terms of pubiic acceptability, the extreme right not only

has to contend with poljtical parties and groups in a pluralist elec-

toral system but it must also gain sympathetic access to the means of

information interpretation and dissem'ination, the mass media, and to

operate withjn an environment that js controlled by state agencies

such as the police. The parameters and conditions of debate are set,

to a cons'iderable degree, by these agencies and the transgression of

cond'it'ions can seriously reduce a group's legitimacy or jnvolve the

group in costly confljct with authorit'ies. Thjs section briefly
rev'iews the relat'ionsh'ip between the extreme right and the three most

important agencies, the media, the police and the Human Rights

Commi ssion/Race Relat'ions Conci I iator.

(a) The Medja

The media's coverage and analysis of extreme-right wing groups

has been sporadic and uneven in quality. There has been considerable

negative comment and coverage although it has been confjned to a few

publicatjons such as Auck'land Metro (for example, see Legat, 1985;

Pardon, 19BZ) or the Listener (see Stratford, 1980; l,lright, 1981;

Ansley, 1985), and the contribution of a very small number of
academics (Buchman, 1983). Te'levision coverage has been less, and a

group like the League of Rjghts has been the subiect of a televis'ion

documentary ( 1979) and a lengthy interview with Butler (Newsmakers,

15/3/81). The latter was by no means problematjc for the League

leader who is well versed jn the sorts of questjons asked by the med'ia
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the Commission for Community Relations (see Commission for Community

Relations Report, 1980, as an example) who have identjfied the League

of R j ghts as a major threat to good communi ty rel ations in Austra'l'ia.
By comparison, the New Zealand media has provided considerably less
coverage and it has not been as informed or as consistent'ly critical.
And the New Zealand Race Relatjons Conciliator or the Human Rights
Comm'ission have not adopted the assertive posjtion taken by the
Commission for Community Relations 'in Austra'lia.

(b) Human Rights Commission/Race Relations Conciljator

The extreme right has opposed the presence of the Human R'ights
Comm.ission and the Office of the Race Relations Concil'iator because

they are seen as key state agencjes in the attempt to achjeve a multi-
cultural society. The most extensjve statement outl ining a common

posjtion amongst extreme right-wing groups is the pamphlet perversion

of the Law. tihy the Human Rights Commission trlust Go! (n.d. ) by

D. Thompson from the League of Rr'ghts. In it, he clajms that the
legislation is based on the Sovjet constjtution and is part of the
United Nations'drive towards a world state. The law is seen as

deri ved from humani sm, an 'al ternati ve rel i gi on' wi th vast powers not
subiect to legal process. Much 'less polite are groups ljke New Force

who express thejr opposit'ion in very direct language (see Attack,
February/March 1982).

For their part, the commissjon and the conciliator have oone

I ittle to use the powers avai lable to them in the legis'lat'ion (see

Trlin, l9BZ) or to offer comment on the actjvitjes of extreme riqht-
wing groups. A case in point involved complajnts concern 1 ng

material published by New Force. The complaints were not handled
according to the procedures dictated by the legislation, but more

importantly, the ruling in the end centred on the importance of free-
dom of speech.

...section 9a nust be looked at in tltr,. tight
of tttt-: inportance of f reedom of expression
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in our societg. Although expressed political
views concerning matters of race mag be
unpaTatabLe or unsound thjs js not sufficient
cause for the pubTication of those views to
be circumscribed (Ruling by 'Human Rights
Commi ssion , 16/Z/BZ) .

Ed'itorial opinjon (see Evening Post, 24/2/82) was supportive and

thought that the Commiss'ion was right to rule that New Force djd not

'excjte hostjlity or ill-wi'll aga'inst, or bring into contempt or
ridicule', any group or persons in New Zealand. New Force clajmeo

that the'Race Act' had been defeated. In th'is sense, the med'ia, the
Commission and Conciliator and groups l'ike New Force agree that the
freedom of expression should'include a free market in prejudjce,
al though the ph'i l osophi es and assumpti ons that prov'ide the base f or
the attitudes of the three groups are fundamentally different. Since
then, the Conc'il'iator has ru'led that the National Workers Party
(previously New Force) was in breach of section 9a, and has referreo
the complaints to the Equal 0pportun'ities Tribunal,l9 brt th.
opprobrium attached to the decision is minor. The Concjliator and

commiss'ion lack the moral support from both the public and political
eljtes, at least'in acting with some force against racist comment.

There js also a lack of commjtment wjthin the agency. Trlin's (1g1z)

analysis ind'icates that complajnts under sect'ions 25 ('incitement of
rac'ial disharmony) and 9a (racial disharmony) have grown substantially
and now account for more than half of the cornplaints lajd. But

equal'ly, while the completjon rate is now much higher, the use of the
categories,'Term'inated','Referred','0utside Jurisdiction, and

'Rectified - no decision'are of concern and complainants are less
likely to receive an outcome that is 'favourable'. Njne complaints
concerning anti-Semitic material distribuLed by the League of Rights

19. A decision was made in
that material from the
section 9a and that the
0pportuni ties Tri bunal,
the National ist [.Jorkers
Conciliator.

August 1985 by the Proceedings Comm.i ssioner
National Workers Party had contravened
matter should proceed to the Equal
in part because the National 0irector of
Party disagreed with the opinion of the
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Conservatjve Book Shop and the Western Destiny Bookshop were'la'id prior

to March 1984. These were still being processed jn December 1985 long

after the event.

If the role of the Human Rights Commjss.ion and Race Relat'ions

Concjliator was to provide an opportunity for target groups to gain

redress against rac'ist groups, then the jnterpretat'ion of the legisla-
tion and its appljcatjon has not permitted this, with very few

except'ions. The two most notable cases involving the limltation of

racist comment have involved the police.

(c) The Pol'ice

Until the 1971 Race Relatjons Act was amended, the provis'ions

deal ing with racjal incitement required that the police prosecute if
the Attorney General should rule that there was sufficient grounds.

In 1977, two members of the Natjonal Socialist Party were successfully
prosecuted for distributing antj-Semitic pamphlets, although in one

case, the sentence was reduced on appeal. In other cases, where there

has been violence aga'inst property or people, the police have not

always been so successful. Desecration of the Jewish sectjon of the

Karorj cemetery in 1979 and damage to the Welljngton schul in 1981,

both of which'included offensive signs and slogans, did not lead to

prosecutions. 0therwise, a great deal of the activity, espccially
abusive telephone calls and graffiti,'is djfficult for the police to
deal wjth. The other major inc'ident involving the police reactivated

the debate concerning free speech.

In September 1984, the police seized 4000 pamphlets from the

Aucklancl home of a rnember of the Nationaljst Workers Party.20 The

seizure was justjfied on the grounds that the distribution of the

Reported in the British neo-fascist magazjne, National'ism Toda
(March 1985) as 'persecution under the terms of anti-l^lh j te "race
relations" legislation'. The seizure was described as 'state
oppression' and the role of the Auck land Counci l of Civi I

Liberties in defending free speech lauded.

20.
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pamphlets would have 'caused breaches of the peace and incjted
crim'ina.l acts' (Herald, 13/10/84) , and the warrant was obta jned under

sectjon 198 1c of the Summary Proceedings Act. This led to an

extensive public debate (see Herald, 13/10/84), and some cited the
police action as an unacceptable limitation on the'freedom of speech'
(see comments of Hodge, Auckland Councj I for Civi I Libertiesi Herald,
13/10/84). The police action which produced this debate was unusual

and quite a departure from norma.l procedure. It was certainly much

more direct, and effective, than anything possible or contemplated by

the Human Rights Commission or Race Relations Conciliator.

With the exception of the two cases cited above, the pol'ice

have generally not p'layed a major role'in lim'iting the activjties and

comments of extreme right-wing groups in New Zealand. The powers that
are available to them as a coercive agency of the state have only
rarely been used, and this agency's contact with the extreme right is
much more likely to occur when activ'ists become involved with violence
against a person or property. The Human Rights Commiss'ion and Race

Relations Concjliator do have some repressive strategies ava'ilable to
them, but these also have been seldom used. The role of these

agencies has been primari ly a co-optive one, and cons'iderat'ions such

as the 'freedom of speech' have dominated the'ir activities. l^lhen they
have been prepared to act aga'inst the extreme right (1977 with the
National Socia'list Party, 1985 against the Nat'ional jst Workers Party),
jt is against the very radical groups and the'ir comments. So as a

state agency with responsibility for mediating comment on racial
issues, the Commission and Concjljator have done little in restricting
the actions of the extreme right, or in drawing public attention to
their extremism. Fina1ly, the media as a key agency in ideological
production and reproduction, has d'isplayed two very different tenden-
cies. Prior to 1979, media comment on groups like the League of
Rights had been respectful. The Herald (see 26/11/74) described
Butler as an 'Austral ian economics lecturer and author' . But wi th the

Listener article (stratford, l9B0) and a television programme in the
same year, combined w'ith increasing opposi tion at League functions,
the media became much more critjcal of the activ.ities of groups like
the League from 1979. Extreme right-wing groups found that they were
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the subject of media attention, on occasions, and that the coverage

was often negative. But this has tended to come from.liberal print
media (Ljstener, Auckland Metro) and isolated journaiists with a

particul ar interest (D. McLoughl in, previously at tire Herald) . Radio

and television have contributed ljttle to an increased public aware-

ness of the'intentjons and vjews of the extreme right. 0verall, the

media coverage has been sporadic and often i11-prepared to comment on

reactionary politics. If noth'ing else, the reporting is usually
critical and the extreme right must contest the hegemonic control of
the media and the way in which they are portrayed public1y.

Conclusion

New Zealand in the 1970s and 1980s is experiencing a crisis
which includes a number of elements jdentified by Poulantzas (1979) as

some of the precondjtjons for fascjsm. In particular, they 'include

the systematjc intervention of the state, the loss of hegemonic

control and the uneven development of rural and urban production.

Throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, the statjsm of the conservat'ive
government was a key factor in the crjsis, and led to strains jn both

the economy and civjl society. The argument here is that the Labour

Government of 1984 has deflected some of these developments so that
the accumulat'ion of contradictions has been simul taneously accelerated
in important respects but also neutralised.

In two important respects, the Labour Government, with the help

of monopoly capital and the state, is attempting to redirect major
pol i tical and jdeological struggles. Firstly, capi ta1 ism has been

granted a new legit'imacy to the extent that the requirements of a

' free' market have been gi ven po I i t i ca1 prom i nence. The defence of
capitalism, specifjcally monopoly capitalism, has been vigorously
pursued. Ihis has been accompanied by the second change, an altered
role for the state. There has always been an interventionist state in

New Zealand capitalism, but the use of state control with respect to
the economy has been reduced and the state itself js increasingly
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required to operate as though it were part of the private sector. In
both changes, the criteria of 'efficiency' and 'market forces' have

been extensively used. In this way, important antagonjsms have been

defused but others have been exacerbated.

The rural sector has lost an important degree of state protec-
tion, and the process of capital accumulation has been made much more

diffjcult. Both equity and income have been reduced, and'in this
sense, a new political generation js currently being formed with the
potenti al to adopt a reactionary pol itical position. The other group

who feels that its ideological and economic position has been devalued
js the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. A declining fractjon, their position on

the periphery of relations and struggles has been confirmed by the
advocacy of monopoly capital'ism and the influence of monopoly

capita]jsts. The defence of capitalism referred to above is not the
capitalism of the old petty-bourgeojsie. For both these groups, the

antagonisms of the social format'ion are manifested in a major aspect

of the crisis, the breakdown of traditjonal representatjona'l ties.

The reduction in the strength of 'links between political repre-
sentat'ives and class bases appl'ies to all parties. Labour has gained

ties with the new petty-bourgeoisie and now has a weaker assocjation
with the trade union movement. But the most apparent dislocation 'is
amongst conservative parties and their constituencies. The attempt by

Social Credit to jncrease jts class affil'iations, primarily by

adopting a more liberal posjt'ion and djstancing itself from

ideological positions derived from the 1930s, has fai led to develop
new constituencjes and has d'imjnished the links with the reactionary
old petty-bourgeoi sie. The Natjonal Party representational cri si s

encapsulates the major tensions of the New Zealand socia'l formatjon.
These jnclude major differences between rural and urban interests,
between a commitment to an urban liberalism and a traditional moral

conservatism, and the djfference between those committed to a statism
(or the use of the interventionjst state) and the economic
'| ibertarians. The party has experienced a drop in support, dj fficul-
ties over leadership and ideology, and schisms that led to the

establ ishment of lhe New Zealand Party. It is this representational
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cri si s and the rel ati vely weak expressions of conservat'i sm that
provide the opportunity for the articulation of new forms of
conservat i sm.

The New Right, so-called because it represents the recent
mobilisation of conservative forces to unsettle and djsplace the
dom'inant ideology which constructed the post-war liberal and socjal-
democratjc consensus (Seidel, 1985), has been an important development

in the United Kingdom, the United States and France. It.is a

possibility'in New Zealand given the displacement and weak position of
trad'itional conservative parties. And to some extent, jt has appeared

loca11y. The New Zealand Party represents the economjc libertarian
strand of the New Right, and the moral authoritarjans are present in
the groups that constitute the religious and moral right. But these
expressions are relatively immature, and their differences and respec-
tive weaknesses may be rather more important than the potential they
exhib'it. For example, the New Zealand Party combines economic liber-
tarianism wjth a l'iberality on a series of moral jssues, QUjte unlike
the New Right of Thatcher or Reagan. And on this, they differ
markedly from the moral authorjtarians who have focussed on single
issue pol itics and whose organ'isat jona'l base, if not its supporr,
derives from small religious denominations who profess a religious
fundamentalism and sections of the major churches. This js not to
suggest that they 'lack an important constituency. The moral

authoritarians transcend sectarjan d'ifferences and express a widefelt
concern about changes in morality. 8ut they lack effect'ive represen-
tatives jn national political institutions, as well as a ccmprehensjve
programme that encompasses the spectrum of economjc and social issues.

Theref ore, the New R'i ght i n New Zea l and i rrr. l rrrJes groups

whose di fferences are greater than their sjmi larities. Indeed, a

generic terrn like 'New Right' does not adequately ref lect the
differences w.ithin neo-conservatjve and reactionary po'ljtics in New

Zealand or, more especially, the differences w'ith the New Right of
other capi tal ist socjeties. unl ike the united Kingdom or the usA

where inter'locking directorships link secular conservatives with
religjous conservatives, albeit jn a fragile unity, iliere is no common
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leadership or common organisational base 'in New Zealand. There are
relatively few local pressure groups who bridge the various forms of
conservatism in a style that has occurred elsewhere (see Gordon ang

K'Iu9, 1985, for detajls on Britain, and Miiler, 1981, for the usA).
And neo-conservat'ism has yet to be intellectualised and legitimated as

it has in France (Alain de Benojst and Nouvelle Ecole), Britain (R.

scruton, sal i sbury Revi ew) and the usA ( N. podhoretz, tJ. Buck I ey) .

The different materjal and poljt'ical interests of the econom'ic ljber-
tarians and the moral authoritarians, combined with the lack of
organisational links, make the development of a 'New Right, a doubtful
proposition in New Zealand in the immediate future. And these
d'ifferences extend to the extreme right and the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

The extreme right and old petty-bourgeoisie share certa.in
ideological concerns w'ith both major strands of the new conservatism
in New Zealand. rhey agree with the commitment to ,rjsk' and ,free
competitjon' of the economic libertarjans and the concern with the
'moral decay' of New Zeal and of the mora'l authori tar.i ans. But there
are also crjtjcal djfferences. The advocacy by the New Zealand party
of the jnterests of monopoly capital direcily opposes the material
concerns of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. The 'ideology of the New

Zealand Party also reflects the position of the new petty-bourgeoisie.
The location of this fraction in the state, or state-sponsored emp'loy-
ment, or jn large capitalist enterprises results in very d.ifferent
material and 'ideological interests from those of petty-commodity
producers. And the differences are confjrmed by their respective
positions on matters of morality. In contrast, the old petty-
bourgeoisie and extreme right are considerably closer to the moral
authoritarians of neo-conservatism. Both derive from a simi lar New

Zealand heartland which mourns the passing of the post-war iregemony

that is seen as representing the sanctity of moral vjrtues. Both seek
to appropriate certain symbols such as'the fam'ily,Lo restore a form
of moral absolutism in opposjtion to the I iberal trends of the j9l0s
and 1980s. BuL there are also ideological distinctions that need to
be acknowledged. In essence, thematic analysis indicates that there
are important elements that confirm the peripheral position of the
extreme right because of ilre unacceptability of some of their world
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views. Moral authoritarjans often express a quasi-conspiratorjal
causality but they do not employ the usually much more extensive
consp'iratorjal arguments of extreme right-wing groups like the League

of R'ights. Nor do they ident'ify with the expl'ic'it Gleichschaltung
(cultural un'iformity) arguments of the extreme right. In this sense,

the rac'ism and ant'i-Semitjsm of the extreme right, and the centrality
of these elements to their interpellatjon, distjnguish them from other
forms of conservatism. In terms of dom'inant ideologies, there have

been few in the post-war period that have systematically argued for
inequality on racial grounds. Such a world v'iew has yet to sustain a

pol itical party I ike the National Front 'in Br.ita'in or the Part'i des

Forces Nouvel les in France.

Gjven the above conclus'ions, fasc'ism becomes a remote

possibr'1 ity in the New Zealand context. Important antagonisms and

contradictions wjll continue and accumulate, but hegemony has been

restored and a degree of balance achieved. That it has been done at
the expense of rural production or the o'ld petty-bourgeoisje is an

jnsuffjcjent base on which to generate a popular fascjsm. The old
petty-bourgeois'ie, and i ts pol jtical representatj ves amongst the
extreme right, might be able to enlarge thejr const'ituency to include
more fractjons jn rural production but central tenets of their
ideology remain a liability. Further, they are opposed by powerfu'l

political forces. Monopoly capital is part of the dominant hegemonic

forces, and it has aggressively represented its own jnterests in
national po1 itical struggles. Despite the relative weakness of state
agenc'ies such as the Human Rights Commission or Race Relations
Conciliator, the presence of the new petty-bourgeoisie in ideo'logica'l
struggles provides an effective counLer to the reactionary pol i tics of
the old petty-bourgeoi sie. Indeed, the penetration of pol i tical
elites by post-war generatjons has been responsible for liberal
cltanges; the old petty-bourgeojsie has been much less jnfluential.
And the collectivjsm of the new petty-bourgeojsje has enhanced the
position of the working class representatives, the trade unions.
whjle the latter have become more fragmented, they have certainly not

abdicated from a responsibi 1 i ty in arLiculating their concerns, and

they are now paral leled by powerful work-based un ions representing
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different class interests. Fascism would only become a possjbiljty if
the system of el ectoral democracy I ooked I j ke co I I aps i ng, and the
forces opposing fascism withdrew or experienced thejr own crisjs, and

neither is 'indicated in the immed'iate future.
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CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION : ThE OLD PETTY-BouRGESJSE

aNp_THE TxIBEUE_8JGfll

How mang sincere niTitants are there who
have experienced and fought against the
night.mare of fascism, and become so
obsessed bg it that their automatic refTex
is to see t}]e spectre on everg sjde.

Pou I antzas ( '1979: 358 )

The debiTitating danger of sToganised
anti-fascism cannot be overstated, for it
so devalues tlte cogent criticisn against
the real fascists, the reaL nazis, the reaT
racists and theit activities as seyerelg to
inhibit the fuLfilTment ot t.he nost basic
necessitg in political comhat, that of
identifging the enemg.

Toml j nson ( 1981: 26)
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This thesis has sought to describe the nature of right-wing
extremism in New Zealand, and in so doing to offer a theorisat'ion of
the class base of such extremism. In summarising various conclusions

about theoretical and empirical issues that have emerged in the course

of the analysis, this chapter also provides a final statement on the

rel atjonshi p between the o1 d petty-bcurgeoi sie and extreme ri ght-wi ng

organisations, and the impact of this pol itical manjfestation of
nostalgia on po'litical and ideological struggles. l,Jith regard to the

analytical frameworks of Poulantzas and Laclau, particular issues

which are addressed here include specifying the relationship between the

old and new petty-bourgeoisie, the need to deve'lop adequate accounts

of ideology and to incorporate matters of both agency and structure'in
analysis. The chapter concludes with some observations directed at

Poul antzi an understandino.

Crisis and Pett.y-Bourqeois Extremism

Si nce the arrival of capi tal i sm 'in n'ineteenth century New

Zealand, the o1d petty-bourgeoisie have been an important political
force. The dominance of rural production, the small size of the popu-

latjon and its dispersed nature, and the absence of an estab'l'ished
class structure have all meant that the petty-bourgeo'isie, especially
the rural fraction, have been able to exert considerable inflLtence.
Most recently, this fraction has provided the class base for
reactionary pol itical organisations. But the o1d petty-bourgeoisie
have not a'lways been identified with this form of poljtical
expression. The first indication of col lective pol it'ical intent
occurred in the 1BB0s, when the rural petty-bcurgeoisje combined wjth
the work i ng c I ass and manufacturers to i nfl uence events. Bourgeoi s

dominance of political instjtutions was diminished by a developing
democracy. The outcome was the electjon of the Liberal Government in
1890 and al though an influentjal and progressive period of governmenL

fol lowed, by 1908, the rural petty-bourgeojsie had wi thdrawn their
support. Thjs was an important factor in the collapse of the Liberal
Government after 1911. The situatjon was paralleled in the 1930s when

the old petty-bourgeoisje asserted their political influence by
jdentifying with the liberal jntentions of first the Labour Party
(petty-bourgeois support was apparent from 192l onwards) and then the
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Labour Government. Th'i s mobi I isation was also expressed in the
formation and rapid growth of Social credit in the early 1930s. The

sympathy for the Labour Government declined as proletariat interests
were seen to be given priority over the concerns of the old petty-
bourgeoisie. In 1953, Social Credjt was constituted as an independent
political party and the o1d petty-bourgeoisie could now claim a

po1 itical representative that was an expl icit expression of their
interests. But the involvement in pluralist politics created new

tensions which were exacerbated by events in the late 1960s and 1970s.
This latter period marked a generalised econom'ic and social crisis in
New Zealand and other western capitalist countries, which had very
specific impl icatjons for the old petty-bourgeoisie.

Throughout the 1950s and the early part of the'1960s, the
expansion of capitalism produced affluent years. For the old petty-
bourgeoisie in New Zealand, the post-war hegemony was held to be a

continuation of the'ir own. The struggles around such'issues as

gender, 'race' and defence were yet to come, and the decline of
British domjnance jnternatjonal ly was only just becom'ing apparent.
Although petty-commodity production was contracting in this period,
there were few indjcations that the o1d petty-bourgeoisie were

concerned. But the 1960s marked a transition period and the beginning
of an expl ic'it revolt. To begin with, petty-bourgeois extremism
focussed on international issues. In the 1960s, the formation of
ant'i-communjst groups I ike the Democratic socjety (1965) were

accompanied by other organisat'ions who were reacting to the global
decline of British and/or'white'dominance such as the New Zealand-
Rhodesia society (1962). For both sorts of grcups, the growing
uneasiness of the petty-bourgeoisie was engendered by specific debates
although the articulation of philosophy contained a variety of other
petty-bourgeois concerns: the moral decadence of western and New

Zealand society, opposition to trends in the state and p'lural ist
pol itics, and indignation at the marginal isation of the petty-
bourgeojsie in economic, political and ideological relations. At the
same time, the first expression of working class neo-fascism, the
National socialist Party (1964, 1967), also appeared. petty-bourgeois

extremjst groups began to proliferate, and throughout the 19/0s, a new

pol itical generatjon of activists was created and the number of
organisations increased dramatical ly.
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The major periods of crisis.in New Zealand in the 1880s, 1930s

and 1970s, have therefore been important catalysts in the creat.ion of
petty-bourgeois activism. In each period of protest, pol itica'l
generat.ions have appeared who comprised the active leadership and mem-

bership of representative groups. In the 'intervening periods of
acquiescence, these act'ivists worked to reproduce the ideo'logical
traditions within a cultic milieu until the ideology again appears

legitimate and appljcable. In terms of petty-bourgeojs Jacob'inism, an

interpei lation which centres around 'the people' and is antagonistjc
to the dominant bloc, the two critjcal periods jn the development of
appropriate political generations were the 1930s and '1970s. Even

though petty-bourgeois links jn the 1930s were with the Labour Party,
many of the characteristics of petty-bourgeois Jacobinism were

sol'idified or formed in this period. These included the conviction
that Jews were responsible for unfavourable economic conditions, that
monopoly capital and proletarjan collectjvjsm were contrary to the
interests of 'the people'and an interpeilat.ion tha,t constructed'the
people' as a 'race'. The latter was not unique. Interpel lations
which revolved around the notjon of a racial threat had p'layed a

critical role 'in jdeological struggles in New Zealand in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. These included anti-Asjan and

anti-Yugoslav campaigns, but petty-bourgeois interpel lations were

fundamentally different. Their employment of a conspiracy theory and

antj-Semitism were important departures, and the Iogic of their inter-
pellation which centred on 'race'provided a meaning shift from

simi I ar strugg'les. The jnterpel'lation was best exemplif ied in the
publicatjons of A.N. Field, and it was faithfully reproduced by key

ideologists (e.9. E. Butler) between the explicit petty-bourgeois
Jacobinism of the 1930s and its revival in the 1970s. This Jacobinism
w.as contained in the 1930s by the representative link with the Labour

Party. By the 19/0s, the comm'itment to Jacobinism was evident jn key

an tagon i sms j ns i de 5oc.ia I Cred i t .

The 19/0s produced a new poljtical generalion similar to that
of the 1930s. This earlier generation was sti ll a critical factor.
It was poljtically experienced and provided the cultic miljeu for the
reproduct ion of Jacobinjsm. The decisive movement came in 1972 when a

relatively l iberal leadership (Beetham, Hunter) gajned control of
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Social Credit. The tradjtional Jacobin'ism adhered to by some people

confl.icted with the ambjtions and po11tica1 sensibilities of th'is new

dom.inant fraction, and many were convinced that their pof itical future

1ay elsewhere. Long time social cred'it supporters and officials such

as Ross and Howe transf erred the'ir a I I egi ances to groups I .i ke the

League of Rjghts. They were joined by the new generat'ion of the

1970s. DalJ, who had not been'involved with Social Credit, was an

example. Young and relatively'inexperienced' this element balanced

the aging 1930s generation. Others were recruited. J. Clapham'

active in social credit during the 1970s before being expelled'in 1979

because of her involvement wjth the League of Rights, was mot'ivated by

her commitment to a combined rel ig'ious and pol'itical f undamental i sm'

Both generations artjculated this fundamental'ism and did so via the

medium of pol'itical sects. The 1970s mark a general proliferation'in

antagonisms and a crjsis'in socjal identity (Laclau and Mouffe, 1985:

136), whjch is recorded in the growth of extreme right-wing organisa-

ti ons. The reasons for thi s growth and i ts expression 'in extrem'ist

forms can be jdentjfied in a number of changes and thejr resulting

tens i ons .

The primary factor reflected alteratjons to the c'lass

structure. Petty-commodity production, both rural and urban, had been

decl j ni ng i n absol ute si ze and rel ati ve importance si nce the beg'i nni ng

of the century. But the most obvjous decline had come'in the post-war

period when developments in New Zealand cap'italjsm altered the

viabi 1 ity of smal l-sca1e production. In the rural sector, this was

recorded jn the decline'in the number of dairy farmers. In the urban

sector, the increasing sjze of enterprises, especially in retailing'

and the economies of scale reduced the profitability of smaller single

units. An obvious example was the corner store. Clear'ly, the repro-

duction of petty-commodi ty productjon was inhib'i ted, and, as a

fraction that was declining both in membership and material base, the

tendency was to articulate reactionary sentjmenLs and phi'losophies

(cf. Bourdieu, 1984).

A second factor involved changes to the power structure of New

Zealand capitalism. There were three particular aspects whjch were

jmportant for the old petty-bourgeois'ie. The first was the growth in

monopoly capital, specif ically its centralisation and concentration
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(see Perry, 1982). In a corporate economy, the operations of petty-
commodity production were at an obvious disadvantage. The overwhel-
ming concern was the self-evident fact that private ownership and the
operations of a free market were subjugated by this trend towards

monopoly capital. This was confjrmed for the old petty-bourgeoisie by

a second aspect, the 'interventionist state. This had always been a

major po1 itical presence in New Zealand; however since 1935, the
degree of intervention and the size of the bureaucracy had been

steadily increasing. The perceived undue interference in economic

relations and the use of tax income to sustain an'unproductive'
bureaucracy confirmed the old petty-bourgeois'ie's commitment to
actively oppose the state and jts bureaucratic mode. The opposjtion
was further fuelled by a conservat'ive government's use of an interven-
t'ionist state during the 1970s and early 19B0s. The third change in
the power structure was revealed in the growing influence of a morally
progressive fraction, the new petty-bourgeoisie. The new petty-
bourgeoisie are defined by their relationship to cultural cap'ital and

their occupations'include presentation and representation (e.g. adver-
tising) or the provis'ion of symbolic Aoods and services (e.g. socjal
work or cultural production) (Bourdieu, 1984: 359). fhe expansion in
s'ize and importance of the occupat'ions of the new petty-bourgeoi sie
combjned with thejr 'vanguard' role (cf. Bourdieu, 1984: 366) in
struggles concerning social relat'ions were all seen as threatening to
the old petty-bourgeoisie. The two fractions provided a contrast:
the old petty-bourgeois'ie were facing a decline in petty-commodity
product'ion and were increasingly inconsequent'ial to moral hegemony,

whjle the new petty-bourgeoisie were experiencing the opposite. The

relatjons of domination were of growing importance to the old
petty-bourgeo'isie who reacted by opposlng liberalism and nostalgically
asserting the sanctity of traditional moral virtues. Their moral

entrepreneuri al i sm often took extreme forms. New representative
organisations and I inks were establ ished and contrjbuted to the
intensi fication of antaqonisms.

A third factor in the mobi I isation of petty-bourgeois extremism
was the confusion surrounding the articulation of conservatism in
major po1 i tlcal instj tutions from the mid-19/0s. Contrary to the
concerns of the old petty-bourgeoisie, the leadership of the Natjonal
Party was committed to the interests of monopoly capital and the
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interventionist state. The resulting tensions within the National
Party between rural and urban fractions, and between the economic

l'ibertarians and the statists, did nothing to resolve the question of
'ideological dominance or to strengthen party-class t'ies. At the same

time, the alternative for the o1d petty-bourgeoisie, the Social Credit
Party, had been consciously guided in a I jberal d'irect'ion since 1972,

and had sought to reject major aspects of trad'itjonal Social Credit
dogma. For example, any ideological or membership overlap with groups

like the League of Rights was discouraged; moreover, compared with
the secular and re1 igious conservatism of earlier Social Credit
generations, the younger, progressjve leadership (often incorporating
members of the new petty-bourgeoi sie) was unacceptab'ly l.iberal . The

growth in antagon'isms general ly and within the establ'ished conserva-

tive parties encouraged many sectors of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie to
contemplate new representational links and politjcal organjsations.

The period 1965-1975 was critjcal jn the growth of rjght-wing
extremism, although the proliferation of groups has contjnued
throughout the 1980s. The events'in thjs period conf.irmed a growing

realisatjon amongst the old petty-bourgeoisie that their interests
were not going to be represented by major political part'ies. So by

1975, or soon after, the major alternative extremist organisat'ions
such as the League of Rights or Zenith Applied Philosophy had been

establjshed. Secondly the debates that disturbed petty-bourgeois

sensibilities in the 1960s, the'threat'of communism and the decline
of'white supremacy'contjnued into the 1970s but were expanded by

additional concerns and gained in importance. The ambjvalence about

becoming involved in the Vietnam War followed by withdrawal a'long with
the debate about New Zealand Iinks with southern Africa were prime

issues. Maoni protest added to the perceived threat, and the growing
po'liticisatjon of'race'represented a critical matter that had to be

opposed. 0f equal importance were pol j tical and ideological struggles
surrounding gender, morality and biologlcal reproduction. From single
issues, ext,reme right-wing organisations expanded and developed new

skills and ideologies to oppose changes on a wjder front. And this
was possible wi th another deve'lopment, the mobi I jsatjon of a growinq

number of activists. The indignation of the old petty-bourgeoisie at

the margjnalisation of their form of production and beliefs provided a

new pol i t ica.l generat ion who expressed an ideo logy born of nostalgi a.
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Petty-Bourgeoi s Extremi sm: 0rganj sations and Ideology

Some of the new organ'isations represented particular fractions
of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. The major expressjon of rural petty-
bourgeo'is concerns was the Country Party. Its ideology encompassed

all the major elements of petty-bourgeois interpellatjons: it was

anti-state, anti-feminist, anti-proletariat, antj-social'ist and pro-

free enterprise with a particular fear that rural petty-commodity

production was under threat. It interpel I ated 'the people' as a

'race'and sought to offer an alternative to dominant bloc representa-

tives and hegemony. But the Country Party faced two major obstacles.

The first was that'it was constjtuted too early in the period of
crisis. It began in 1968 and by 1972 had lost al1 impetus. It
predated the intense antagonisms and material crisis of the 1970s.

The second problem was that the Country Party sought to be an

inclusive organisation rather than an exclusive pol itjcal sect. In

the latter, the centralisation of authority and its intimate nature
provide a cohesjve structure that js less likely to fragment. In

attempting to become a traditional political party however, thjs unity
and control was compromised and within two years of jts format'ion, the

Country Party experienced a major schjsm (1970).

The spec'ifical 1y urban expressions of the old petty-bourgeoisie

were epitomised jn the organisations, lenith Appl ied Phi losophy and

Tax Reduction Integrity Movement. The general ideological concerns

differ little from those of the Country Party but the specifjc focus

centres on taxation and the role of the state in relat'ion to small-
scale urban bus'iness, especial ly in the retai I and servjce sectors.
Zenith Appl ied Phi losophy was a charismatical 1y-led pol itical sect

that required a prospective member to negotiate a detailed and finan-
cial ly costly procedure before being granted insider status. The

ideology contains a complex symboljc code that must be internalised by

an exlensive study programme. The motivatjon is personal material
advancement, although the combined power of ZAP members is impressive,
given lhe extensjve financjal network affi I iated to this particular
sectari an i deology. The pol i ticai representati ve of ZAP bel iefs, and

of the League of Rights, js the Tax Reductjon Integrity Movement
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(TRIM). It effectively operates as a comm'ittee that draws upon two

sources of support: ZAP for financ i al help and ideology, and publ ic
sol iciting for low-level financial and ideological support. From this
base, TRIM has mounted a number of high profile campaigns that centre
on expanding the political rights related to private property owner-
ship and restoring the marketplace as the bas'is for the rational
di stri bution of resources and rewards. conversely, TRIM seeks to
drastically limit the operations of the state, and argues for the
reduction in levels of taxation because tax is viewed as the unfair
appropriation of legitimate profit. ZAP and TRIM represent an impor-
tant aspect of the urban petty-bourgeois offensive against the
corporate economy, both state and capital, and against proietarian
col lectivism. The two organisations have ciistributed key
justificatory texts, majnly through proselytisation and a bookshop,
and they have sent literature to most households in urban New Zealand.
Thjs literature was concerned with the operations of a pluralist
democracy and jt sought to dimjnish the importance of the politjcal
party by promoting a tradjtional (1930s) socjal credjt strategy of a

contract between a poljtical representative and a constituency. A

minor role has been the part'icipation of ZAP and TRiM members in such
debates as the ongoing links with wh'ite South Afr.icans. As custodians
of the 'core' values of capjtalism (cf. scase,1982:149), these two

organisatjons have been relative'ly successful'in articulating urban
petty-bourgeois concerns, even jf the'ir public campaigns have not
always had the desired effect.

Another key organisation that encompasses both rural and urban
fractions of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie is the League of Rights. The

League, one of the more enduring and successful petty-bourgeois
organisations, represents a coherent and remarkably complete
expression of Jacobinism. It contains within jts ranks both rural and

urban fractions, and the political generations of the 1930s and 19i0s.
t.J.A. Ross and Eric Butler span both periods of crjsjs and have been

responsible for reproducing petty-bourgeois Jacobinism. Clapham and

Daly represent those recruited in the 19/0s. Both types of activist
have been attracted away from Social Credi t (..g. Ross, Howie,
Cl apham, Moody) , many from important posi tions i nside the
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pof itical party, and they have contrjbuted an expertise to the League's

many campaigns. The group 'is ep'istemological ly authorjtarian w"ith a

strong comm'itment to an ideology that dates from the 1930s. The

interpellation is restated to accord with present struggles but

reta'ins'long-standing elements such as anti-Semitism. 'Race'is a

central ideolog'ical not'ion and the logic and content of the

interpellatjon is derjved from two primary ideologists, Douglas and

Butler (see Buchman, 1983). In this interpel lat'ion, New Zealand is
seen as a bastion of British values and supremacy, and the un.ique

historical miss'ion of the League is to preserve this character and to

oppose speculative capital monopol.ies and 'the conspiracy'. The

importance of 'race' and the manner in wh'ich'it'is combined with other
ideological elements is provided by publications like G. McDonald's

Shadows Over NewJealand (1985). And the League's views are conveyed

to a membership of approximately 1000 by regular publ'ications and high
profi le activjties such as speaking tours by Butler. Equal ly
important is the contrjbution by the League's much smaller exclus'ive
core whjch conducts low key, covert campaigns vja front organisatjons
or letter-writing. Th'is core sustains and reproduces the complex

sectarian logic and symbolic code, and is 1oya1 to the interpellation
consolidated jn the 1930s. The art'iculation of thjs jdeo'logy requires
skr'l ls and a comm'itment that is a testimony to the indignation and

self-righteous certa'inty of reactionary sections of the old petty-
bourgeoisie. The League of Rights exemplifies the crjtjcal and

radical nature of contemporary Jacobinjsm.

Jacobinjsm of the o1d petty-bourgeoisie is characterised by the
particular assemb'lage of ideological elements, although the emphasis

differs between groups, and the description'extreme'js justified by

the presence of core ideological values and aspects of pol i tjcal
style. The ideology is more than commonsense and with most Jacobinist
groups, the structure is systematjc and coherent in terms of its own

logic. The unity derives from a hierarchy of arguments that revolve
around key values such as 'race'. The subject is interpellated as a

'race', and arguments of scientific and popular racism are interwoven

with an anti-Semitism that has evolved since the Mjddle Ages in
Europe. By definjtjon, therefore, the ideology is eljtist and this
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racism combines w'ith national'ism and sexism to provide a perception of
socjal relations necessari ly structured by biological 1y derived
hierarchies. Even nationalism assumes that a raciar pedigree is
contiguous with geo-po'litica'l boundaries. In this way, class
'interpellatjons are displaced, and even jnternational considerations
are accommodated by the perceived sphere of jnfluence of British
culture and the internatjonalisatjon of Anglo-Saxon blood lines. The

racial exclusivity of petty-bourgeois extrem'ism is extended by

other elements: monjsm, or the beljef that cleavage and debate are
i I legitimate; anti-democratjc and antj-l iberal sentiments wh'ich

oppose mass political rights, and the red'istribution of wealth or
power to 'undeserving groups'; and a conspiracy theory which
personjfies evil in racial terms and imputes a 91obal power and

ambitions to a small group. This latter element makes the world
'immediately self-evident for the old petty-bourgeoisie. It jdentifies
'the enemy' and means that th'is fraction's interpellation has

renewable application. If events do not turn out as prophes.ied, then
the machinations of the conspiracy prov'ide the answer.

0ther elements of petty-bourgeois interpellations are not, in
themselves, extreme. The defence of petty-commodity production, the
suspicion of trade unjons, monopoly capital and the state are jdeolo-
gical elements that overlap with the concerns of other conservative
groups. 8ut the core assumptions surrounding 'race', hierarchy and

'the conspiracy' also structure these elements and transform them so

that each is given a radical emphasis. Monopoly capita'l is seen to be
'inhabited and guided by Jews and is I jnked to cornmunist ajms. The

state extends the power of the conspiracy and in promoting policies
such as multicultural'ism is denying the rights and interests of ,the

people', that is Anglo-Saxons. Th'is is variously described as

del'iberate because of the penetration of the state by radicals or mem-

bers of the conspiracy, or it may be seen as unwitting because of
naivety on the part of politic'ians or the bureaucrats. Collectivism,
especially proletarian collectivism, contravenes the radical
voluntarist pos'itjon of the old petty-bourgeojsie. This constel lation
of world views and their permeation by beljefs about causality and

structure define the interpellation as extreme and specify the
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rel ations of domination for this fraction.

During periods of relative acquiescence, this interpel latjon is
sustained in a cultic m.ilieu amongst the o1d petty-bourgeoisie.

Scattered ind'ividuals or small groups remain convjnced of the accuracy

and explanatory power of the interpellation, and their loyalty ensures

that it remains one option that can be reactivated. In periods of
crisis, particularly in the 1970s, thjs interpel lation was articulated
primarily in political sects: exclusive groups that are epistemologi-
ca11y authoritarian and who believe that they are the guardians of the

eternal truths of petty-bourgeois radicalism (cf. Wallis, 1976:17).
Some have attempted to operate as inclusive political part'ies (e.g.

Country Party) but the highly centralised nature of the poljtical sect
greatly reduces the possjbility of schism or debate, and'is a more

conduc'ive envjronment in majntajning the ideological purity and

comm'itment to complex symbolic codes. In this way, the nature of the
political sects rejnforces certain arguments, notably the belief that
cleavage and dissent are undesirable or that the conspiracy is all-
powerful and therefore an intimate organisation is one of the few ways

of countering this 'influence. But even given the exclusivity of these

organisat'ions, the moral entrepreneurialism of petty-bourgeois

Jacobinism requires that others be persuaded of the truth of thejr
views. Very few of the New Zealand extreme right-wing politica'l sects

are world-rejecting (Zenith Appl jed Philosophy exhibits some'intention
of rejecting civil society but this is more than negated by other
activit'ies and bel iefs) and most are world-affirming (cf. Wal I is,
1976) in that they seek society-transforming change as well as endor-
si ng part'icul ar tradj tjonal val ues and jnsti tutjons. In order to
preserve the integrity and purity of the sect's interpellation while
attempting to convince a wider audience of its accuracy, the enrolment

economy of groups like the League of Rights is carefully contro'lled.
The political sect is based on a relatively small number of activists
who are known to each other and who have demonstrated their knowledqe

and commitment to the group's interpel lation. Next there are

'supporters' who identify with the group and its philosophy, and who

receive publications. They are less likely to be privy to some group

activjtjes or to be as conversant with the more complex aspects of the

i nterpel I at i on, but these supporters are important because they
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provide a financial and activist base. And then there is the broader

public who can be divjded according to whether they are likely to be

sympathetic to any partjcular aspect of the interpellation (such as

members of moral authoritarian groups or Social Credit), or whether

they are informed but opposed, or whether they are simply

unjnterested. The enrolment economy, or recruitment of jdeologues,

tends to proceed in steps from a sympathetic public group, through

simply being a supporter to involvement jn the int'imate core.

Acceptance js carefully cons'idered so that the intimacy and unity of
the sect is not challenged by new members. 0utsiders are encouraged

to believe in the interpretation offered by the sect but group

involvement and membership is based on d'ifferent considerations. The

political sect as an organisationa.l form reflects petty-bourgeois

be'l i ef s and 'i s an important strategy of ensuri ng control , both

organisational 1y and ideological 1y.

Compari sons

The distinctive character of o1d petty-bourgeois Jacobin'ism is
best illustrated by a comparison with the new fraction of the petty-
bourgeoisie and with reactionary expressions based 'in the working

class. As Caplan (1977:93) suggests, the essential ideological
d'ifference between old and new petty-bourgeois'ie can be summarised as

statolatry versus violent 'indiv jdual ism. The imagery 'is expressive
although exaggerated in the case of the new petty-bourgeoisie. This

fract'ion is represented amongst the non-productive salaried employees

who are either involved with the circulation of capital or are civil
servants (cf. Poulantzas , 1979). The new petty-bourgeoisie are rich
jn cultural cap'ital (cf. education) and have expanded as cultural
reproduction and social service have been given legitimacy and a base

by the state and monopoly capital (cf. Bourdjeu, 19S4). Their
statolatry is related to this state patronage and the fact that the

interests of the new petty-bourgeoisie are linked to developments in
the corporate economy. But some in the private sector are antagonis-
tic to the state, so statolatry is not characteristjc of all
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new petty-bourgeojs fractions.

Whereas the old petty-bourgeoisie are separated from the

dominant relations of production and the state, the new petty-
bourgeoisie are involved jn both. The latter, therefore, do not share
an opposition to corporatism,nor do they share the jnterest in
defending petty-commodjty production. Secondly, the new petty-
bourgeoisie js:

;;;:;;1::'""""2i:?"i:,ii':,"2:i:"2:1":":1,i",i2"
art of Tiving, in particuiar domestic -ljfe
and consumption, refations between the sexes
and the generations, the reproduction of the
f aniJg and jts ya_Zues ( Bourd'ieu, 1984: 366-362 ) .

In the debates surrounding morafity in the 1970s and early 1980s, the
new and o1d petty-bourgeoisie were opposed. The new petty-bourgeoisie
comprised a morally progressive fraction in contrast with the
reactionary positjon adopted by the o1d petty-bourgeoisie. And the
new petty-bourgeoisie brere increasingly involved with social
democratic collectivism such as trade unjons, liberal pressure groups

such as HART or political parties l'ike the New Zealand Party whjch

constitutes a f urther di st'inct'ion. Interpel I ations of the old petty-
bourgeojsie were and are predicated on denying such collectivism an

opportunity to exjst and operate 'in New Zealand. Thus the activjties
of a group like the Publ'ic service Associatjon, partjcularly their
growing role jn issues only marg'inally connected to work-based

concerns, is seen as representing competjtion by the old petty-
bourgeoisie. And fina'l ly, an jnterpel lation which constructs the
subject as a 'race' and rel i es on ant i -sem'i ti sm to expl a j n econom'ic

and polit'ical relat'ions is irrelevant to the ideological inclinations
or beliefs of the new petty-bourgeoisie. It emphasises the difference
between a declining fractjon that derives important aspects of its
interpelIation from the 1930s and expresses it'in a reactionary and

extremist style, and the expanding new petty-bourgeois'ie who reject
the anti-corporatism, anti-collectivjst and voluntarist elements in

favour of a relatively I iberal posjtjon that positively identifies
wi th many of the developments in monopoly capi tal'ism.
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Petty-bourgeois Jacobin'ism can also be contrasted with another

reactionary expression of contemporary pol itics, working c'lass neo-

fascism. This expression has developed in the crisjs of the 1970s,

and l'ike the o1d petty-bourgeojsie, 'the people'are interpellated as

a 'race' and both contest hegemonic interpretations and control. But

there are substantial differences that reflect the respective class
bases of petty-bourgeois extremism and neo-fascism. The latter is a

minor expression of work'ing class radicalism which attracts young

urban working class male support. The result is that unlike the old
petty-bourgeoisie, neo-fascists utilise the concept 'c1ass'; they
acknowledge the rights of the working class to be represented by trade
unjons; they support the notion of a corporatist, authoritarian
state, particularly as a means of reorganising capitalism; and they
reject arguments that the struggle against the dominant b'loc can be

carried out as an exclusively democratic struggle (they opt for a

'strategy of tensjon' and confrontation); or that the market 'is a

suitable mechan'ism in governing socia'l and economjc relations.
Working class neo-fascists are even more expf icit than petty-bourgeois
extremists on the nature of'racial contamination'and they have no

hesitation in cal I ing for the withdrawal of pol'it jcal and civ'il rights
from m'inorities. But neo-f ascist organisations are very sma'l'l and

tend to fragment because they lack a strong leadership or class links.
They are largely'irrelevant to pol'itjcal and jdeological struggles in
New Zealand, and this is emphasised by the derivative nature of neo-

fascism, and the fact that central ideologica'l concerns (anti-
Semitism, anti-Polynesian arguments) are peripheral to working class
strugg 1 es .

New Zealand working class neo-fascism js model led on simi lar
expressions in Britain where'its relat'ive importance during periods of
crisis contrasts with the situation in New Zealand and that in other
British settler societies. In Austral ia and Canada, as in New

Zealand, petty-bourgeois Jacobinism was an important element in the

1930s. It ref'lected the relatjve importance of petty-commodity
production, especial ly rural production, in these developing
formations, a'l'though all iances were different in all three societies.
Social Credit gained provincial power in Canada but fajled to reflect
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petty-bourgeois concerns at decjsion-making 1evei. In Austral ia,
Social Cred'it was relatively weak because of petty-bourgeois

representative I inks with other conservatjve parties. But

dissatisfaction with these links prompted a lot of activity during the
1930s and led to the formation of the League of Rights immediately
after the Second World War. In New Zea'land, petty-bourgeois

Jacob'inism was contained by ties with a progressive pol itical party,
the Labour Party. Australja and Canada differed from New Zealand in
at least two other ways. Both had an imported fascism that was based

on the ethnic national'ism of European m'igrant communities. This

fasc'ism superseded class consideratjons within these communities, and

provided a reactionary form of politics that paralleled the extremism

of petty-bourgeois interpellations. And secondly, part'ly as a result
of this, and partly because of the different modes of articulating
racism, antj-semjtism played a much more historica'lly important role
in Canada and Australia than in New Zealand. But for al'l these

differences, the three countries experienced a petty-bourgeois

Jacob'inism during periods of crjsjs that d'iffers from politjcal and

i deo I ogi ca1 rel at'ions i n Bri tai n.

In New Zealand, Austrafia and Canada, Major C.H. Douglas was a

cr jt.ical theoret'ician in petty-bourgeois interpel lations of the 1930s.

In the Un'ited Kingdom where the petty-bourgeoisje was much more

peripheral to dominant struggles, the major react'ionary
interpellations reflected workjng class act'ivism. In this context,
Dougl as was rel ati vely unimportant. In the 1930s i n Bri tain, the
working class in partjcular localities responded to an economic crisis
and the presence of migrants jn working class areas by racialising
relations. This spatial parochialism was expressed in mass support
for a fascism led by members of the bourgeoisie (e.g. Mosley) and

based upon simi lar European forms of fascism. The same working c'lass
areas provlded a mass base for neo-fascism dur.ing a period of crisis
in the 19/0s, although this tjme, it was fjrmly an Anglo-fascjsm. The

local ism of working class communjtjes reacted to an Afro-Caribbean ano

Asian presence, and the historically derived vigilantist culture
constituted an important dynamic in the growth of the National Front.
But hegemony was restored in the late 19/0s by a rejuvenated
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conservatjsm that was articulated by the New Right and ref1ected in
Thatcherism. The New Right intervened to ensure that the rate of
accumulation was maintained and that traditional (conservative)

hegemonic interests were protected. The fragile unity of neo-fascism
collapsed, but not before it had threatened to become a mass class
(working class) action. This raises the question of whether the old
petty-bourgeoisje in New Zealand are capable of repljcat'ing th.is
degree of success under the condit'ions of a crisis.

Contemporary Cris'is and the Prognosis for Petty Bourgeois Extremism

The accumulation of contrad'ictions and the presence of a crisis
provides an opportunity for the old petty-bourgeoisie to establjsh
alliances and to fjnd a constituency for its reactionary
interpellation. The issues can be summarjsed jn a serjes of
questions: (a) what const'itutes the crisis of the 1970s and 1980s in
New Zeal and?; (b) what js the I jkel ihood of the old petty-bourgeoisie
establishjng the necessary alliances?; (c) is fascism a possibr'ljty?;
and (d) do the o'ld petty-bourgeoisje constitute an authentic social
force? In some respects, the answers are speculatjve because the
crisis has yet to pass but empirical analysis can provide a number of
justifi able concl usions.

With regard to the crisis of the 1930s which resulted in the
evolution of mass fascism in many formatjons and led to the
establishment of the fascist state in some European countries,
Poul antzas ( 1979) identifies the relevant contradjctions and the
nature of the crisis. To briefly summarise, the contradictions
include antagonisms amongst the dom'inant classes to the extent that no

dominant class or fraction is able to impose leadership;
modj fications to hegemony; the breakup of representatjonal ties; an

ideological crisjs; and an offensive by big capital and the power

bloc. There is a lack of national unity; the state systematical ly
intervenes; there is an unevenness between rural and urban sectors;
the bourgeojsie are weak; and there is a transition to monopoly

capi tal ism. Thus the cris'is reflects the inabi I ity of the power bloc
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to absorb and neutralise these contrad'ictions and the failure of the

workjng class and its representatives to offer a satisfactory
alternative, political'ly or ideologically (cf. Laclau, 1979: 115; see

also Poulantzas, 1979: 76). Bearing in mind that this analysis
specifies the conjuncture in the 1930s that encouraged fascism, a

number of these factors are nonetheless present in the crisis in New

Zealand in the 19/0s and 1980s.

The.interventionist state has become both a site and a focus of
struggle. The size of the state, its fjnancial requirements and the

way in which'it has been used to structure capitalism jn New Zealand

have all been matters of content'ion. The antagonisms surrouncjing the

operatjons of the state were he'ightened by a stat'ist conservatjsm that
was dominant in national pol'itical inst'itut'ions between 1975 and 1984.

This exacerbated the concerns of those opposed to the corporate state
and produced tensions for the ruling conservat'ive National Party. By

the 1980s, thjs crisis jn representation had escalated and the

tens'ions had become much more pronounced. Within the major conserva-

tive party, dominant antagonisms have centred on the issue of statism
versus ljbertarjan economics, and rural versus urban fract'ions. Thjs

disorientation has been paralleled by tensions in Social Credit about

the articulation of petty-bourgeois concerns and an overall decline'in
support. The Labour Party gained support during the 1970s by exten-

ding 1 inks to urban-based I iberal groups, including the new petty-
bourgeoisie, although these new representational links and their
effect on policy and party image had also produced tensions with
regard to a traditional work'ing class constituency. The other major

contradictjon was between urban and rural production. The latter
experienced a decline during the 19/0s (with some fluctuatjons in this
period due to support from the state) and thjs was confirmed by the

policjes of the Labour Government after 1984. The accumulatjon of
capital in traditional rural production was retarded and the ability
to adequately respond has been inhibited by the reduced political
jnfluence of the rural producers, even domjnant fractions.

Hegemony was modj fied throughout the 19/0s, guided by struggles
over moral issues and the development of monopoly capital and the
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intervent'ionist state. Rapid social change and intense publ ic debate

all contrjbuted to the perception held by some conservative and

reactionary fractions that dom'inant hegemony was being transformed.
For the o1d petty-bourgeo'isie, the development of a hegemony that more

d'irectly reflected monopoly capital and the state was a major threat,
and such change was endorsed by the growing inf'luence of the new

petty-bourgeoisie, feminism and ethn.ic groups. These groups were

represented in the state and the polity by an elite who vojced the

demand for increased resources and autonomy. These provided some of
the parameters and dynamics of the crisis that dates from the early
1970s. They reflected the adaptation of capitalism in New Zealand, a

changing class structure with some fractions in decline (rural produc-

tion, petty-commodity production) whi le other classes or fractions
expanded (new petty-bourgeoisie), altered international relations and

dependencies, and an economic recession. Major political and'ideolo-
gical struggles punctuated the crisjs and reflected the increasing
influence of post-war generations and the migratjon of Polynesjans,
both Maori and Pacific Islanders, to the major urban centres. Many of
the preconditions for the development of fascism exjst but either a

working class or petty-bourgeois fascism is unlikely for the moment.

fhe necessary accumulat'ion of contradictions has been mod'ified
by strugg'les and relations spec'if ic to New Zealand capital ism in the
1980s. A primary factor was the elect'ion of a Labour Government in
1984 that was prepared to remoralise both monopoly capitalism and the
intervention'ist state. It sought a new legitimacy by usurping part of
the ideological terrain of conservatism and adopted a libertarian
approach to economjc control. Essentially, this has meant, in the

short time of the fourth Labour Government, a liberalising of state
control over financjal and 'large capital management, and an insistence
that the state conform to the requirements of a 'free market'. Some

of the antagonisms that threatened dom'inant hegemony have thus been

neutral ised by these developments. For example, those opposed to the
interventionist state or monopoly capital have been compromised by the

above events, at least i n the meantime. Simi I arly, the di fficul ti es

faced by rural production are counterbalanced by traditional support
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in this sector for the 'free market'. The dissonance between reduced

profitability for rural production and free market ideologies hamper

cr.iti c'ism f rom thi s quarter and reduce the impact of the unevenness

between rural and urban production. In this way, dominant hegemony

has been restored.

In other respects, important contradictions or antagoni sms have

been defused or have yet to develop. Although there has been a

mobi I isation of conservative and reactionary elements, they have

failed to unify. Thus the economic l'ibertarians of the New Zealand

Party have little jn common with the moral authoritarians of the

Coalition for Concerned Citizens. The New Zealand Party represents an

agency that is critical of the statist policjes of the National Party.

But unl'ike the New Right of other countries, its policies on social

and political issues have been liberal. It has crystallised
libertarjanism on economic'issues but has avoided the populist

authoritarjanism of other New Rights on social issues. But, given

changes in other major political parties, it may not be an enduring

pol j ti cal force. Equal ly, the moral authorj tari ans, whi le represen-

ting a religious conservatjsm, lack an organisat'ional base ('in a party

political sense) or an ideological hol'ism that they need to compete as

an alternatjve in nat'ional politics. Their main role to date has been

to'intensify oppos'ition to expressjons of ljberal morality and to try
and engjneer the compljance of those Members of Parliament in marginal

electorates. Their influence amongst certain fractions is unques-

tioned but the impact of the moral authoritarians is confined to

specific issues.

Fina11y, a crjtical requirement for the evolution of a mass

fascism, the inability of the working class and its representatives to

counter fascism, is unlikely. Fascism jn any form has yet to become

an important interpellation in political and ideological struggles in

New Zealand, and as the few examples of contemporary working class

neo-fascism indicate, it is a minor poljtical alternative. Unlike the

United Kingdom where work'ing class culture exhibits a significant
local i sm and national i sm, and has been prepared to support fasci sm

during a crisis, the New Zealand working class lacks the hjstorical
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development of a distinctive and localised class culture. Further,
from the l'imited empirica'l evidence available (see Bedggood, 1976),

even a low-level proto-fascism as characterised by authorjtarianism'is
not a part'icular element of working class culture in New Zealand. The

representative I inks with the Labour Party continue, and whi Ie weaker

in recent decades, there is no indication that they wi1'l be djsplaced

thus producing the disorjentation necessary for fascism to become a

viable option. Working class organisations such as trade unions

remain an 'important political force, and they have been supplemented

by trade unions represent'ing the new petty-bourgeoisie in the 1970s

and 1980s. The strength of the latter and their willingness to enter
pof itical and ideological debate jn favour of l'iberal jnit'iatives has

provided a major counterpo'int to reactionary interpellations and

organisat.ions. In these circumstances, mass fascjsm is not a 1 ikely
possibility.

In a situation of crisjs, whatever its parameters, petty-
bourgeois Jacobinism prov'ides a vehicle for discontent and nostalgia.
Jacobinism constitutes an alternat'ive for two reasons. it offers a

non-class interpellation and therefore'is attractjve to those frac-
tions of the petty-bourgeoisie and bourgeo'isie who wish to exclude

class interpellations. And it constitutes a radical alternative jn a

period of crisis (cf. Laclau, 1979: 119). In the contemporary crisis
jn New Zealand, however, it represents a revolt by a declining
fraction that is constrained for various reasons. The discussion

above has ind'icated some of the factors that have retarded the accumu-
'lation of contradictjons. The remoral isation of the hegemony which

legitimates the activities of the interventionist state and monopo'ly

capital, restricts the opportunity for petty-bourgeois 'interpel lations
to provide the catalyst for conservatjsm. Petty-commodity product'ion
js unable to compete w'ith monopoly capitalism for hegemonic control,
especial 1y as it lacks the defence of technological rational i ty or

corporate efficiency. The o1d petty-bourgeoi sie is al so opposed by

workjng class and new petty-bourgeois groups, and this opposition in

whatever form js a major barrier in trying to articulate thejr reac-

tionary concerns. The only possjbi I ity exists jf this fraction was

able to establish a'lliances, as it did in the 1BB0s and 1930s, with
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other sympathetic class fractjons and organisatjons. But again it is
constrai ned.

The first constraint is an obvious one. The material interests
of the o1d petty-bourgeojsie are quite different from those of
practical ly every other sector, with the possible except'ion of certain
dominant class fractions in rural product.ion. The discussion above

indicates the differences between the material position of the new and

o1d petty-bourgeoisje, and s'imi lar differences exist between the old
petty-bourgeoisie and the working class. This is confjrmed by a

second factor. The ideologica'l assemblages of petty-bourgeois

extremism d"iffer in important regards from other conservatjve
interpellations. There is some discourse overlap with the economic

libertarians on the nature of the state and unions, and there is
rather more in common between the extreme right and the moral authori-
tarians. But it is negated by the extrem'ism of petty-bourgeois

Jacobinjsm. Their loyalty to ideological elements from the 1930s,

notably anti-Semit'ism, consigns them to the periphery of the political
scale. Thjs position js endorsed by the adoption of more recent ideo-

logical positjons such as hjstorjcal revisionism, and by the

wr'll'ingness to attrjbute most events to a conspiracy. These elements

make Jacobi ni sm a po1 i tical I i abi 1 i ty for other groups, and severely
restricts alliances. In this way, the marginal pos'it'ion of the old
petty-bourgeoisie to dominant relations, economic, pol itjcal and ideo-

Iogi ca1 , i s conf i rmed. But despj te thi s prognosi s, thi s form of
petty-bourgeois mobi I isation has been an authentic social (class)

force jn New Zealand (cf. Poulantzas, 1979:244) It has provided a

signifjcant dimension in an historical sense, and the events after
1890 and 1935 i I I ustrate the effect of their mobi I isation and

alliances. Their interpellation has been independently reproduced

between the 1930s and 1970s, and jts auLonomy and coherence can not be

doubted. It js an important critjcal tradjtion of thought. But its
rhetorical promise is reduced by the fajthfulness with which 1930s

interpel latjons have been reproduced to deny crj tjcal al I iances and by

the decline in the mater.ial base of this fraction. For all thts,
petty-bourgeois Jacobinism represents a powerful vision of how

relations in New Zealand might be constructed, and is a vehicle for
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revolt and nostalgia. It constitutes one of the major expressions of
reactionary politics in New Zealand.

Theoretjcal and Methodological Impl ications

In addition to the preceding theoretical and empirical
conclus'ions, the thesis has sought to address two further issues, one

theoretical and the other methodo'logica1. The analysis took as its
starting point the theorisat'ion advanced by Poulantzas but there are a

number of Poulantzian arguments that require clarification. A central
issue is 'identifjed by Abercrombie and Urry:

;;;: 
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with the substance in between. He shows that,
on the one hand, there are djstjnctive pTaces
within the economic, poTiticaL and ideol-ogicaT
structure, pTaces which are nejther bourgeois
nor proletarian; and on the other hand, that
there are poTiticaT/ideological positions taken
up which are not assjmi-LaDl-e to bourgeois or
profet.arian interests. However, he does not
indicate the mechanisms which Link these
together, in particular through the process of
cl,ass formation and struggle (Abercrombie and
Urry, 1 983: 69 ) .

Abercrombie and Urry are referrjng here to Poulantzas's understanding
of the new petty-bourgeo'isje but the comment applies equally to his
analysis of the old petty-bourgeoisie. Poulantzas fai ls to fui 1y
jl lustrate the crjtical importance of ideolog'ical struggles to the old
petty-bourgeoisie despite the fact that he acknowledges the problems

of structural analysis and creates a theoretical space for ideological
struggles around 'issues such as gender or 'race'. It has been shown

here, with the help of Laclau, that the o1d petty-bourgeoisie are

concerned wi th, and structured by, the relations of dominatjon. Their
marginal posjtion in a corporate economy with few shared interests
with either large capital and the state or the mass wage-earning
proletariat, and the difficulty of reproducing petty-commodity
positions within monopoly capita'lism, crystallises the activities of
this fraction around politjcal and ideological relations. The

contradjction between the old petty-bourgeoisie and the dominant bloc
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is 'posed not in terms of the relations of production but at the level

of polit'ical and ideological relat'ions whjch constitute the system of

domination' (Laclau, 1979: 114). The fact that Poulantzas does not

fully respect the importance of ideology and ideologica'l struggles for
this fraction can be illustrated jn three ways.

Firstly, this thes'is has sought to demonstrate that all
ideology is not dom'inant ideology or self-subjection to the ideo'log.i-

ca'l dom'inance of a partjcular system. Poulantzas does acknowledge

ideological autonomy but fails to apprecjate the critical nature of

petty-bourgeois interpellatjons with regard to both capital and

labour. In the list of ideological elements that characterise the

petty-bourgeoisie (see Chapter Two), Poulantzas refers to an anti-
capital'ist orientation but does not record the intensely anti-
proletarian nature of old petty-bourgeois interpel lations. Not only

is this fraction critical of the dominant bloc and prepared to contest

hegemony, most obvjously during a period of crisis, but they are

equally opposed to the jnterests and interpellations of the

proletariat. An'imosity is directed equally against capital and

labour. Poulantzas discusses the first but not the second. In

support of the criticism that he does not adequately represent the

critical nature of the old petty-bourgeoisie, Poulantzas mistakenly

suggests that statolatry is a characterist'ic ideological element. The

evidence provided here 'indicates the reverse: petty-bourgeoi s

Jacobinism jn New Zealand is intensely anti-state and has gone on the

political and ideolcaical offensive against the intervent'ionist state

and its bureaucrat'ic mode. The extent of ideological autonomy of the

old petty-bourgeoisie js therefore much greater than that suggested by

Poulantzas and it highlights a second and major weakness in his

analysis, the obfuscation of differences between the old and new

petty-bourgeoisie.

Poulantzas recognised that there are ideological differences
between these two petly-bourgeois fractjons: the new petty-

bourgeoisie are more responsive to the cul t of efficiency and

technological neutral ity because of thejr proximity to technology (see

Poulantzas, 1979:252 ff). But he also went on to argue that the two
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fract'ions are basical 1y unified on pol itical and ideological issues.
This thesis indicates the reverse. The material, ideological and

politica'l positions of old and new petty-bourgeoisie are opposed. The

new petty-bourgeoisie identify with elements of monopoly capitaljsm
and the state, are characterised by cultural capital and l'iberal
ideology, and are increasingly involved with social democratic
collectivjsm. The old petty-bourgeoisie are critjcal of monopoly

cap'ital, the state and col lect jvism, are regressive in ideologica'l
struggles and are characterised by their capital investment in petty-
commodity productjon. In contemporary New Zealand, these two

fractions often directly contest ideological and politjcal issues from
opposing sides. Thus contrary to Poulantzas's assertjon that the two

fractions d'isplay a unity on political and ideo'logical planes, quite
the opposjte has been shown to be the case.

The third major criticjsm of Poulantzas concerns his understan-
ding of the ideological struggles around 'race'. He jdentifies the
anti-semitism and racism of the petty-bourgeois'ie as part of the
mystified anti-capitalism of their positjon but the text of his
analysis does not explicate this argument. In the present context,
rac'ism has been identified as a critical defining characteristic of
o1d petty-bourgeois ideology and a constant concern in political
struggles. The articulation of a coherent and encompassing racism and

the reproduction of arguments deriving from the historical past struc-
ture petty-bourgeois ideology in a dist'inctive fashion. It is a

significant feature which deserves scrutiny, in part because it is
central to the logic and semantic codes of this fractjon,s ideology,
and in part because it defines the radicalism of the old petty-
bourgeois position. Further to this point,'it is unusual to find an

analysis of fascism that has only minor references to anti-semitism.
And yet Poulantzas has very few comments on this'ideological e'lement,
or on the fact that the exceptional state may deserve the description
of 'exceptiona'l' for the programmatic aenocide practised in Europe by

fascist governments. Anti-Semitjsm has been given considerable space

here because of the role jt plays in the conspiratorial and racist
elements of petty-bourgeois Jacobinism. But 'it is also important for
reasons that Poulantzas could not anticipate. In the specificity of
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the New Zealand socjal formation, the reproductjon of an antj-Semitjsm

grounded in pol it'ica'l struggles of the 1930s is an important def in'ing

characterist'ic but.it also has major implications for the influence of
petty-bourgeois interpellations. The thesjs has indicated the

liabi I ity this element represents because of its irrelevancy in
contemporary pol it'ical and ideological struggles. Hence, in the

decod'ing of o1d petty-bourgeois interpel lations and in assessing the

possibi 1 ity of al I jances, anti-Semitism deserves attent'ion.

Apart from the theoretical i ssues rel ati ng to Poul antzas's

conceptual framework, thjs thesjs has also sought to provide an essen-

tial ly methodological alternative to the '...excessjvely abstract

analyses wh'ich focus exclusive'ly upon pos jtions rather than actors'
(Scase, 1982: 154). Structural analysis has tended to treat agents as

passive. Poulantzas in his later work avoided such an assumption

a1 though h'i s formal i sm tended to negate thi s sensi ti vi ty. In hi s

analys'is of fascjsm, matters such as leadership or motivatjon were

seldom explored and the style of analysis did not record the specific
reality of fasc'ism. It was seldom portrayed as the product of human

conscjousness or invo'lving specific actors. In orcjer to understand

why a fractjon should provide the class base for radical interpel'la-
tjons and how petty-bourgeois positions and ideology are reproduced'in

a situation of monopoly capjtaljsm, the approach adopted here included

a deta'iled examination of key act'ivists and the trajectory of their
political careers. The format'ion of specific political generations in

the 1930s and 1970s'indicated how individuals were recruited and

motjvated to remain 1oya1 to an interpellation that was different from

dominant ideologies. The examples chosen prov'ided information on the

circumstances that encouraged a consideration of radical alternatives
and showed how their allegiances were guided by political and ideolo-
gicai struggles. Sim j lar'ly, the focus on smal I group pol i t jcs and

especial ly the notion of a poljtical sect produced an analysis that

helped define the organisational base of peLty-bourgeois po1 itics and

explained the rnechanisms whereby an irrLerpellation was reproduced,

dissemjnated and protected against dissonance or crjtic'ism. It
provides a degree of depth to the analysjs of extremism and attempts

to ba lance both agency and structure. Description is employed to
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convey the intimacy and richness of lived experience although a who1ly

voluntarist approach is rejected. Matters of leadersh'ip, the motjva-
t jon of members, the constel lat'ion of personal bel'iefs and the

congruence wjth organ'isational ideology, the jnvolvement with
particular organisations and ind.ividual careers were all jntended as

contribut.ing to the understanding of agency. The approach offered by

Poul antzas i s not repl aced but simply extended.

What then is the future for the politics of nostalgia? For the

moment, whatever the radical intent'ions, petty-bourgeois Jacobinism

does not seriously threaten the structural stability of democracy in

New Zealand a'lthough the critical and exclusionary aspects of their
interpellation make the practice of democracy that much more

difficult. The extreme right are not well-represented in the nodal

points of power, and they contjnue to face difficulties in
establishing alliances or legitimacy for their clajms. This

observat.ion is of little comfort to those groups who are targeteri by

the racism, nationalism and sexjsm of extreme right-wing ideology.
The extreme right do not ab'ide by the conventions of democrat'ic

process. But the margina'lity of their present position may not always

be the case, and this poss'ibility has to be acknowledged. Petty-
bourgeois reactionary interpellations are now well-established, and

given the intensification of communal tensions, the ability to evoke

resonances of a (racial) past may prove to be'increasingly attractjve.
After all, nostalgia is not the prerogative of the o1d petty-
bourgeoisie.
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APPENDIX 1 : Methodology and Research Ethics

The pubTication of the resu-lts of research
aLmost aTwaqs contains a potentiai threat
to the pubTic rhetoric or the private sei.f-
image of those who have been studied. If
components of that rhetoric or self-image
are matters of pubTic dispute or debate,
the work of the socioTogist wiLi inevitablg
mobiLize or criticize in justification or
support of one or another contending partg.
A great deal of socioTogg is therefore, in
a sense, subversive (Wal I i s, 1971:149) .

(a) History and Methods of the Research

The original research began w'ith a dissertation at the University
of Bristol in 1976-77. The Brit'ish National Front were,at the time,
competing reasonably successfully for votes and media attention, ano

as someone who had not experienced explicit and organised fascism,
the temptation was to understand. I approached the Bristol branch
of the National Front in 1977 and asked if I had their permission
to conduct research on their members. They agreed but the nationa'l
office declined, and so I conducted the research from afar by completing
a study of the semiotics of National Front and National Party publica-
tions. This research was reinforced by attendance at National Front
marches in Bristol and London. As the research proceeded, there was

often mention of New Zealand. Firstly, i t was a favoured counLry
in that migration was predominantly from Britajn and therefore'white
New Zealanders' were a relatively ,pure strain', unl ike Austral ia
or Canada who had received large numbers of people frorn Medilerranean
countries. And secondly, it was announced with obvious <Jel ight in
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1977 that a New Zealand National Front had been formed.l There were

periodic reports of New Zealanders who expressed NF views in New

Zealand, and many of these were in contact with the British body.

But the formatjon of an organisation was seen as especially important.
0ther pub'l ications, such as the League Review, ' carried information

on the activities of a number of extreme right-wing groups jn New

Zea I and.

When I returned, I asked varjous ind'ividuals and agencies about

the groups (e.9. National Front, Natjonal Social ists, New Zealand

Democratic Nationalist Party) tnat I knew existed. All had heard of
the British National Front but few thought that there was a National

Front in New Zealand despite recent publicity. A number of people

flatly denied that such groups could ever exjst in New Zealand. So

from 1978, I began to co.llect material on these groups as a matter

of course. The problem was that there were few reporters in any media

that were interested in such jssues. Those who djd produce material
were few and far between; Warwick Roger and Davjd Harcourt stand

out'in the late 1960s and early 1970s as exceptions. And there were

no systematjc collections jn libraries, etc. But there were sources

of information, and by the tjme a more extensive research project

was mooted in 1981, I had a considerable amount of materia'|. The

need was to order the collected material, to identify gaps and to

extend the fieldwork.

The next matter was the choice of methodology. Traditiona.l

surveys of group membership were inappropriate, partly because many

of the groups were so small, but also because access to membership

I ists was problematic. The groups by nature were jnsular and secret ive

about such matters. Covert participatjon and immersion in group

activity as a member was also inappropriate. The first reason relal.ed

Lo the ethics of research and this issue is discussed below. New

Zealand is also a relatively intinrate community and it was impossible

See, f rlr exarnp
June 1977 for
and Leaque Rev
Democralic Nat
Alliance.

le, Spearhead, May 19//, and NaLional Front News,
an nouicEfren-Ei on t he New Z e a I anil-NaTl on,l l-f ro nE;
iew, no.9, 1976, for a report on the New Zealand
iona I i s I Parly and New Zea I and Cornrnonwea I th
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for me to fake a commitment to extreme right-wing groups and their
world views, mainly because my jnterests were already publ icly known.

Final ly, rigorous hypothesis testing and statistical techniques were

inappropriate given the diversity of the groups and the nature of
the materjal sought. Flexjbility and insight were most 1ike1y to
be provided by the domain of methods referred to as ethnographic
research.

Ethnography is not a single method but

;;;;1:::" 
":" "7 ;!i;:""2" ::;' ;Z :;",:X 

"Z',that is enpToged in studging certain
tgpes of subject matter....1ft) involves
some amount of social- interaction in the
fieTd with the subject of studg, soae
direct observation of relevant eyents,
some formaL and a good deaf of informal
interviewing, .some systematic counting,
some colTection of docunents and
artifacts, and openendness in the directjons
the studg rakes (McCa1 I and S'immons, 1969:
1).

Inevitably some of the questions which direct ethnographic research
tend to look trivial and sometimes the conclusions self-evident.
But the nature of the groups leaves little opt'ion and the portrait
that js offered by this approach provides rich pickings. It suppl ies
the detail and depth that is an important part of the sociological
enterprise and is a valuable corrective view to the stereotypes that
are normally held about such politically'deviant'groups. It is
also a suitable response to the concern expressed jn chapter 2 about

the need to respond to questions of agency as well as structure.

1 . Docurnen tary Research

(i) Secondary Sources

The research relied on d variety of avenues for iLs
rnaterial. The first task was to collect as complete a coverdqe

of documentary material as possible. This took various forms.
Firstly, it meant publ ished rnalerial frorn secondary sources:
newspapers, radio reports and interviews, television pr0grarnlnes

and academic articles and conrnent. I spent considerable tinre
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vi s i ti ng journal i sts and readi ng back copi es of papers to gai n

a comprehensive coverage, and then I went to the vjsual and

audio media when i had identified public comment that had'led
to debate or interest. The main newspapers and journals

consulted included:

Auck I and Metro

Auck I and Star

Chri stchurch Press

Chri stchurch Star
Comment

Dom'i n i on

Evenj ng Post

National Business Review

New Zealand Herald

New Zealand Jewish Chronicle

New Zealand Listener
New Zealand Monthly Review

New Zealand Times

Otago Dai ly Times

Tru th

Some newspapers had cuttings files, and I did extensive searches

of these files for the New Zealand Herald, the Auckland Star

and the Otaqo Da'ily Times. Bert Roth, at the time (1978)

deputy-ljbrarian at the University of Auckland, had one of
the few systematic private collections of the extreme right
and this provided me with names and dates. I began these searches

with a ljst of groups, the names of those active in these groups

and critical jncidents. Usually the newspaper's cutting files
only provided fragmentary 'informat'ion as the coverage rea'l1y

depended upon the inclinations and judgement of the l'ibrarjan.
And so it required a further search of the newspapers for the
period during whjch the group was active or when they had attracted
publ ic attention for one reason or another. The majn televis'ion
and radio programmes used are listed at the end of this appendix.

Thus the search began wj th some names and dates and expanded

as further material came to light. Inevitably, return visjts
lo the newspaper files were required as new information was

gathered. With cross-checking beLween the information gained

from primary sources and the med ia, a rel iable and comprehensive

picture of the publjc activities of exLreme-right wing groups

was obtained. It was an essenbial base for olher work, especial ly
in assess ing lhe comrnents rnade by mt-.mbers of extreme right-
wi ng groups.
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The next avenue was archival material, such as that
held jn the Alexander Turnbull Library, to fill out the
h'istori cal sect j ons. These proved to be i nterest'ing i f not

always djrectly useful. But there were some notable except'ions.
In the Alexander Turnbull Library was a collection donated

by A.N. Field which proved to be a w'ide ranging collection
of fascist/extreme right-wing/Socjal Credit material from the
1920s through to the 1950s. It provided a lot of information
on groups, indjviduals and v'iews in the 1920s and 1930s, both

in New Zealand and elsewhere, and jt conta'ined such rare items

as Eric Butler's booklet, The International Jew. This aspect

of the research took up a lot of time, and usually with few

results. But the occasional finds such as the A.N. Field
collection were essential to the research. A list of the ma'in

ljbraries used, both archival and for other purposes, are listed
at the end of this appendix.

Further library research was undertaken in Melbourne

in 1981 and in London in 1983. Various collections in Melbourne,

specifically those held in the State Library and by Australia/
Israel Publ'ications, the Jewish Board of Deputies, Victoria,
and The Age provided extensive collectjons of primary and

secondary material. Two authors who had published on the League

of Rights, Ken Gott (Voices of Hate, 1965) and M. Richards
(various academic articles and the four articles in The Age,

26 February - 1 March 1972) were also prepared to let me have

materjal that was extremely useful. In London, the very
impressjve collections contained in the Wjener Library, and

the reference collections of the Institute for Jewish Affairs
and the Board of Deputies of British Jews expanded the materjal
on the British groups and their links wjth New Zealand

counterparts. They also provided informat'ion on New Zealand

groups and activjties that was not available in New Zealand.

Thjs reflects the origins and continuing dependency of many

New Zealand groups on their parent bodies in the United Kingdom.

This js reinforced by the migration of sympathisers from Eritain
to New Zealand. But it also reflects the fact that New Zealand

groups, especia'l ly the smal ler ones, lacked their own publ ications
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and so they supplied material to Brit'ish journals such as Candour

or League Review. It was apparent from some of these reports
that the authors were released from the constra'ints that
accompan'ied writ'ing for a local audjence. They provided'infor-
mat'ion that they would not release in the New Zealand context.
Thus the material was often very intimate or at other times,

exaggerated.

(ji) Primary Sources

The second source of material was primary material from

extreme right-wing groups. Donations from indjvjduals who had

the odd copy 'lying around, the photocopying of unobtainable
publications and the provision of material from the groups them-

selves provided a virtually complete set of most publications,
includ'ing man'ifestos, publ icity material, journals and items

such as press releases. In th'is regard, 'indjvjduals from extreme

right-wing groups were very helpful and offered material of
thejr own accord or they responded readily to spec'ific requests.

There was an enormous amount of primary material, especially
when it is considered that the League of Rights produces two

publications regularly in New Zealand, and that one of them

comes out every second week. The fragmentation of groups and

the desire to publicise their views contributed regular and

diverse publications. The main publicatjons (journals that
is, not articles, pamphlets or books) consulted included:

New Zealand:

0n Tarqet

New Times

Pojntinq Rjght
Heed

Australia:
0n Tarqet

Intel I igence Survey

New Times

At tack

Sp ark

0bserver

Nat i onal i st News

Front Line

Perseverance
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Bri tai n:

0n Target

Candour

League Rev'i ew Beacon

2. 0bservation and Interviews

The next major avenue of jnformation came from contact w'ith

extreme right-wing groups. This meant attendjng meetings, talk'ing

with individuals informally and then 'intervjewing them on a formal

basjs. In all of this, the research was conducted openly and without

any attempt to hjde the researcher's status or aims. Thjs was done

for reasons that will be discussed later. l,lith respect to interviews,

the respondents were contacted in writing and the nature of the research

was expla'ined; that is, 'it was a research project to look at right-
wing groups in New Zealand for a thesjs. If the respondent agreed

to the interview, then a written undertaking was given on various points:

(i) the respondent was invited to ask further questions about

the research or the researcher;

(ii) they were reminded that they had the right to refuse

to answer any questions;

(iii) if they wished informatjon to remajn confidential, then

they had to ind'icate as much and that status would be

observed;

(jv) they were told that a gap of two years would elapse before

the interview material would be made public, explicitly
jn terms of the medja using it;

(v) and they received a transcrjbed copy of the jnterview

which they could alter.

A typical letter is jncluded at the end of this appendix. The respon-

dents were asked whether the interview could be taped (there were no

refusals) and whether they wanted to be jdentjfied as the author of

the intervjew publicly. 0n the latter point, there were four respon-

dents (out of 10 formal'interviews) who asked that thejr jdentity be

kept confidential. In fact, the material from these intervjet,{s was

Spearhead

National Front News
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not real'ly used jn the thesis. It prov'ided a point of conf irmat'ion

on several occas'ions, and 'it led to certa jn matters being fol lowed

up elsewhere. Unfortunately, a lot of the jnformal 'interviewing

produced material that was also unuseable. Much of it was fascinating

and it contrjbuted inestimably to my knowledge of the dynamjcs of

interact'ion and the level of commitment of members of extreme right-
wing groups. But the materjal could not be used directly. I

attended various meetings held by groups, especially by the League

of Rights. Because they were pubfic meet'ings, I felt no need to identify
myself to the meetjng as a whole. I would, however, declare my position

when talking to particulalindjviduals.

I a'lso contacted certain opposition groups such as HART and

indivjdual anti-racist activists. I djscovered that many of these

people had an'intimate understanding of aspects of the activ'ities of

extreme right-wing groups and that they were the most likely to have

collected the material on or from these groups. The insights from

these jndividuals proved to be very important to the research, and

it was surprising how often the conclusions reached about the nature

of the extreme right and the importance of their activ'ities $,ere similar
to those of members of the extreme right themselves. Final'ly, I would

echo a comment of lllallis's (1976). These individuals were hostile
to the extreme right and their views, but this does not condemn their
analysis. It tel ls me that theirinformation may be biased but not

that it js (Walfis, 1976:vii). Indeed, I have respect for the accuracy

and insight of their views.

The contact wjth members of the extreme right and involvement

jn thejr activities took place principally in the period from late

1981 to early 1984. During thjs time, I formally intervjewed 10 key

act'ivists, and these often required several visits and correspondence,

and I had i nformal contact wi th another 1 7 i ndi vi dual s. Thi s 'i nformal

contact varied from regular correspondence and meet'ing at gatherings

to relat'ively m'inor interaction that occurred on one or two occas'ions.

I used these contacts to provide confirmation for data gathered else-

where as wel'l as to increase my understand'ing of the qualitative

dimens'ions of membershjp of the extreme right. It was certajnly one

of the most interesting parts of the research.
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Inevitably with ethnographic research, the question arises of
the accuracy and representat'iveness of the data gathered. The debate

that ensues as a result of the positjvistjc assumptions that underlie
such a questjon do not need to be rehearsed here. I thjnk'it
suffjcjent to simply note that posit'ivistjc methodologies, specifical ly
quest'ionnaire surveys, would have been both inappropriate and

impractical. Inappropriate because the world of many of these groups

and the jndividuals who inhabjt them is guarded; the'ir political
motives, if made public, would be a liability. Therefore a methodology

that employs a variety of strategies designed to penetrate this barrier
is necessary. A composite ana'lysis'is only possib'le by drawing

information from a variety of sources and then cross-checking. A

questionnaire would not necessarjly have provided this detail and the
format may have allowed them to preserve many of the fictions that
they hold about themselves or which they wish outs'iders to beljeve.
Finally, access to a survey population via membership lists would have

been denied. This was confirmed by the groups very early on in the
research project.

Perhaps one of the few problems of the research was ensuring
that a good regional coverage was obtained. The geographical spread

of membership and the correspondjng isolatjon of certain meetings and

individuals made it extremely difficult for me to make contact or to
observe them. Most of the research was done in the bottom half of
the North Island and in Auckland. There was also research ('library
research, interviews, attendance at meetings) in Christchurch and

Dunedin. The rest of New Zealand was covered by private collections
of material, and interviews that were carried out by the med'ia. But

there was, in terms of personal contact, a djstinct urban bias and

one that tended to favour the North Island. Wjthin these limjtations,
I am still confident that the coverage js systematic and accurate.

(b) The Research Role and Stress

A discussion of
wi thout some reference

the methodology emp'loyed would be incomplete

to the value orjentation of the researcher,
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especially when by their nature, extreme-right wing groups attract
opposition and djsgust. Perhaps inevitably, my values are not the
values of those attracted to the extreme right. In most respects,
the views of the extreme right are diametrically opposed to my own.

But as'long as these d'ifferences are c'lear to the researcher, then

alIowances can be made during the research and the subsequent analys'is.
I do not accept that researcher and subject must share a common value

stance; indeed, most research would be declared null and void by such

a requirement. Instead, there is an imperatjve in the sociological
enterprise which requ'ires the soc'iologist to understand, and make under-

standable, the life situations of indjvjduals and groups who are on

the fringes of soc'ial life. And it was this need to understand that
was a critical gu'ideline in the current research. It does not imply
acceptance, nor is the research invaljdated by differences between

the researcher and researched.

As the research proceeded, the reaction of co'l'leagues often
focussed on two matters. F'irstly, how did I reta'in a perspective and

humoulin deal ing with often offens'ive and crude expressions of op jnion?

At t'imes it was djfficult, but by and large, actjvists amongst these
groups, in a person to person situation, were welcoming and friend'ly.
Most were intel I igent peop'le who were wel I able to art'iculate their
views and who knew the contempt and questions that were prompted by

such views. i did not a'lways feel comfortable in their presence,

especial'ly when they described their position, but there were relatively
few occasions when I felt direct'ly threatened. The second matter
focussed on how I could get access to these groups when my opposition
to their v'iews was known. It is something that has puzzled me, and

the most reasonable explanatjon I can advance 'is to suggest that
publicity was critical to their purpose and even negative publicity
was seen as helping their cause. I doubt that they ever thought I

could be converted but all were convinced of the logic and appropriate-
ness of their world views, and that these vjews would be more widely
accepted at some future point. [.ljth one exception, I was never declined
an interview, a request for information or material, or access to
gatherings (admittedly, most of these were public anyway). This inter-
action was critical to the research process, and it provided an insight
to a world that is normally hidden or different from the one I inhabit.
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Th'is world was bujlt around beljefs of a conspiracy, of racial and

gender determj n i sm and superi ori ty, and of po1 i ti cal ambi ti ons and

intrigue. And it was the acceptance and advocacy of these vjews that
I had to explain, however different they were from mine.

Another problem that arose from the research, and one which

I found stressful at various points, was the attention of the media.

The med'ia often came with requests for interviews and information,
but frequently they did not want to acknowledge in their reporting
the complexity and nuances of extreme right-wing activity in New Zealand.
Mostly, their jnterests were in the spectacular, and the extreme right
by their very nature were seen to provide such materjal. This contact
jncreased substantial'ly when a public issue focussed attention on one

or more groups. During September 1984, for example, when pamphlets

from the Nationalist Workers Party were impounded by the Auckland police,
I received up to six calls a day for just over a week. Mostly, the
people calling were ill-jnformed about the jssues and the background

of the groups so the first expectation was to be given an appropriate
briefing. They then requ'ired material that fitted into their expecta-
tions, specifically assumptions about the 'threat' of the groups.

The agenda and terminology of researcher and reporter were quite different
and normally jt was simply impossible to achieve a ba]ance that wou'ld

be fair to both the research and to the groups who were the subject
of attention. Radio and television reporters in particular were

reluctant to accept judgements by me about the actjv'itjes and

importance of various groups. For example, while unjnformed about

anti-Semitism jn New Zea'land, one Radio New Zealand reporter refused
to accept that jt ejther existed or represented a threat to the Jewish

community. In another instance, a story was written by a senior
newspaper reporter on the National'ist workers Party for a major New

Zealand dai]y only for the story to be rejected at editorial level,
not for the first time and without any obvious reason. It was
jnstructive to be given insight to the otherwjse hidden processes of
news creation, but it was also time consuming, oftcn counterproductive
to the research process and I was doubtful as to the end product,'in
terms of informing the public. I have always regarded the communication

of research findings and material to a wider audience as essential
to research and part of the responsibility of the social scientist
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to the community. But most attempts to do so through the medja proved

to be problemat'ic and it really requires skills and understanding in
approaching and deal'ing with the media that are not part of any book

on sociological research.

The stress of being researched and of having to deal with the
media was aJso a serious factor for the extreme right. Some sought and

enjoyed the publicity; many felt uncomfortable as it exposed them to
derjsion and threats. 0thers would argue that the extreme right init.iated
this process by threatening direcily or encouraging people to harass
minority ethnic aroups, and therefore oppos'ition of this kind was deserved
and essential in l'imit'ing their actjviligl. But members of the extrenre
right also had certajn mechanisms that helped them deal with negative
publ ic percept'ions. For example, they might be untruthful to themselves
and others. 0n a number of occasions, I came across people who simply
denjed the obvious and exaggerated the importance of themselves and

their vjews. If media comment was critical, then they said it did
not represent public opin'ion. Another defence mechanism was to def.ine
the person or group who were critical of them as a member of the enemy

who were already part of the'conspiracy', that is, involved or
aff iliated to a group typ'ica'l ly made up of communists/socialists, Jews
and certain monopo'ly capital'ists who sought to control economic power

and understanding. It followed logically for the extreme right that
by their very nature these critics were inaccurate and motivated by
the aims of the'conspiracy'. It was argued that others wou'ld see

this also. One of the few times when thjs attention had implications
for me was the reaction of some of the more youthful members of the
extreme right who when faced with negative publicity jdent.ifjed the
researcher as part of the problem. These groups were already involved
'in street politics of a violent and aggress'ive nature and they focussed
some of this attention on me. It was unpleasant, and made worse by
the fact that'it was impossible to anticipate their behaviour - and

still'is. certainly this factor has been one reason why this type
of research has been abandoned in the past. In gritain, for example,
the intimidation of researchers by groups such as the British Movemenr

or the National Front has restricted or forced the abandonment of
research (see Fielding, 1982, for discussion of some of these issues).
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(c) Eth i cs

Ethical problems are endemic to social research and their
resolution requires careful and serious consideration. These problems

typical'ly revolve around conflict or misunderstandings between a

sponsoring agency and the researcher, or between the subjects of the
research and the researcher. The issues of the present research
focussed on the latter and required at an early stage in the research
process the identjfjcation of ethical principles. With the exception
of one or two authors, notably Wallis and Bulmer, I found the socio-
logical literature cuniously unhelpful. Curious because a lot of time
and energy has been devoted to discussing the relatjonship between

researched and researcher, and yet very little of it is concerned with
studying members of the same ethnic group as the researcher who, however,
hold very Cifferent views.

The first step in the research process was to'identjfy my own

values and to decide how they would impinge upon the research activity.
I accepted the standpoint adopted by the American Soc'iological
Association's Committee on Professional Ethjcs (1964) tfrat sociologists
inevitably intervene in the sjtuatjons that they study, that research
'is always framed from a partjcular perspective and the results will
reflect that perspective. The research in thjs thesis was guicled by

the desire to generate material on groups that had not received the
attention of social scientists in New Zealand before. The situation
offered the opportunity to test arguments about the nature of
'ideological relations in New Zealand with specific attention to'race
relations', class relations, micro-political activity and extremism.
The research was to be based on the collection of verifiable mater.ial
and to be as free as possible from error. The arbiter of whether thjs
has been achjeved is the sociological community in the first instance,
and the broader community once it is publ ished. I certainly share

none of the views expressed by the groups under study, and would take
the opportuniLy at some time in the future (and have already done so)

to pub'licly oppose their views. This raises the epistemological
question of whether sociologists can develop an acceptable anC

intelligible account of human behaviour that is generally seen by the
social scjence community as 'irrational' (although obviously it is
regarded as ratjonal by the participants). 0ne researcher identj fied
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his task as the need:

" ril",."rXZ'l^"r rII2"r" "'",10'r,orZ 
"Y:' : ^,come to coTlectivelg distort their

perceptions of certain social, groups,
raciaT or otherwise (Biddiss, 1968-69:
264).

Robbins has observed that the language of the social scjences has

emerged as the solvent of traditional moral culture (in America) 'wh'ich

has grounded notjons of civil liberties and human rights in an

increasingly prob'lematic presumption of individual rational ity and

authority' (Robbins, 1981:34). Social scjence reflects this in its
concern to examjne the successful of society, or its v'ictims, the

articulate and those for whom sociology seeks to articulate. Those

groups that are ephemeral because they do not persist, are unstable

or are marginal because of thejr current lack of political acceptance

tended to be ignored or treated different'ly by the social scientjst.
As Walljs (1979:103) notes, the tendency is to disbelieve the

exp'lanations offered by those who do not belong to groups that share

the assumptions of social science and to question the integrity of
these i ndi v'idual s and groups.

Onlg for conservative grouPs do we
need to ignore their own statements
of motivation and look eLsewhere for
the reaT reasons (Wa11is, 1979:103).

I assumed that the groups under study had a system of logic which was

internal to their ideology and that in terms of the assumptions which

formed the basis for their positjon, that there was a rational
relationshio between assumotion and wor'ld view. fhe aim then was to
'identify the fundamental assumptions of the group member, and to develop

an understanding of their world view given these assumptions. In this
sense, racism can become rational for the racist. The researcher is

not required to accept the assumptions and what fol lows from thern but

they do need to acknowledge the different starting points of researcher

and exLreme righL-wing activist, and Lo provide an analysis of why

the views of the latter are genuinely held. This necessarj ly accepts

that for some racism is rational.

A critical ethjcal jssue was the rights of the researched and

subsequent to thal the re I ationship between researcher and researched.
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Robb put the mattelin the fol lowing way:

If the Mar:ri, the poor, the victins
of violence have rights in refation
to being researched, what about anti-
.semites, rich capitafists or criminaLs?
Do theg have the same rights, different
rights or no rights at a71z (Robb,
1 980:4 ) .

tdalljs (1979:193) has observed that socjology by its very nature is
subversive because'it exposes the beliefs and practices of a group

to public gaze and the research material can clearly be used to

critjcise or attack the groups concerned. The integrity of the socjo-
logist can be justified in the first instance if the information
gathered and publ'ished js related to the central questions of the

research. But the second requirement js a stated position on the rights
of the researched. In this instance, it was felt from the beginning
that there was no ethjcal position that allowed the researcher to depart

from the rights normally accorded the subject of research, and every

endeavour has been made to guarantee those rights'in writing to the

person being interviewed or to observe them where the research rel'ies
upon intermediate sources. In short, the groups are treated as a

researcher would (or should) treat any subject group knowing that the

information is going to be provided to a w'ider audience.

Probably the most important issue on the matter of the righbs
of the researched, at least in the present context, was the way in

which information was gathered. Specifical ly, the issue was whether

material should be gathered by covert means, and certainly throughout

the research the opportunity was presented to me to do so. Thjs was

djsmissed as inappropriate and unethical. My research role from the

beginning was that of an outs.ider and the jntention of lhe research

and my acLivjties were overt. There were a variety of reasons for
adopting this approach. First'ly, wi th regard to the rights of
indivjduals and especial ly those interviewed durlng the research,

informed consenL was essential and covert research can not fulfi I I

this condition. The notjon of informed consent has developed fronr

the use of questionable techniques in biomedical prograrnrnes, and it
has been suggested that it is appropriate to the social sciences.

It may, in some circurnstances, be contrary to the interests of the

research. The intention of a specific task may need to be hidden from

the subjecl in order to obtain a naLural and unreflexive response.
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BuL these are surely except'ions to the general ethical requirements

of research and need to be just'ifjed on an'indjv.idual basis on specific
grounds. In most cases, it is in the 'interests of both researcher

and researched to ensure consent, and th.is is a right that should be

considered for those who are providing personal detajls and views,

especially as this will be conveyed to a public audience at a later
date. The way jn wh'ich this was obtained and the rights provided in

the interview situation have been detai led earl ier. However, there

were occasions on which it was not possible to obtain consent. If
material had already been published either in the media generally or

in the public documents of the group, then it clearly did not apply.

I also assumed that when the media had interv'iewed a member of one

of the groups who were studied here, and they provided me with material

from that intervjew even though'it had not been published, I took

it that a form of consent had a'lready been granted. The assumption

was that the material had originally been obtained on the basis that
it would be broadcast or printed, and the comments were made by those

interviewed with this in mind. It was therefore part of the public

domain. Thjs situation arose on very few occasions. I also attended

a small number of meetjngs when it was inappropriate to gain consent.

But by the tjme that I began to attend these meetings, I was known

to a number of the people involved and I was'identified by them. For
'instance, at one public meeting featuring Eric Butler in Palmerston

North, the person chairing the meeting knew me and spoke to me during

the meeting. So my presence was not covert in any traditional sense.

Indeed, on this occas'ion, I was the subject of very critical comment

in a subsequent 0n Target as having been'responsjble'for the conf'ljct
that erupted as the meeting proceeded, even though I took no part in
the arguments. A number of university students took the opportunity
'in the answer and question period to make their d'is'l jke of Butler's
views known, and one of the students was forcefully ejected frorn the

meeting by lhe chairperson. It was assumed by the League's reporter
that t had 'orchestrated' th i s di sturbance.

Covert research was noL considered for other reasons. 0ne

concern was the harrn that jt might result for sociology and socjal

science research (see Bulmer, 1982:229). Sociology is d relative
newcorner to New Zealand and it is still viewed somewhat sceptically
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by publ ic anci po1 icymaker al ike. Covert research, unless seen as

acceptable and justified, would surely endanger any publ ic standing

that has so far been established. Examples such as the 'iea-room trade'
research (see Bulmer, 19BZ) would have a deleter.ious effect. They

would raise the fear of being subjected to the attention of researchers

without being warned and without knowing that your activities were

going to be described to a wjder audience. This applies even though

the groups concerned have taken their actjvities into a pub'lic arena

and possibly have sought to proselytise their aims and beliefs. Walljs
(1982) suggests that all subjects should be treated with 'reasonable

humanity', even though the groups might not extend such a courtesy

to others, and as a broad principle for social scientists, i think
this'is a useful one. I also agree with Bulmer (1982:250) that the

need for covert research is exaggerated. He argues that open entry
can more often be negotiated than 'is commonly supposed. Indeed, as

I have already mentioned, the cooperation and access that I received

was a matter of amazement for colleagues. There was a wjl'lingness,
albeit a guarded one at tirnes, to provide answers to my questions and

I took this to be a response to the fact that I was open and explicit
in my intentions and activities. It also avoided the ethjcal prob)ems

that would have inev'itably arisen'if I had acted covertly. This open-

ness of course affected the research in other ways. Informed consent
jnfluences 'interaction and the jnformation gained. But equal 1y, it
js not really clear whether those who conduct covert research actually
succeed in becomjng fu11y accepted, and if thjs is not established,

then the rationale of the method falls away (see Bulmer, 1982:10).

Despite the time and attention given to methodology and the

ethical dilemmas it has raised, I have still not completely resolved

the concern that surrounds the action of describing a primarjly private
world to a publ ic audience. The effect of jnfl icting harm, however

unintentional or deserved, is sti I I a concern and real istical 1y may

always be the case. It is one of the matters that has altered my

perceptions as a sociologist and it has meant that I now closely examine

the infringement of the rights of the researched whoever they are.

An important consideration here and elsewhere is the intentjon of the

groups themselves, and frequently I have proceeded with comment ancl

research on the grounds that these groups are seeking to influence
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public debate and conditions and to gain public support, and in these

circumstances, it is poss'ible to just'ify public examination, and crit'ical
examinat'ion at that (see Wallis, 1982). We are still left with the

impact of the research on the subject groups. In the case of m'inority

ethnic groups, the expectation, not unreasonably, is that the

researcher should identify rvith members of the group and the research

process should reflect a partnership. Another expectatjon is that

there should be obvious returns to the community (see Whittaker, 1984).

In the case of the extreme right, none of these conditions apply.

The research was done by an outs'ider who did not even begin to approach

the value positions and assumptions of the subject groups, and the

research is unlikely to bring any benefits to these groups. The research

can only be justified as increasing the knowledge of the wider community

and perhaps therefore of focussing more critical attention on the

presence of extreme right-wing groups and their views. I return to
the principle provided by Walljs (1977:160) of 'undeserved harm'.

My conclusion can therefore only be that the sociologist shoulC not

cause undeserved harm, whoever the research subjects.

Radio and Televjsjon Programmes Consulted

Television:
Eyewjtness, 0ctober 1979 (New Zealand League of Rjghts).
Monday Conference (Australian Broadcasting Commission),

June 1982 (Eric Butler jnterview).

Newsmakers, March 1981 (Eric Butler interview).
Sunday, September 1984 (8. Zandbergen, National ist Workers

Party interview).

(ii1 Radio:

a) Radio Paci fic, March 1981 (PeLer, Whi te Power Mo,/ement,

interviewed by Felix Donnelly).

b) Radio New Zealand, March 1981 (Erjc Butler, League of
Rights, interviewed by John Blumsky - not broadcast).

c) Radio Pacific, August 1981 (Don Martjn, League of Rights,

interviewed by Gordon Dryden).

d) Radio Paci fic, 1981 (Al an 5tang, John B i rch Soc iety,
interviewed by Gordon Dryden).

(i)
a)

b)

c)

d)
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e) Rad'io Pac'ific, November 1981 (David Thompson, League

of Rights, interv'iewed by Graeme Coleman).

f) Radio New Zealand, October 1981 (nlan Stang, John Bjrch

Society, jnterviewed by Jessica Weddel I ).
g) Radio Pacjfic,October 1981 (League of Rights and Social

Cred'i t ) .

h) Radio New Zealand, 1982 (New Force on Tangata Atu Motu).
j ) Checkpoint (Radio New Zeal and), Apri 1 1982 (Eric Butler

interview).
j) Insight '84, 0ctober 1984 (National ist lJorkers Party).

Main Libraries or Reference Col'lections Consulted

New Zeal and:

Alexander Turnbu'll Library Dan Long Memorial Librar
General Assembly Library Auckland Public Library
Serials Section, National L'ibrary Dunedin Publ ic Library
University of Auckland Library Hocken Library
Massey Un jversity Library
Victoria University of Welljngton Library

Bri tai n:

Wiener Li brary
University of Ejrmingham Library
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, University of Birmingham
Glasgow University Library
Universjty of Bristol Library
University of London Library
Board of Deputies of Britjsh Jews Reference Collectjon
Institute for Jewish Affairs Library
SSRC, Research Unit on Ethnjc Relations Reference Library,

University of Aston
Runnymede Trust

Australia:
State Library of Vjctoria
Victorian Jewish Board of Deputies
Austral i a/lsrae'l Publ ications
Monash Universi ty Library

U5A:

Simon Wiesenthal Centre for Holocaust Studies, Los Angeles
University of Cal ifornia Irvine Library
Un i vers i ty of Utah L i brary
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Department of Sociology

Dear

I am currently do'ing some research on right wing
New Zealand, and because of your involvement in

political groups jn

group as indicated by .. I wondered if I could
interview you as part of the research proiect. I am especially
interested in talking to you about

If you agree to the intervjew, then there are certain principles that
need to be spelt out. I would adhere to these and then provide a

framework for the jnterview. fhey are set out below. If you have
any objections or wish to raise further matters, would you please 1et
me know as soon as possjble.

You should feel free to refuse to answer any particu'lar question or
to djscuss particular topics. You are able to impose conditions on
the 'interview that are acceptable to you.

The consent of the
should be informed
the opportun'ity to

The researcher wi I I

peop'le be'ing interviewed must be obtained. They
of the nature of the research and shall be given
w'ithdraw from the interview at any t'ime.

respect al I guarantees of confidential ity.

their role to obtain information for otherThe sociologist must not use
than profess i onal purposes .

The present research is part of an academic project that is expected
to take another ... years. Any material collected would not normally
become avajlable to anyone other than the researcher until a suitable
time has elapsed. In this jnstance, I would suggest a year/two years.
Even then, specific requests concerning the confidentia'lity of
information would still be respected.

You will have the opportunity to see a transcript of the intervjew
and to alter the content. If there is anything further you wish to
know about me or the research before you come to your decision, then
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours fai thful ly,

Paul Spoonley
Lecturer in Sociology
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Department of Socjology

Dear

Enclosed is a typed transcript of my intervjew with you. Could you
go through it and make sure that the typist has recorded what you
said accurately. You might like to consider whether there is
anything that you would like to delete.

0nce you have done that, I would suggest that you take a copy of the
transcript together with your alterat'ions and then send me back the
original. This means that you then have a record of both the intervjew
and any changes you might have made.

Thank you for your co-operation.

Yours faithful ly,

Paul Spoonley
Lecturer in Sociology

These are typical letters, and individual letters do not conform exactly
to the above for obvious reasons. Different circumstances prevailed
and the letter was altered accord.ingly. But the fundamental conditions
were set out in much the same way in all the letters.
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Social Credit and Anti-Semitism'in New Zealand:

1t. (10/3/33) attacks Pl ain Talk for anti-Semitjc

a
L. Why ( 17 /5/35) contains an article on Hitler by 'Pro-Nazi'

3. New Zealand Social Credit News (28/11/41) denies that Social

4. New Zealand Socjal Credit News (16/1/42 and 30/1/42) contain
of fi nance' and the acti vi ti es

of Jewish bankers.

q New Zealand Social Creditor (31/7/45) quotes from Eric Butler
and refers
( 'The Al ien

to Butler's pub'lications. G. Hinton Knowles
Questjon') refers to RSA resolution urging

deportat'ion of 'aliens' and concentrates on response of Jewish
community. Argues that land and businesses bought by'aliens'
during war should be returned to New Zealanders.

Credit is involved
a claim made in The

o

6.

7.

New Zeal and Soc i al Credi tor

New Zealand Social Creditor

in anti-Semitic activities in response to
Standard (a Labour Party newspaper).

(31/8/45 and 29/9/a5). Editor
article in resDonse to a criticalsupports sentiments of above

I etter.

is publishedz 'Zjonism jn
(30/11/45). An anti-Zionist article

New Zealand' by Scrutator.

New Zealand Social Creditor (31/1/46). A 'letter from F.C. Jordan,
is critical of the art'icle. Ihe

editor replies: '...there exists a secret and powerful Jewish
organisation in Europe Itfrat has]...permitted Jews to "migrate"
out of the place that they were a1l reported to have been
massacred in - Poland and Germany.'

9. New Zealand Socjal Credjtor (28/2/47).
the appointment of
pol icy'.

Bi shops i n Engl and

New Zealand Socjal Cred'itor (29/9/47 ) publishes 'The Menace
to Protocol s extensi vely and

'lnternalional Fjnance' js saiA' toETontrolled by a 'hierarchy
which is predomjnantly Jewish'.

References to whether
i s the resu I t of ' Judai c

10.

11. New Zealand Social Creditor

of Zion'and The ProLocols.

(29/9/47).'Discovered in Typewriter'
bases a discussion on the 'Elders

New Zealand Social Creditcr (27/11/47). 'Taxation ancl Servitude'
concerninq The Protocols. Editorial

comment aclds: 'There is more boldness T5ese-dayiln pursuit
of the aims outlined in the Protocols'.

1?_.
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14.

4f

16.
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New Zealand Social Creditor 1 /6/48). 'The New World 0rder'
anci ers and anti -Chri st'ians al though

there is no reference explicitly to Jews.

New Zealand Social creditor (1/7/48) publ jshes 'tlJhat and l,Jho

e answer being the '...anti-Christian
Forces of Judaism'.

New Zealand Socr-ql-!re$lqf (November 1919) publ
Sai nts and S'inners' wnicn di scusses the Zioni st
and more power' .

New Zealand Social Creditor
Eric Butler's 'The Answer to

Sir
the

i shes 'Systems,
demand for 'power

(December i94B) publishes
Commun.i sm' .

46

17. New Zea'land Social Cred.itor (April 1949) publishes '0peration
Zi on' .

New Zealand social cred'itor (June 1949). G. Hinton Knowles
ses the 'concentrated hatred of

International Jewry' against the Brjtish because the latter
are not 'subservient'. The Protocols are cited.

19. New Zealand Social Creditor (August 1949). Questions whether

2i

21.

@hief Justice) owed his loyalty to
'religious laws of Israel or civil laws of Christianity'.

New Zeal and Soc i a'l Credi tor ( December-January 1 949-50 ) . The

e') written bY the editor,
J.E. Collechin, urgeS Social Creditors to be awake to the'9rave
menace of resurgent Judaism'.

New Zealand Social Credjtor (November-December 1950). 'Communism
sees a link between communism,

international Jewry and The Protocols. The goal is sajd to
be a 'Jewish 0ne-World State

New Zealand Social Cred'itor (June 1951 ) publ ishes 'The Invisjble
theory that is said to explain why

Soc'ial Cred j t j s kept out of power.

New Zealand Social Creditor (0ctober, November, December 1951,
art'icles under the tjtle 'The Anti-

Britjsh Conspiracy' are published. They contajn anti-Semitic
arguments wjth the article published in January 195?- the most
exp 1 i c i t. .

New Zealand Social CrediLor (0ctober 1951 ) publ ishes extracts

New Zealancl Social Creditor (March 195?). 'UNO - Fai lure or
re links between Jews, finanr:i,il

instibutions and world control. Refers to 0ottglas:

The establishmenL of a Zionist State...
as a geographical centre of world control
with New York as the centre of World
Financial Control.

23.

24.

)q
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New Zealand Social Creditor (June 1952). 'New Zealanders in
rld Bank' is concerned with the

'central isation of financial policy in the hands of al ien
manipulators'. The article refers explicitly to the Jewish
ori gi ns of the 'al j en mani pu I ators' .

27 . New Zeal and Soci al Credi tor
Credit sees the movement as
Jews .

New Zealand Social Creditor
Fourteen ' as an exp I anat i on
literature' in New Zealand.

29. New Zealand Jewish Chronicle (June 1955). Refers to pamphlets
urch. Ti t led 'Jevrs Undermi ne

Commonwealth by Capital ism and Communism', they are 1 inked by
the Chronicle to Social Credit. A circular, tit'led'Expose
the Enerny-Jtates that Soc j al Credi t has 'always been al'ive
to the International Conspiracy' and then goes on to warn that
the Social Credit Political League'must not let itse'lf be
publ icly identified with the work of informing these electors
of the Jewi sh threat' .

New Zealand Social Creditor (15/8/55). The Executive of the
arty states:

[ttrat they are]...n0 way a party to or
identified with the activities of an
anti-Jew movement that is at present
asserting itself.

31. New Zealand Jewish Chronicle

any assoc'iation between them
goes on to say:

The action of certajn people in Christchurch
has caused us considerable concern.
Representations have been made to them and we
hope there wi I I be no further cause for
complaint.

New Zealand Jewish Chronicle (May 1956). A leading member of
Social Credit resigns in Christchurch because he was perturbed
at 'Zionjst elementsof control' present in Soc'ial Credit. Party
leader, 0wen, says that the party is not anti-Semitic.

33. New Zealand Socjal Creditor (15/3/5/). In the literature
New Zealand Social Creditor. there

are a number of books and p tic, e.g.
Butler's lhe Encrny Within the Empire and Money Power VersusDernocracy -Britffi
New Zealand Social Creditor'(11/11/57). An article, 'Pirates

n.N. Field and the 'cornmunist
involvement' in Bretton |.Joods.

29.

(2/7 /52). An article on Soci al
bei ng i n oppos'iti on to Masons and

(4/B/52). Discusses'Protocol
for the presence of 'fi 1 thy

(September 1 955) . Young, Vi ce-
has a letter published that denjes
and anti-Semitic arguments. It

30.

'12

34.
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New Zealand Social Creditor (1g/g/60). The ed'itorial, ,satanic
t the way in which ,financiers,

establ ished communism in the Soviet Union. There is also reference
to 'The Real Plotters', or international finance domiciled in
New York.

New Zealand Social Creditor36.

27

39.

40.

+2.

43.

44.

called 'The [,Jorld's Chaotic

New Zeal and Soci al Creditor

(17/10/60) publishes an article
State' .

(11/5/61). An article,'Aparthe'id
pro-aparthe'i d arguments.

41

At the 1962 New Times Djnner (Australian League of Rights) in
Australia, a message of good will and apprec'iation is read out
from New Zealand Social Credit.

Beetham (1972) records some of the anti-Jewish feel'ings and
arguments that reflected fundamental ideolog'ical differences
wjthin Social Credlt jn the early 1970s and which led to h.is
election as party leader.

Michael Sheppard, candidate and spokesperson for Social Credit,
resigns in 1979 because of anti-Semitism, specifical 1y because
cf those who view 'economics 'in ethnic terms' (Sheppard, 1981 ).
Joy Clapham, Social Credit candidate is expelled from Social
Credit because of her membership of the Leaguc of Rights. In
November, a 'Special Urgent Message' asks that Social Creditors
have nothing to do with the League of Rights.

Labour Party pa.mphlet refers to the 'fascjst' origins of Social
credit in a 1980 by-election in East coast Bays. Auckland Jewisn
community expresses concern about Social Credit policy. Beetham
denies that it is anti-Semit'ic (Christchurch Press, A/11/80).

An amendment preventing members from holding joint League of
Rights and social credit membership is added to the social credit
Constitution. There is further debate ovcr the links between
Social Credit and the League (Evening Post, 16/11/81 and 21/11/81)
Beetham accuses the League of Righti of using the Voters'
Association to embarrass Social Credit.

A Social Credit candidate (Clutha, 1981 ) argues durjno lg\z
that the League of Rights and Social Credit policies are sjm'ilar.
Beetham urges Socjal Credit to drop the vrord League from thejr
ti tle because some pol i tical opponents attempt to draw I inks
between Socjal Credit and the League of Rights (Evening Post,
30/B/82).

Soci al Credi t annual conference ( 1 984) i s warned to di stance
itself from anti-SemiLic jdeas. Knapp dismisses the anti-Jewish
arguments of Douglas and Beetham urges members not to be
assoc i ated wi th League of R i ghts ( Even i nq Post , 27 /B/A4) .
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APPENDIX j : A.N. Field's Major Publ ications and Exaqples of His
ture

(a) The following are Field's major publications:

1. Med'ical Marriages_Certificates: A Sugqestion From New Zealand...-------|-----
London, Eugenics Education Socieiy, 1912.

2. Defence Department's Failure: What a Search of Available Records

ilET'lington, Wellington Pub. Coy., 1915.

3. A New Zealand Soldier's Guide to the British Isles.
i an Associ ati on

of New Zeal and , 1917 .

4. The Truth About the Slump. What the News Never Tells.
, 4 times in

1932, and reprinted in '1963 by Omni Publ ications, Cal ifornia) .

5. The {oney Spider and the Way Out of His Web.
Auckland, Dawson Printing Coy., 1933.

6. Protocol s.
Nelson;The Author, 1934. (Reprinted by A.G. Betts, Nelson).

7 . ltabi I iza!ign of Mong.v: .Proposal s and Evidence Subm'itted to the
Government Monetary Committrc.

8. The World's Conundrum.ffir+.
9. Soci al ism Unmasked: Who Propagated It, How and Why.

i0. Untaught History of Money.
Nelson, The Author, 1938.

11. The Truth About New Zealand.
n

12. !'lhlCol leges Breed Communists.
Nel son, The Author, 1941 .

13. Nelson Province 1642-1842.ffiTqw
14. The Underside of Current Events.

1 950.

15. The sinister Influence of Men who shaped the Post-t.Jar t,Jorld.

16. The Bretton Woods P lot.
NeTs on;Th e-F,um o r,-19 sl .



18.

J68

17. A1 I These Thi nqs.
Ne'lson, The Author, 1963 (Reprinted. from 1931 ). (Reprinted by
Omni Publ icat'ions, Cal iforni a, 1963).

Today's Greatest Problem.
rinted from Examiner where it appeared

on 7 June 1938 as 'Jews as Scapegoats').

God's Own Country (And the Devil's Own Mess).

Citizen, 15 January 1909 +
Edited and owned by Field, 23 numbers.

Exami ner.
EuTfetin, ed'ited and avai lable from Fie'ld.

19.

20.

21

(b) Fjeld's Literature Collection (Held by the Alexander Turnbull
Library). Examples held in the col lect'ion jnclude:

A.K. Chesterton, 1935. Creed of a Fascist Revolutjonary.

E. Butler, 1947. The International Jew.

Ku Klux K1an, 1939. A Warning...The 'Chosen People' Have Invaded Shanghai.

N. Rogers, 1940. Are All Jews Liars?

Fr Denis Fahey, 1938. The Rulers of Russia.

P. Charles, 1938. Les Protocoles des Sages de Sjon.

Pseud, 1931. For Thjnking Men...A Tentative Study of the Protocols.
(lncludes a ve

0ther authors in the col lection include:

H.H. Beamjsh, Duke of Bedford (29 pamphlets from the 1940s on finance),
A.K. Chesterton (both as a member of the British Union of Fascists
and after), Father Coughlin, J. Goebbels, William Joyce, Arnold Leese,
0. Mosley, and publications from the Imperial Fascist League, British
Israel Publ ications and the Dearborn Independent (Henry Ford's anLj-
Semitic publ ication).

The Field Collection is the most extensive of its sorb in
New Zealand. It contains primary material from a variety of fascjst
and ant.i-Sem.itic groups and activists from the 1930s and 1940s, including
sorne very rare publicat jons. It cont,rins one of the very few copies
of Eric BuLler's The International Jew to be found in New Zealand.
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APPENDIX 4: Growth of Extreme Right-W'ing Groups and Related

Soci al /Econom'ic Events

Ye ar Extreme R i ght-Wi ng Group Soci al /Economic Events

1 960

1961 Anti-Communi st League

1962 New Zealand-Rhodesia Society

1964 National Socialist Party

1965 Co-Res"istance Democratic
Soc i etY

Western Destiny Publ jcat'ions
White Lightn'ing ideology

1966 Aid Rhodesia Movement

1954

1957

1 958

League of Empire Loyalists

1 968

1969

Country Party

K.K.K.
National Soci al i st Whi te

People's Party

1970 Counter Attack
Friends of South Africa

Association
Informed Christian Patriots

As soc'i at i on
League of Rights
Southern Africa Friends

Assoc i at'ion

197 1

1972 Association Defending South
Afri can Tours

0bserver
Fat7loEic Books
War Against Recreational

197 3

197 4

Social Credit contests e'lection:
122,000 votes , 11%

Labour Government e'lected, downturn
in farm export prices

'Bl ack budget' , PAYE taxat'ion on
i ncomes

National Government elected

2 Sov'iet d'ipl omats expel l ed

N.Z. Troops sent to Vietnam

Natjonal Government re-elected,
Social Cred'it M.P.

National re-elected, S.C. lost seat

Britain to jo'in E.E.C. t'n 1973

Third Labour Government, N.Z. troap
withdrawn from Vietnam

Government sends
Atoll

fr i ga tes to Mururc

Christian Democratic Union
Conso'lidated New Zealand Party
New Zealand Commonwealth

Al I i ance

0'i srupt i on

Pointinq Riqht
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Year Extreme Right Wing Group Social/Economic Events

1975 Alpha Party Campaign aga'inst Pacr'fjc Island
Democratic National Party 'overstayers'begins, Nat'ional
Heed Government e I ected. N. Z. terms of
Preservation of European trade lowest since World [,Jar II.

Tradit'ions and Cu'ltures
Selecti ve Imm'i grat'i on

Assoc'iat'ion
Un i ted Movement Agai nst

Commun i sm

l,lhite Preservation Society
1976 Friends of Chi le 0lympic Games (Montreal) boycott

Imperial Brjtish Conservative because of rugby contacts with

Tax Reduction Integrity
Movement

The Ind j v'idual 's Fi ght for
Freedom

Viking Youth
White Power Gang

1980 Association for the Survival Fletcher, Chal lenge and Tasman

P arty

1977 Nat'ional Front

1978 Front Line
TntElnational Chri sti an

Network

1979 Reform Party

of Free Enterpri se
Church of 0din
European Liberation Front
Insti tute for Al ternati ve

Energy
New Zealand Phalanx
Patriot'ic New Zealanders

0rgani satjon
Tax Reform Movement
Tax Revolt Association
White Peop'le's Al liance

1981 Credo

I'm fed up
Knives of West Eleven
Nationalist News

South Africa, subsidies on bas'ic
commodities abol i shed.

Gleneagles signed

Beetham secures seat, National
re-e I ected .

Energy development plans announced

merge, $600m. expansion of
N. Z. Steel .

Marsden Point Refinery dispute,
farm prices increase by 40%, Kraft
buys 49% of Butland Industrjes,

Spri ngbok rugby tour of N. Z. ,
Free Nation New Zealand purchase of U.S. butter surplus,

New Force Nationa l re-elected, massjve defic
New Zea 1 and Party announced .
SPIR
Speak Up for Righteousness
Voters' Associ at ion
White Power Movement

198? Attack Increased postal, telephone, coal,
Free Nation New Zealand road use charges, 12 month wage
Patriots Voice freeze, pFOtests over Waj tangi.
Society of Patriots
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Year Extreme R i ght wi ng Group soci a'l /Economi c Events

1983 Auckland Pol itical Cooperative
Nati onal i st Workers party
Prjvate Enterprise party
Rural i st Partv
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APPENDIX 5: List of New Zeatand Grcups That Have Assoc.iations
i^Jith 0r Are Part of the Extreme Right, 1960-1983

Year Assoc-
Group Main Base Fndd 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B iations

1' Aid Rhodesia chrjstchurch/ 1966 ** ** ** 25
Movement New Plymouth

2. Al l'iance of Paremata ? **
Balti c States

3. Alpha Party Auckland 1975 * * **

4. Antj- Auckland/ 1961 ** 19
Communi st t,.lel I ington
League

5' Association Auckland/ 1972 ** ** ** 24, 40
Defendi ng Ashburton
South Afri can
Tours

6. Assoc'iation Auckland 1980 * ** * 39, 17
for the
Survival of
Free
Enterpri se

7. Assembly of Auckland 1960s **
Capti ve
European
Nati ons

8. Auckland Auckland 1983 **
Pol i ti cal
Co-operat i ve

9. Attack* Petone 1982 * ** ** * ** * * 43,44,45

10. christian Auckland 1974 * ** **
Democrat i c
Union

11. Church of Christchurch/ 1980 ** ** ** ** 40,43,44,
Odin Lower Hutt 45

1 2. Concerned Chr i s tchurch? ** * **
Parents
Association

1 3 . Conso I i dated Auck I and 197 4 ** ** ** 46
New Zeal and
Party
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Group MainBase l;il 1234 5678 H;?:;

14. Co-resistance Dunedin 1965 * ** 30

15. Counter Ashburton 1970 * * ** * 5,24,25
Attack*

16. Country Party Taranaki 1968 ** * * *

17 . Credo Auckl and 1981 * **

18. Democratic Lower Hutt 1975 * * **
Nati onal i st
P arty

19. Democratic Wellington 1965 * ** * **
Soci ety

20. European Christchurch 1980 ** ** * 73,79
Liberation
Front

21 . For Al I Rugby Wel I i ngton 1 970s * *
Tours

22. Free Nation Auckland 1981 * ** * 23,63
New Zeal and*

23. Free Nati on Auck'l and 1982 * ** * 22,63
New Zeal and

24. Friends of Ashburton 1976 ** 5,40
Chi le

25 . Fri ends of Auck] and 1970 ** ** ** * 1 ,57
South Africa
Association

26. Freedom Auckland 1970s ** **
Leadersh i p
Foundat i on

27. Front Line* Ashburton/ 1978 ** ** ** * ** * 40

Chri stchurch

28. Heed* Auckland 1975 * ** * ** * 40,83

29, Imperi al Chri stchurch 1976 ** ** **
Br i t'l sh
Conservati ve
Party

30. Informed Dunedi n 1970 * ** 12
Chrl sti an
Patriots
Association

9,40,43 ,
44,45
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31. I'm fed up Auckland 1981 ** * * 22,23,63

32. I nst'itute of Auck I and 1980 ** 39

Al ternat'ive
Energy

33. Integrity Chrj stchurch 1980s ** * ** 39

Centre

34. International Wellington 1978 ** ** *
Chri sti an
Network

35. K.K.K. Timaru 1984 **

36. K.K.K. Christchurch 1969 ** **

37. Kni ves of Wel 1 i ngton 1981? * **
West Eleven

38. League of Christchurch 1950s * ** ** * 13'46
Emp i re
Loyal i sts

39. League of Auckland 1970 ** ** * ** * * ** 6133'68'
Rigfits 69,75

4O.National Front Christchurch 1977 ** ** * ** * * ** 5,9,18,-
27 ,44,45,
57

41. Nationa] Rotorua 1964 ** **
Soci a'li st
Party

42. National Auckland 1969 ** ** ** ** * 51,52
Socialist
t.{hite
Peoples Party

43. Nationalist Petone 1981 * * ** * * * 9,44,45
News*

44. Natlonalist Petone 1983 ** * ** * ** ** 9,40'45
Workers Party

45. New Force Petone 1981 ** * ** * ** ** 9,40'43,
44

46. New Zealand Auckland 1974 ** ** **
Comnonweal th
Al I i ance
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47. New Zealand ? 1960s ** *
Free Enter-
pri se Party

48. New Zealand Auckland 1980 ** ** ** 13,46
Phal anx

49. New Zealand Auckland 1981 ** * ** 10
Party

50. New Zealand Various 1962 ** ** ** 25
Rhodesi a
Soci ety

51. 0bserver* Auckland 1g7Z ** ** ** ** * 42,52

52. Patriotic Auckland 1972 ** ** ** ** * 42,51
Books

53. Patriotic New Christchurch 1980 ** ** ** 54,62
Zeal anders
0rgani zat i on

54. The Patriots Christchurch 1982 ** * * ** * 53,62
Voi ce*

55. Preservation Auckland 1975 ** ** 82
of European
Traditions &

Cultures (or
l'lhitecross
0rgani sation)

56. Private Wellington 1983 ** ** 40,60,64,
Enterpri se 72
Party

57. Pointing Christchurch 1973 ** ** ** * 40,60,64,
Right* 72

58. Reform Party Auckland 1979 ** *

59. Ruralist Party Auckland 1983 ** *

60. Selective Christchurch 1975 * ** 57
Immi grant
Association

61, Society Hami lton 1970s **
Agal nst
Compul sory
Unionism
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62. Society of Christchurch 1982 * ** * * ** 53,54
Patri ots
(or Society
for the
Promotion of
Patri oti sm)

63. Society for Christchurch 1981 ** * * 22,23
the Protec-
tion of
Individual
Rishts (SPIR)

64. Southern Christchurch 1970 ** ** ** 5,66
Afri ca
Fri ends
Associ ation

65. Speak up for Auckland 1981 **
Ri ghteousness

66. Springbok* Christchurch 1973 ** ** ** 64

67. Springbok Auckland 1970s ** * *
Tour Assoc-
i ati on

68. Tax Reduction Christchurch 1g7g ** * 99,77
Integri ty
Movement

69. Tax Reform Christchurch 1980 ** 39
Movement

70. Tax Revolt Auckland 1980 ** 13,39
Association
of New
Zeal and

71. The Individ- Palmerston 1979 ** 84
ual's Fight North
for Freedom
(rtrrl

72. The United Arrowtown 1975 ** 40,57
Movement
Agai nst
Communi sm

73. Viking Youth Chrlstchurch 1979 ** ** * * 20,79
- N.Z.

74. Voice of the Auckland 1970s ** **
Martyrs
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75. Voters Tauranga 1981 * ** * 39

Association

76. t.'lar Against Hastings 1972 * **
D'i srupt'ion

77. Western Hami lton 1965 ** ** * * * 68,84
Dest i ny
Pub'lications

78. Wh i te f,le I I i ngton 1 965 ** **
L i ghtni ng
I deo I ogy

79. White Christchurch 1980 ** ** ** * * 20,73
Peop l e' s
Al I i ance

80. White Power Wellington 1979 **
Gang

81 . t.lh i te Power Auck'l and 1981 **
Movement

82. White Auckland 1975 ** 55

Pre serv at i on
Soci ety

83. Wor'ld Anti - }Jel l i ngton/ ? ** * 31

Communi st Auckl and
League

84. Zenith Christchurch early- ** ** ** 68,69,71
Appl ied 1970s
Ph'i I osophy

* next to name in the group co]umn indicates a journal.

Supplementary Listing of 0ther Extreme Right Groups, 1960-1983.

Essenti al Books
Kiwi Ranch
Liberal Reform Party
New 0rder
New Zealand Social Credit Associat'ion
Save l{ew Zealand Committee
Soclal Reform Party
V'ictor Fi lmer Pol itical PartY
}lhlte Defence League
bJhite Power (not [he same group as those'l'lsted in the main table)
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N.B. Not all groups are listed. Some are synonymous wjth listed
part'ies while in other cases, insufficient was known about the group
(e.g. Economjc Euthenics Party). 0thers, notably morals groups, are
react'ionary but do not share the trad'itional interests (e.9. racism)
of extreme right-wing groups.

Explanation of Table

(1) Main Base/Year Founded: The main base describes the locat'ion
of the group's establishment or where they are currently based.
For example, the League of Rig-t*s was founded jn Tauranga but
it is now based in Auckland. The latter centre'is listed in
the table. It should not be assumed that the group's actjvit'ies
in any particular case are confined to the area listed as thejr
main base. The year founded gives the year in which the
organisat'ion was formally begun. If the year given is in doubt
then a question mark has been p'laced alongside the date. In
a few cases, the actual year is unclear so that an estimation
is given (e.9. 1970s) whjle a gap indicates that the date is
not known.

Principal Concerns: This sectjon of the table shows the p1jnqDa'l
ffi issues of the respective group. One affiI-
represents an interest while two indicates a major concern.

1. Pro-South African (and formerly pro-Rhodesian), and general'ly
in favour of apartheid and/or 'white' rule. Nearly all
favour continued contacts between New Zealanders and white
South Africans.

2. Anti-communist, either in a local or international sense.
These groups tend to extend their analysis to organisations'like trade unions, the United Nations and the World Council
of Churches as part of the 'communist threat' because of
their supposed support for or promotion of communist
objecti ves.

3. Anti-tax, either because of the level of taxation or because
it is collected by central government.

4. Pro-white/Ang1o-Saxon/White Commonwealth, usual]y in order
to preserve racial purity, cultural tradjtions or rac'ial
supremacy.

5. Opposed to what are seen as attempts to jnstall a New
International Economic Order (NIE0). Held to be a move
towards world government assocjated with communist and/or
Jewish intentions.

6. Suspicious or antagonostic towards Jews/Zionists. They
are seen to be lnvolved in NIEO and/or communism.

7, Concerned with moral lssues, notably gender relatlons and
educatlon. 0pposed to liberalisation or changes to tradltional
western power relat'lonship between sexes.
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8. 0pposed or suspicious towards democratic or liberal political
systems, generally because of 'abuse' or 'collectivism'.

Associations: The numbers indicate links with other listed
grouj-offiusually refers to open support, ioint actTilT[T6s
or common membership.
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APPENDIX 6 z Zenith Applied Courses, August/September 1979

(A) Cpgtlg Jchedule:

1. Basics of success and Happiness course ($t60'00) - 1 and

2 August, 4 and 5 SePtember
Prerequjs'ite: Personal'ity Analysis Evaluation

2. How to Study and Memorise Course ($t60'00) - 3 August'
6 September

Prerequisite: Basjcs of success and Happiness course

3. Communication Abilities Course ($680.00) - 6, 7, B and

9 August, 11, 12, 13 and 14 SePtember
Prerequ'is'ite: How to Study and Memorjse Course

4. Applyjng Basics Courses - 14 and 15 August,17 and 18

SePtember
Prerequisite: Economics Responsibilities Classes

5. Business Expans'ion Executive course - 16 and 17 August,
27 and 28 September

Prerequisite: Sales ExPert Course

6. Personal certainty and Awareness class - 21, 22 and 23

August
Prerequisite: Methods of Advancement Course

7. Mastery of Control Course - 25 August
Prerequisite: Future of Man Course

8. Sa'les Expert Course; 28, 29 and 30 August, 24, 25 and

26 SePtember
Prerequisite: 0.T.P.U. Course

9. Fast Flow Class - 31 August, 21 September
Prerequi si te: B. E. E.

10. Zenith Applied Philosophy Annua'l Exams - 1 September

11. Sen'ior Alignment Spec'ialist Course - 3 September
Prerequisite: Fast Flow Class

12. Basjc Assists Course - 7 September
Prerequisite: Senjor Alignment Specialjst Course

13. Friendship and Marriage Course - 19 September
prerequisite: Personal Certajnty and Awareness Class

14. Basjcs of Truth Course - 20 September
Prerequislte: Frlendshlp and Marriage Course

15. Cormunication Specla]lst Class - 22 September
Prerequislte: Mastery of Control Course

N.B. By the mld-]980s, a 'personality_test' cost $200.00 while the
,Lommunlcation course' cost $4000.00. A programme known as

'seorrence principals' could cost as much as $50'000.00.
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Selected Material Taught:

(i) Tone Scale (numbers relate to oscilloscope or E-meter
reTT,iln$

0.0 Death
0.05 Apathy
0.5 Gri ef
0.8 Propi ti ation
0.9 Sympathy
1.0 Fear
1.1 Covert hosti 1 ity
1.5 Anger
1.8 Pain
2.0 Antagoni sm

2.5 Boredom
3.0 Conservati sm

( wh i nger, 'l i ves i n the past )
(crawler, gives in to things)

(two-faced, hypocritical, stirre
(blaming others)
(emotional pain)
( likes chal lenging world-views)
(a spectator)
(willing to take responsibility

4.0 Enthusi asm
8.0 Exhi I aration

20.0 Action
40.0 Serenity of

but not seeking it)
(seeking responsibi 1 ity)
(a shaker and mover)

Beingness (the ultimate)

(ii) Success and Happiness

1. Success - being able to be what you want to be; total
success predicates total choice; maximisation of
options.

2. Happiness - by-product of success; creativity is doing
what you find to be interesting; happiness is not
pleasure but victory.

(iii) Expansion Law

If you don't act or p'lan to expand, you contract. If
you are not part of the solution, JOU are part of the
problem. You must actively expand, you can not just hold.
Life is a process.

This law applies in all areas and like the Toughness
Principle should apply a1'l the time and not just in
emergenc i es .

(iv) Third Party Law

Any cont'inuing conflict is guaranteed to involve a
third party in the background; a behind the scenes
stirrer. Beware of third parties.

Solution:

1. Don't accept second-hand informatjon from a third
party without at least checking it out.

2. Don't react blindly to lt; keep control of your
emotlons and communicate with the second party.
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APPENDIX 7: Brief Chronology of the League

in New Zealand, 1970'1984

1970 Format'ion of the League in February by Wood and Stewart-Menzies.
Formation announced in Austral ia by g-ut'ler in Sydney in February.*

1972 Minister of Energy held to have libelled Dr Pat Hohepa and

Mr Tom Newnham at League meeting in Tauranga.
Herald (6/5/72) reports that League has 200 members. Its
mffiings attract about 45. Most recent speaker, retiring
Government Member of Parliament for Tauranga, spoke on his
trip to South Afrjca.

1974 Tour by Butler.

1977 Walsh, on way home to Canada from WACL conference (Taiwan),
speaks at Royal International Hotel in Auckland.

1978 Stewart-Menzies suggests an antj-communist pact involving
South Africa, New Zealand and Australia in South Africa.

1979 D. Thompson,23 years of age, arrives to take up post of first
Nationa'l Director. Moves HQ to Auckland, establishes 0n Target'
Eyewitness programme on League of Rights, extensive correspondence
in Listener columns throughout 1979 and 1980.
ButTdF=t6ilrs i n November.
J. Clapham ousted from Social Credit, Sheppard resigns.

1 980

1 981

1982

1 984

Tour by Butler in February.
Artic1e in New Zea'land Listenel on League of Rights.
Social Cred@ League address in Tauranga.
Survey on support for economic sanctions aga'inst Soviet Union.
Laboui Party pamphlet used in East Coast Bays by-e]ection Iinks
Soc'ial Credit with fascist/anti-Semitic views.
MP Isbey asks whether SIS interested in League in the House.

Two edjtions'of [elv Zeq-]tl!-Ijt!! printed and 250,000 copies
di stri buted prioffiEl ection.
Candidates asked to sign contracts.
Gostick visits to'campaign' against Social Cred'it.
Tour by Butler.
Second Crown Commonwealth League of Rights Conference held
in Royal International Hotel in Auckland.

Tour by Butler.
Min'ister, Couch, attends Butler meeting and offers vote of
thanks - said that Butler's remedy u,as on right track
(Domin'ion , 19/4/82).

Involved in formation of Councll for a Free New Zealand.
Death of W.A. Ross.

Although the formation of the New Zealand League of Rights was
announced jn 1970 after a meeting in Tauranga, contemporary League
material gives 1971 as the year of formatjon'
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APPENDIX 8 : ConservativeBooks Catalogue, 1983

The Conservative Books Catalogue gives an 'ind'ication of the

concerns of the League of Rights. The Catalogue (1983) begins w'ith

the following statement:

flte mass media has promoted mass confusion
concerning the basic aspects of the worTd
crises. Ihere is a poTicg of failing to
present vital knowTedge tequired tor New

ZeaTandets to make inteTTigent decisions
about theit tuture. The encfosed is a

selection of books and booklets avaiLable
to those who wish to obtain the knowledge
necessarg for self Presetvation.

0f the 166 books/pamph'lets listed, they can be categorised as having

particular concerns or subjects. The categories are listed, followed

by the numbers in each category, and an examp'le. They are listed
in descending order of importance.

1. Conspiracies - 39 items.
G. Al len,
E. gutl.i,

2. Commun'ism, Soviet Union, Socjalism'24 items.
E. Butler, The Fabian Socialist Contribution to the

Communist Advance
I. Benson,

3. Social Credit - 19 items.
L.D. Byrne, Social Credit and Partv P

c.H.D6uslit@
4. Pol'itics - 16 items.

C.H. Douglas, The Nature of Democracy

5. Holocaust, Zionism, Jews - 14 items.
P. Rassinier, Debunkjng the Genocjde Myth
D. Reed, The C@

6. Financial Issues - 14 items.
J. S. Al bus , PeoPl e' s CaPj tal i sm

7, Religion - 11 jtems.
H. Pike, Religion, Red and Rotten

B. South Africa - 10 items.
I. Benson, Undeclared t,.lar. The Batt
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10.

9. Education - 7 items.
S. Huck, Secular llumanism

NewZealand-5items.
R. Fenton, Sinners at the Stadium

11. Miscellaneous - "Race" - 4 items; Hitler, World War II - 3 items.

In add j t jon to these books, the avai I able League of Rights' pub'l'ications
include:

1. 0n Target (fortnightly)

2. Intelljgence Survey (monthly; published by Australian League
oT-Rj sFtTI--

New Times (monthly; includes Enterprise quarterly)

Ladies Line (bi-monthly; published by Australian League ofa-iffi
5. Heritage (quarterly)

The League of Rights also has a catalogue of cassette and video tapes.

3.

4.
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